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FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT IITEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUCTS
LUI'IBERI NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEI.IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUITI REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, G[ASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
r'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRIGAL
ELECTRICAL I'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
ETECTRONIC COI'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANsPORTATION EQUIPI'IENTPROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUMTS.
I'IISCEL LANEOUS HANUFACTURINGTOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IT,IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC [.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'TOTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIP]iIENT
DRUGS, CHE]'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
50 ,594, 2l 9
4,345,?23
4, 7 38, 546I5, r15,678
54 ,7 93,q67
697 ,721
,536.
,758.
,662.
,765.
66
175
4,766
0,409
560
50
545
992
rr09
q r?6
55
34q2
E50,00E
r45,8r6
567 ,2.80
r 558
,990
,7E5
626
100
2?L
55,400.E4
5,995.78
I5,507 .52
l+,345,22rr
3l ,7 45 ,994}IFG- I5L 546.00424,986.07
4100
4200
4500
481 0
4830
4900
49?0
TCU-
I,
4, ,285,555
,213
t72
70
1,60r
I6 , 969,34q
5, I4I,650
27, I87,3079,I59,958
62,892,591
I06,860.57
4(t,639.2Lq,207 
.25
92E,27 9 .85
r00,557 .59
r,395,008.48
49cr ,041 .205,07L575.95
,37E.65
,659.40
E8
46
5010
5020 5,1I6,467I. 686,552 7694
;T
REPORT NO. O8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'lENT
STATE OF NEI.I FTEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDU5TRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
TOTAL REPORTED
GRO5S RECEIPTS
50,519,244
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,942,E37
560,65r
956, 9E3
,976rr04
,664 ,487
,464,65r
,005r606
,056
,67 q
, 156
,057
,977
,507
,88 0
,37 4
,423
,q97
,I12
,666
'962
,25I
, I07
,595
,560
,852
20,255
6 0, ]8590,6I7
06,478
8(),E()E
9?,7 38
08, 584
56, I 9E
I5,65E
PAGE 7
RUN DATEI 07/15/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77(). OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
278,4+4.50
251 ,458 . 78
258, 150 .2E
521, 985. IE
2,Er0 ,E66.24
5, 251 ,405 . 99
195,247 .50
L78,8E7.27
r63,505.08
9,553 . E5I7,449.9I
48,42r . 05
55 ,022 .5q25L 995.55
58,668. 0E
9, 577 . 55
62q ,07 3 .55
,E4Z.qE
,280.14
, 954. l0
,8r4 . 54
,528 . 04
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION !
SIC
CODE
ANNUAL SUMHARY -- BUSINESs ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
()4.(}O() CHAVES COUNTY
N0.
RETU
TAX
RN5
57
r93
39E
5040
5060
5070
50E0
5090
50 92
l^lH S L
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDT^IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPTIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPTIENT AND SUPPL I E5
HISCEL t ANEOUS [{IHOL ESA L ERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUI.I PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDI^IARE STORES
FARI{ EQUIPMENT DEALERS
GENERAT I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI.TENT STORES
DEPARTIIENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IOBILE HONE DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L AS5OC.SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COI'IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS. , EXCGS. , SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVEST]'IENT COI'IPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
rs6
45II4
165
6(tz
145
r,57 9
,75r,554
,75E,529
,EE5,028
,9E6,504
,502 ,645
, rg4, ge4
170,960.55
21,67q.79
56,q70.76
40E, E08.45
2I9,E62.90
Lq7 ,928.29
r,r96,9{5.E0
6
5
2
20
2
q
I5
55
L2
I25
520 0
525 I
5252
5500
55I 0
5400
551 0
554 0
5592
5s99
5600
5700
5800
5815
5 9I0
5920
5990
RET L
65
86
56
232
E2
409
r55
261
5,969,?14
4,7EE,076
6,209,209
5,420,999
47,661, r6E
67 ,2r7 , E45
8, r26 ,5366rg0E,03l
E41,049
+ r547 ,577
I l, 9(0 , l5Eg 
,545 , ggg3l ,7 96,254
5,444,251
I5,127 , 0495,528,245
5E,r19,56I
292,890, I67
4,632
5,8q 9
4,3r0
5,55rq6,770
55,85 0
3,254
5,026
5t7
3,758}I,7EI
8, 919
29,718
5, 44(I5,65r
4, r45
47 ,Eqg
248, 951
6000
6r00
6r20
6200
6500
55I0
6550
6700
FI RE
89
57
25
40
I28
292
49
28
688
l, 265,
4 ,7 6E,I,I2I,
IE9,
15,136,
,L65.57
,559. 95
, 040 .64
,3?4.60
,L32.62
,729.q9
293
I,071
1309l
7E
5,359
6,996
82r,23E. 04
248,164 .072,860,0!9.29
14, 927 ,7 95 .59
3 ,4L9 ,29qI60, 185l,2gr, g6E
E99,754
55
225
70E
555I, 795
206
099
9r5
575
960
E2E
2rlI
2
8Ir04rIlr0I
10,4
5,550 , 551
7 ,559, 0 0g
L2,029 ,4?7
12 r2(15 ,260
4,697,47E
HOTELS, ['IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
352I,5I}
1, r49
902
575
7,655,547
7,962,955
I6,E05,275
rq, 0 gg, 027
E, EzI,556
555
454
721
75I
280
2 ,524 ,347
n
7000
7 200
7500
7500
7600
7E0 0
7900 229 2,6E2,0q6 149,557 .25
IREPORT NO. O8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEN TIEXICO
COI'TBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'IAi{ALYSIS OF GRO55 REEEIPTs TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 8
RUN DATE. 07/15/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 77O. (IIxR
xEEQUEST XDITED X
ANNUAT SUi'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
04-000 cHAvEs c0uNTY
JUNE, L99Z
IOCATION !
src
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
8010
8060
E100
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEHBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS 5 ERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
L,092
285
529
74
31,070,5E5
20,56I,399
12,685,802
r65,725
50,755,217
r8,7r9,499
12,57L379
162, E91
I,848 ,577 .Lgl, 120,E67 .45
76r,485.55
9,759.1782008600
8900
891 0
S ERV
3, 165
I08
9,799
23,575,992l,7EgrIg2I49,5I5,56E
?L,556 ,27ct
r,753r50g
15r,075,759
L,287,710 . I5
105,227.09
7,856 ,6 93 .65
9200
9593
95 95
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - t'IUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNI'lENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTSTOT. GOVERNI'IENT 57
49
622,158
552,59E
565,9E6
226,559
54,505. 15
I5,658.479999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHMENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 24,922 764,961,994 537,52L,057 52,005,154.75
iT
REPORT NO. 08(l TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY 5TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
TOTAL REPORTED
GRO55 RECEIPTS
540,994
15,026,805
,852,5r7
,0+q ,295
,258,61I
,L82,2?9
955, 454
86q,255
5,50 0,567
752, oEg
r,255,669
5,005,570
r5, 945, 577
5,544,670
?7 ,116,372
JUNE,1992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
482,899
PAGE 9
RUN DATE: 07/L5/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77(,.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
28,654.10
, 356 .87
,022.05
,96E.51
,825.94
, I85.55
10,672.I9
39 ,722.68
32,(t68.L4
20,?67 .65
,E00.46
, 525. 57
55 ,686 .26
272,49q.73
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUI.II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
CIBOLA COUNTY
SIC
CODE
LocATI0N : 53-000
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
t'IETAL t'IINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIU]'I, ]'IOLYBDENU]'IOIL AND GAS I.IELL DRILLING
NON''IETALLIC }IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASHTOT. IlINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT T{EAT PRODUCTS
LUHBER, I|IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHET'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GLA5S, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRITIARY TIETAL INDUsT., FABRICATED TIETAL PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY,EQUIPNENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COHPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPI'IENT
MISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
M0T0R FREIGHT TRANS. , I^IAREH0USING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMI'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
47
0I0 0
0700
AGRI
I000I38I
1400
MINE
I500I6I0
t620
1700
CONS
22t
50
12,285,
2,87 3 ,6,960,
2,4L0,
2(+,5?8,
2000
2400
2700
2800
5200
5(00
3500
5600
357 0
5700
3900
I'lFG-
50
50
65
29
705
748
+45
904
799
4
7
q
5t
474tr
729
96
204
65
2, 040 ,46 0Ir,060,+9I
2, rg5, g6 g
r ,27 0 ,540
575,060
3,2q9,qzq5,440,5I7I2,5r9,009
I85
6(3 ,504,7 q+
6rz
Ir8
0rE
689
r574tt
145
L,402
6
I5
t6
25
199
259
4r00
420 0
4EIO
485 0
4900
4920
TCU-
r53
590
57
542
I()I
54
605
525,0L7
565,60fl
1,727 ,202
5, 525, 457
944, I3E
5r 004,490
I0,794,51I
2,8?6,599
20,781,526
I7
L ,2r
5t .50
80.1220.2t
5040
5070
50E 0
5090
5092
tlHSL
- 5200
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI.IARE, PLUT'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIP}IENT AND SUPPLIES]'II SCEL LANEOUS t.IHOL ESAL ER5
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTSTOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING HATERIALS
45
55
40
277
97
492
I17,880
223,908
278,+7E
390,6763,496,4r9
4,497 ,362
,47 4 .40
,750.15
,6 9l .72
,8r5.96
,258. 05
,968.29
r,537,734
!
29 r,0r2,506 62,537.?7
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
15 , 555, SEE
L5,4I9,510
95,2E8,559
r,097r770
840,6 04
66,712
2,2E2,ggz
5,454, I IE
28 ,37 + ,09c+
354,71{
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
14,222,IE9
2 ,04L ,56+
r 9,220 , 9El
946 ,686
994,846
, 524, E5r
,(r50,855
75E,428
Elr,758
PAGE IO
RUN DATEI 07/L5/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
868,605.55
125,160.881,r78,062.79
5E,525. 386r,455.85
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
5IC
CODE
ANNUAL SUHI'IARY .- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
55-O()O CIBOLA COUNTY
5?s I
550 0
55I 0
5400
5s I0
554 0
55 92
5599
5600
5700
5800
5E I5
5 910
5920
5990
RETL
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
7800
7900
E()IO
8060
810 0
E200
8900
8 910
S ERV
HARDHARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IOBILE HOT'IE DEALERS
HISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS . BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND s-AND-L ASsOC.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL E5T. OPER-tESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVE5TMENT COMPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'IOTEL5, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOU5 BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOT,IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSEFIENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNT.IENT - I'IUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNMENT
,5{8,636
,0g5,lrg
,520,4r7
,269,r09
,475,550
, 045, 945
1 r 681,677
1,085,079
505,190
9,299,8?L
3,47r,565
2,7 43 ,47 2
NO. TAX
RETURNS
66
80
76
574
232
48
278
27
24Lq7
139
,170
,50't
,5?q
,585
045
576
838
779
5, 765
r,099
7,9r0
r,757
7 (t9
2
29I
5
2I
q
10
5
5
I()5,E
66,85L0
575,3
208,6
95.
55.
06.
69
05
I7
12r,907.40156,5rr.61
151, r92.0245,832.2r
65.6E
34 .47
9E
917
2r60?
l0
69
169,588.
533,550 .55
4 
' 
247 ,5(+8 .67
46, EE5. 17
4(+ ,947 .7 3
6700
FI RE
5000
610 0
6500
65I0
6550
920 0
95 95
GOVT
76
157
79r
2,734
55
877 .95
E39.72
27
50E
65,
I , EI5,
5r4
509
3,
106,
184
3E7
567
312
172
,4E5
,5I5
,07 4
,699
, 0Es
,4r5
,6I5
,052
,256
216,645.59
60,49q. I5
452,E8I.90
,8,0E7.22
38, 56 I .64
t64
156
I05
65
2,09L510
2,2L0 , g?E
2,457,727
7 2E ,7 (t3
2,009,105
2,205,0q3
2, 446 , q55
713,8 9 9
5,507
9907,qlgI,6()I
658
,095
4,71r,570
26,q17 ,q35
550,092
279,1E0.18
I,609,485.12
21,515.6E
IREPORT NO. O8l)
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHT'IENTS . (SERVICES)
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDU5TRIES IN THIS LOCATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEII
ANALY5IS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, L992
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
20 9,595,524
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
I52,6E6 , 96 9
PAGE II
RUN DATE. 07/L5/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O. ()I
REPORTED
TAX DUE
9,142,6E4. 0E
ANNUAL SUIII'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
55-OO() CIBOLA COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
7, 9E8
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEN ]'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI{
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFIGATION
JUNE, I992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
35 2,5I7rl0g
E5 2 ,7 (tL ,629
4,745, 055l,zqs ,096
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2 ,304 ,57 2
2,7 05 ,905
7 ,250 r995
PAGE 12
RUN DATE: 07/L5/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O. OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
126, 915. 99
155,447.56
429,271.16
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
5rc
CODE
ANNUAL SUMI'IARY .- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
09-000 c0LFAx c0uNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
0I0 0
0700
080 0
AGRI
I000
158I
158 9
T',II N E
4100
4200
450 0
q920
TCU-
5 0I0
5040
50
50
50
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
r'IETAL I'IINING, EXCEPT COPPER,OIL AND GAs I.IETL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES,
TOT. I'IINING
URANIUI'I, TIOLYBDENUII
EXCEPT DRILLING
1500
I6IO
I620
I700
q600
48I0
4850
4900
60
70
80
GENERAL BUILDI}IG CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
TIEAT PACKING AND OTHER I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUCTS
LUTIBER, I^IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL T,IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIEs
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPHENT
I'IISCEL LANEOUS HANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURIHG
LOCAL AND HIGHHAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANs., NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO]'I['IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC HATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GA5 UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
]'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOHOTIVE EQUIPIIENT
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDhIARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
T.IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
559
33
79
699L 550
g, 145, g5E
3,225,94E
962,40r
I7,956,989
51,27 L 295
,277 .35
,509.52
,4E7.72
,545.75
015,029696,I9516I,60I
r21,8rl
3r
7,459,561
2,449 ,7 0l
L7 ,057 ,L4?
r68
59
I97
654CONS
2000
20I0
2500
2400
27 00
3200
5400
5600
567 0
3700
5900
MFG. 6, r546,67L
L,027
740
61
99
77
79
50
508
e94,060
E, I54,202
5r
14,
ltI,+I
345,744
896,819
rE,459. 10
58,47 4 .57
4 r620,092
E, g5g, 555
6r220,599
23,094 ,295
5, E5g, glg
97 5 ,162
2r4,6E1
4,592r759
508,705
7 ,357 .56
90,E25.75
5E,617.5r
r5,890 . l5
254,554.09
450, 955.79]57,559.17
L006,622.E8
20,715.25
,7 L4
r 040
170
60I, 052
599
rt2
jt
REPORT NO. OE() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
src
CODE
ANNUAL SUMIIARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
09-000 c0LFAx c0uNTY
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
4,3gr, ggE
4,996,75215,I60,6EI
E, 257 ,655
4,456,257
2,526 ,922
626,283
995,696
I0,605,925
L,675,21+
5, 176, 957
,67 0 ,327
,952,002
1 1527 ,gL?
L r77 0 ,26?
7,755,900
1,2E4,E67
5,56E,657
I 90 ,20+
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 15
RUN DATE: 07/15/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O. ()I
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2L6 ,7 55 .7 6
77 ,474.68
516, 179.42
261, 049.45
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5090
50 92
t^IHSL
I,II SCEL L ANEOUS I.IHO L EsA L ERs
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUIiI PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTTIENT STORES
DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS VEHICL E AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEAL ERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'II SCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.SECUTY. AND COMDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERSTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, T'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
HISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COI'IMERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPTTENT LABORATORIES
AUTOT'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
r'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
ANUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IENBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
5,4I1
5, 925
r , 905, 950
7E4 ,95q
tr8
ct8
374
10
266
83q92
,18I
,IlI
, 165
5,5E+
L,2075,r19
520 0
525 r
550 0
53r 0
5400
55I 0
554 0
5599
I5,5
65,2
9
7r6
20 ,0
14
79
9,621,099
2r656,995
5,096,007
(95
439
525
2,7 5L05
1,570
5, l5E
III
5600
5700
5E00
58t3
5 9I0
6000
6I0 0
6200
6500
7000
7200
7300
7591
7500
7600
7800
100
185
79
98
5E
452
I94
55
288
q46
326
287
1r5
,?qz
,06E
,?07
,676
,956
,2Lq
,0955920
5990
RETL
228
52
220
88, (l 0
08, 468
4I,9E6
4, 051,52E
955,450
7,5q3,7L4
15,556,5r7
6?r29
507,91
1,097,41
5. 0s
6.71
7 .8t
5, 556
1, 93I
626
7q7
I 0 ,426
1,575
2,807
54, 948
77,38(
L rLqg,(t7Z
r,624,r69
7 , IEI, 7E()
E,567,464
? r 6+2,066
2,465, 139
773,297
4,917, g4E
1r260,595
6, 169,5r2
r75, 525
219 ,51?.25
128,56L.6(t
805,599.20q,287,592. 9I
7+,63?.26
98,005.I5
457,407 .5E
555,425 . 55169,162.5I
t55 ,47 5 .7 6
,835.5r
,91I.09
46,699.9(+
522,1I8.00
E4,E86.2r
56,555.6(r
50,452. 9E
677,600.29
112,581.54
I85,461.26
65I0
6550
FI RE
7900
80I0
6060
8I00
E20 0
8500
8900
89r0
4I
5r9
775,806
4,917,949
'!
964
30
,974.65
,194.7I
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE 0F NEtl I'IEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET't
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE I4ATE: 07/L5/92
UmBER! 770.0I
RU
RU
ND
NNxR
xEEQUEST XDITED X
ANNUAL SUT'I]iIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
09-000 c0LFAx c0uNTY
JUNE, I992
LOCATION 3
sIc
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
35, I46, r 0E
q8,278
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
SERV TOT. SERVICES 5, 595
77
30, 907,45E I, 970, 949.55
5, 076 . E4920093 95
95 95
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - FIUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNHENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTSTOT. GOVERNMENT
4E,278
r29 3,596,77r 5, 555, E41 224,700.I2
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS . (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION r0,654 20q,6.tL,72L I4E,5I0, 944 9,342, 975.56
REPORT NO. OEO
I
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET{
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STAHDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFIGATION
JUNE, }992
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
ANNUAL SUI'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
O5-OOO CURRY COUNTY
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
76 , 0 95,857
5,455, 536
2L,7 65,05q
1,643,725l, 92r,502
18, I4E,554
,596,L52
,6 05,505
, 029,595
,263,266
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 15
RUN DATEI 07/I5/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 77O. OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
48,87 5 . 27
76,505.45
125, I78.7 0
3,558,550.52
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
55,1II,
0r0
070
GRA
OIL
OIL
NON
TOT
0
0I
1500I6I O
1520
I700
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICESTOT. AGRICULTURE
METAL L I
. MININ
I.IELL DRILLING
FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
MINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
r,067
1,550
2,67 5
22E
565
qE
t20
I6E
IOIIEt
L'599,(t62I2,52r,E66I4, 021 , 529
E12,052
r,510,077
2,122,129
}3EI
158 9
1400
I'II N E
COHS
2000
20I0
250 0
2(00
27 00
320 0
540 0
5500
5600
3700
5800
3900
I'TFG-
GA
GA
AND
AND
S
S
c
G
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
H I GHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT HEAT PRODUCTS
MEAT PACKING AND OTHER NEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUCTS
LUHBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIITIARY IIETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED ]'IETAL PRODUCTS
I'lACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL IIACHINERY,EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPI'IENTPROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI'ITS.
MISCEL L ANEOUS T'IANUFACTURINGTOT. HANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
M0T0R FREIcHT TRANS. , I^IAREH0USING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPEL INE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'TI'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY sERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COHMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'TOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTO]'IOTIVE EQUIPI'tENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUGTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
273,q59
2,669 ,622
3 r772,0944,529,524
2, 1gg, 749
232,2+E
I,885,12E
326,022
I41,606
292-,57 0
,52E.65
,556.42
,640 .6E
882,229
48I,689
25 1,069,626
65,147,099
I5,292, ll5
79,L79,20+
910, 075
7 7 ?,535
4 ,680 ,692
1,573,095
510, 152
I5, I95,564
4,32E,641
E66
4,+48
,570.75
,2r9.54
107
227
722
20
99
05
2t
7
50
4
30
8
65
55
r59
5I
25
35
5r7
EI
t78
66l, r50
t9
8
I7
q5
2EL
15,964.17
rr5,644.55
54, 95I .44
, 025.50
,411.I5
92, 555. 67
tE,26E . 45
4, r32.45
7,I79.E0
E,74r .50
0,455.74
r,62E.0e
75,059.08
4000
4I0 0
420 0
4500
4600
481 0
4E5 0
4900
4920
TCU.
E5
3,935, 0 g7
rr510,5Eg
I0,209,532
L,747,516
,7
,2
,5
,7 60
,7 50
,559
25
L,25
45?r9l
t!
5010
5020
5040
506 0
rI3
50III
55
I,263,2II
566, I571,555,0rr
244,275
34,
87,
L4,
.65
.E6
.74
IREPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
50 92
NHSL
ANNUAL SUI.II'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
{)5.OOO CURRY COUNTY
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 16
RUN DATEI 07/15/92
RUN NUMBER: 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
,E55,059
,497,554
,450 rE60
,510, r57
, 595,265
,E20,
,291 t
,656,
,456 ,
r565,
, 
(t23 
,
, 045,
,737,579
105,529
,774r36I
,67 0 , qgg
,466,550
,97 0 ,667
,55E,5 99
,+20,694898,05I
5I,585,951252,lg0,gl5
r0,906,541
,162, q7 0
, I51,840
1 , 575,7E7I8,4I1,772
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5070
50E0
5090
5200
525 I
5?52
5300
53r 0
5400
58I5
5 9I0
s920
5990
RET L
53
120
625
100
1,1EE
50
8642t
88
25
2,7 08
5,977
56,497
12,578
1.6,E05
76,76q
E6 ,236
95,508
92,493()(),EE2
50,8r4
57,123
2E7 ,5,4I5,
2,7 5g ,
270,
705.67
4L6 
-77024.50
405. I5
095.01
955. 52
733.60
414. I8
077 .44
559.8E
633.41
554.75
759.56
26 I .88
964.E8
10 4 .88
206.25
84E.95
HARD]IIARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EAUIP.
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
r'IISCEL LANEOUS hIHOL ESAL ERs
PETROL EUFI AND PETROL EUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I^IHOLESALE TRADE
AND SUPPLIES
BUILDING IIATERIALS
HARDT..IARE STORES
FARTI EQUIPI'IENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GA5OLINE SERVICE STATIOHS
MOBILE HOI'IE DEALERS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
HISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COI'IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS. , EXCGS. , SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI'IENT COI'IPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, ['IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
HISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COMT'IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPI'IENT LABORATORIES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
A]'IU5EI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
6
7+
5,41
3, 964. 99
4(+ ,522.60
20q ,7 92.7 0
I
4
20
4
9I
t2
6
57
54
7
5
5II
7
?.4
4
12
5
5
8
8
5
r58,5E7L 117,265
5,556,056
?.,566,600I(),EI7,I7I
,8
9
,5
,8
,6
,9
,4
,7
6,07I
24,629
4,558
1 I, 1E8
898
22,67 7
21t,65E
9,545. 06
65,865. +0
199,504.9II5r,86r.04
656,903.7548
12,E29I06 5
5
4
56
45
4
2
550
195
27+
625
L60
377
750
?ZE,
56,
516 ,
55I0
554 0
55 92
5599
5600
5700
5E00
76
4q2
t27
r99
25
155
58I
?65
678
164
q
5
7
2,499
159
,82E ,967
,705,601
,5q9,295
612 0
6200
6300
165,
5rIIr
I
0
4
,179
,540
,?2L
,159
,051
,7 06
,7 6?
6,
502,
685,
565,1,48r,
273,
673,
54,
r ,554,
12, 6 95,
6000
510 0 E946
,640
, 943
55
46
555
I59,358
74L,6754,I06,750
2,367,555
I59,945
9,5q7 ,+25
I+2, 0 96 .22
8,445.31
575,471.00
294,640.46
519,288.45
449,305.60
5,E9I
1,675
9,53565106550
6700
FI RE 599
7000
7200
7500
7591
7500
7600
7800
7900
8010
208
1,253
648
694
634
238
702
,E95,4E1
,357,274
,785,548
6,521,069
4 r 505, g4r
r,575,426
18,203,222
7r63
0,29
58
?5
4. E5
r.t2
5.52
1.07
82,73
I , 0 95,59
REPORT NO. OEl)
rl
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT PAG
07
77
RUN
RUN
FN
REVYS
470
2q4
E
t5
561
59
4, 339
DATE:
NUMBER:
E t7/L5/9?
0.0rX REQUEST XX EDITED X
STATE O
COI1B I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
El,l MEXIC0
ENUE SYSTEM
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL GLASSIFICATION
JUNE,1992ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY .. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
LOCATION I O5-()()O CURRY COUNTY
src
CODE
8
5I
0
3
5q
7,8r
4, 06
I4tq2
267
?37
096
572
LRSR
ttI
79
8060
8100
E20 0
8600
E900
9200
9300
9595
95 95
NO. TAX
RETURNS
6E
r9,59(
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEI PT5
7,994,920
4, 069,692
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
595, 077
44I,985,867
REPORTED
TAX DUE
,724.60
,770.56
, lE5. 02
, E75. 05
,El(.78
,248.80
,225.90
23,227.L\
26,058,611.67
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEHBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I',lI SCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
Lq2
237
72
592,oql
6q7,I8I
,714
,520
,70E
,255
,585
25
9r55
98
7 2,94
,623
,40?
,772
r 952
,249
, I55
,452
89t 0
S ERV
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND
LOCAL GOVERNIiIENT - COUNTIES
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - ['IUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNMENT . SCHOOL DISTRICTSTOT. GOVERNI.IENT
I NSTITUTIONS
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI.IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
594,EI5
60q,26?,509
rl
IREPORT NO. ()El)
STATE O
COI'IB I N ED
ANATYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
Et^l l''lEXIC0
ENUE SYSTET'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE,1992
PAGE 18
RUN DATE. 07/I5/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O.O1
REPORTED
TAX DUE
49,200.36I9, 944 .8159,I45.17
710 . 92
10,471.7E
,87E. I 0
I1E,782.04
4 ,9L7 .20
23,057.09
2,920.55
158, 981 .47
27,055.40
28,62E.E?
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTTITENT
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
FN
REVYS
ANNUAL SUMIIARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
DE BACA COUNTY
5rc
CODE
LocATI0N:27-000
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTIONTOT. AGRICULTURE
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NONI'IETALLIC IIINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT . 1'II NING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, i.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING]'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
HI SGEL LANEOUS T,IANUFACTURING
TOT. I.IANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION]'IOTOR FREIGHT TRAN5., I^IAREHOUSING, TRAN5. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COT1MUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC HATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR EPORTEDECEIPTs
, 078,58I
41(},E06
,4 95, lgg
159,552
5(14 ,029
857 ,8E2
r, 027, 055
2rg65, gg6
250,471
494, 080
5l ,826
2,9E0,402
497,5(t6
51 1,567
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
834, IEE
343,3971,r77,595
2,0(12,777
E5,I5E
582,997
48,65E
2,649 ,7 06
q49,620
475, 084
0t00
AGR I
66
121
r87
138 9
I400
I'II N E
1500
I700
c0N5
520 0
525 I
5252
5300
540 0
551 0
I
I
2500
2400
27 00
5500
5900
MFG- 77 ,573556,505
r2,196
17 4 ,6L7
4000
4I00
4200
48I0
4900q920
TCU-
32(t5
I86(9
557
38
79
6E
26
45
53
43
r59,552
60,0E2
72E,23?
849,805
65
9(t
51
,550.
,488.
,558.
7
3
42
.+9
s020
5040
5070
5090
50 92
l.,lH S L
554 0
5599
5600
5700
5E00
DRUGS, CHEI'lICAL5 AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI^IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP
I'IISCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI,I PRODUCTSTOT. hIHOLESALE TRADE
AND SUPPLIES
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
FARI'I EQUIPI'TENT DEALERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI.IE FURNISHINGS AND APPL IANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES 50
IREPORT NO. 08(t TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET.I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, 1992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
52E,071
r, r66, 050
6 ,951 ,644
l7 4, 614
588, 957
5E4,647
22?,728
473,402
E5r,56e
555,44I
5, 186, 079
I6,007,980
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
588,585
875,515
6,071,22E
PAGE 19
RUN DATEI 07/15/92
RUN NUMBER: 770.0].
REPORTED
TAX DUE
34 ,5q2.55
,18E.64
,477.23
28,436 .20
5L,227 .L0
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION 3
5rc
CODE
ANNUAL SUIII'IARY .. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
27-OOO DE BACA COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
605E I55910
5990
RET L
6000
6500
6510
FI RE
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
7900
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
lIISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKs
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER.LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, t'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOITIOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES]'lISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AMUSET'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVIGES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEFIBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
HISCELLANEOUS SERVICESTOT. SERVIGES
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
52
563
I91
528
7l4
I9
12
69
135
98
45
120 ,50 r
262, l0E
525, 580
220,E4+
,255.35
,457 .73
,4r8.45
,7 32 . 6(t
EOIO
8060
8200
8600
38
27
t45
615
473,E5l,
q02
562
E900
S ERV
328,521
2,7Lq ,965
12, (56 ,437
I
16
9,450.25
r,045.7r
r ,868 757 ,896 . 12
hI
IREFORT NO. l)E(l TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NET{I 1'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
ANNUAL SUMHARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
()7.OOO DONA ANA COUNTY
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r2,3gg, r62
6 , 155, 975lE, 555, I57
515, E94
4, r86 , 625
L2,879,526
rt5
54,366
36,447 ,7261,660,161
E4,822,006
5, 595, 47 r
L67 ,9L4,229
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
I48, I 18
PAGE 20
RUN DATE! 07/15/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O. OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
56,861.98
I58,366 . I6195,2e8.I4
8,638.09
251, r6E.52
65 ,0?2.09
54, 955.55
37,572.+5
1,6r6 .6E?,989,294.90
NO. TAX
RETURNS
0I0 0
0700
AGRI
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
HETAL I'IINING, EXCEPT COPPER,
URAN I UN
COAL
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS,OIL AND GAS I,IELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES,TOT. I'IINING
URANIUTI, MOLYBDENUM
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
EXCEPT DRILLING
605,607
2,65(t ,9?5
3,26 0, 552
r46
2s3
399
28
I000
r094
I200
13r0
I58 t
I58 9
I'II N E
1500
t6r0
152 0
I700
CONS
E6 5,E15,184
84,604,265
I 0 ,47 1, 0885,230,278
25 ,5(t2,458
I25,848, 087
26,401
51,985,755
25,326 , gL5
E(t ,7 07 ,037
6 ,7 63,7 06l,gl6,g45
295,3+6
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHhIAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE COHTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTITE I'IILL PRODUCTS
LUIIIBER, hIOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUI'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIT'IARY II1ETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I.IETAL PRODUCTS
MACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL t'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENTPROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI'ITS.
I'II SCEL L ANEOUS I'IANUFACTURINGTOT. HANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHI,IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , t.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPEL INE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IHUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
2,827
78
208
3,417
5,530
,650
,7 55
,6L?
,545
,359
12. t6
E5.7E
l.I .56
96.09
05.61
I25
EO
194
206
q,473
7,4E9
5, 156
,054
,565
,588
,0I4
L?0,327 .07
18, 48(. 0 0
74,450.73
87, r50 . (5
r04,198
1r,642
6,575
7 0 ,62E
r 93, 045
93
7 ,07
1, 95
7 ,lE4
29,537
734
r40
78
74
5, 051 ,5
622,4
310,4
1,527 ,E
7,5L2.,4
2000
250 0
2400
27 00
2800
2900
320 0
5400
5500
5600
3670
3700
J800
3900
54
48
I, 968
500
L,220
L,423
8,500,E90
859,759
2,567, rr4
I,064,885
577 ,2L4652,II0
56,576,7E9l, r52,755
64 ,57 + ,07 5
5, r 05,7 r5
1L6,157,972
,7?4
,005
T'IFG-
4000
410 0q200
q500
4500
48r0
483 0
4900
4920
TCU.
42q
r,460 64,156,
90
404
68
,7 05
,E95
5
5
lr(t67 r7Lq,906,qg576,529556 ,655
405,414.49
10 9, 1 90 .22
L7 ,5q6.q5
2.1
2.6
,27 0
789
86
435
66
1,969
2,015 ,859.67
57,869.50
5,855,652.E2
29E ,q7 5 .02
5,772,6EE.52
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEtl t'lEXICo
ino,-r.ru 0F GRoss REcErS?UB+XIor$tXFXHS^iltlFilurr*ro. cLASsrFrcArroN
JUNE, I992
PAGE 2L
RUN DATE. 07/L5/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
24,535,402
7 ,206,6506,200,592
25,479, 5Eg
I 05,625,654
I27,409,549
17, 905, gg5
lE,565,626
9,520,777
17,50E,527
29,L96,66?
22,89E,277
6+,255,759
55,575,799
24 ,040 ,7 52
5,7r9,505105,514,II7
6+0,454,599
22,675,632]7,E19,729
E7,6r5,725
?.LrqL9r79I
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
r,46r,g0g
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
sIc
CODE
ANNUAT SUHI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
O7-l}O() DONA ANA COUNTY
5010
5020
5040
5060
5070
5080
5090
5092
HHS L
125
95
2?75t
Is8
4,045,7I0
2I , I84, 47 0I4,695,055II,E49, ()3I
9,206,575I5,985,92I
57 ,975,29(t
35r 099,750
168,027,777
572,695
,192,?47
,2L7 ,L22
,026,32r
, r44,555
,592,414
,737,E42
,9q4 , E02
,85
,56
,51
,?5
,70
MOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOMOTIVE EAUIPMENT
DRUGS, CHEI{ICAL5 AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD
HARDI^IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING
MACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLI
t'IISCELLANE0US tlH0L ESALERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'TATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
FARI'l EQUIPI'IENT DEALERS
GENERAL ]'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
DEPARTT'TENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
]'lOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
T,IOBILE HOI'IE DEALERS
FIISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITUREI HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS. BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COT'IDTY. BROKERS, DELR5., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI'IENT COT'IPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELSI MOTELS' TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
CONI'IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPI'IENT LABORATORIES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
69
65
42
7r601,059
6q9 ,97 L
138,529
r,517,997
755,45{
9, g5g, g50
r,735, ]55
446 ,06+
22,864, I5g
1,022,816.20I,005,760.624,708,019.9(
,625
,026
,70E
L6 ,7 07
16,470
78,582
5.
5.
8.
E.I.
62
515
557
700
1,860
I
6
6
II
5II
4t3I,
463
59
E
99
45
605
104
27L 595
2
5I
5
5l1
30
I95
1,062
22?2,I09
9IIIII,67I
APP L
EQU I
ES
I ANCESP. AND SUPPLIES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
262]54
64
4r6
106I, I45
2r3
39t
I55
540
897
682
I,E57
505
125
48
5,950
15,4I0
89,040.63
55,748.34
155, r06.6E
IE8, 6 t6 .52
05
977 ,857 .652t7,L74.80
190,541.54
067, 957 .39
595,974.91
236,396.04
458,285 .50
4?3,676.91
506,295. 04870,1E7.2I
756, 059. 05
213,322.97
823, 572 . 49
971,6 06.04
519,904.85
r50,400.55
042 ,552 .7I
57 9, 54r .7 0
88
5200
525I
5?52
550 0
5510
s40 0
551 0
554 0
55 92
5599
5600
5700
5800
58I5
59I0
59?0
5990
RETL
I6, 0r4,63r
5,595,752
3,r59,200
I7,465,555
104,39r,425
102, 141,5457,I6I,2I5
7,060,950
9,325,12r
L(t,225 r696
28,570,E9E
I9,805,120
62,529 ,20532,418,237
2l ,549 ,467
2 r(+64 ,34566,579,7I9
5I7,027,038
5000
610 0
5120
6200
6500
6510
6550
5700
FIRE
,889.69
,E10.75
,490.77
, 0E7 .87
,027.03
,q79.47
,727 .3tt
,25I . 9l
,744 .85
186
r21
27
70
9I
974
r2,501,440
6 54,87 I
337,0r0
r,725,0r9
1,5r9,447I5,264,r76
2,523,E55
4,249, I 0 r
58,575,920
7t2
e,605
2,956
iI
7000
720 0
7300
759I
7s00 I,E56 l7,E9I r 2E8 I,0E5,20E.93
,l
REPORT NO. 08l) TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE 0F NEtl I'!EXICo
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 22
RUN DATE: 07/15/92
RUN NUITIBER: 770.01X REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUI'I]'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
LOCATION 3 ()7-O()O DONA ANA COUNTY
JUNE, I992
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
7 ,906,525
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
7600
7800
7900
8010
8050
8I00
820 0
E600
8900
89I0
S ERV
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES 1, 055 5,666,455 55E,627.72
tiloT r0N
AI.IU S EFI E
PHYS I CI
HOSP I TA
LEGAL S
EDUCAT I
PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
NT AND RECREATION SERVICES
ANS, DETiTISTS AND OTHERS
LS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
ERVICES
ONAL SERVICES
3t8
2, 659
52I
77L2II
77
5, 286
585
19, 27I
2r675,162
64, I02,018
54,?49,2?3
I5,949,E42
2r14?-,255
2,45L
6 5, 521
45,58.il5,654
2r025
617
6I,587
I1,370
540, 965
,E47
,503
,812
,97 5
,5I5
,612tl52
,621
,959
I48,799.04
5,8E5,5E9.82
2 ,582, 97 I . +7958,445.I2
125,935.01
37 ,394.773,643,640.49
57?,E37.q7
20,550, r58.76
NONPROFIT T'IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
IOI4I
I,45I, OElI,rg+,019
r,994,6547,r7r,016
91009It9
920 0
92.82
95 95
95 95
GOVT
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT - ALL OTHER
FEDERAL GOVERNHENT - t'IILITARY BASES
STAT E
STAT E
LOCAL
LOCAL
TOT.
GOVT
GOV E
GOV E
GOVE
GOVER
. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
RNI'IENT - EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
RNTIENT - MUNICIPALITIES
RNI'IENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
NI'IENT
55
5T
rt7
64
527,710
g,655,6rg
10,665,3f12
1,79r,057
527 ,7L0
9,590 ,576
10,60+,617
r,512,157
51,+II.0I
566, 988.74
628,L6r+ .57
92 ,37 9 .549999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHMENTS ( S ERVICES )
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDU5TRIES IN THIS LOCATIOH 47, 086 L 816 ,6 97,6E5 L,257,705,504 75,7 02,554. 02
,l
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'TENT
STATE 0F NEl,l HEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, L99Z
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI'IBER !
PAGE 23
07 /L5/92
770.0IX REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
src
CODE
ANNUAL SUMT{ARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
(}3-OO() EDDY COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r9,489
r8,418
87 ,7E5,629
38, 9 9(}
1,214,297
3,996 , ggE65I, I4E
75,553,E7I
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
27,216,914
48, 46 9,7 97
75,488,826
54,567
822, L7 q
2,306 ,22L
2Z4,Lq5
7 rE75,560L170,570
2, 999,557875,9I4
r50, 9883I,056
1,925,940
18,6 0 0,20 0
REPORTED
TAX DUE
r ,597 , 555 . 422,573,220.77
4,015,+58.42
0I0 0
0700
AGRI
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICESTOT. AGRICULTURE
METAL I'lINING, EXCEPT COPPER,
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GA5,OIL AND GAS hIELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES,
NONI'IETALLIC t'IINERALS, EXCEPTTOT. I'IINING I ,25I
59
94
155
r6t
96I
500
800
2,954,501
r,0g2r52r
q 
,0q6 ,922
r15,912
605,710
719,522
5,940.10
35, r64.5059,I04.(0
I000
131 0
I38 t
I58 9
1400
MINE
URANI UI'.|, ]'IOLYBDENUFI
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
EXCEPT DRILLING
FUELS AND POTASH
27,?
49r5
I500
I6TO
I620
1700
c0Ns
200
250
240
270
280
290
520
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHI.IAYSPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT ]'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS
LUNBER, [.J00D AND PAPER PR0DUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUI'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLAS5, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIHARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED NETAL PRODUCTS
MACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY,EQUIPITENT AND SUPPLIES
TRANSPORTATION EQU IPI'IENTPROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUT'ITS.
I,IISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COIiIIiTUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPMENT
976
8T
t 05
1,659
2,8?0
r01,544,592
9,295,779
9,050,94E30,6IL059
r50,270,575
26
57
I04
5,307,I09.19
507,651.79
465,855 .2II,5E2,5I9.05
7,951 ,1L3.22
I5, I4
46r,30
69,06
I59,20
5r,7 9
7,76I,E5
I05,944,079I0,053,2r2g, r5g, g5g
41,46 0,75I
1.66,598,000
750
035
912
145
I.l I
2,006.56
47 , 9E8.54
156,621.44
40
49
7I
69
324
29
340
350
560
370
380
5rt
5I
25
5E
t529
,555
,906
, 943
,532
3,
4,
5 .20
1.516.2t
2..?6
I .85
E. 95
I .7E
104,776.95I, 068, 4El .55
768,182.62
54,536 . 97
2,627,I76.9E
537 ,2q9.69
(+ r72+,528.52
5900
I'lFG-
4000
4r00
4200
4500
4600q8t0
4850q900
q920
TCU-
- 5010
I
4
95
,0Il'644
,758,r07
1,2E5,905
IE,4I(),6E()
E1 , 1I5
r,236,275
12, 4E7 , E528I, II3
72,625.03
67 (t ,9E8 .7 2
4, 157 . 0E
80I
52
1E9
70
r,562
15, 940,559
739,qz7
96, 94L g4EII,960,511
1.15,552,5?9
15,804,076
5E0, 054
4E,750,5E9
9 ,543 ,27 386,572,543
rl
E2 r , 065, 445 7 L2 ,209 42, t5I.55
IREPORT NO. O8l) TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTHENT
STATE OF NEN MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATIONX REQUEST XX EDITED X
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r0,1E2,019
I,09elr78I
,277 ,7 93
, I54
,9r1.
, 56I
,977
r 258
,780
r 845
,288
5, 175,540
E8,649
6,565,E96
56 3, 458
,152,422
,228,q69
,656 , gl2
,932 r 952
, r6 9, 559
,47 1,54r
, 020,657
554,146
64r,880
0r7,027
296,053
629 ,7 05
248,464
797,q60
696 ,954
JUNE, I992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
7,465r620
E66,272
PAGE 2q
RUN DATEI 07/15/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
r8,44I . 93
56,654.89
357,200.94
76,150.52
L,427,096.01
35t ,244 .7 656I,288.77
2,880 ,229.37
4ti2,012 .6?
5L ,2+7 .7 5
180,781 .50
2,Es(t ,7 06 .47q,276,57E.75
L74,7E9.20
75,7 99 .60
,23L.47
,1I0. 15
,765.99
,150.36
,307.93
, r56.74
,446.21
, 90{.4r
, r82. 56
L57 ,Z(t6.q6
5,26L.66
ANNUAL SUI"4I'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
EDDY COUNTY
SIC
CODE
LocATI0N ! 05-000
DRUGS, CHEFTICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI.IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EAUIP. AND SUPPLIES
T,IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS hIHOL ESAL ER5
PETROL EUI'1 AND PETROL EUI"'I PRODUCTSTOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
67
49
5+
81
220
5?Z
2t7
1,292
5020
5040
5060
5070
5080
5090
5092
t^lHS L
5200
525 r
5252
530 0
53I 0
540 0
55I 0
55q 0
55 92
5599
BUILDING I'IATERIALs
HARDI^IARE sTOREs
FARI'I EQUIPI'IENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL }IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTHENT STORES
DEPARTIiIENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
T'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HOT4E DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITUREI HO}'tE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAIL ERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
r50
70
25E
t22
5,I,
24,
6,
9,
49,
6
6
8
24
7
IO
6
5+
243
5
9I
29
22
t4
E4
5,415,233
48, 966 , E90El, 46 9 ,77 65,420,112
2,722,7 gg
9r
6tI3,I5,
8r
6r2
99
2r3
5, 0gl , 065
4E, 157,26 0
72,4IE,EsE
2,961 ,4ggl.,2gg,2gg
,3I8,49E
,998,4I6
, 18r,749
,377 ,661
,067 ,728
,982,812
rI00,506
,37 E,252
, r 18,86 0
5990
RET L
AND
AND
EA
.0
ATE
5600
5700
5800
581 5
5910
5920
6500
651 0
6550
FI RE
7000
7200
7300
750 0
7600
7800
7900
229
26E
26E
993
?52
I5E
64
2,949
6,759
I06
56
72
257
52t
,096
, I68
,054
, 514
,955
,106
,776
,6E8
E
7
9
25
7
1.2
6
42
277
573
414
484
r,440
418
650
53r
r,959
r4,255
507 ,7
550,9
744,0
560,5
451,7
46,0
62r9
6000
6t00
6I2 0
6200
88
?,657, 723
649SAV I NGS
SECUTY.
I NSURANC
REAL EST
REAL EST
LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
COI'IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS . , EXCGS . , SERV .GENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
PER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
299 ,950
2 r 6 r5,56E
299,950
Z ,?rtl , 96L
5,57E,234
E,600,292
5,937 ,262
12 , E?A ,457
9,6LZ,g6?-
E,020,651
77E,I55
r,096,95E
02 . (t4
r4.05l7, 
g
I52,3
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, IIOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSEMENT AI.iD RECREATION SERVICES
529,E45.60
292
I ,47E
T,()I5
E96
795
4I
2r5
99r,5q5
089, {47
E20,0r4
024,622
922,504
778, I55
r17,685
99.78
5I.EO
80.45
57.09
07 .55
59.75
09.25I
\REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTFIENT
STATE 0F NEt^l t'lEXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTE}IANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION !
src
CODE
ANNUAL SUIII'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
O3.Ol)O EDDY COUNTY
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 25
RUN DATE: 07/L5/92
RUN NUI''IBERI 77O. OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
000
7t7
512
245
7t6
5r5
686
71E
l r25
6?
22I
80I0
8060
810 0
E200
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVIGES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT t'lEt'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
985
I20
I71
56
57
2, 795
1069,0I2
2I,658,904q2,227,165
5,755,060
217,654
207,974
54,798,675
4,677, r3g
r6r,277,120
2l ,2q2,I0,559,
5,750,
I, 68
276,EI
8, 7 93.5,6r9.
r,599.
2,E32.
7 ,674.
7 ,622.3,476.
1,275.
75
58
55
69
50
70
t2
72
8600
8900
E9t0
S ERV
9200
95 95
9595
GOVT
29,
4,
216,I46,
7 62,
649,
r75,
STATE GOVT.
LOCAL GOVERNME
LOCAL GOVERNI'IE
TOT. GOVERNI'IEN
EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSNT.I'IUNICIPALITIES
NT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
T
II7r
7 48 ,7 62,4E0 42,114,lE9.96
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHIIENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 2{,235 L 050 , 054, 946
tREPORT NO. 08O TAXATION
STA
c0l'lB I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS T
D REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
OF NEI.I MEXICO
D REVENUE SYSTEI't
BY STANDARD INDU5TRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
AN
TE
NE
AX
RU
RU
ND
NN
PAGE 26ATE: 07/L5/9?
UI'IBER: 77O.OIxR
xE EQUEST XDITED X
ANNUAL SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
(}E-O()(l GRANT COUNTYLOCATION 3
SIC
CODE
010 0
0700
AGRI
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
METAL MINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUM, MOLYBDENUI'I
COPPER
URAN IUI'IOIL AND GAS hIELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NONl'IETALLIC TIINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AHD POTASH
POTASH
TOT. ]'.IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRAGTORS,SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHIdAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT T'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE ]'IILL PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRITIARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
MACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL I'IACHINERY,EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPI{ENTPROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUT-ITS.
I'II SCEL LANEOUS }IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , t,IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'ITIUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC HATER AND SANITARY SERVIGE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
2,940,0Er
18,I18,0E5
4 ,422,7 gO
597 ,238
25 ,623,229
48,86 1 , 540
,826
, 048
,558
, 984
3
1,27
2,47
2,250 . 5I
5 ,7 0?.28
6 ,858. 96
3,576.52
8,598.27
NO. TAX
RETURNS
33
86
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
585, lE7
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
160, r75
I , 0 04,446
17 , 145,552
1E7,749
787,066
96L 051
22E,727
REPORTED
TAX DUE
9,E75.63
56,757 . 06
L0,q97.67
48,662.07
56, 995.55
lq, I I6 .59
I0,461.6E
359,609.8E
1000
r020
I0 94I38I
t389
I400
147 (,
T'II NE
I500
I6IO
1620
1700
CONS
554
57
57
1,06rI,709
97l9
2000
250 0
?+04
27 00
2800
320 0
3400
5500
5600
5700
3800
3900
I'lFG-
55
99
47
?5
576I, 045 ,901,954
5,557
607
?2,739
4.t ,0q9
7,576
2,245
51,600
3,562
67 ,808
115
396
636,672
497,q82
75
192
59
865,540
2,7 05 ,260
1,03(r,746
169,597
6,506,5778
L 992,665
275,0IE
7,6EI , E522,292,05+
54, 188,474
5, 966 ,4Ig
7 5 ,Et+7 ,052
q000
4r00
4200
450 0
4500{EIO
4630
4900
4920
TCU-
544
35
?02
70l, rgg
r705
,7 67
,445
,609
,7 60
859,I12
2,020,54E
I6 r ,645
055.
L92.9r1.
49tlI7,
8,
400,465.64
13E,495.71
2,87q,9r5.48
20q,0 17.E5
5,805,056.41
02
9E
42
REPORT NO. 08() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEhI MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEIIT
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE,1992
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
4r,575
1,06E,566]. 568,929
5,r05,254
2, (t22 r65E52,029, I5g
40,059,526
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
4,094,604
,924t ,0E5
,340,582
,795,655
,501,124
9L5 ,526
r,r27,005
50,526
II2,0q4
r,r90,757
2,E64 ,594
,689
,I00
,28E
2,51+,54L
1 , r4E,65E
PAGE 27
RUN DATE. 07/I5/92
RUN NUIiIBERI 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5 9, 055 .87
2+7,033.40
486,I64.69
251,715.91
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
5080
5090
5092
l.lHS L
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
OE.()O{} GRANT COUNTY
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
5,2_4L
I0 , 167
20 ,499
L,9?
I ,54
8 r?(t
? r53
4 r15
9,59
4, 50
2, 9E
ENT
F00
EHI
ES
ANE
5010
5020
5040
5070
5500
5700
5600
5815
6000
6I0 0
6I20
6200
6500
I'IOTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTOT'IOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI^IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPNENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCEL L ANEOUS I^IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI,I AND PETROLEUI'T PRODUCTST0T. 1^IH0LESALE rRADE
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDI^IARE STORES
FARI'I EQUIPT'IEHT DEALERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART],IENT STORES
28,455q6,977-
1,275,676
116,260
959, I98
206,505
80, I53
I
2
7E
,689.64
,906.70-
,815.01
25
26
62
357
9t
585
,II5
,6E5
,E75
I,2I5,I69(t 
,0q9 ,7 6rt8,0E2,5r2
1
5I
55I
5,557
3, 554II,E55
4,43?
5,575
L6 , q67
520 0
525 I
5252
5500
551 0
5400
5510
554 0
5599
5I
422
It
2,
.92
.51
.?7
.07
DEPARTI'I
RETAI L
MOTOR V
GASOL IN
t'II SCEL L
STORES
D STORES
CLE DEALERS
ERVICE STATIONS
OUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
97
120
I46
96
I15
s4I
225
49
59I,65I
3,772
7,509I,I61
9,r54
7, 092
9,8q45,6II9,5I1
9,970
5,167
r ,8559,r92
5,555,525
2,52E, E6E
4rl00rg6g
9,197 ,215
+,30q,542
2,7 60 ,3qq
495,167I9, I74,829
I25,844,87 2
70
302
5910
5920
5990
RET L
65I0
6550
5700
FI RE
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOHE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S.AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COI'IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI'IENT COI'IPANI ESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COMMERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPI'IENT LABORATORIES
AUTOIIOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
78
35
49
25, 6g
I40,46
120,27q
l,+2E,677
r,215,561
50,526
55,559.6I
323,872. 90
156,44E.55
253,691.94
56q , 926 .90258,5I0.50
170,405.52
50,620 .68
I , r65, 185 . r47,505,621.39
69,676.5q1,870.I0
,892 . 53
,35r . 1E
t76,E16. r9
218,57r.28
204 ,46L .57
669 ,7 23 . t2
I49,529 .59
58,556.74
5E
222
(+42
6
75
204
696
475
,772
, I26
,q73
4 r?t50 1529
2,8I8,466I,EII, I75
1!
7000
7200
7300
759r
7500
7600
7E00
576
242
REPORT NO. OE() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEH I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 28
RUN DATE. 07/I5/9?
RUN HUI'IBER: 770.01xR
xEEQUEST XDITED X
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
OE-OOO GRANT COUNTY
JUNE, l99Z
LOCATION:
5IC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
7900
8 0I0
E050
EIOO
8200
8600
E900
89I0
S ERV
AI'IUSEHENT AND RECREATION 5ER1/ICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'II SCEL LAN EOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
8I
599
I60
146
299,925
9,5EE, 0276rgrg,511L72?,932
288,900g, 453,599
6,979, gr6
1,679,520
r6,150.I9
585,105.76
425,616.18
I03,821.25
I,rg4 E,050,029
E94,96E
56 ,7 56 ,52L
6 ,512, 692
763, 533
4E , 155, 2g g
57 0 ,548. 50
46,7?0 .62
?,E79,950.91
64
4,069
9200
93 95
93 95
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNT'IENT - I'IUNICIPALITIES
TOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
TOT . GOV ERNI'IENT 70 590,045 352, l3I 21,451 .8I
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'TENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION r 2, 387 559,872,649 505,618,54I I7, 95r ,856 .46
IREPORT NO. 08O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:24-000
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEI.I f'lEXIC0
COIIBINED REVENUE SYSTEl'T
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,049 ,2077,5gE,g0r
l5e, E6 7
25E,905
I , 572,856
, 018
, E47
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
r,2rg,g25
6,603r679
I I2, E7E
56, 137
1 r 2r4,575
rr9r0,45g
5,55r,545
PAGE 29
RUN DATEI 07/L5/92
RUN NUMBERS 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
6 9,487 .53
585, 955. r5
6,845.20
5, 987 . 95
7L,q80.2?
Irr,79q.22
215,655. 99
259, 055. 55
27 q ,342 .0E
ANNUAL SUHilARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
GUADALUPE COUNTY
src
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
GRA
0
0I
0t0
070
I500
1610
l36 r
t589
I'II N E
OIL AOIL A
TOT.
r620
1700
CONS
I.IELL DRILLING
FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHIIAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
MEAT PACKING AND OTHER ]'IEAT PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PRII'IARY IitETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I,IETAL PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
MI SCEL L ANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. T'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I..IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'IOTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPMENT
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDhIARE, PLUT'1EING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIESI'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES]'II SCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTSTOT. I^IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING MATERIALS
GENERAL ]'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
47 0 ,504
545,291
1,278,562
80
343
744
,60E
,29l
,502
4,861 . 90
20,812.06
+5 ,07 2 .L5
ND GAS
ND GAs
NINING
156
500
2000
2 010
240 0
2700
340 0
3500
5900
MFG.
410 0
4200
4500
48I 0
4E5 0
4900
TCU-
50r0
5040
5070
5080
5090
5092
hIHS L
98
35
I74
75
510
2,5004,52I
9I
54
I66
27
E9
420,
504,
504
549
L5,E27 .9L
25,586 . 38
277
422
,57 4
, r58
4,8+(t
5,E55
4,275r09r
4,5E7, E54
520 0
5300
55r 0
5400
554 0
72
2q6
, 932
,2q0
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEH I'IEXICO
COI,IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'IANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, 1992
PAGE 50DATE: 07/15/92
NUtlBER: 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
{, 4 r 2,954
85E,4I8
I,216, 956I9,059,001
255, (98
57,27r
298,704
5E9, 46 9
505,285
2,552,593
?(17 ,7 6+9,69I,9EI
+2,910,296
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
92, 3I5
285, 7E7
4 ,412,E3+
858,.1I8
L07r,756
16 ,616,777
255,498
RUN
RUN
:
t
f
i!'
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
src
CODE
ANNUAL SUI'IT{ARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
24-()(lO GUADALUPE COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5,565.88
r7,549.E8
124,745
287,659
5599
5600
5700
5800
5815
59t0
5920
5990
RETL
254,80
5,44
E, 9I
65, 10
1 ,54
]',lISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY 5TORES
FURNITURE, HOt'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORESEATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I.lISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTONOBILE RENTAI, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'lISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSET'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERV ICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNT'IENT - I'IUNIGIPALITIES
TOT . GOV ERNI'IENT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
256
65
70
179
25
,206,057
I 06 ,255
L60,277
, 080,481
25,55?
59
46
I80
9+
2?A
1,050
267
51
,105.45
,55I . 62
6000
610 0 35
5+,675.E5
I , 0 02, 086 .47
r5,558 . 5r
I,900.8e
L7,7q2.52
6500
65r0
FIRE
E060
E200
8900
E9I t}
S ERV
9200
95 95
GOVT
5t
?92
39
I0L ,374,808
582,3q7
505,280
7000
7200
7300
7500
7600
780 0
7900
8010
(t
I
4,455,419116,6rr
r60,825
rrlg0,30727,lgg
2.I9
0 .5I
7.(t5I.4I
9.12
49
56
152
?6
90r
55,50q. 77
50, 045.75
2l
45
11
2,245
227
9,r90
,3E7
,657
,E6+
155,948.
I5,79E.
554, 956 .
2,961 57,590,528 2,235,70r.79
:I
REPORT NO. {)E() TAXATION
5TA
COMB I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS T
D REVENUE DEPARTI.IENT0F NEl.l I'IEXIC0
D REVENUE SYSTEI'I
BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
AN
TE
NE
AX
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
191,709
854, 445
45,079
56 5,8 99
L 064, 062
53E,700
760,79r
JUNE, 1992
TAXABL E
GRO55 RECEIPTS
28,926
792, r6r
55,150
3I9,9lI
946, 945
6 9, 543
552,558
87, 957
,534
,575
,498
PAGE 31DATE: 07/L5/92
NUI'IBER: 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
1,645.85
43,55I . 99
1, 95r .2E
17 ,2E7 .6 0
5r,400 .56
1,018.47
5, 5(9.30
5,929.58
56,849.28
, 948.75
,5q2.49
,E09.E9
,33?r.5I
RUN
RUNX REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SU}TI'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
LOCATION : 5I-OOO HARDING COUNTY
sIc
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
26
67
5(
140
2?7
34
68
010 0
0700
AGRI
I500l6r0
r700
c0Ns
240 0
27 00
5400
5700
I'1FG-
AGRI CU L TURA
AGRI CU L TURA
TOT. AGRICU
OIL AND GAOIL AND GA
NONMETAL L I
TOT. HININ
LPLS
LTU RE
RODUCT I ON
ERV I CES
ELL DRILLING
IELD SERVICESI EXCEPT DRILLING
INERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
t 581
13E 9
I400
T'II N E
5252
550 0
5400
55I 0
SN5F
G T'I
G
4I00
4200
48r0
4900
TCU.
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LUI'IBER, tlo0D AND PAPER PR0DUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PRITIARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
TRAHSPORTATION EQUIPI'IENT
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , hIAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'1}1UNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
HARDI.IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP
I'IISCEL L ANEOUS NHOL ESAL ERs
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT . hIHOL ESAL E TRADE
AND SUPPLIES
FARI'I EQUIPI'IEHT DEALERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICTE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
FURNITUREI HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
5020
5070
5090
5092
t^IHSL
L9 , L2(+
67,0qL
1, 415, 516
z, 055, 595
45
39
554 0
5700
5E00
58I3
5990
RETL
. 6000 BANKS
a+
9
2
78
I
rt5
?,E
64
?57
E7,957
170,55(}
52,E9I
LEE6,6rl5
r70
52
1 ,590
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEhI TIEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 52
RUN DATE. 07/I5/9?
RUN NUI'IBER: 770.01X REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUI'ITIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
5I-OOO HARDING COUHTY
JUNE, I992
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNs
TOTA
GROS
LRSR EPORTEDECEI PTS TAXABLEGROSS RECEIPTS REPORTEDTAX DUE
6510
FI RE
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
7000
7200
7300
7500
7600
7900
820 0
890 0
89I0
S ERV
HOTELS, 1'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I-IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AHUSENENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
4t
99
5r,240
r55, 47 r
10,944
134,069
595.5.r
7,?62.73
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALt INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 822 6,501,679 3r679,55r 202,757.52
tREPORT NO. 08ll TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE 0F NEtll i'1EXIC0
COHBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION !
SIC
CODE
ANNUAL SU}IIIARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
25-OOO HIDALGO COUNTY
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
21,El0,495
7,694, gr0
24 ,E08,7 99
5r 0, 916
4E,6I5
I ,72r,506
14,5{4,515
l9,02I,gIg
606,6E4
5, 0E7,505
97 6 ,L82
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
55 9,85 I
6,139,80I
22 ,39L ,7 12
PAGE 55
RUN DATE: 07/I5/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
lE,842 . 34
325, 085.L I80 ,042.
7,560.EE
17,706.75
0I0 0
0700
AGRI
1000
I0 9(
158I
I58 9
I'II N E
1500
16I0
I620
I700
CONS
4100
420 0
4600
48r0
483 0
4900
49?0
TCU-
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
METAL I'IINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUTI, I{OLYBDENUI'I
URAN I UHOIL AND GAS NELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
TOT. I'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON_BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.,IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAT PRODUCTSPRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPI'IENT
r'1I SCEL L AN EOUS I'IANU FACTURI NG
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESPIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
MOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPT,IENT
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI.IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
r'IISCELLANEOUS NHOLESALERS
PETROLEUFI AND PETROLEUI.I PRODUCTS
TOT. hIHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING NATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
FARI'I EQUIPT'lENT DEALERS
GENERAL I'TERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
+9
174
320
52
99
53
58
0t
IO
2000
?7 00
520 0
3700
3900
HFG- 195,575446,052
I50,015
299,126
242,935
47 ,659
I ,551, 550
14, 128, I45
I6,095,I65
15
2
,442.E2
,709.50
209
E3
450
446,467
2r4c+7 r488
774,517
76,930.95
75L 938.48
862, 08I . 74
23,612.26
r52,175.60
45,900.05
5010
5040
5070
5080
5090
5092
I.IHS L
rt3
165
53
!t
520 0
525 I
5252
5300 II7 2,570,155 ?r497 rL05 151,754.55
?REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I T'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI.I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, L992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 54
RUN DATEZ 07/15/92.
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O. OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
zrE, E37 .89
25,732.78
24,256.28
55,5r2.30
295 ,7 06 .L76L 094.99
50,510.69
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SU]'I['IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
LOCATION : 23-()O(t HIDALGO COUNTY
src
CODE
6000
610 0
NO. TAX
RETURNS
53I 0
540 0
55I0
554 0
5s99
5600
5700
5800
5815
59I0
5920
5990
RETL
FU
EA
LI
DR
PA
lrtl
TO
DEPARTT'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'.lOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
T'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORESE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
ND DRINKING PLACES
ISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PROPRIETARY STORES
LIQUOR STORES
NEOUS RETAILERSAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L AS5OC.
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, TIOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PER5ONAL SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
t'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
HOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSET'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNHENT - I'IUNICIPALITIES
TOT . GOV ERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALt INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
129
25
72
69
4,745,603
497,555
42E, E45
805,290
I ,540, gr5
r r 5g0, r22
19 ,?15 ,4(16
1,545
4, 559
24,005
E0, 058.62
89,463. I 0
r,1r9 ,574.02
2 r752,32212I,I96
7 q+ ,l?l
905, r61
55,6E9
3,7r5,67r
428,880
40q,543
587,605
RN I TUR
TING A
QUOR D
UG AND
CKAGE
SCEL LAT. RET
I52
64
349l, r30
,85?
,6II
, 515
,9q7
,II7
4, 936, 404]-056,727
5.12,869
2,4E1,I6I
5+2,9q4
788, I 54
1,556,262
7 ,639,?(+9L4,576,956
10E,9q0,76E
Ltt6,4E+.28
6,658.61
42,752. I5
45,282 .85
1,265 .37
4, 993
1,128
53
65r0
FI RE 6I
7000
7200
7500
7500
7500
780 0
154
169
78
125
48
,995
r 200
L22
732
797
22
,508
'?43
,Il4
,205
790
80I
806
810
890
55
37
788, I 54
L r536 r26?
I
7,8IE
69,795,099
69,152.
448, E18.
3, E(6 , 6 45. 52
4L745.70
92,L7 5 .7 0
09
3E
I85
882
3, IE4
28 4
ERV5
9200
9595
GOVT
IREPORT NO. 08O TAXAT ION
STA
COMBI
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS T
D REVENUE DEPARTMENT
OF NEN I.IEXICO
D REVENUE SYSTEM
BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
AN
TE
NE
AX
RU
RU
ND
NN
PAGE 55ATE: 07/15/92
ut'IBER: 770.01X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
ANNUAL SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
O6-OOO LEA COUNTY
I000
I51 0
l3E I
138 9
1400
]'II N E
I500I6l0
1520
I700
CONS
010 0
0700
AGRI
2000
20I0
250 0
2400
410 0(20 0
4500
4500
4EIO
4850
4900
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
METAT t'IINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUM, IiIOLYBDENUI't
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS, NATURAL GAS LIQUIDSOIL AND GAs I.IELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NONI'IETALLIC TIINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASHTOT. HINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHHAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
TIEAT PACKING AND OTHE
APPAREL AND TEXTILE M
LUI'IBER, NOOD AND PAPE
PRINTING AND PUBLISHI
CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED
PETROLEUN REFINING /AN
sTONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY IIETAL INDUsT., FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
T'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL TIACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COI'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPI'IENT
PROF. , SCIENTIF. , OPTIC. , OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI'ITS.
I'IISCEL LANEOUS HANUFAGTURINGTOT. HANUFACIURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOU5ING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'1IiIUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIG I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GA5 UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION,
688
7I
I02
I ,855?,7It+
40,09E
49,5I 9
48,562
75, 963
NO. TAX
RETURNS
3, 078
26
436
1, r66
348
70
r,070
86
2r8II2I,985
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
24r,05r,241
r4,96I,643
,+57
,772
,307
, I78
263,626
5, 0g+, 406
5,24r,155g,g5g, Igg
5,50r,696
4,890,932
r ,6 02,750
17, 995
(t,928,565
55,645,802
14,Er9,5r6
075,095
5Er,050
278,920
166,I09
E55, 585
?6+,0?4
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
670,062
52,496,255
I85,555,26 0
218,517, 940
r2, (35, 9E5
,q87
,877
,253
I7,995
9,250,7r0
5,045,659
27,617, 981
5,073,71r6E,I13,141(,976,193
120,r98,539
REPORTED
TAX DUE
,EZ7.ZZ
,6L2.84
,440 . 06
37,514.29I,79r,504.85
10,579,524.55
r2,409,28r.95
z9
5I
EO
?69 ,950I, 04r,558
r,51r,507
8I
267
2,697
5,
32,
20q,
577,175
606,730
77L 164
50,qzl
1,0r5,579
1, 055, ggg
,996
,597
,054
,I5r
2
57
60
160
1,140
,557
, E38
2,E04
I9, E 94
7rI
9r5
45, 07r,g
85
3,755
t2
5,596
1,692
5,E78
L,q77
7,790
L7 ,45q50,97I
91,07E
4,
29t
5t
90,
9,
r56,
7II, II5.62
401, 9IE.45
522,65I.25
2,424, r16.65
4, 059 ,97 g .94
2700
2800
2900
5200
3400
3500
5600
567 0
3700
3E00
3900
I'IFG-
R I'IEAT PRODUCTSILL PRODUCTS
R PRODUCTS
NG
PRODUCTS
D RELATED INDUSTRIES
59
2?.6
67
9?
84
127
25
4 , E52. 252I7,50q. 05
6 99.45
5t 9,245. r2
98, r8r . 55
22L,865 .6?
82,E60.95
1,047 . l2
,098.61
,62r. Ll
555, r5E.26
173,90r.09
1,550,5q8. 96
293,037.973,8r6,5{8.91
282,816.55
6,7E0,E27.55
rI
4920
TCU- COIII'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
IREPORT NO. 08() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEW I'IEXICO
CO]'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
TAXABT E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2
PAGE 56
RUN DATE: 07/I5/9?
RUN NUMBER: 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r95,654
r7,590,157
17,91L845
,405,894
,545
,7 96
,?62
,890
,E+2
5l ,6 95, 229
5, 574,556
629,305
5 r 587, E26
214,98E
7 ,897 ,522
,0I3
,228
,97 E
L5 ,542 ,96A
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUMMARY .- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
LEA COUNTY
SIC
CODE
L0cATI0N 3 06-000
NOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI.TOTIVE EQUIPTIENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDNARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPL I E5
1'IISCEL LANEoUS tlHoL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUI'! PRODUCTS
TOT. t^IHOLESALE TRADE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5010
5020
5040
5060
5070
50E0
5090
5092
HHS L
40
205tt2
65
95
390
956
264
2,127
,454.6q
,56?..21
,851 .78
,455.5r
,607.4E
,745. 16
,q75.06
,795.68
,0I5
,612
,450
,7 56
,7 04
9
5
29
2r+
23
L27
Ct
55
64
5
6
4,59E
7,595
57,306
,693
,606
,167
,627
,598
,346
,459
,996
42
E,505
1,816
2, 537
5, r772l, 945
8,2E9
L7 ,7 q0
65,655
25,5q0,197
9 ,273,8ct69,091,06r
26,2E5,5I55,520,959
r5,2r4,L54Ir,005,16E
65 ,64q ,67 6
295,256,666
1t
lr
2(t7 tt
107
134
LE?
267q75
0r5
,95I
,907
, 073,521
,307 r 344
, r71,85(
5,65E,925.62
35E,E47.I3
76,9r5.88
25?,352.90
165, IE7 .55
54,407 . 95
r59, 942 .59
1,475,905.57
53q,877.17
465 ,6+9 .67
1, 525, 056 . 29
515,2E5 . 58
762,928.35
634,222.57
3,72E,557. g5
17 
'022,1(t9.5(,
?8
5200
525 t
5252
530 0
s5I 0
5400
s5l 0
554 0
55 92
5599
5600
BUILDING TIATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
FARI'I EQUIPNENT DEALERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTTiIENT STORES
DEPARTI,IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
t'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND CO]'IDTY. BROKERS, DELR5., EXCGS., 5ERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTMENT COMPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, FIOTE[S, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
IIISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COMI'IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
AUTOHOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
,595,30E
,574 
' 
820
,54E,1?4
, +7 Z ,631
,505, (}I5
(+ r279 r715
52, 912, 659
56,857,889
4 ,525,372
5,240 , 15I
5,04E,
5, r99,
260,
5r0,
297
r55
595
I05
568
308
464
296
1, r48
297
119
16s
3,746
8,324
152
125
2E3
I56
89
55
641
291
L,652
1,096
7,73E,59I
er50r,452 6,rg5L,324
I'IOTOR VEHICI E DEAL ERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IOBILE HOI'IE DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
E45.65
606.21
2IE.85
050.20
70
80
E1
9I
5
5
5
5
5
5
9Z
0
0
5
0
0
0
L
g rq20,g42g, g2r 
, 44527,190,087
5,7 gg, 094
I4,520,259
12,225 ,034
95,50 0 , 502
349,9E9,240
99
RET
6000
6r00
6120
6200
6t00
65I0
6550
6700
FI RE
7000
7200
7500
7591
750 0
2,E44r000
5E9,201
2r(t00 1292
977
746
II
36r
,929.20
,649.06
?00,6,I95,
5
7
32
L+ ,E94 ,7 0Z
t78,682.77
422,550.05
1,845,860. l2
E65,436 .52lrrl9
tREPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI-I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, 1992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
I7,957, r44
59, I I4,
4 ,892 t
222,603 ,
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
48, 948, 0 gE
?rE57,qEo
171,827,505
96E, 954,7 08
PAGE 57
RUN DATE. 07/L5/92.
RUN NUMBER: 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
887,504.19
155, 105.54
952, 99E. 65
1,284,655.19
276,705.46
2L sEI.2(}
2,790,0r7.05
r63,891.729,867,195.96
55,582 ,248.0+
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
5rc
CODE
ANNUAL SU]'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
06-OOO LEA COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
I,I51
80I0
8060
8100
8200
8600
7600
780 0
7900
E900
8910
SERV
9200
9282
95 95
95 95
GOVT
HISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AT'IUsEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITiALS AND 0THER HEALIH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IET'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION ANDSTATE GOVERNMENT - EDUCATIONAL INST
LOCAL GOVERNMENT . IYIUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNTIENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTSTOT. GOVERNTIENT
287
721
r98
345
t74
2,5gI rE4(t
17,042,E05
49,327,397
5,0?7 ,L32
406,255
r5,525,171
2,3q0 ,677
L5,477,073
22, 525,545
4 ,7 6?-,677
574,600
5,6 g0
r30
10,E86
858
580
452
IN
IT
STI TUTI ONS
UT I ON5
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIE5 IN THIS LOCATION 5I,090 r,254,007,E45
rl
a
rl
REPORT NO. 08() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
CO['IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI't
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, L992
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI'IBER:
PAGE 58
07 /15/92
770.0IX REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SU}1I'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
LOCATION 3 26-OOO LINCOLN GOUNTY
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
27
L ,027
TOTA
GROS
LRSR EPORTEDECEI PTS
ctgE ,927
I2,118,E73
8,E93r464
25,504,986
2,5EI,()E7
5, 435, I g6
485, 923
r,r13,504
925,897
r , r44, 046
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
276,808
I0,70L605
5,75E, 355I8, 95L, 054
I61,651
I ,265,66 9
597,990
775,E99
I48,468
40E,El9
REPORTED
TAX DUE
14,520 .50
659,E92.90
535,146.0t
1r 153 ,663.20
0t00
0700
0E00
AGRI
2300
2400
2700
3200
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL sERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
]'IETAL t'IINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUT'I, T,IOLYBDENUMI000I3E I
I58 9
r400
I'IINE
OIL ANDOIL AND
NONI'IETA L
TOT. t'IIN
GAS 1.1
GAS FLIC M
ING
ELL DRILLING
IELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRITLING
INERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
I500
t6I0
I620
r700
c0Ns
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUGTS
LUI'IBER, I,.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLA5S, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY T'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL HACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC CONPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
PROF. , SCI ENTI F. , OPTIC. , OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI'ITS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS iIANUFACTURING
TOT. NANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANs. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COT'ITIUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC IIATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IHUNICATIONS AND UTITITIES
HOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPMENT
DRUGS, CHEI,IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI{ARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
5l
95
30
185,265
1,445 , 044
21,55E
106
955
20
,q48
,656
,868
7,1+4.89
61, 916 .89
I ,282.45
t86
580
5400
5600
567 0
3700
3800
3900
I'lFG-
420 0
4500
4500
4810
485 0
4900
4920
TCU-
9I6
I ,997
49
44
9,449. 0E
E2,4L7.02
4r00 78
78
20 ,97 6 .56
44,750 .29
7 (+7
rt0
185
78
r,504
,500, E30
,597, 075
,059,0E2
,97 5 ,67 Z
,090,45I
7
2
t2
2
26
6,613,767
2,592,050
L3,522,6L7
5,915,03150,36L 565
454,852.55I65,670.]I
752,534.09
r96,536.12I,6r5,842.75
8, 57 0 .34
27,E45.3E
50I
s02
5
5
5
04
06
07
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEhI }IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, L992
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
5, 665, 250
1,657, 965
7,507 r 565
5, 47 g, 329
4,457 ,65E
I 05,555
1r,107,526
88, 495
59,459
20,996
59,336I4, 167
I ,6+4 ,47 +
TAXABL E
GRO55 RECEIPTS
PAGE 59
RUN DATEI 07/I5/92
RUN NUI1BER: 77O. OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
57 , E7E.55
91,E58.3E
L7L,945.E2
r75,525. q3
L,276 .Vt
2, EE8 . 56
5,296.5LI.686.075,566.0r9,r6r.76
4,9q5.7L
r ,568.88
5,062.36
6 ,859. 759,60E.I7q,681.22
9,215.2q
?,565.E4
97 ,97q.746,E45.55
75,405.34
27?,128.67
7,646 .51
477,39?.E5
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
5rc
CODE
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
26-OO() LINCOLN COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LR5R
5080
5090
5092
HHS L
FIACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
I'IISCELLANEOUS NHOLESALERS
PETROLEUI'T AND PETROLEUT'I PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
FARI'I EQUIPI'IENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HO]'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STOREs
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COHDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., 5ERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTFIENT COMPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
t'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AMUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
962, 080
8L+,?77
0q7,898
5I1, I47
070,1I1
47 9, I85
409,6 0g
779,429
988,419
596,519
91
50
E
I8
92
6,40
240
99
480
670,
I ,54E,?,87?,
227
6I9
2L6
520 0
525 I
5252
554 0
5599
5600
65r
655
670
299
84
6EI
r59
97
609
2,755,696
263
5I
246q2
155
49
34
55
2,071
4,29r
s300
55I0
5400
5510
5700
5800
5813
59]0
5920
5990
RET L
600
610
6t2
620
550
1,750,919
19,42r, rg5
26,560,221
r,324, gg6
I
t7
24II
4I
t4
9I
2
14
98
5rI,
L4,
L2,I,
?,!7,II2,
9r5
1r+
5r7
1,5lrI
579,99l,E
2L2,5
E4r(t
57 ,5
r, 125,459
4r760,r97
I16,409
l,105,glg
4, 066,362
1r6,409
9I
5
,570
t470
,562,99+
,80 5,86 6
,226r8r5
,240,157
,615 ,7 65
767,726
,695, 97E
, I6I,E55
,03? r7 66
,545 
' 
055
,528,420
,77 4 
' 
085
,378, 965
,424,003
]. 455,505
105,535
7,II7,(}EI
0
1, 355, 964
953,7 52
1I
r,21
rrSl
E
t0
43I
7
I
48
2E
60
405
z6
FI RE
7000
7 200
7300
750 0
7600
7800
7900
8010
8060
8I0 0
8200
877
4q7
344
264
22c+
,7 45
,26?
r 950
09 .47
47 .44
r4.07
15.55
50.20
27
065
090
497
;I
lEI
515
9+
129
3 ,94+ ,
2,6 08,
1.,867,
1,555,526
3,g+L,67g
2,608,090
L ,7 55 ,735
96,9I0.46
26q , E43 .7 +
175,899 . l5II9,595.50
IREPORT NO. 08() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTFTENT
STATE OF NEI^I MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEIiI
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 40
RUN DATE: O7/15/92
RUN NUI.IBER! 77(}. ()IxR
xEEQUEST XDITED X
ANNUAL SUTIT'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
LINCOLN COUNTY
JUNE, I992
LocATI0N:26-000
src
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
8600
8900
89r0
S ERV
NONPROFIT I'IEIIBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
al, 483
I15
4,554
6,475,09q
852,559
55, 060, 54+
5,22L,5qg6,q
31,E78,5
25 52r,E95.2931,61r.79
2,045,05E.34
LZ
88
9200
9595
95 95
GOV T
STAT
L OCA
L OCA
TOT.
E GOVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSL GOVERNI'IENT - MUNICIPALITIESL GOVERNI'IENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
GOV ERNMENT 87 I4+, I62 136,953 E, r21 . 45
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (5ERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION I3, E36 250,4E0,525 rE7 , 904,549 r2,006 ,29?.48
REPORT NO. ()E(l TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEhI F1EXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'T
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 41
07 /L5/ 92
770.0r
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI'IBER:X REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL 5UMT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
LOS ALAMOS COUNTY
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
9rr,7 95
26,351,499
85, 7I2
I rE52,7l5
r,432,061
5r74qr475
904,7 08
24,76 9,951
11, 965,533
r,E72,450
I 4, 423, 6 57
12,46E
1 , 499,264
L7,?69,595
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
85q,99?
22,746,185
r0,670,545
55,201,424
81,241
r,539,555
204,EEa
3,7I2, 508
]50,429
1 0 ,764, +64
1r, 902, 924
r,gr0,2g2
I4,1r8,8I9
12,46E
944,356
57E, 621
REPORTED
TAX DUE
50, (24 . 68
l, 544,655.52
627,+22.24
2, r54,683 . E5
SIC
CODE
1400
T.II N E
LocATI0N:52-000
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICESTOT. AGRICULTURE
NONHETALLIC I'IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASHTOT. TIINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
H I GHI|IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUGTS
PRINTING AND PUBTISHING
CHEt'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII,IARY I'1ETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
T.lACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL NACHINERY,EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTAT ION EQUI PI'lENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI'IT5.
I'IISCEL LAN EOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. t'IANUFACTURING
TCU-
H0T0R FREIGHT TRANS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI"IiIUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC t.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COHI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
6q
6E6
45
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
010 0
0700IGRA
1500
16 I0
I620
1700
c0Ns
27
28
32
54
55
56
(t200
4500
4810
485 0
4900
4920
0I0
020
040
06 0
070
080
090
2500
2400
Et4
I ,548
Z0 , c+04
50 ,92q
r 525
,265
27
106
4,82
7 g,L2
5 .86
9.72
?6
r2, 059 .45
219,475.q(t
7 ,674.21
656,7E1 .21
655,918.9r
I07,505.06
787,580.04
733.22
55,645. 34
54, r25.28
5670
5700
5E00
5900
I'IFG-
148
412
IEO
25
260
I'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
DRUGS, CHEFIICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDT^IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES]'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
I'II SCEL L ANEOUS t.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROL EUI'I AND PETROL EUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. T,IHOLESALE TRADE
25
4E
z3?
T
5092
t,lH 5 L 5E5 25,6E0,569 2,7 90 ,0E4 r64,539 . 12
IREPORT NO. O8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEhI I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE +?
07 /15/9?
770.01
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI.IBER:X REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUMITIARY .- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
LOS ALAI'IO5 COUNTY
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
8?4,675
2,985,269
r, r41,547
2,7 02,359
3, 07 g, g6g
1,575,4E9
7,492, r56
,582,515
,75I,450
JUNE, L992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
150,595. r8
57, 04r .50
604,659.55
EE,?qL.23
152,484. 05
1,622,740.9E
5,r69,750.26
54, 580 . 95
5rc
CODE
520 0
550 0
551 0
540 0
55I 0
554 0
5592
5599
5600
5700
5800
5811
59]0
5920
5990
RETL
LocATI0N | 32-000
BUILDING T.IATERIALS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTT'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER.LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTMENT COT'IPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
49
55
58
1,267
2,17 q
525
695
TOTA
GROS
LR5R
496
5,455
2 r5r+0
55,251
109
26
82
561
75
36
7
9
24II
q
I
759
750
760
780
790
80I
E06
EI()
3E
I5, I59,765
429,Er6
5,596,075
2,531 ,655
52,84q,505
E?4,6q4
2,546 ,059
965, 99 9
I0,245,081]- 495, 325
2,581 ,297
27 ,495,6E9
87, 546 , 4E5
919,031
2,991,262
67 9,52+
t+,551 ,q23
I5,05r,881
907,6I0
L,q7g,L45
27(t,762.52
E90,825. 15
,0lI
,I9I
, I5E
,712
25,352.80
317,557 .79
I49, 528. 9rl, 941,540 .59
48,E00.59GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONSMOBILE HOME DEALERS
NISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOITIE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS. BY THE DRINK I 0 ,34E, 157I , 495,525
2r607,645
E
5
45, 545 ,55
r05,02E,70
6000
6I00
5300
55I0
5550
6700
FI RE
55
I70,6
5 9,5
t61
5t
Ittl4
I95
7s. 05
65.59
700
720
750
E20
860
920 0
930 0
0
0
0I
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
v
HOTELS, TIOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
CONNERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPT4ENT LABORATORIES
AUTONOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
HISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MOTION PICTURE THEATER5 AND PRODUCTION
AMUSET'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I''II SCEL LANEOUS SERVI CE5
ENGINEER:NG AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - COUNTIES
907,610
2,544 r9q0
296 , g5g
r27,205,031
14,294, 0 g022L3q2,Egg
75,655
,421 r654
,27L,922
,829,690
97.9285.6r
06.09
00.82
76.54
?5.32
112
826I,275
51
160
128
, 087,
,740t
,817 ,
r8I8,
6r0r0,9529,747,462
20, 071,445
8,780,505
4, 13r, g5g
55(+,35?.
077
557
006
548
,219.20
,36+. 55
,559.95
,047.77
,089.99
,E05.46
5r6
7r5
4r3
7r9
7rz
2r9
55
69
92
t9(tq
32
5
5lrI
5
2
5
8
6r5EE90E9I
SER
79
I4E
4E
144
4,67 0
9q6
84I1,46
iT
REPORT NO. O8(l TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I ]'IEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTET.I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
q66,40E,405
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
555,410,995
PAGE 45
RUN DATE: 07/L5/92
RUN NUFIBER: 77O. OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2L,545,67?.Lg
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL 5UMMARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
LOCATION ! 52-O () () LOS ALAI'IOS COUNTY
src
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
,,87I
GOVT
9999
TOT. GOVERNMENT
NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHT,IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
,I
I
IREPORT NO. O8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE 0F NEtl I'IEXICO
CO['IBINED REVENUE SYSTET't
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, 1992
PAGE 44
07 /15/92
770.0r
RUN DATE:
RUN NUIIBER:X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
src
CODE
ANNUAL SUMFIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
I9-()l)O LUNA COUNTY o
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GRCI5
LR5R EPORTEDECEI PT5
I0, 17L 665
4,{5g,ggI
L5,q57 ,ct22
5, 92r,505
Ir002,5r1
1,262,L69
27L,26g
4r45,0,450II,200,57r
904,545
2, 456 , 249
r2,55L 5gg
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
9,59E,055
,007
,8 08
543,324
674, lE6
685, 42E
49,61I
264,4q3
5I4, 054
,504
t 904
,587
REPORTED
TAX DUE
?,766.92
15,69E.29
18,465.2I
554,759.q3
179,828.05
7El, 152. 99
52, 347 . 6E
q0,224.77
q0,585 
.65
42 ,405 .02
18,262.71
62,696.51
I07,9r7.2E
5E ,294 
" 
65
0r00
0700
AGRI
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
COPPEROIL AND GAS I,IELL DRIOIL AND GAS FIELD SE
TOT. I'IINING
NGCESI EXCEPT DRILLING
53
37
70
2, I89, 90 r
281,560
2,471,261
49
5,054
5 ,047
715
528
27t0r
55(}
(+ 
,7 52,gELI,57 I , I44
r2,160,299g4+,?96
23,626 ,295
I020I58I
l5E 9
I'II N E
I500I6t0
1620
I700
CONS
LLI
RVI
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHIIAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT T,IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEI''IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
STONE, CLAYT GLASS' AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
t'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL I'IACHINERY, EQUIPIT'IENT AND SUPPLIES
TRANSPORTATION EAUIPI'IENT
MISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHHAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANs., NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPEL INE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COT,TMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COIII'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
MOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTO]'tOTIVE EQUIPT'TENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI.IARE, PLUFIBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
TIACHINERY, EQUIPI'lENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCELLANEOUS NHOLESALERS
?94
32
92
28
67r
ct,749,177
r,4g0,Ig6
rr,07r,4I2
858,800
r 9, 234, 650
255, 531 . 90
E6,4E6.8065I,r5E.01
46 ,l(+7 . 06l, 064 ,903 .27
341
499
865
6t
59
39
4I
t50
85
55
197
5,I5II5, 540
2000
2300
2ct
27
28
52
34
55
36
57
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
5 010
5020
5040
5070
s080
5090
3900
I'lFG-
410 0
4200
4500
4600
48I0qE50
4900
4920
TCU-
2, 768 .88
167,809.49
287 , r50 .81.
, 935
,189
L,057,459
4,794,9g6
?,97 6 ,097
r, 957, 066
9E1, 976
REPORT NO. 08O
I
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I FIEXICO
C0I'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'l
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS REGEIPTS
JUNE, I992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 45
RUN DATE: 07/15/92
RUN NUI'IBER! 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
I56,690.58
427,910.59
rE0, E96 .27
829,360.24
34,?28.75
65,755.67
514, 6E5. r2
I18,396.98
159, I7 9.59
121,565.04
52,070.81
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUIII'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
LUNA COUNTY
SIC
CODE
LocATr0N ! l9-000
PETROLEUT'I AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDWARE STORES
FARN EQUIPHENT DEALERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
NOBILE HOT'IE DEALERS
I.IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND.L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL E5T. OPER-LE5R-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL E5TATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTMENT COI'{PANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
t'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT ].IEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
66
rr9
86
E7
298
207
25
25
1,297
2,828
lzz
1.8(
,2L5
, 617
,25L
,7Oz
5092
tlHS L
5,435
24 ,955
77q64 2,7 367 ,+42
,5I
,04
,4E
?6
40
520 0
525 I
5?5?
5500
531 0
5400
55I 0
554 0
5592
5599
5600
5700
5600
5E l5
59r0
5920
5990
RETL
85
39
205
52
194
I6,57r,442
9,452,3+0
15,480,249
r,526,r053r0r6,grg
r5,671,9959,422,710
I5,507,547
r,097, r68
5r000,255
,786.67
, 
q22.72
,992.25
,805.87
{,31r,953
83,
57 9, 204
I,52E,816
5,795,5412,l2g,gg2
2,7 42,ECtg
2,504, rgg
992-,7 (t9
257,769
2,555, 6E5
957,482
932,222
3, 051 , 20+
505
79q
64
l7E
I4
152
54
54
5I
2
6
q
5
2II,9
050,0
575,2
653, 0
926 ,6I55,7
7I9, I45I,4
I55, 7
64
59
00
4E
4I
81
t9
t50 ,2t 9.8462,661.69
l(17 ,995.(+9
3E6,717.09
295,905.2r
L75,470.q9q2,990.69
416,220.87
4,289,552. 90
2I
2
6
+
2
,48
,92
r957t
5, 141
9,523
3,262
7,09E
5,87 6
7,765
9, 141
0,862
5,814
I(l, 7rI3
7 2,0L
6000
610 0
612 0
6500
65I0
6550
6700
FIRE
7000
7?00
7500
7500
7600
7800
7900
80r0
8060
8I00
820 0
8600
8900
34E
4904t?
420
210
I,072r557
5,?-65,745
2,002,851
2,669,6r3
z,092,6?.7
87 9, 56E
578,867
,970.55
,625.65
,959.lE
, 954. 58
I5I
I56
54
97
255, E95
2,555,45(t
918,264
919 ,977
rl
759 2, 925,541 2,250,4E9 L52 ,452 .90
IREPORT NO. (}EO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEH I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 46
RUN DATE:. 07/L5/92
RUN t*UI'tBER: 770.01X REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SU}II'IARY .- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
I9-OOO LUNA COUNTY
JUNE, 1992
LOCATION:
src
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR EPORTEDECEIPTS TAXAB L EGROSS RECEIPTS REPORTEDTAX DUE
8 910
S ERV
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES 355, 159 566,4992?,492,7 ?2 325,95220 ,27 0 ,358
I9
1,202
, L6+ . (+(t
,499.44
9r00
9200
928?
950 0
95 95
GOVT
FEDERAL GOVERNHENT - ALL OTHER
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTI
STATE GOVERNT'IENT - EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTI
LOCAL GOVERNI,IENT - COUNTIES
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - ]'IUNICIPAIITIESTOT. GOVERNMENT
TUT I ONS
0N5
55 2,57E,6 g5 2,224 ,465 I55, 07r. (7
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION E,662 lE7 ,7 r6 ,555 I(}I, E7E, 556 E,34r,520.10
,
,t
REPORT NO. ()8O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I3-(lOl)
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
METAL MINING, EXCEPT COPPER,
URANI UI'I
COA L
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS,OIL AND GAS I^IELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES,
TOT. I'IINING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI'I I'lEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SU['1I'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IH PERIOD ENDING
MCKINLEY COUNTY
URANIUI'I, MOLYBDENUI'I
NATURAL GAS LIAUIDS
EXCEPT DRILLING
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
674,IE9
6 ,E?9 ,7 69
77 ,6Er, 2El
2,927,007
9,r65,695
1I5,48E,502
r,7E7r560
2,920,65+
JUNE, 1992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
5r5,205
4 I4,26 0
E,405,500
425,05?
(t,265 
'200
19,509,r70
7 6 ,66?
527,73L
25,499 ,957
PAGE 47
RUN DATE. 07/15/92
RUN NUMBER: 77O.(lI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
29,1?5.6?
23,q?6.59(75,075.04
I, I59 ,090.27
229, 958.518I3,002.I9
769,Eqg.97
2,97L,880.94
25,768. Et
25E, 56 4 .8 0
I,095,952.35
(,6Ie.19
37,602.92
I , 466 ,7 44 .L5
27
97
4I4,250
95, 050,542
25
5IC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURIIS
55
0t00
0700
AGRI
1000
10 94
I200I5I OI58I
r589
I'II N E
1500 GENERAT BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTOR5
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT TTEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUCTS
LUHBER, I^IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEI,IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUI'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY TIETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I|IETAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL I'IACHINERY,EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COI,IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI'ITS.
I'II SCEL LANEOUS T'IANUFACTURING
TOT. t'IANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
HOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMT'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT . TRANSPORTATION, COIII.IUNICATIONS AND UTI L ITI ES
659
56
41
850I,566
28,85E, 905
q 
,47 g ,3gq15,408,98I
20 ,67 I ,625
6 9,4IE, 906
LZ ,651 ,7 26
19,684,549
4,0q7,3q7
Lq ,452,7 4l
15, 152, g6 05l,557,596
16
I6
I7
c0
IO
20
00
NS
2000
2500
?q00
2700
2800
2900
520 0
540 0
3600
5670
5700
5E00
5900
I'lFG-
4000
4100
420 0
4500
4600
48I 0
485 0
4900q920
TCU.
r58
50
4?.
256
60(}
50
596
27,0
56 ,6
48r
655
7+
172
, I67
,47 0
95. 08(+4.09
207
955
525
2 r 4/r3
4 ,577
10,566
5,425
17,007
5,595
42,945
(+
I()
3
25
6
55
7ct
I55
28
945
267 ,L47 .43
580,305.52
,947,ZLs
,550, 995
, 68 0 ,825
, L02,625
,507,505
,847 ,839
,7 55
,539
,995
,467
,505
t207
,45r.50
,67 ? .99
,53r . r7
,620.07
REPORT NO. 08tl TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEtl ['lEXICo
COI,IBINED REVENUE SYSTEt't
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
5,245, 935
16,216,592
r,67 g, IEg
235,49?,
81, 071,646
22,9q7,+42
I25, 94r,562
I2, 457,41E
2I,406, 099
,555,165
, 053, E67
2,7 L8 ,7 55
49r,065
2,3r5r 935
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,056 ,97 3
5, 16E,740
2r,419,555
52,506, r77
7,ZL?.,E85
PAGE 4E
RUN DATE: O7/15/92
RUN NUMBER: 77(l.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
L?q ,599 .7 9
,954. 18
,457.06
,729. lE
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION !
SIC
CODE
ANNUAL SU}II'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
I5.O()() I'ICKINLEY COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
8050105020
5040
5050
5070
50E0
5090
50 92
l^lH S L
520 0
52s I
5252
5300
551 0
5400
55I0
554 0
5599
5500
5700
5800
5E I5
59I0
5920
5990
RETL
FIOTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIPI.TENT
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD
HARDI^IARE, PIUI'1BING AND HEATING
MACHINERY, EQUIPI.IENT AND SUPPL
MISCEL LANEOUS IIIHOL ESAL ERS
APP L
EQU I
IES
I ANCESP. AND SUPPLIES
I, Egg, 044
405,415
127,839
It4
24
7
16I
37q2
8E0
114
r,552
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUTI PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
FARITI EQUIPNENT DEALERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'lOTOR VEHICL E DEAL ERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
303
58
406
162
5L7
276
254
,720,
, 95(t,
, 56E,
, 9I4 r
,I76,
,441 ,
,515,
,869r507
, 355, 020
, 06 0 ,557
,670,27L
,7 92,196
,5rr,092
,7 92 r gzE
,061,804
, r75, gg4
,5r5 r 551
,473.95
,90r.86
,217.L9
,5r0.86
, 959.54
,809.90
,761.54
,97 6 .94
,508.9E
, r55.25
504,566 . r6
L,207, I 07 .661,864,19r.47
FU
EA
LI
DR
PA
RNIT
TING
QUOR
UGA
CKAG
78
5t
572
160
73
203
595
575
575
927
000
0s7
551
5I
75
I6I
I5
16
15
57II
2,623,235
2E0,601
L,746,EL7
5, lg7,Eg3
I , 556, 32E
456,592. l7
186,4(}5.5r
I2,208,415.8527,586,7r6.I0
r59,055.61
16,89(.75
t0q,qz7 .75
5r2,9r0.8r
9I2,I()E.4E
572, 4E0 . 1E
280,36I.87
3L8,642- .2q
95, I58.63
Er, 956 .47
637
3,65E
3, E50
707
547
654
1, 0I7
609
2,2q3
67E
1,0
60
64
I1
5
I()
I6
10
57II
r 5, 045, 46 9
6,205,9E5q,6q7 
,761
5 ,26r+ ,7 09
1,545,360
URE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
AND DRINKING PLACES
DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
ND PROPRIETARY STORESE LIQUOR 5TOREs
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L AS5OC.SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER.LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRAGT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI'IENT COI,IPANI ESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AT'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
163
1r020
569
91
?,549
6,094
5,5rr,604
?qc+,705r695
542,465,700
5
2LC+
466
, r2g,g65
,623 r?25
,564,85I
6000
610 0
6I20
6500
6s10
6550
6700
F] RE
7000
7200
7500
750 0
7600
448
E50
6475t2
270
8, 0{5, 4 gg
I6 , 995,22r
6 r695,6659,5r1,522
5,7gg,gqz
r, g40,2rz
1,71.5,907
7E00
7900
REPORT NO. 08l)
lr
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I t.lEXICO
COI.IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'T
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFIGATION
JUNE, I992
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
9 ,2?5 ,07 56,I60,0rr
z,+59, q45
292,g&t
I6,6 I7,212
548,842
7E,954,015
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
9,217 , 516
5, 7 92,85 3
? t.t0E ,6?+
29?,9?L
I 5, 44 0 ,825
548, E42
6E,664,1?t5
I l, E44, 445
11,989,507
7I4,002, I26
PAGE 49
RUN DATE: 07/L5/92
RUN NUMBER: 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
895,267 . I 0
20,685.77
6, I I 5, 394. l6
41,809,059.54
ANNUAL SUIII'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
LOCATION ! I5-OOO I'ICKINLEY GOUNTY
SIC
CODE
860
890
89r
NO. TAX
RETURNs
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
20
20
8
5
8 0I0
8060
EIOO
E20 0
920 0
9500
95 95
GOVT
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVIGES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT MEI,IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
441
I54
I75
48
558,727 .7 0
550, I7I.62
145, 955. 04
17,555.33
ERS
0
0
0
v
r,475
57
5,225
STAT E
LOCAL
LOCAL
GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
GOVERNMENT - COUNTIES
GOVERNMENT - t'lUNICIPALITIES 2TOT. GOVERNMENT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
5
,L73r576
, 318, 458
16,555 LI09,377,659
715, 025. 95
7?L,37 9 .44
,
IREPORT NO. l)EO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEt^l I'IEXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
55E,I65
PAGE 50
RUN DATE! 07/L5/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
I9,572.(5
58,872.20
15E,529.E4
9,E64 .29
4t ,942.t0
7E,480.5I
1e4,006.28
2,736 .84
29,603.22
,1E7.79
,5q5. 15
20,568. l0
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUsINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
LOCATION I5().l)O() TIORA COUNTY
SIC
CODE
0
0I
0r0
070
NO. TAX
RETURNS
40
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
EC EI PTS
563,665
LRSR
758
2,841
GRA
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICESTOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LUf'lBER, tlo0D AND PAPER PR0DUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPI'lENT
I'lISCEL LAN EOUS t'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
I500t6r0
1620
I700
c0Ns
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
108
I79
56
rt7
60
t06
55
E(r
I09
,977
,E(}I 697 ,6qE2,5r0,469
2400
2700
3700
3900
t'lFG-
4I00q200
481 0
4830
4900
TCU-
LOCAL AN
MOTOR FR
T EL EPHON
RADIO AN
ELECTRIC
TOT. TRA
50I0
5040
5070
5060
5090
5092
NHSL
5200
550 0
540 0
55r0
554 0
5E 15
5990
RETL
IGHhIAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
HT TRANS., NAREHOUSING, TRANs. SERVICES
ND TELEGRAPH COFIFIUNICATIONS
EL EVIsION BROADCASTING
TER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
ORTATION, CO}II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIPFTENT
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI^IARE, PLU['IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
I'IISCELLANEOUS [.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROL EUI''I AND PETROL EUT'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI1ENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
TIIsCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
45
59
144
556
,27 6
,48I
,556
r 578
r91,056
565,46I
460,557
2 r 59(t ,4?l
DH
EIG
EA
DT
t^lA
NSP
EI
233
535,705
l,04gr42l
1,562,595
2,777,055
60,266
959, 921
4r,088
r,560,00r
759,486
r,444,5E9
2r275,652
tEs, 51 0
766, 037
50 ,57 4
550,{00
565,E74
2
59
59, 956Irl0l,I60
5599
5600
5E00 l0 ,652.q2I9, 557 . l,6
25,257.04I4r,7E5.26
t9r
565
505
5, 552
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE 0F NEII I'IEXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET,I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
xR
xEEQUEST XDITED X
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
49, gl5
Ll7 ,577
1,E97,505
12,462,396
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
45,655
r05,596
r,70g,gg4
r0,065,997
PAGE 5I
RUN DATEI 07/I5/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2,545.1I
,527 . I5
,566 .58
,76L.6q
,LqE.2.2
5,659.07
91, 995.5E
54 9, 025 . 53
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
5O-O(}() MORA COUNTYLOCATION:
SIC
CODE
6000
5510
FI RE
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., ANDTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL EsT
HOTELS, ]'IOTELS, TRAI L ER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI.IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'II SCEL L
AMUSEME
PHYS I CI
HOSP I TA
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
HISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
TITLE ABSTRACT
ATE
NO. TAX
RETURHS
26
9I
386
l, 559
7000
7200
7300
7500
7600
7900
8 010
E060
820 0
8900
89t0
S ERV
5I
47
55
105
137, 996EI,54I
32,707
230 ,62.9
7
4III
r56,519
81,557
32,374
207,(t08
ANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
NT AND RECREATION SERVICESAN5, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
LS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
9100
t500
GOVT
FEDERAL GOVERNI'IENT - AL L OTHER
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - COUNTIESTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHT'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
rl
rl
REPORT NO. 08() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE 0F NEtl t'lEXIC0
COI1BINED REVENUE 5Y5TE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
441,915
r , 514,41 0
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
.+41 ,2(t0
940,56E
75,595, 0525,rs5,312
209,752-
150,6E5
1,725 t5c+9
512,657
200,56(
5,
r5,002,
847, (90
LE,577 ,67 (t
1,056,207
57E,506
r4,682,766
PAGE 5?
RUN DATE. 07/L5/92
RUN NUMBER: 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
26,555.05
54,526 .?L
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION !
sIc
CODE
ANNUAL SUMI{ARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
I5-t)()() OTERO COUNTY
0I0 0
0700
080 0
AGRI
I000l3I 0
I58 t
Is89
NINE
r500I6I O
1620
r700
CONS
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
METAL I'IINING, EXCEPT COPPER,
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS,0IL AND GAS I^IELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES,
TOT. t'IINING
URANI UT'I, I'IOLYBDENUI'I
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
NO. TAX
RETURNS
60
ttE
ttq
55
55
28
+2
231
7r5
299
7I
80 ,822, EE5
6 , I77 ,950
I5,206 , 97E
27,528,595
l2g ,7 36 ,07 6
r,100,725
6,40E,6II
2r779,06r
5rgg2,g2r(+(+ 
,ZLE t 5lZ
2 ,12(t ,016
r5,444, 0 g5
5c+ 1775
28,455
4,956,7I0
455,866
4,238, I 05. E5
177 ,lr7 .45
553, 9E2 . 94
597,505.10
5,546,707.3?
12,651. Il
EXCEPT DRILLING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
MEAT PACKING AND OTHER I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUCTS
L UI'IB ER, I^IOOD AND PAP ER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GLAS5, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII.IARY NETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI"4ENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
PROF. , 5CI ENTI F. , OPTIC. , OTHER PREGIS. INSTRUIITTS.
I'IISCEL L ANEOUS I'lANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
T'IOTOR FREIGHT TRAN5. , NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI.IIiIUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I,564
55
104l,5gI
3, 085
9
IO
9E
9, 285
8, 719
6,349
,67
,26
,67
2000
20r0
2500
2(0 0
2700
2800
5200
5?t00
5s00
5600
567 0
5700
5800
5900
I'IFG-
4I00
4200
4500
4600q8I 0
485 0
4900
+920
TCU.
695
t09
232
55L 520
I00
97
8,647.05
I03,E64.20
r6,840 . 761r,575.9I
I95.q6825,2I9.75
48,407 .56
1,056,923.0?
61,250.00
22,720 .L6
389
971
r,2
80, 0
I4,818,946
4,696r5595I. 167,90r
7,259,765
6(,E0E,703
,606,670
,E97 ,205
,569,7+5
,55E,EI9
27l, 2E
55
?r85
5,757 . 55
5,70E.I9
3,907.92
3,469 .?2
5,547.55
79q
2l
5q9
: 50r0 t'roToR vEHrcLEs AND AUTot'roTrvE EQUrpt'rENT
REPORT NO. OEO
I
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI,IENT
STATE OF NEN MEXICO
COTIBINED REVENUE SYSTEIl
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
JUNE, I992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
2rE5Er062
277 ,066
9 ,029 ,9697,9?5,696
22,320 ,7 95
PAGE 55
RUN DATEI 07/15/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O. ()I
REPORTED
TAX DUE
15L469.58
54,847 . E1
I72,055.46
xR
xEEQUEST XDITED X
ANNUAL SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
OTERO COUNTY
src
CODE
LocATI0N: t5-000
DRUGS, CHETTICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI^IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
FIACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCEL LANE0US l^lH0L ESALERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUGTS
TOT. IIIHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING NATERIALS
HARDI^IARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERs
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IOBILE HOME DEALERS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOIVIE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
I55
,559,452
,74r,541
495,265
,4r9 r 540
,gr7, r72
,L79r(t4(+
,E7 9,655
,854, 425
,209,098
,689r9E7
, 076 r 504
,565,596
I5,787,655
ql?,55Z
+ ,7 32,207
5020
5040
5070
5080
5090
5092
l^lHS L
9,947 ,926
5,55E,250
2,897 ,E37
2,7 6?,322I,550,979
2q ,85 g, 945
2 rZC+l ,2439I7,2I5
2,956, E6 0
992,925
I ,47 g, 579g,7r5, ggE
97
59
288
E2
507
r52
?32
I I ,74(r, r52
2, 56 9,555
4r755,952
44,514,74I
52,499 ,057 4q,27 1,858
5 , 6 15,9454,5lg,grE
389,702
4,424,07E
96
77q9
465
51
795
55
176
319
t97
r56,672.00
58,904.57
E7,924.61
565,855.72
t6
24tl2
6q69
520 0
525 I
550 0
55r0
5400
55r 0
55+ 0
55 92
5599
5600
5700
5800
5E l5
59r0
5920
5990
RET L
547 , 556 .21
r 05,7 IE . 77
267,0E7.082,655,58r.51
2,558,575.07
2I7,554.43
?68 ,7 92 . I1
25,500 .55
265,74I.53
556 ,6 9r . 95
402,E?3 .7 5
L ,266 ,560 .29
523 , +L6 .7 +
295,44I . 94
10I,E75.55
1,265,655.50
I 0, 975 ,728.3+
19
9
5,775,141
I ,721 ,5564,45r,4EI
+3,722,356
,47 6
,77 9
,739
r E8l
53r .6 969I.5E
zl(t.57
IT
8
22
E46
360
4E
495,IIE
6,525
,594, e0 I
,700,555
,2q6,620
,824, 5 0 I
,869,910
,6E9, 987
,296,515
,r0g,glr
5
6
2L
E
Ct
I
2I
185
5
5
7
2L
E
5I
z6
227
6000
6I0 0
6r20
6200
6300
65r0
6550
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COI'IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS . , EXCGS . , SERV .
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC.I AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI'IENT COI'TPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
t'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COI'II'IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPT'IENT LABORATORI ES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AMUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
84
389
44
40
750
556,4
123,2
I 9, 995, 2
4,0r9
226
rt5
7,ELZ
,685.51
,7II.I7
,625.56
,942.02
, 055.45
6700
FIRE
94
65
49
7000
7200
7500
7591
7500
7600
780 0
7900
575
1,658
969
,990,q95
,065,495
,650,767
543,
47?,I,255,
879q62 6r6L0,gl05,729, II5 5,290,5r52,461,16r 512, E59 .20I45,765. 19
E0,145. 06
rl
2?7 I,5EI,4I(} 1,357, 04E
IREPORT NO. (l8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEbI MEXICO
CO}IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 54ATE: 07/15/92
UTIBER: 77O. ()IRURU NDNNX REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUT'ITIARY -- BUsINE55 ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
OTERO COUNTY
JUNE,1992
LOCATION ! I5-OO(l
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
80r0
E060
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT MEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
FIISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
580
L7?
25r
I5, 9r4, g5I
6,595 r 656
3,297 ,zql
I 5, EEz,85 I
6,0ggrggg
5,292,96E
7 44,317
432,15Z9,596,r0r
54,518,500
I25,266 ,216
835, 985.25
356 ,77I .(+2
t97 ,7 90. q6
44 ,7 6E .62
2q ,6L8 .96
54?,(t69.27
I 
' 
896 ,55c+ .20
7, rI0,540.12
8I0 0
E200
E600
8900
8 910
5 ERV
60
82
2, 010 I2
54
155
E09,55r
445, 5 94
,855,0r3
,597,5I4
,421 rE54
135
8,106
9200
9500
9395
STATE GOVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - COUNTIES
LOCAL GOVERNT,IENT . MUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNF1ENT - SPECIAL DISTRICTS AND OTHERTOT. GOVERNMENT
95 96
GOVT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'TENTS . (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 21,682 682,468,652 +92 r 0(t5 ,7 90 28,655,915.75
,t,t I
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI^I I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI't
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAT CLASSIFICATION
JUNE,1992
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
18 9, 075
515,575
I55,685
I0,95E,045
580,592
2,050,664
5,2E5 r 40E
5,616 , 5I5
L9 , 332 ,7 47
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
,7 6ct
,5q5
, 088
, 61810,74rr015
184, E26
569,797
r26, I 99
767, r55
443,226
,6IE,EI9
,07 + ,517
552,2r4
PAGE 55
RUN DATE: 07/15/92
RUN NUt'tBER3 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
,498. I2
,I12.54
,784.97
,748.37
9,404.12
45,872 . 08
194,721.65
69 ,505.25
259, 0 I5.47
88, 941 . I+
665,457.71
27 ,505.76
9E,79E.15
L27 ,076.33
2r,6r0.23
45,858.50
20r,0E5.03
547,E62. I(
99L,L72.64
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
ANNUAL SUHMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
I()-()()O QUAY COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
48
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
0I0 0
0700
AGRI
I500
I610
r620
I700
CONS
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHHAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY C0NTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHI^IAYSPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
T'IEAT PACKING AND OTHER I.IEAT PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PETROLEUI'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
PRIMARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED ]'IETAL PRODUGTS
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPT'IENT
TIISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. T.IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COT'IIIUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COT'IHUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'IOTOR VEHICL E5 AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPFIENT
DRUGs, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI.IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I.IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
1'IISCEL L ANEOUS hIHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTSTOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDI,IARE STORES
FARlI EQUIPTIENT DEALERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'TENI STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
et5
25
29
46r
728
2,7 54 ,236
6,403,065
66,070
3r45g,5gg
l? r 652,959
2,
5t
Z,
165,rr0.75
526,005.04
r,855.59
r59,4I1.72
655, 580 . 90
590
7 {tZ
30
?77
2 0I0
2q00
27 00
2900
540 0
3700
3900
48I0
4E5 0
4900
4920
I'l
4100
420 0
FG-
cu-T
II
25
7
ct7
5
8
79
223
4
5
47
t62
45
t95
56
I06
409
57
r05
28
759
,4lZ
,7 L9
r 545
,646
,022
157,47?
727,(+66
45?,?95Ill,70E
285,919
427,172
I70,054
267,766l,6gr,g57
21E
75
529
,515
,847
,542
64E
I57
054
660q61
705
1,686
2, q67
3I
5tl5
3,
Ir
4,
Ir
II,
50r0
5020
50+0
506 0
s070
5060
5090
5092
tlHSL I2
q
520 0
525 I
5252
5500
5 3I0
5400
70r
3,220
5,565I5, 925
,4I6
,956
,7 9q
,q05
REPgRT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'TENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'lEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
gl3,?22
q,6?7 ,037
4,000,750
59,059,200
249,L02
1,239,2E4
2, 27E, E5g
2l ,922,592
620,7q9
I2e, 752, 1 98
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
6gE,l65
3,597 ,5(+q
955,926
E, OI5
lI7,2r8
1,105,400
2, 25E,54 0
Z0 ,7&cr,7ll
557,079
gg,r6g,6?0
PAGE 56ATE: 07/15/92
UT{BER: 77O. OT
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5
86
5
?I00,205.24
I75, I80. l0
5, I58 ,728 .7 6
59 ,7 52.E2
500.95
7 ,291.66
69,I26.06
550,778.75
50, 055. 95
130,759.52
I51,551.60
96 ,205. E0
r5E,635. 9t
1,288,223.32
54,Er5.22
6 , 04ri,665 .49
RU
RU
ND
NNxR
xE EQUEST XDITED X
ANNUAL SUIIMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
QUAY COUNTY
SIC
CODE
L0CATr0N:10-000
t'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HOI'IE DEALERS
HISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOt'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS. BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
NISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND.L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL E5T. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTNENT COI'IPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
703
2,219
63
175
495
2, +98
75
7,0?g
551 0
554 0
5592
5599
5600
5700
5800
5E 15
59I0
59?0
5990
RETL
50
Z.+?
52
25
8q2,846??q,ql6
II5
34
70
260
149
37
r, 696 ,575
284,079
35r,097
9r576rg6g
3,25+,264
r ,87 5, 092
, 585.7 0
,752.49
,7E4.92
,046.08
, E94. 51
E6
17
2t
96
02
T,3E4, 4E6
284,059
549,664
g 
,546 ,47 g
5,251 ,551
r,603,294
47 ,77
20 9, 55
L05,52
42, Lg
96
?07
72
5q
2,Er3,009
50,7E7,670
00l0
t2
50
5I
6
6
6
5
6
6
6
F
955,9?6E,0I5
550
700
IRE
7000
7200
7300
7500
7600
7800
7900
E0t0
E060
8I00
8200
8600
6900
8 9I0
S ERV
920 0
95 95
95 95
GOVT
- 9999
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
t'TISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
ANUSET'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIAHS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT MEFIBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISGEL LANEOUS 5 ERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT . MUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT . SCHOOL DISTRIGTSTOT. GOVERNMENT
NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TNT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
59524t
25r
575
26I
5 r 509,395
E0L 265
2,r09,549
z,?03,025L 555, 956
5,72q,590
801,265
? ,2L0 ,953
2,567 r 6 031r676,046
973,635
5, S64, 7 45
L ,7 22, gEg
675, 050
7 64 ,607
5,350,650
r,656,6I9
675, 050
9.75
5.99
?.E+
0.59
tREPORT NO. l)EO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEbI I'IEXICO
COF1BINED REVENUE SYSTE]',l
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
TOTAL REPORTED
GRO55 RECEIPTS
l, r25,455
I,595,E75
rg,5g5,6gE
22,824,855
, I I2, ()E7
,416,275
,230,842
,5r9,775
,279,977
507,0r1
5I9,564
L g7g,6E4
4,107 ,752
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
960,I70
r,012,5E3
I7, 552,559
19,515,898
27 ,?44,725
2E0,273
5q,077
7 9(, E6E
2r 9r5,070
PAGE 57ATE: 07/15/9?
ut'IBER: 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
52, E18 . 9I
55,624.42
929,207 .33
r,055,73r.E7
16, I63.50
L5 ,852.775,822.29
39 ,7 22.87
5, 378 .77
42, 955. 35
165,E3r.09
26 ,51 0 .47
6 ,859. ] 02E,]37.44
552, 50 9. 54
l0?,324.43
669,93E.74
tEt ,246 . 95
1,567 ,125.q5
RU
RU
ND
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LOCATION i
src
CODE
010 0
0700
0800
AGRI
ANNUAL SUI'IMARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
I7-()()O RIO ARRIBA COUNTY
151 0
I3E 1
I5E 9
1400
MINE
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS, NATURAL GAS LIQUIDSOIL AND GAS I^IELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAs FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NONT'IETAL L IC }IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASHTOT. I'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRAGTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON_BUI LDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHI.IAYSPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT IIEAT PRODUCTS
I'IEAT PACKING AND OTHER I.1EAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I-1ILL PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHE}IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUI'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'1ETAL PRODUCTS
I'lACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRIGAL
ELECTRICAL ITIACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPHENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUHTS.
I'1I SCEL L AN EOUS I,IANUFACTURI NG
TOT. T.IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
PIPEL INE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COT'IFIUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC hIATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT . TRANSPORTATION, COHI'IUNICATIONS AND UTI L ITI ES
I'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
, E4l ,97 L
,122r379
, r75, 029
, 1 07 ,546
7 LL ,495 .168,42I.
295,208 .
55E,595 .
1,51r ,520.
NO. TAX
RETURNS
48
75
290
546
26
4t
I700
CONS
I500
1610]620
200
201
230
570
580
590
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2?
05
09
23
59
t2
5
5
5
I5
q
5
9
54
6I7
89
r08
969
r ,785
475
t27
525
699
709
155
?40
270
2E0
290
520
340
350
550
4100
4200
4600
481 0
4E3 0
4900(t9?0
TCU-
37
E5
80
,84E
,670-
,525
297 ,55L
125,006
655,75?
475
946
986
llFG
t6tq94
I65
4?
765
9,t,t2,
E6
77
41
5t3
45
475, 046
615,992
525,607
r1,I54,449
r , 954, 556
r5,807 , 029
4 ,67 9 ,22.2
55, IE9,905
,046
,7 2(t
,607
,q6+
,09E
t646
5,197,956
27,E88,54r
t
5 010
5040 66 E27,965 152,750 E,294.59
3REPORT NO. ()8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE 0F NEtl t'lEXICo
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, L992
PAGE 58
07 /15/ 92
770.0rRUN DATE:RUN NUI'IBER:X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
sIc
CODE
ANNUAL SUTIMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
I7-{)O() RIO ARRIBA COUNTY
5070
5080
50 90
5092
hIHSL
266
70
4(+q
55
17?
1,55L 5728I5, E6 5
r r 050,571
12,EgL ,67 4
5, gg4, 356
1r,504,402
L,257 ,596
I 0 ,754,574
117,105,4q7
1 r722,56?
EL LAN
REL A
I TURE
NG AN
OR DI
AND
4,769, 5452,6Lqr97l
2,000r970
I ,452, r 04
456,58E
7000
7200
7500
750 0
7600
7E0 0
7900
HARDI.IARE, PLU]'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPL I ES
I'lI SCEL LANEoUS tlHoL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTSTOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING IiIATERIALS
HARDIIARE SToRES
FART4 EQUIPMENT DEALERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
DEPARTHENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IOBILE HOI'IE DEALERS
Irs
3r5
5r9
54,634
9q ,993
55,496
554,E90
?,295 ,723
2,90q ,677
NO. TAX
RETURNS
84
82
t 05
55r
503
6?
E5
I,5()E
5,797
EO
149
269
,42E. r7
,077.32
,902.5r
,55f,.E5
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
L,472,472
9,165,042
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
29, r 06, 954
I ,554, 047
925,8 IE
Ir0
REPORTED
TAX DUE
l&,719.E9
137 ,298.?Ll7r, 156 . 0z
5200
525 I
5?52
5500
531 0
5(r00
5510
554 0
5592
5599
5500
5700
5E00
5815
59I0
5920
5990
RETL
TiII SC
APPA
FURN
EATI
LIQU
DRUG
75
49
qct
529
I9,606,506
465,565
1,790,7q21L 078,60L
ttl.
25
55
527
l,E67 r 25g(t25 r421
97 L 551g, 05g r 7g4
L2
3l0
751. t 7
755.55
628.22
6E0.49
72q32
I02tr7
5+,345, 124l r 47E,3r7
r,907,507
4E4
r,641, r5g
],597,502
g,lgg,E6(r
+,623,927
2r5g4,L5g
1,77+,Eq?
I ,296 , 955
558,268
I,754 ,?-46 .lL6r,242.8I
54,594 . 02
98,443.48
79,7E7 .05
487 ,E(+9.27
266,088.69
I55,000.57
99,7 96 . 58
75,969.41
20,567 .46
EOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCE5SORY DEALERS
ND ACCESSORY STORES
, HOt''IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORESD DRINKING PLACES
SPENSERS. BY THE DRINK
PROPRIETARY STORES
7
7
,2
,8
,0
7
63,303.E0
45, 957 . 4545,575.7I
728,67?.40
220, 915.35
6 04,76ri.59
45,235. 5r
4E6,5r0.15
+,99?,275.gZ
9l , 4I5
32,4?4
67,274
47,718
50,16E
7 9,7 50
7?,711
4?,7 50
22,9?6
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL E5T. OPER-LESR.AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
H0LDING AND 0THER INVESTMENT COl'lPiANI ESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAI L ER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'lISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTO]'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'lOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AIT1USET'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT ]'IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
263 ,65(t6r8gr,g0g
9,450 ,497
975,950
260,003
6 ,7 54 ,443
9, 445,27 0
975,950
LC+ ,
400,
550,
57,
8rJ
E4t, 5
6000
5300
6510
5550
5700
FI RE
E 0I0
8060
EIOO
8200
8600
500q97
490q27
137
!REPORT NO. ()EO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTFIENT
STATE 0F NEtl t'lEXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
ANNUAL SUMI{ARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
I7-()()O RIO ARRIBA COUNTY
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
6,76+,506
582,02-+
36,582,6 g4
3(t9 r7 69
927 ,965
268 ,07 g ,7 52
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
558,066
776,632
208,901,59I
PAGE 59
RUN DATEI 07/15/92
RUN NUI{BER: 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
lE,+24.25
44,552.85
I2,000 ,747 .09
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
E900
8910
5 ERV
920 0
9500
95 93
95 95
GOVT
]'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI,IENT - COUNTI ES
LOCAL GOVERNI,IENT - NUN]CIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTSTOT. GOVERNT'IENT
5,029,955
505, I59
55,994,700
284,400
26 , 9E5L950,E44
7tr
7Z
36
924
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
6L
3,629
54
4t
II,695
IREPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NET.I ]'IEXICO
COF1BINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
TOTAL REPORTED
GRO55 RECEIPTs
3,5E1 , g7 g
7r57Z,lg5
6,gg2rg50
I8,5EE,040
258,575
2r951,055
E39, 082
2L7 ,499
99 ,725 ,56L
TAXABT E
GROS5 RECEIPTS
305,109
6 ,47 5 ,394
24,5q5
1,720,440
r50,817
50,666
2, l26,grg
230 ,95(t
598 ,7 4c+
595,672
1,092,590
2,528,099
PAGE 60
RUN DATE: 07/15/92
RUN NU]''IBER: 77O. OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
t6, l5r. 04
375,225.59
zql,E2(+.57
79E,095.5E
1,398.30
I05,226.59
8,54E.84
2,965.50
t25,9t7.52
45,604.9q
15,E55.25
55, 924.65
23,266 .55
62,95E.51
r57, r82.24
ANNUAL sUI,II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
LOCATION ! 1I-OOO ROOSEVELT COUNTY c
SIC
CODE
010 0
0700
AGRI
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
7t
456
54EI,014
l58I
I38 9
MI NE
OIL
OIL
TOT.
1500
16I 0
I620
I700
c0N5
ELL DRILLING
IELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHT.IAYSPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTSIIEAT PACKINC AND OTHER I.IEAT PRODUCTS
AND GAS N
AND GAS F
I'II N I NO
,?59
,677
4, IE7
14,055
2000
20I0
2400
2700
2E00
2900
3200
5500
5700
3E00
5900
MFG-
4I0 0
420 0
481 0
485 0
4900
4920
TCU-
5 010
5020
5040
5060
5070
5080
5090
5092
HHSL
LUI'IBER, hIOOD AN
PRINTING AND PU
CHETIICALS AND A
PAPER PRODUCTS
ISHING
IED PRODUCT5
D
BL
LL
5t
84
27
PETROLEUI,I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIESSTONE, CLAY, GLA5S, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS]'IACHINERY, EXCEPT EL ECTRICAL
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPHENTPROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI'ITS.
TIISCELLANEOUS HANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
L0CAL AND HIGHIIIAY PASSENGER TRANSP0RTATI0N
H0T0R FREIGHT TRANS. , l^IAREH0USING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH GOMMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVI5ION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'lOTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTO]'IOTIVE EQUIPITENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI.IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
I'II SCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROL EUITI AND PETROL EUI'1 PRODUCTST0T. tIHoLESALE TRADE
65
121
438
25
r25
52
825
t4
,0
,2
,1
,E
849 ,47 9
?82,096
,509,449
,512,9E7
, I55,145
,066,+77
,I54,65{
,551 .7 9
,619. E5
,245.23
,E05.I2
, Er2. 90
,657 .85
43
273
91tt
49
7I
855
6, I52
4,809
1,355
16,475
2,544
32-,177
98
,I+0
,960
l524t
77
619
1201,12I
4I
1I
2
20
32 399 , g+2
55 25,35E, 965
284
50
450
,925
r 505
,5I5
4,41I
1,245
29,4q9
jt
REPORT NO. OEl) TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.I t'tEXICO
COHBINED REVENUE SYSTEI{
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CTASSIFICATION
JUNE, 1992
EPORTED
ECEI PT S
2,552,779
,505
,56 9
,E54
,86 0
,847
, 
q?0
lE,510,EEo
82, l0 9 ,7 g?
75+,773
732,400
2,004,57r
TAXAB L E
GRO5S RECEIPTS
r, r6g,g55
,57r,548
,232 r520
,259,I84
,887,55+
755,150
655,2E3
1,7E7, 945
r,l]0,058
95r,698
5,592, 50 2
PAGE 5I
RUN DATE: 07/I5/92
RUN NU['IBER! 77O. (}I
REPORTED
TAX DUE
58,417 .87
160,763. 97
57 ,7 4l .80119,9I0.76
354 ,7 55 .L759,090.86
L22,L87.59
504,EE6.52
5,585,680.64
44,I09.0I
5E,749.06
r05,828.76
Er,550 .59
10r,E56. I280,50I.74
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
ANNUAL SUI'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
II-OO() ROOSEVELT COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
62
980
2,555
26
IIO
190
TOTA
GROS
LR5R
5200
525 r
5?52
5300
551 0
540 0
551 0
554 0
5592
5599
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
FARI'l EQUIPT'IENT DEALERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTHENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HOI'IE DEALERS
NISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOFIE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI'IENT COI'IPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
75
22E
rtz
t52
50
r41
, 7E4, I 56
,752,855
, 554, r 54
,56E,545
,0?6 r392
,586 ,6 g5
,7E5. rl
,6q6.27
,605.81
,6E2.31
,929 .7 ?
,456 .92
I
5I
22I
7
EO
5t5
91I,161
59
220
,526,755
, 574, 590
999,7E0
,6E0,6I0
I
5I
I9
5
5600
5700
5E00
5E 13
59r0
6000
610 0
6 t20
7500
7600
7800
7900
8 010
8060
EI0 0
004
965
5t6
807
984
7?8
1,r62
1,035
245
222
9t
205
NS
DO
LTH
45
67
99
25(t
35
5,
2,
6,
c,
2,579,q+4
96 2, 4I5
2 ,oll , L4?;5,9r4,575
984,847
2, 056,45058
5 920
5990
RETL
6500
6 510
65s0
6700
FI RE
7000
7 200
7300
7591
92
424
215
5
56
COIII'IERCIAL RESEARCH AND
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAI
F'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SER
DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
R AND OTHER SERVICES
VICES
AND PRODUCTION
ERV I CES
THERS
S ERV I CES
r 059
,272
,264
1,565
1,698
1,39r
I , 395,477
1,700,595
r,45r, 965
364,413
2,936 ,47 5
7,099,766
65E,680It5,7r3
,727
,020
2I
t75q25
65
55
,E67.58
,086.47
D
I',lOTION PICTURE THEATERS
AI'IUSEI,IENT AND RECREATIO
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AN
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEA
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITEGTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
58
49
29
372,522
5,121,265
L2 ,7 ?0 ,445
658,6E0
I 14,585
,7EE.5I
, IE8 .55
,525. 98
665 3,660,E5r
5E,520 . 7E6,785.5I
r99,4Et.84
T
8200
8600
E900
E9I 0
S ERV 2,594 27,723,939 21,58E,751 L,273,729.q5
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI,I MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 62
RUN DATE! 07/15/92
RUN NU['IBER: 77O. ()IX REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
ROOSEVELT COUNTY
JUNE, I992
LOCATION: }I-OOO
5IC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABT E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
920 0
95 95
95 95
GOVT
STATE
LOCAL
LOCAL
TOT.
GO
GO
GO
G0v
VT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
VERNMENT . NUNICIPALITIES
VERNHENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
ERNMENT 75 (0r,654 575,506 22,096.60
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAT FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 7,66r 295,756 , 0 07 II9,7EI,6O9 6,996,2E7 .62
iREPORT NO. 08ll TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE 0F NEtt MEXICo
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE,1992
EPORTED
ECEI PT5
rr0g5,g65
r ,394,7 0 g
61,079,866
6 ,6E5,555
TAXAB t E
GROSS RECEIPTS
7E7 ,020
1,0I5,4E5
70I,9r7
I 5,588, 585
q2,916 
,7 93
E,OsE,Z79
65,qsq,?3+
PAGE 55
RUN DATEI 07/L5/92
RUN NUMBER: 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
(t7 
,677 .Ecr
6L097.71
44,5r8.56
77,4E5.5I
L14 ,57 2 .7 E
28, 97 9.88
25,070.55
21,267.90
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUI'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
LOCATIOH : 29-OOO SANDOVAL COUNTY
LRSR
sIc
. 
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
86
155
r,407
96
57
2,3L2
5,E72
TOTA
GROS
010 0
0700
0E00
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTUREAGRI
1000]094I3I (t
I381
15E I
1400
HIlt E
]'IETA
URAN
CRUD
OIL
OIL
NGI EXCEPT COPPER' URANIUI'I' }IOLYBDENUT'T
OL.I NATURAL GAS' NATURAL CAS LIQUIDSS HELL DRILLINGS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NONI'IETALLIC I'IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASHTOT. ITIINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHtli{Y
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT HEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS
LUt'lBER, l.l00D AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PETROL EUI'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY. GLAS5, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY HETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL T,lACHINERY, EQUIPTIENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONlC COI'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
PROF. , SCI ENTI F. , OPTIC. , OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI'ITS.
TIISCEL LANEOUS I,IANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I.IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUSING, TRANs. SERVICESPIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TEL EPHONE AND TEL EGRAPH CO['I['IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC IIATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COHMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
MOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOT'IOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
l2ct
t59
65
I50
50
40
745,623
r,273,r65
r,925,606
4E0,907
415,251
351,484
L I'IINI
I Utl
E PETR
AND GA
AND GA
1500I6I0
1620
1700
c0N5
745
078
520
57 ,53267,475
1r552,560
7,162,07E
5t
5I
I7
77
0
5
2
4
r ,5553I,1I8
r00,456
,040
,201
,6qz
,993 , +92
,3f,7,E40
,57 6
,055
,7 q0
2,963,07?-.2L
554,691 .7589,1r5.25
1,024,699.25
4 ,441 ,57 E .44
e000
2500
2400
2700
2900
5200
5400
5500
3600
567 0
5800
3900
I'lFG-
4r00
4e00
4600
48I0
4E3 0
4900
49?0
TCU-
6,50r,059
r,649,362
L,93q,267
6 ,7 34 ,99(+
699,40E
6,42r,009
5
q
7 ,27 g ,25ct627,q22
50, 54E, 942
62,77 3 ,212
7E2,81 7
5,506 . 07
4,126.6E
95,229 .55
450,674. I3
5tI, IE
6? 59, E45. 65
7 58 ,67 2 .55
2, 536,2EI .54
4E7,44E . 53
3,E53,097.23
255
70
1,527
q5, E39, 396g,E0l,22E
69,682,627
876 13,E02,q59
I
I
5010
5020 56 1,155,450 l, 154,745 70,27E.79
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS REGEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION !
sIc
CODE
ANNUAL SU]'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
29-O()O SANDOVAL COUNTY
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
4E8, 0 08
51, 0 97, rg5
35, 97 9, Ig5
162,392,79?
1 ,204, L4g
775,69q
5,766,q56
30, I04,58I
2r95l,4Ig1,4r0,r60
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
7(r, 016
PAGE 64
RUN DATE? 07/L5/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O. OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
4,359.02
56 ,?72.47
5q,082.52
22-4,495.86
2,8q6,804.92
880,456.E7
7 , 081 ,86E . 6E
68, 0 90 .55
,56E. E9
,506 .21
1,489,60E.1I
189,970.55
255,655.50
459, 540 .85
]5E,699.66
59,45 0 . 91
70
t^lH S L
60
70
EO
90
92
5200
525L
530 0
5 510
NO. TAX
RETURNS
74
579
267
90
68
87
686
305
53
40 GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOOD5 AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI,IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCELLANEOUS NHOLESALERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUT'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING HATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
GENERAL TIERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS]'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
TlISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L A55OC.SECUTY. AND COMDTY. BROKERS, DELRS.T EXCGS.' SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER.LESR-AGT., ETG., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTMENT COMPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAt ESTATE
HOTELS, 1'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
T'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COFII'IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPHENT LABORATORIES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
4I
49
662
57
9Et
1,635,304
2 , E5g ,932
+ ,97 5,446
r,270,ggII5, 7 I r,87E
2I.58
45.90
E0 .44
55.45
t2.q?
+6 ,7 55
49, 918l,l(5,342
1,096,265q,?q9,275
3,27 8
4,054
2r 069
2,E
?,9
68,5
65, l
?55,9
3,5II,E4()
965,152q,405, g5z
r20
50
595
E9
3,7 4
6
?
9?
540 0
551 0
554 0
5599
5600
5700
5800
,7E4, 994
,931 ,627
650 ,845
,527,610
,799,59I
,254, 03I
, 325,545
199,902.77
Lsq,673.96
7 ,987 .L694,901.6rI,127,752.q?
455,586 .58
320,485 . 54
46,885, 465
5,524,2r1
2r5(t0,960
152,142
r ,578, 988I8,6 95, E95
7 ,243,712
5,?.45 ,437
359 ,7 42
2r670r507
zq,sqE,7+q
5Et3
5910
5920
5990
RET L
I
I8
7
17
2, I52q,678 I4,508,I55115,961,578
1, I2r,55760006I0 0
620 0
6500
6510
5550
6700
FI RE
7000
7200
7300
7591
7500
7600
7800
20
154
54
75
7900
8 0I0
8060
I00
560
107
308
145I,073
I ,546
580
565
58
39I
I18
E2,7694,II(),E56
5 ,olq ,494
82,769
4,056,704
4,5+r , 969
5,0r7.
245,519.
?7 6 ,49q .
3,227, q13
4,11Er6rg
27,459,869
5, I5I
3, E52
7 ,E02
, I4I
r094
,l8I
2,297,9q41r0r0,2r7
nREPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTIiIENT
STATE OF NEI^I T-IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I99U
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
I ,564, 315
L,
458,074
544, I 90
5I9,446,I15
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
44
q58,07 q
557,20 9
342, 6 95, 21 0
PAGE 65
RUN DATE: 07/L5/92
RUN NUT'IBER: 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
26 ,452. I8
30, 941 .45
20,3q7,E69.5E
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
5rc
CODE
ANNUAL SUMMARY .- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
29-OOO SANDOVAL COUNTY
8100
8200
8500
E900
E9l0
S ERV
9100
9200
93 95
93 9s
GOVT
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
MI5CELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
FEDERAL GOVERNI'IENT - ALL OTHER
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNHENT - NUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT . SCHOOL DISTRICTS
TOT. GOVERNFIENT
006,227
r36,6(2
409,2EE
23q ,7 95
951, 996
56 0,76 9
856,615
156,642
097,47q
E53,47 9
465,46 0
94, 268. IEq9 
,992 .36
E,254.65
7E6, I01.77
110,273.44?,669,841.?2
NO. TAX
RETURNS
2,40a
167
6 ,945
77
r02
19,777
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
23'
2,
76,
200
I45
38
I
I5,
1,
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHNENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL F8R ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
REPORT NO. ()E(l TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEt^l I'IEXICO
COT.IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX EY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, ],992
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION;
SIC
CODE
ANNUAL SUTIT'TARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
16-OO(l SAN JUAN COUNTY
L REPORTED5 RECEIPTS
1,03qrglr
L2,607,273125,I9I,596
509,6E1,425
7 A ,lFt ,277
E, 9r6,37946,IELEg5
r00,580,7E5
225, 5 95, 355
rr06g,04g
TAXABLE
GRO55 RECEIPTS
2,665,E66
552, 0
E,518,6
102,255,9
48r,756, I47
54,550 , gr4
,45I,EIE
'302,127
,430,469
,7 95,329
r,069,049
L+ , q64l92,7LE
50I, I20
I4,559,297
PAGE 65
RUN DATE. 07/L5/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O. OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
I55,201.57
51,05E.55
4E5,511.76
5, E35,266 .55
27, IE5 ,5?0 .25
NO. TAX
RETURNS
252
1 ,56
r ,552
TA
05
TO
GR
010 0
0700
AGRI
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICESTOT. AGRICULTURE
I'IETAL I'IINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUFI, T{OLYBDENUI'T
COA L
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS, NATURAL GAs LIQUIDSOIL AND GAS I.IELL DRILTINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICEs, EXCEPT DRILLING
NONI'IETAL L IC }IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASHTOT. t'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
I'IEAT PACKING AND OTHER I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEI'tICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUI'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY ]'!ETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL I'IACHINERY,EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPI'IENT
PROF. , SCI ENTI F. , OPTIC. , OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI'ITS .
IlISCEL L ANEOUS I'IANUFACTURINGTOT. ]'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TIOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANs. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COFIIiIUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC hIATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
IIE
5q
I85
66
,069,255
, 455,855
,402, I 04
,727 r323
,505
,7E9
,5I5
,566
,760
, IE2
,855
2 r7 3c+ ,7 ql
I000
1200
I510I58I
I38 
'I400
T'II N E
r500I6I O
I620
1700
c0Ns
t
+
5
q
l0
7t
175
55
3I
EO
46
1,614
35
279
?,698
4,624
7
45
57
L74
150(,585
965
L2,7 04
756
1,6123,58{
I3
2
2
5
5, I r8, E23 . 04425,62I.I5
2,554,995.96
3,E72t427.74
9, 971 ,867 .77
20
20
25
2q
52
54
55
36
4I0 0
4200
450 0
4500
0I
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
9
qE 61,667.67
7,4.t9. l5
255,325.4E
56, 055.8E
750,039.00
43,77E. 959r,715.94
206,12E.I1
E40. +5
11,265.54
5E0,675.40
2 ,06+, 554 . 2 0
17,567 .75
E10,922.09
27
28
29
567
570
5E0
390
NFG
4EIO
485 0
4900
4920
TCU-
52
56
365I,254
(t4
5Et
349,723
5,795,251
2,157,009
237 ,62?
505,587
r9, rr2,3g5
52,99q,495
571,046
25, 995,554
27,005,595
2,84(+,74E
28,995,579
18, 5q2, 4 0g
125,935,0?Z
10,055,819
55,7E6 ,547
630
96
144
62I,614
26,976,950
2,070,515
I 3, 085, 257
r5,707,996
78,142,474
E6,252.27
20,229.63
45,559. 06
06,047 .?.4
03,028.0+
1r4I
7
9q rct
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEtl !'IEXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'T
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDU5TRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
7 4 ,612
94, E4 0
rl,I50
55,54I
16,430
02,705
78, I5I
70,175
05,579
585,606
565, 956
926,59?
6Eq ,925518,57I
000,276
269,447
266,522
268,5+9
7EE,292
284,5r9
055,7E7
I 95, E7E
60I,355
997,006
5I2, 955
r55,459
855,?76
6,749,405
I 3, 376 , rE5IL526,45E
45,I48,59E
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
I1,752, +45
,901,961
'294 r289
,964,057
,441,260
,45I,662
,972,2-02
,990, r52
,569rr95
, 4 95, 556
,7 Aq ,77 q
, EI3, 955
,418,42E
,50I,555
,285,I12
,7E5,20797,353,10rq76,670,492
5 1532,627
,64r, E42
,844 , 7E6
PAGE 67DATE: 07/t5/92
NU['IBER! 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
684,571.6I
,905.32
,166.66
,97 (t . ?2
,657. I5
,288.+5
,857 . 6E
,720.97
,514.5E
,496. r5
,041.E9
,49L .07
,697.70
,1E(.E5
,052.94
,182.77
,470.65
,054 .47
322,22q .80
9,E50.01
+95,202.5L
25,509.97qt7 ,200.52
L ,295,084 .88
677 ,E(t7 .7665r, 9E7 . 152,005,26J.6I
1,200,88I.
I , 088,355.
RUN
RUNX REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
src
CODE
ANNUAT SUI'II'IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
16-0()l) SAN JUAH COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
50I0
5020
5040
5060
5070
5080
5090
5092
l.lHs L
]'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIP]'IENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI.IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES]'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS I,1HOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUTI AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. hIHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDI.IARE sTORE5
FARl'I EQUIPT'IENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL NERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPART]'IENT STORES
,75+,rgl
, I78,925
,214,655
,396 1714
,592, 059
,20 0 ,440
,3?7,695
,728,?36
,37 2, 9L4
I57,755.87
25E,458.79
r28,488.74
5r5,595.27
150,503. 05
04I- 525.4r
556,747.E1
?67 ,095.75
E55,748. 6 9
9(+
446
970l9t
2,17 9
9E
97
219
6q
IE6
I23
80
2
4
2
5
2
55
9
?L
85
5III
9Ilrt
E
3
4
2I
I6
I4
49II
t+I
5,5
10,0I5, 5I3,7
7rE
55,4
65,6
63r5
255, 0
2
t,
4,
520 0
525 I
5?52
5300
5 310
5400
55I 0
554 0
5592
5599
5600
5700
5E00
5E I5
5910
5920
5990
RETL
RETAIL FOOD
I'IOTOR VEHICL
GASOLINE SER
MOBILE HOI'IE
I'IISCEL LANEOU
APPAREL AND
OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
ND OTHER INVESTI'IENT COI4PANI ESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, HOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
HISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
RES
EA L ERS
E STATIONS
L ER5
EHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
ESSORY STORES
ESEARCH AND DEVELOPI'IENT LABORATORIES
ENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICESS REPAIR SERVICES
70
667
57
59I,II5
171,265
I5,259,497
7r1,052g,]92,050
50,7 03,656
,9(16
,164
,8I5
,452
,8 9E
459
2 ,040
r,766
,654r800
, 907,5I4
, 5E5, 54 I
STO
ED
vrc
DEASV
ACC
94
59E
2t4
232
95
4t5
47E
3r2I,5II
r96
106
66q,6l?
9,756
204
5t
6,
I,
2,
5,
27,
25,
6t(t,
I4,
92,I4r,
17,
5,
7t
24,I7,
18,
51,I1,t5,
2,
t57,
591,
520
227
73
59?
5r0
498
522
225
257
2q6
970
859
875
57 c+
E55
104
6?9
694
5000
6I0 0
6200
6500
65I0
6550
6700
FIRE
FURNITURE, I.IOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
T,IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SECUTY. AND COI'IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL
REA L
HOLDI
EST.
ESTA
NGA
168
8,535
4I0
7,187
22,29E
E5
45
II
10
54
20
18
53, 005, 915
27,5L9,57+
7000
7200
750 0
7391
7500
7600
CO}lI'lERCIAL R
AUTOI'IOBILE R
I'IISCEL LANEOU
r
r,407I,2I6
REPORT NO. ()8() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTITIENT
STATE 0F NEtl t'lEXICo
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GRO55 RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 68
RUN DATEI 07/L5/9?
RUN NU]'IBER: 770.01xR
xEEQUEST XDITED X
ANNUAL 5UT,IFIARY -- BUsINE55 ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
16-0OO SAN JUAN COUNTY
JUNE,1992
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNs
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
7E00
7900
8 010
E060
El00
8200
E600
8900
8910
SERV
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AMUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AHD OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I-lISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
500
1,539
356
56t
214
41
5, 45r
390
r5,732
5,493,655
35,7 gg, g6g
23,2?4,9?3
8, 24E, 696I, I5I,149277,I58l5l ,675, lgg
9,329,6E4
546,454, .}96
5
55
z5
8I
454,804
5E5,666
r16,260
124 ,87 4
067 ,722
275, 040
449,324
60r,920
797,482
167,237
I 99,6 92. 0E
2, 058, E25. 52I,547,412. I5470,766.5r
6L,772.39
15 ,7 42.32
5,916 ,qc+5.36
491,623. I9
14,322,559. 90
6E,
Er
247,
920 0
928?
9300
9595
95 95
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSSTATE GOVERNI'1E[.!T - EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - COUNTIES
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT . IVIUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNI{ENT . SCHOOL DISTRICTSTOT. GOVERNT'IENT
44 r67,257 9,603.72
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
49
L?Z
45
qr ,551,559
42,201,6rE
525,219
55, 0 53, 26 I
35,679,517
171,480
2, 0 I2, 555 . 44
2,050,I92.00
9 ,E7E.25
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 56,22r 2, 165,582, E47 1,659,157,145 95, 9E5,550 . l2
REPORT NO. O8O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL
LOCATION : I2.l)O(l SAN T{IGUEL
it
STATE O
COI'IB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEiPTS TAX B
ODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
HER I'IEAT PRODUCTS
!II L L PRODUCTS
PER PRODUCTS
HI NG
AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
EH T'IEXICO
ENUE SYSTEI'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
PAGE 69
RUN DATE! 07/L5/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O.()I
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2l ,747 .88
25,526.36
2lE, 444 . 55
729, 355.85
1,029,575.3+
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI1ENTFN
REVYS
SUMI'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
COUNTY
LRSR
15,5E7 ,+62
21, 905,676
656
1,004
25,79E.95
20, 96E.52
190,549. 92
626,7L4
2 17 59 ,0L5
4,56E,952
SIC
CODE
1500
I610
1620
138 9
I400
FIINE
1700
c0Ns
010 0
0700
0E00
AGRI
2000
2010
230 0
2+00
27 00
5200
5400
367 0
5700
5600
3900
FlFG_
4000
410 0
4200
+600
48I 0
4830
4900
TCU-
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AHD FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NONI'IETAL L IC MINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASHTOT. I'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHNAYSPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
NO. TAX
RETURNS
55
E5
407
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEI PT 5
5,rg0,lr0
5,504,4E3
4 ,595 ,7 gg
L9 1729,965623,022
9 ,252,7 4352,9I5,516
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
575,78I
461,7E4
5,7E5 ,5lg
12,071, rl4
17,513,76E
]4,125
I , 192, I0I
535,456
?qE , +8(+
6,543, ZIE
13,075,295
22,21q , ggl
20,5E5
?tE,225
414, lE6
546, g8I
3,064,403
FOOD AND KINDRED
MEAT PACKING AND
APPAREL AND TEXTI
LUI'IBER, hIOOD AND
PRINTING AND PUBL
STONE, CLAY, GLAS
PR
OT
LE
PA
IS
S,
74EI,2I4
956t
128
84
305,170
606,797
17 , l5l
37,799
67
t9
PRII'IARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRONIC COilPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPI'IENTPROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUMTS.
t'1I5CEL L ANEOUS I'IANUFACTURIHG
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHhIAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , HAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
PIPEL INE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC hIATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
MOTOR VEHICtES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIPI'tENT
DRUGS, CHEI.TICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI.IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
I'IISCEL L ANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUT'I PRODUCTS
67
292
819.69
72,209 .7 6
31,105.87
r5,llI.60
562,19r.79
77?,q56 .Lq]' 295, 955. 41
1,277 .LE
I5,5EO.IE
, I68
,5El
410 6,7r1,941
16,758,I50
28,583,572
235,562
8,053,0r7
r40
E03
51
98
II
5 010
5020
5040
5070
5080
5090
5092
40
26I
85
IREPORT NO. l)EO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'TENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
CO]'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEltANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
PAGE 70
RUN DATE2 07/15/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O. OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
252,450.49
EPORTED
ECEI PT5
15 ,44(,549
q,972,157
3,575,r59
2,011,479
,822 rL95
,085, Ll2
,8 IE, E6 5
,536,455
,7 8L , 4L5
,90ct ,28?
,136,75E
,4E5,060
,537,66E
I,I98,()I(l
I 02, 568
840, ll4
4,E7I,I()9
5,061,702
2,295,365
9,L20,2L4
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
4,06E, gEg
952,555
2,7E0 ,740
I , E44, 729
2q,081,629
24,261,467
r, gg4,50g
846 ,554
4, 076 ,7 08
r r 352, 059
745, o8l
ANNUAL SUMI{ARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
LOCATION: 12-O()O SAN I'|IGUEL COUNTY
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
DEPARTT'I
RETAI L
HOTOR V
GASOL IN
SIC
CODE
tlHSL
7000
7200
7500
7591
I
1r5Ir5
LR5R
2rL
24,53Ir7
ENT
F00
EHI
ES
I5.4I52.t9
59. E0
s5. 47
70.59
01.6E
II
2
9
5
7
2
E
t10
II
2
9
5
6
2
5
9t
NO. TAX
RETURNs
540
TOTA
GROS
520 0
525 I
525?
550 0
5510
5400
55I 0
554 0
55 92
5599
5600
5700
5E00
5E I5
5910
5 920
5990
RETt
57
7?tt4
485
321
75
63L 052
5,265
, 565 , E55
, 070,546
,652,995
,507 ,2gg
,7LL,25+
,229,L64
,0q7 r7L4
,488 ,952
,544 ,4L6
97 ,7
66,7
164,Z59r,5
55I,1
3gg, 3
r26,5
557, +
5, 685, l
TOT. hIHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING IITATERIALS
HARDI..IARE STORES
FARI't EQUIPI'1ENT DEALERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
37
28
460
507
496
tq2
54
7qI
55
57,
175,
5r0.05
27 6 .6E
STOR ES
D STORES
CLE DEALERS
ERVICE 5TATIONS
265
98
354
9L 557
47 , E59
59,302
L2,255.47
00,548.79
06, 905. 08
r25, 595. 5l]'IOBILE HOI'IE DEALERS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND FROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAI L ERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND.L ASSOC.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRTERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETG., AND TITLE ABSTRACTREAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTMENI COI'IPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
CONI'IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPI'IENT LABORATORIES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
TIOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'1USEI.IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I.IEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
t'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
4 ,593,259
?.,200 ,062
5 ,906 ,642
?76
I56
595
,455 .97
,5r8.54
,130 .30
r86
55
275
27.0E
57 .52
7 9.80
6000
6r00
6500
651 0
6550
6700
FI RE
59,942
7 12,004
60
r55
52,785 . 6E
5,546 .56
43,278 .16
255, 085. El
E5,129.75
45,202.05
7500
7500
780 0
3rs
r62
I,5gg,61g
EE6,549
,606
,7?5
790
80r
E06
EIl}
E20
E60
890
E9l
57
456
7E
642,57 26,gg2,976
5, rgg, 7 46
E6g,76E
27 9 ,046
57,74I .5Iq35,235 
.25I97,4r2.61
55,877.59
16,5E2. I4
642 ,57 2
6,997 ,2523,165,972
E6 9, 682
27E,484
2,q22,36q
17r,706
r47,455.59
r0,370.07
5,059
r78
tREPORT NO. 08O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUA L
LOCATION : }2.(}l)O SAN MIGUEL
SERV TOT. SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN T,IEXICO
COIVIBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
SUIIT'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
COUNTY
JUNE, L992
PAG
07
77
RUN
RUN
DATE:
NUI,IBER:
E 71/L5/920.0I
5rc
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
3,572
q9
r0,139
TOTA
GROS
LRSR EPORTEDECEI PT5
55, 255, 445
167, 981
25+,?3rt,EZL
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
51,27I, r04
r67,981
172, +50 , 126
REPORTED
TAX DUE
I,EE7,IE2.I9
10,209.Eq
I0,517,q75.07
9200
9282
93 95
GOVT
STAT E
STAT E
t OCAL
TOT.
GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION A}ID INSTITUTIONS
G0VERNt'IENT - EDUCiATI0NAL INSTITUTI0NS
GOVERNI'IENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
GOVERN]'tENT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHT'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
IREPORT NO. 08l) TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEId I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEIit
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
g, Ig5,6g6
r5,575,572
952,?29
lE7 ,215,472
24,765,L77
2 9 , 435,887gg 
,66 0, g0 I
3+1, 078,456
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
E,427 ,7Eq
I2,I04,2E6
655,056
I55,72E, 02I
20 , 078,546
25,600 ,44+
39, 559,937
241 , A46 ,6qg
,5El
,855
557,656
7 ,5E4, 573
37,61L,q?7
I57 , 505, 0E7
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RUN DATE. 07/L5/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O. ()I
REPORTED
TAX DUE
49q, I0t.9r
7Lq,52E.92
39,690.5E
,107,0E0.92
,165,90I.69
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
5IC
CODE
0I0 0
0700
080 0
AGRI
ANNUAL SUI'IMARY .- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
OI-OI)() SANTA FE COUNTY
I000
l0 94
l58 r
I58 9
I400
I'II N E
I500I5I(}
1620]700
c0Ns
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
I'IETAL t'IINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUI'I, I'IOLYBDENUT'I
URANIUI'IOIL AND GAS I.IELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NONMETALLIC MINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASHTOT. I'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT IiIEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS
LUT'IBER, hIOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUTi REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRITIARY TIETAL INDUST., FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL IIACHINERY, EQUIPT''IENT /AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COI'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPFIENTPROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI'ITS.
I'II SCEL LANEOUS HANUFACTURING
TOT. t'IANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHhIAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
t'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COFII'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
4,
15,
336
160
,E27,997
, IE7, I6 ()
4, 164
2,9r1
74
1,27?
3,495
9]' 825
L2,557
90,422
NO. TAX
RETURNS
.t7 E
566
42
4,Egg
T,5I5
22,872,L106,097,9r2
r4,091,57r
25, 332, 345
,516,
, 355,
r 125,
.57
.97
.25
129,55q.65
5E, r25.5E
255,469 .65
819, r05.39
179
350
5,625II,052
tl9
185
636
6I2
2 , 17 I ,855
650,915
551,542
752, r9r
70r
929
614
0t
EI
56
9II
2
t4
2000
250 0
z+00
2700
2800
2900
520 0
540 0
5500
3600
567 0
5700
5E00
5900
MFG.
t5l5
25, 5
22,2I51,g
3?,
446,
2,227,
6 .63
8.29
0.46
245, r87 .85I7r,615.50
r37,EE0.09
150 , 6 18.56
r3,255.45
2,557,455.75
552,566 .52
5,6 l6 ,5r I . g6
7, 955,5I 0. 95
000
r00
200
4
4
q 16029I
qet
555I4I
L77
,q66
,514
,96?
,771
,296
, l5I
2 
' 
6(t5 ,998I4,005,005
24q,sEZ47,72L 559
6 ,325, gE6
75,663, 524
2,550
2,52E
?2?
46, 17E
6,095
6 r, 191
4500
4EI0
483 0
4900
4920
TCU- 17I. 0 09,(r52
il
REPORT NO. OE(} TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE 0F NEtl I'IEXIC0
COTIBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
q?,67E,qsE
10,5Ir,005
24,590,65097,68I,5rE
15?,427,302I7,907,5I2
1 0 , 055,6559,4I5,654
22,7 32,590
73,E60,905
43 ,52? ,552
rr0,795,597
27 ,12E,126
55,052,2I7
6 , 344,6 g5
27 q ,392,556958,652,537
85, r54
27,5r1
r0r,855,979
5r , 9Eg, g27I21,5r0,576
565, 989
24, 045,59E
5, E4l ,759
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
26,033,549
,5E{ r 530
,281,85r
,726,178
,I9I,6I4
,L74,724
,12r,760
, 041 r 2gg
,012 ,67 q
, 2l 9, 256
,565,009
,87 9 ,827
t84(t,0?5
,429 r592
,79L637
155,425, lg7
7 5l ,120 ,262
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RUN DATEI 07/15/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O. OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
,847 .qE
,?37 .6+
,595 .45
,53E. E4
,594. r5
,604.E7
,L26.L7
,r7r.40
,5r7 . 02
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION !
src
CODE
ANNUAL SUI'IMARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
OI.I)OO SANTA FE COUNTY
50I0
5020
5040
5060
5070
50E0
5090
50 92
NHSL
84
2E
290
55
I55
152
1,772
I00
2,632
665,549
25 ,47 q
26 ,7 91,84E
3 ,452 ,727
43 ,27 6 ,057
22,208,297
E0,49E,7r6
5, 5(9, 575
lE?,+67,E42
5
9
I2
3
35
]'IOTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND AL L I ED PRODUGTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI,IARE, PLUMBING At.ID HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES]'IACHINERY, EQUIPT'IENT AND SUPPLIES
t'1I SCEL LANEOUS hIHOL ESA L ERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUH PRODUCTS
TOT. l.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUI LDING I'IATERIALS
HARDT.IARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
T.IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
T'lOBILE HOI'IE DEALERS
I'TISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG 
'AND 
PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I,IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COI'IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS . , EXCGS . , SERV .
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER_LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTMENT COMPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'IOTEL5, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
T',lISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COI'II'TERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORI ES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I28
t27
rI,56E,975
959,525
E,634
405
110
r56I,755
,5I7
, 851
t?44
NO. TAX
RETURNS
269
t7q
4q4
95
818
200
297
92
551
I,5E2
682
2,39?
551
1,548,rE6.7I
44E, 952 .5E
1,207 ,264 -545,768,r58.42
8,56E,898 .87
II
2qE
45
325
557
737
20E
2,129
72
1E
53
07
99
99
5c+
59
95
28
I
5I
6II
169,750
20,765
,164 r 525
730,179
,434 rE22
,545,505
, 592, 0 99
,5r9rE65
,778,510
94,656
30, I57
94,58(t
55r
21,455
4,3q2
at
5200
525L
530 0
55I 0
5400
551 0
554 0
55 92
5599
5600
5700
5800
5815
59r0
5920
5990
RETL
7
20
96
r40
t2
5
9
IE
67
55
109
?5
32(t
7,74E.6E
5 ,06(* .29
0,696.5E
5,490 . 558,268.I5
5,EE2.17
9,510.11
1, r55.41
4,490 .32
2,15? .259,rr9,412.9+
45 ,329 ,072.34
5r5,9E8.45
24,949.8q
I 90,258 . E1
75, 05E . 37
2,27 9,7 4I . 59
3,L7 4 ,777
L ,224 ,006
58, 255,8 97
2,917,536
65 ,0?0 ,4+6
6000
6I0 0
612 0
6200
6300
65I0
65s0
6700
FIRE
, 6I5
,545
, r68
3I
54
6r9
9I,4
I37
87
r0,209
I8,340
1,072
q 
,55ct
5 ,414
,685
,429
94
2,435
45
r,469
75I
175,166
3, g75, ggg
.9I
.89
rt
7000
7 200
7500
7591
7500
7600
itt
-
-
, E56
,065
,592
,655
,597
t2E8
5 ,62?,64E.291,79r,E96.07
5,628, I55 .59I9,728.05
L,27 4, 40f,. 95
257,20 0 . 55
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NE].I 1'IEXICO
COt'lBINED REVENUE SYSTEI't
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
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07 /t5/92
770.0IX REQUEST XX EDITED X
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI,IBER:
ANNUAL SUIII'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
SANTA FE COUNTY
JUNE, I992
LocATI0N I 01-000
src
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXAB L E
GRO55 RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
7800
7900
E0t0
8060
8100
820 0
8600
E900
89I0
S ERV
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AMUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I{E]'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCELIANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
I5I
304
2 r 9(10
539
1,996
5
IE
52q2
67
3
7
7I
16
579
,2gl,L6g
,718, I26
,756,465
,589,559
,69(t ,967
,726 ,385
,II2, r05
,352, 568
,242,253
,049,299
2,
12,
62t
26,
65r
l5.l
965
2E9
167
505
828
862
I5E(169
904
,29+
,05(
,592
,529
,I64
,365
, +85
,9I9
,L75
,590
129,598.5I
750,E79.(t9
3,717,297.09
I ,555,516 . Eg3,9r5,365.7r
168,235.25
6I
28
4I5
190
,456
,079
,55I
2t
4,
49,
13,
4E4,
2t
?E,
288
905
799
822
,994.69
,z5E.6q
,552. 08
,8ll .59
9t00
9200
9500
95 95
9595
GOVT
FEDERAL GOVERNT'TENT - ALL OTHER
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNITENT - COUNTIES
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENI - I'IUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTSTOT. GOVERNNENT
9I 75E,757 73E,551 45,545 . 95
9999 NONGLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
L2r
10E
97L 699
5r 566,006
971,505
r,g5g,97g
57 ,L97 .9E
tr5,t29.61
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 6E,635 2,494 ,2q0 ,7 97 1,77E,466, I94 105,sEE,555.17
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMEHT
STATE OF NEI.I 1'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI{
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I.992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
5,37(t,L29
5, gq7, g149,952r7gr
27 5 ,1q4
48, l4g
+55, 155
r26,012
, E80,578
,r04r749
, Lg6 ,27 t+
,7 90 ,555
,426,3?3
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
q,E76,227
,777
,059
27 5 ,069
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RUN DATE: 07/L5/9?
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O. l)I
REPORTED
TAX DUE
27 q ,0+t+ .40
150,852.72
454, 658. 66
t6,3r7 . 02
L694.28
20,7t6.42
2, r76. 05
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
2I-(}(,O SIERRA COUNTY
010 0
0700
AGRI
I000
158I
158 9
I'II N E
1500
t6I0
I620
1700
c0N5
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
I'IETAL I'IINING, EXCEPT COPPER,0IL AND cAS I^IELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES,TOT. t'IINING
URANIUM, I''IOLYBDENUM
EXCEPT DRILLING
NO. TAX
RETURNS
534GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHT.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT T'IEAT PRODUCTS
LUt'lBER, l^1000 AND PAPER PR0DUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
5TONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQU]PIIIENT
t'IISCEL LANEOUS ]'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'l0T0R FREIGHT TRANS. , I^IAREHOUSINc, TRANS. SERVICESPIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMI,IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I{ATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTItITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CONI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
HOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIP]'IENT
DRUG5, CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI.IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
HACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTSTOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
- 52llO BUILDING I'IATERIALS
q55
EI6 ?,662E,090
29
55t
2000
2400
2700
320 0
5400
5670
5700
5900
MFG-
4t00
4200{600
481 0
4850
s0I0
s020
50q0
5070
5080
5090
5092
I.IH S L
53
(t
52
125
,556
,221
5,445
r,025
5,0r2
1,669
9,256
5I
5Il0
4900(1920
TCU-
284
7?
59qz
527
38, E0 9
9
904, 376
52q,5?Ll,55E,gI7
, r62. 05
,158.05
,900.50
, E65.25
,855. g3
196
60
161
95
519
,150
,245
,I02
, E56
5E
282 2,27L,L32
778,660
5, 57 g, 695
z,EL6,679
50,114.E4
50,152.50
87, 975.E1
59
298
It
59
;
2,I2E,655 126, r7I.00
tREPORT NO. (}8O
STATE O
COMBINED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS REGEIPTS TAX B
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTIITENT
NO. TAX
RETURNS
EN MEXICO
ENUE SYSTET'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE,1992
PAGE 76
RUN DATEI 07/L5/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
64,550 .59
9,q20.20
2cr9 ,282.00
2L7,052.4L
169,308.92
2,L79,630.56
?6,7q+.lq
9,412 .81
?q,159.94
55,829. r8
77.E5
77. tE18.6I
5s.66
62.02
95 .44
L+.+5
78 .5E6r.21
FN
REVYSxRxE
L EST.L ESTAT
DING AN
. FINAN
EQUEST X
DITED X
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
2I-()O(l SIERRA COUNTYLOCATION:
SIC
CODE
5251
530 0
55I0
5400
551 0
554 0
5592
5599
5600
5700
5800
58I5
59r0
5920
5990
RETL
HARDT.IARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORE5
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
HOBILE HOI'IE DEALERS
TIISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
207
2E
t 904I
rt7
5r24E,007
826, I6{
r4,490,156
t92,
49,
E54,
05
0t
53
6.3r
6 .5E
0.75
29,885,59
49,600.r7
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
5,299,509
826, I64
r7,269,r00
556,63r87r, r33
2,155,2EI
158,755
q rZ(t9 r3593,969, r44
56E,441
L66,268
4?L,7 +g
L,277,019
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
r , 42E, gg0
158,755
+,2q?,629
3,907,994
450 , E56
I58,677q?L,7+E
L,L29,577
2,3+0 1222
L,293,q7 0?,077,992
585,5?7
829,662
rr0g2,4g4I, OE5, 95I
5+2,6E+
654,756
r,555, 247
68,667II,7I3,2(7
505,E7I870,47I
96
25
218
237
848
2,L20
27
3,286 ,4r,841, 5790r9 99,984I3,+502rE57, I
6000
6r00
612 0
6300
6510
6550
6700
FIRE
E10
E20
860
E90
89I
REA
REA
HOL
TOT
OPER-LESR-AGT.T ETC.' AND TITLE ABSTRACTE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERSD OTHER INVESTI'lENT COI'IPANI ESCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, HOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGI}IG
PERSONAL SERVICES
56
t43
246
ANEOUS BUILE RENTA
ANEOUS RE
NT AND RE
ANS, DENT
LS AND OT
ERV I CES
ONAL SERVIT MEMBER
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
v
700
720
750
750
760
790
80I
806
490
324
245
207
2E9
81
190
28
58
2,
T,
2,
, 95L
, I45
, 087
,9?7
,145
,5I5
,951
t87 9635,154
I55, 6
76r3ltg,?
54, 1
qE rT
60,1
64 ,4
20,2
37 ,6
EOI
505
141
625
029
260
08s
3q2
MIsCEL L
AUTOI'1OB
I'1I SCEL L
AI'IUS ET'IE
PHYS I CI
HOSP I TA
LEGAL S
EDUCAT I
NONPRO F
SINESS SERVICESL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
PAIR SERVICES
CREATION SERVICESI5T5 AND OTHERS
HER HEALTH SERVICES
ICES
SHIP ORGANIZATIONS
II
1
I,96I
68
r5,2E75ER
HISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT . MUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
520
45
2, 4E4
,552
,657
t4?8
7 6 ,692 .07
3,705.16
678,7?L.76
9200
9593
95 95
IREPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE 0F NEl.l t'lEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS REGEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
55 2,E03,504
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2r620,?L5
71,926 ,zlq
PAGE 77
RUN DATE. 07/L5/92
RUN NUI,IBER: 77(). ()I
REPORTED
TAX DUE
155,sEE. 56
+, I57, E59.57
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
GOVT
9999
ANNUAL SUI'II{ARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
2I.O()O SIERRA COUNTY
)
NO. TAX
RETURNS
6,719
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOGATION 85,878,455
IREPORT NO. (}E(I
EQUEST X
DITED X
LocATI0N : 25-000
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
EXCEPT COPPER,
ELL DRILLING
IELD SERVIGES,
URANIUIl, T''IOLYBDENUM
EXCEPT DRILLING
EPORTED
ECEI PT S
I2,5E8,899
6,
352, 57 0
200,253
200,638
5, E25, 952
L 166,402
2,978,98?
175,295
5,5EE,557
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2+7 ,460
l5l,167
725,L09
3,597,0r2
7 , r54, 340
rr,r46,229
216, E94
PAGE 78
RUN DATE: 07/I5/9?
RUN NUI'IBER: 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
59E,826.25
252,598.66
3, 94E .7 0
91,0r6.08
956, r89.67
1+,585.22
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'TENT
STATE OF NEN I''IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI{
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
LRSR
xR
xE
0
0I
560
J67
570
580
590
5 010
5020
5040
ANNUAL SUI'II.IARY .- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
SOCORRO COUNTY
010
07 0
5IC
CODE
4]00
4200
4500
4600
4EIOq85 0
4900
TCU-
NO. TAX
RETURNS
41
70
tE2
TOTA
GROS
GRA
1000
138I
I5E 9
MINE
I'IETA LOIL AOIL A
TOT.
1500
r610
1620
1700
c0Ns
2500
2400
27 00
3200
540 0
I'II NI NG,
ND GAS T.I
ND GAS F
1'II N I NG
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRAGT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHIIAY
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUCTS
LU}lBER, I^IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY t'lETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL I'IACHINERY, EQUIPIIENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COT4PONENTS AND ACCE5SORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPI'IENT
PROF. , 5CI ENTI F. , OPTIC. , OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI'ITS.
t'llSCEL LANEOUS TIANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., NAREHOUSING, TRANs. SERVICES
AIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC [.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, GOI'IIIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
FIOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOT,IOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI^IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPNENT AND SUPPLIES
I'IISCELLANEOUS NHOLESALERS
PETROLEUI.I AND PETROLEUI.I PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
r, 145, 529
10r,570
2'097 r3(r9
66 , r50 .41
5,5E6.79
r2t, r47 .51
266
65
26
440
797
2
2I
054
95
926
446
,94+
,999
,659
,5I2
5t
?9
I5
795I
II,I8E,5
4,941,5
75,2
L ,623,5
17, E28, 7
l.lFG-
E, 0 91,202
I0,065,599
10,501,7r0
14,866,50r
7,566.09
4r,E5E.00
36
40
86
542
354
I0,551.116
2,986.31
192,700
51, 959
E4
L95,765.77
595,251 .28
607,555.80
r2,5EE.7l
5070
5080
5090
509?
tlHS L
219
z6
575
REPORT NO. 08O
rl
STATE O
COT-18I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTFTENT
NO. TAX
RETURNS
EN MEXICO
ENUE SYSTET'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFIGATION
JUNE, I992
PAGE 79
RUN DATEI 07/15/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O. OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
FN
REVYSX REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION 3
SIC
CODE
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
25-000 s0c0RR0 c0uNTY
TOTA L
GROSS
REPORTED
RECEIPTS
I88,707
r,5r9,0606,55r, g5E
577 ,237
426 ,258
rr04gr7g5
TAXABI E
GROSS RECEIPTS
65,655
1r037r5rI
7 ,165,876
520 0
5e5 I
5500
53t 0
5400
551 0
554 0
5599
5600
5700
5800
5815
BUI LDING tlATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORE5
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
1'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI-IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LE5R-AGT., ETC.T AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTFIENT COHPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOT EL
P ERSO
I'II5C E
AUTOI'1
I'II SCE
MOTIO
AI'IUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT MEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'lISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI1ENT - t-lUNICIPALITIES
12,(t20 ,822l,lq6 ,247
5, Ig0 ,5Ig
387,268
77 4 ,94520I,499
9,52r r 545
2,849,367
r ,650 ,5r g
55.91
03.29
7r. t415.t9
19.10
02.25
29.8q
04.04
59.77
125
26
195
78r
2,L29
5I
10,418,461
7 2-2, +672,I0g,l56
297,946
,215
,97 0
,?16
,567
,699.28
,7 l? .57
,252.L9
9q.56
25. t2
57.17
85.82
5
59
4I6
59
55
??6
32
65
59
5q4
r50
56
28I8t
5tlrs
77t
200
8,205
2,E+9
60r,5
4L,7
120,5I7,5
4(r ,8II,6
47q,0I60,5
73,159r05920
5990
RETL
5,926,054q6,8E6,E0I 259
rr259,655
,957 1200
, 0+5, 91+
546,E65
426,23E
I,()I7,OI5
2,70E,504
655,5194,I74,6II
1,655,60r
665, r98
710 r
5,857 ,22t,
499,23?
L67 ,782.232,248,98E.I9
5t ,452 . rE
24, 6 59 .87
5E,644. 53
I57,225.61
38,517 .76
22r,590 .8r
94,775.69
57,704.56
6t2
530
651
655
670
FIR
6000
510 0
7000
7?00
12E
2t7
7500
7500
7600
7E00
7900
EOTl,
8060
EI()O
8200
8600
6900
8910
S ERV
5, 097,535
777,0I3q,60q ,926
? ,209 ,6E6
720,09q
S, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
NAL SERVICES
LLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICESOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
LLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
N PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
t72
289
526
515I5I
6II
57
2,324
7q5,q47
5r865, I54
22I,521
500,948
qL,2
?24,?
12, E
?8,7
5.52
0.65
I .59
L26,76
5?,95l, 05(,55
2,254, r6 r
95E,295
I8,659, 476
95t
602
198
9200
93 93
2,+95,L56
958,295
20,487,599
15,590
rJ
I
27 I5,590 750.E1
IREPORT NO. (,8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 80DATEs 07/L5/92
NUT'IBER! 77(). OIRUNRUNxR
xEEQUEST XDITED X
ANNUAL 5UI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
LOCATION : 25-O()O SOCORRO COUNTY
JUNE, I992
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TO
GR
TA
OS
L REPORTEDS RECEIPTS TAXABL EGROSS RECEIPTS REPORTEDTAX DUE
95 95
GOVT
9999
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTSTOT. GOVERNMENT 60
30
l,'7q3,(147
777 ,q2+
r,402, g5l
621,58E
Er , 5E7 .66
56,079.57NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL ].NDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 6,699 12+ ,2r+4 ,7 (tE 92,65E,E09 5,213,673.92
REPORT NO. OE(, TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI{
ANALYSIS OF GROSS REGEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
I6,556,510
,75E,505
5,85r,647
12,E12,5I9
415,256
2,259,649
5, r5g, lr2
JUNE,1992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE EI
RUN DATE: 07/15/92
RUN NUHBER: 77O.()I
REPORTED
TAX DUE
64,550.79
230,EE5.75
25, 150 .55
5,520 .56
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUMMARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
TAOS COUNTY
src
CODE
0I0 0
0700
0800
AGRI
LocATI0N:20-000
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS, NATURAL GASOIL AND GAS I.IELL DRILLING
TOT. MINING
LIQUIDS
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI,IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PROD
I'IEAT PACKING AND OTHE
APPAREL AND TEXTILE TI
LUMBER, bIOOD AND PAPE
PRINTING AND PUBLISHI
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIFIARY METAL INDUST., FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL ITIACHINERY, EQUIPI.IENT AND SUPPLIES
EL ECTRONIC COI'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORI ES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
I'IISCEL LANEOUS I.IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , t.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COHI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
ISIO
138 r
]'II N E
I500
t6I0
I620
I700
c0Ns
987
306
389
2
2
I2
54
75
1,256
2,54r
L 005
25
305
928
,6LZ
,8?5
,+5L
14,405,E71
r ,96 g, E46
L ,924 ,4E6
7,497,555
25,685,558
,016.45
,214.76
,492 . c+3
,859.34
,562 .95
867
IIOI}E
+56
I ,552
q66,246.6+]IE,005.7r1,001,07(.04
250, 154. l7
1,E91,r70.0E
20 0
201
230
240
270
520
540
560
567
370
590
UCT
R I'I
ILL
RP
NG
ST EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
EAT PRODUCTS
PRODUCTS
RODUCTS
I08
220
r40
56
64
5,016r5I9
2,599,55 r
2,206 ,7 ++8rr,942
453,542
2-67 ,697
475,827
r,560,92r
212,778
285,0I5
16, 907 . 07
2E,572.66
86 ,522 .7 6
L2,407.60
17,798.96
T.lFG
1,036
5,696
,765
,790
4100
420 0
450 0
48I 0
483 0
4900
4920
TCU-
65I
109
7tt
l,lI4
93
63
r50
E,q70,902
2 1289 ,54?I7,686,440
4 ,67 5 ,595
54, I53,226
E,451,200
2, 037 r 55rI6,535,+96
4, 020, I 065r,7I4,200
415,256
56,66E
5010
5020
5040
5060
5070
5080
5090
MOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIPI'tENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND REL/ATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI,JARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
IIIISCEL L ANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
rl
480
-
1 , 055,6 93 65,L94.26
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTFIENT
STATE 0F NEt^l FIEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
PAGE E2
07 /15/92
770 
" 
01
50
42
57
85
E6
95
07
I
5
3
2
RUN
RUN
DATE:
NUI'IBER;X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION !
SIC
CODE
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- DUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
20-000 TA05 c0uNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
6I7
L REPORTEDS RECEIPTSGROSTOTA TAXABLEGROSS RECEIPTs
r,50+, g5g
r , 2 95,945
REPORTED
TAX DUE
E1,540.5E
572, 7E( . 5E
77,1r0. I5
52,077.5+
65,750 .
5092
t^lH S L
5200
525 I
5300
P ETRO L EUI'I AND P ETRO L EUTiI PRODUCTSTOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDT^IARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERSTOI. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, T1OTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I,.IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
CO].II'IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPHENT LABORATORIES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
FIISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
ATIUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVIGES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
r'IISCEI LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
7,960,I57
]2,044,5E0
,47 I ,57 4
45, 976 , 050
185,291,575
r, g6l,55r
r r 545, 094
5,419, Egg
I 0,287 ,320
2,243,795
r,5gg, r6g
r 5I5
,455
, 968
,687
,054
,562
,75r
t27 |
,802
7,E42,270
26 ,50+ ,095
4,44g,g50
+ ,421 , Lq7
2,r31,700I,454,I9I
t64, r56.E8
538, 3E4 . 55
8q,967 .69
1,509,261.14
507 ,265.c+7
l, 950 , 550 .6 99,489,425.+4
E3,519.7r
23,972.6+
zgl,E36 .52
493,295.09
1,666,650 .38
?7 6 ,923 .62
2.77 ,L?E.5?
r35,615.10
88,759 .52
827,277 .3+(++3 
, +29 .3c+6L,572.2q
I85,789.64
r5, 904.76
99,247.53(t97 
,281 .45
7?,01?.?54,70r,902.r1
,115
,085
,7 L7
,605
,654
I
5
z5
4II
9
t92
70
524
59q34
76
253
lI0
455
75
37(
73
EO
,952
rE06
, 19E
,540
,327
,927,049
,zl7 ,L?L
, 4 95, 925
, 505, I 9I
,I80r979
,467,7L6
,409,595
5I
2
2ct
57I
5
I
7I
74
5 5I0
5400
5s I0
554 0
s592
5599
5600
5700
6000
610 0
6300
6510
6550
FI RE
EOIO
E060
8r00
E20 0
E600
8900
2,56E,50 g
Er630,566
1,545,6r4
20,575,E90
E,151,474
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICT E DEAL ERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HOI'IE DEALERS
I'IISCELLANEOTJS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
I
2 ,459.
,959.
,590 .
142(}45
I75
8+5
515
5,522,1r2
I0,560,595
2, 055,445
20 ,854, E67
E, r5g,3g4
5800
5615
59r0
5990
RETL
7000
7200
7500
759I
7500
7600
7800
7900
3,060
5,400 50,42E,659149,437,5I0
555
50r
000
64
508
69
3.r 9
37
4r61
5, 659
2,76L
lrI95
805
Et5
493
285
I,5I+
90
5,595
I 5, 4 05, 545
6, 906, 55E
958, 595
2,906,E82
252,537
27 ,029 ,7 66
4,699,650
5,02L,420
}5,4EE
6 ,92E
r,I77
5,055
1,065
1,678I0,r89
r,157
7 9 ,924
,547 ,Lqg
8910
SERV
,954 ,
, r52,
r600r
REPORT NO. ()E()
I
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTFIENT
NO. TAX
RETURNs
62
4Z
18,550
REPORTED
RECEIPTS
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
t9L,q+2
3E, 67 I
295, I 02,77 9
PAGE E5DATE: 07/L5/9?
NUT'IBER: 77(). ()I
REPORTED
TAX DUE
11,E25.96
2,469 .82
1E, {90 , 95E. 14
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
STATE O
COMB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
EN HEXICO
ENUE SYSTEt{
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, L99?
RUN
RUN
FN
REV
YS
ANNUAL SUT,ITIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
TAOS COUNTY
sIc
CODE
LocATr0N : 20-000
STATE GOVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNT'IENT . COUNTIES
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - I'IUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNMENT
TOTA L
GROSS
920 0
9500
95 93
GOVT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHHENTS ( SERVI CES )
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THI5 LOCATION
L9l ,cr42
501,220
566,605,567
* rD .- .{D <> l
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEt.I I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
q,975,265
4,249,672
L7 ,307 ,257
1,I56,961.
2r477,562
2,233,520
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
5,754r64E
PAGE E4
RUN DATEI 07/15/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 77O. OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
214,575. 05
L42,372.4E
775,0 06.99
,7?3.40
,223 .7 3
,558. 9I
9,725.1r
5E,250.62
31,659.20
ANNUAL SU}II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
LOCATION : 22-OOO TORRANCE COUNTY
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
244
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIESTOT. AGRICULTURE
NONFIETALLIC I'IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASHTOT. I'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHhIAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHIIAY
HEAT PACKING AND OTHER I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PETROLEUI'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLAS5, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIl'tARY T'1ETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'4ETAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY,EQUIPI.IENT AND SUPPLIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
I'IISCEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANs. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESPIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IMUNICATION
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COT'ITIUNICATIONS A LITIES
MOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOHOTIVE EQUIPT'IENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUC
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND H
HARDI.IARE, PLUI'IBING AND
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT A ND SUPPLIES
MISCEL LANEOUS t^lH0L ESAL ERS
PETROL EUI'I AND PETROL EUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. l.,IHOLESALE TRADE
- 52OO BUILDING I'IATERIALS
010 0
0700
0800
AGRI
I400
]'II N E
1500I6t0
I620
1700
c0Ns
2900
5200
540 0
s600
3700
5900
I'IFG-
t0
20
40
60
70
56?
864
2,5?-5
Lq,022,044,726
2010
250 0
2400
2700
4100
4200
4600
4EIO
4900
TCU-
30
56
26
I95,505
45, 995
7r1,7e5
48, 953 2
1
40
t52
265
5, 152 r 2q05,65g,ggl
I2,456 ,454
ES
sTILITI
ND UTI
55I,564I,r75,459
r, 945,206
126
5I
225
I4L
?0,E?97IL 725
I67,696
1,025,5E9
547,9E5
3r100,575
5, 0E5, gg6
10,097,577
162,65t.14
285,142.I9
555, 657 . 55
5q7
r54
955
PRODUCTS
TS
LD APPLIANCES
NG EQUIP. AND sUPPLIES
OUS EHO
HEATI
EO
90
5092
tlH5L
t05,222I,T44,I95
r, 354, 17 r
6r0
67 ,2
79,+
79.2r. 0957
3155
REPORT NO. 08()
I
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI.IENT
STATE OF NEN ]'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'T
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I'92
PAGE E5
RUN DATE! 07/L5/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
252,139
140,025
9,939,009
7, 955,EI7
450,190
654,551
501,4I2
621,295
593,260
485,702
r, 906, 044
lL ,7 42,6L9
24q ,053
TAXAB t E
GROSS RECEIPTS
215,65E
140,025
E,492,5r4
7,755, 906
xR
xEEQUEST XDITED X
ANNUAL SUHMARY -- BUSINESs ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
22-OO(} TORRANCE COUNTYLOCATION:
src
CODE
525t
525?
5500
5510
5400
55r0
5540
5592
5599
5600
5700
5600
58t5
5910
5990
RETL
NO. TAX
RETURNS
HARDI^IARE STORES
FARI'I EQUIPI'IENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
DEPARTl'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
HOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS['IOBILE HOME DEALERS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
SECUTY. AND COMDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LE5R-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERSTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI''IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
t'llSCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI.IUSEI-1ENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INsTITUTIONS
STATE GOVERNI'IENT - EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNT,IENT . ['IUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNI'iENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - SPECIAL DISTRICTS AND OTHERTOT. GOVERNT'IENT
2,95E,512
2,015,2E5
658 ,97 7
5 t 407 ,2.t3
28,6EE,505
5E,
50E,L 650,
E07.45
769.99
7I4.93
E09.46
590.5r
r62
28
r10
I2, 155.22
E,?25 .46q96,686.27
107 4(t0,3?7 .3?
r5,921.90
26 , 968 .25
l4,EE(.90
52,E41.70
254,8?6
57 0 ,675
I,596,60E
9,997,205
69
45
237q59 , 985
,175
L74
87
25
650
I,502
,7?0
,605
,294
,7Zq
,37 4
5,017
2,107
E59
7, 387
53, I 5E
6 r 566,590
E55,26 g
523,032
I 08, 972
424 ,07 q
559,876
170,II2,
6000
6200
5500
6 5I0
6550
FI RE
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
7900
62
105
78
t49
524
t88l0r
49
64
58
595,260
467 ,840
5,58Er449
700,+55
416,q97
I0g,50E(rZ+ 
,07 q
347,524
3(t ,67 0 .2927,4IE.85
29q,0 08. 07
I2
IO
4E
2E
67
I.
2.
2.
5.
59
23
6
25
20
,851 .
80I0
E060
8I00
8600
890 0
E910
5 ERV
,5?
,57
,70
,38
662
1, 694
90
80, 248.85
558,282.92
I
9200
9282
95 95
93 95
9596
GOVT
* .li { <:) e
-
237,56E 15, E03. 04
REPORT NO. ()8(, TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI-IENT
STATE OF NEH I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEt,I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE E6
07 /15/92
770.01X REQUEST XX EDITED X
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI'IBER !
ANNUAL SUFIT'IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
22.OOO TORRANCE COUNTY
JUNE, 1992
LOCATION:
5rc
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GRO55 RECEIPTS
1 r 425, 5gr
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES) 4E r,134,545 65,582. 94
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 5,799 E7 ,747 ,635 72,962,L0? (trL02,1I0.26
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEt^l I'IEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI't
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
PAGE 87ATE: 07/L5/92
ut'tBER: 770.01
RU
RU
ND
NNX REQUEST XX EDITED X
TOCATION:
SIC
CODE
ANNUAL SUIII'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
I8-()OO UNION COUNTY
0I0 0
0700
AGRI
1000I58I
l3E 9
1400
HINE
I500
16I0
r620
I700
CONS
2010
2400
2700
520 0
5400
3700
3900
NFG-
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICEs
TOT. AGRICULTURE
FIETAL I-TINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIU]'I, t'TOLYBDENUMOIL AND GAS I.IELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NONTIETALLIG I'IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. t'lINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
t^lAY C0NTRACT0RS
BUILDING HEAVY CoNTRACToRS, EXCEPT HIGHIIAYIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
HEAT PACKING AND OTHER I'IEAT PRODUCTS
LUT,IBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY HETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
MISCEL LANEOUS I'IAHUFACTURING
TOT. I'lANUFACTURING
HIGH
NON-
5P EC
TOT.
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2, q4cr ,6L7
5,750 ,506
l, 159,402
225,L?.q
729,2722,5r5, 0 r4
562,505
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
526,620
5,499,549
r,617,501
9,0E5,606
66(t,sEz
E1,694
17,qg?
905,275
59,577
40ft,E01
922,213
q26 
,66 0
REPORTED
TAX DUE
27 ,658.5E
19L445.52
90,05I.82(t9l 
' 
527 .9(t
40,EI5.55
4,57 0 . E4
48
t0t
5E
25
162
335
47
I82
,7 55
,7E6
2,663Il),7IE
160
r,145
2,420
I
54
,026.37
,207 . Er
4I00q200
4EI()
483 0
4900
4920
TCU-
LOCAL AND HI
MOTOR FREIGH
TELEPHONE AN
GHtlTT
DT
AY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
RANS., hIAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
EL EGRAPH COI'II'IUN I CAT I ONS
7?
56
265
4I
10I
40
575
594,654
499, E55
I ,77 0 ,322
553,66E
I 9,5q5, 594
2,L42,211
24,E86,rr5
594,65(
257,927
1,379, 044
455,202
rE, 975, 599
2,0r9,0g7
23,65E,324
55, 155 . 97
L5,97q.69
60,227 .L5
26,5r6.95I,0r6,5E9.24II2,505.50L 286,54E.51
2,275.37
22 ,4t5 .25
50,552.95
50r0
5020
5040
5070
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.,IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'.II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'lOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOHOTIVE EQUIPT{ENT
DRUGS, CHEI.IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDT^IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AHD SUPPLIES
T1ACHINERY, EQUIPNENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCELLANEoUS tlH0LESALERS
PETR0LEUI'I iAND PETR0LEUI'I PR0DUCTS
TOT. HHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I.IATERIALS
HARDT^'ARE STORES
5080
5090
5092
t^lH S L
78
76
205
,575
,559
,854
0
iT
520
s25I
<l C .*
29
?
26,079.19
REPORT NO. ()8() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I I'IEXICO
COI.IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
PAGE 88
RUN DATE: 07/15/92
RUN NUTIBER! 77O. OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
I , l6 0,26E
5,513, 4gg
1,025,726
257 , E85
4,566,0r0
17 ,g?9,E62
1,2r0,700
847, I5g
6r6g2,g5g
62,577
69,710,690
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
I, I52,E59
9
2,7 09,585
l.4, 9 05 ,8 r2
I42,400
c+59 ,7 3?
r, 16 0, 592
Et9,316
6,5E9,1+0
60,569
57,666,848
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
LOCATION ! I8-OllO UNION COUNTY
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
t6r 67,600.5r
298,290 .20
50,515.79
14,229.08
124,906.5E
28 ,662.53
45,590.5E
5252
5500
55I0
540 0
554 0
5599
5600
5700
5800
5815
59I0
5920
5990
RETL
FARl'I EQUIPI'IENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL I'TERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
DEPARTHENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS]'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOt'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
T'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AMUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
HISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
lt8
r5t
140
r49
105
1r425,739
587,699
590,453
555,565
494,899
E6,4L7.95
35,55q . 08
20,078. r7
27 ,4?0.L9
25,094.65
76IIl 4, E72, gE+E57,755
255,6 0E
, I29
,970
48
51
66
525
I,II9
7q
5,750
e,068,530
465,970
E70,I17
9qq0
55
2,068
465
710
r , 415, 015
578,7r6
530,152
4E1,2?7
445,I01
,
389
r,056 L54,203.72896,40r .3q
,6E6 . l8
,973.66
71,00.t.62
(t5,750.?ct
3E1,774.75
5,6E7 .56
3,262,I87.07
6000
6300
65r0
FI RE
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
7900
9200
950 0
93 95
9595
9596
GOVT
STAT
L OCA
L OCA
t 0cA
LOCA
54I0t I53, r 94729,996 627
80I0
8050
8I0 0
8600
E900
8910
S ERV
EGLGLGLGLG
OVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
OVERNI'IENT - COUNTI ES
OVERNI-1ENT - I'IUNICIPALITIES
OVERNI'TENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
OVERNIIIENT - SPECIAL DISTRICTS AND OTHERTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHT{ENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIE5 IN THIS LOCATION
il
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
965,955
285 ,547
249,415
19,2q7 ,223
05, 585
56,699
I5,868
25,165
I5,706,564
I , 090,307
129,115
227,671
11,545,950
708, r5r
lE, 945, 9Er
7,954r 537
59,E01,554
q29,259
7 29 ,555
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
277,I5r
I , I24, IE+
25, 96 0
577 ,E(ts
r04,485
59,565
PAGE 89
RUN DATE. 07/15/92
RUN NUI'IBER3 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
17 ,227 
"L57I,07E.6I
,325
29,452.q3
30,9{6.79
284, 575 . 52
xR
xE EQUEST XDITED X
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
}?t-O()O VALENCIA COUNTYLOCATION:
src
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
010 0
0700
AGRI
r000
I5E 1
I5E 9
I400
I'II N E
I500
t6r0
I620
I700
CONS
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICUTTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
T,IETAL MIHING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUM, FIOLYBDENUT'I
201,99I
252,177
454, 158
I I ,565. 9E15,179.r7
26 ,545. I5
15,717,560
773,755
1,55E,546
7 ,576,L29
25 ,7 25 ,7 g0
955, E59 . 21
44,625.95
95,502.95q56 
,7 6q .7 9
r ,552,752.88
E5E
62
121
2,072
5, r25
59
64
r25
51
99
q9
4E
3E
270
610
I
OIL ANDOIL AND
NONI'IETA L
TOT. I'IIN
GAS H
GAS F
t IC l"l
ING
ELL DRILLING
IELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
INERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS],IEAT PACKING AND OTHER I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I,IILL PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, hIOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PETROLEUM REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRI['IARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EXCEPT EL ECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL I.IACHINERY, EQUIPFIENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC CO}IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EAUIPI'IENT
I'1I SCEL L AN EOUS I'IANUFACTURI NG
TOT. t'IANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION]'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPEL INE TRAHSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TETEGRAPH COI'IMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCA5TING
ETECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTIIITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
NOTOR VEHIGLES AND AUTOI'1OTIVE EQUIPT,IENT
DRUG5, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
2rL
Ir9
I6,6
5g, g
2000
20I0
2300
2400
27 00
2900
320 0
540 0
5500
5600
5670
5700
566,906
r,4r9,054
2,0E4 ,125q,7Lg,L44
25,253,905
I
56
,489. 0t
00
6, 079.23
2,397.94
09
t0
5900
t'1FG-
507 ,565526,0I9
4,657,766
4000
4r00
4200
4500
0I
(l
4
4600
4810
4E3 0
4900
49?0
TCU-
659
?8
t8E
68I, 056
Il,5r5,l5I
655, 952
16,537 , gI56,925,745
55,68E,3E9
628,902.85
59,717.54
94E,290.E9
405,529,9I
2,03+,E3r.70
t6 , E45.
5, 523.
I
5010
5020
i * '{t
52
45
2E0 ,567
58,164
IREPORT NO. OE() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEl^l I'lEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASsIFICATION
JUNE, 1992
REPORTED
RECEIPTS
4,514,51E
I15,2gr
11,529,527
7 90 ,725
L7 ,ggL,25?
8, 527 ,505
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2, 095, 957
I5,565
2,q?4,883
201,72r5,rgl,15r
4 , (t+7 ,89?
6, 055,245
26 ,916 , +7 g
50,796,820
2,1E7,505
I,5E4,E49
1L456,509
155,955,4r6
2,(LE,552
PAGE 90
RUN DATE:. 07/15/92
RUN NUI'IBER! 77O. ()I
REPORTED
TAX DUE
1I5,858.I5
7 90 .64
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
sIc
CODE
ANNUAL SU]'I['IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
I4-OOO VALENCIA COUNTY
50
50
50
5
5
5
40
60
70
80
90
92
5L
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELEGTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI.IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHIHERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
rII SCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUI LDING I'IAT ERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
FARM EQUIPI'lENT DEALERS
GENERAL I'TERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTI'1ENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HOME DEALERS
T4ISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
FIISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND s-AND-L AS5OC.SECUTY. AND COMDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE AESTRACT
REAL ESTATE SL'BDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI-IENT COI'IPANI ESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
CONMERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPI'TENT LABORATORIES
AUTOF1OBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'lOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
ANUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
95
96
75
719
?65
6I
,778 ,7 23
,212 r7?6
,332,992
,555, 56 9
,5r5 r 72I
,2E6,587
,785. 14
,052.q0
,505.26
,633.2?
, rI2.67
,457 .85
NO. TAX
RETURNS
67
50
TOTAL
GROSS
0
0
0
635
38
893
14E,000.77
12,7 69 .47
505,685.29NH
5200
525 I
5252
530 0
53r 0
5400
551 0
554 0
5592.
5599
5600
5700
5800
56I l
59r0
5920
5990
RETL
5
Lr75rIII
5r0
44
306
90
232
r68
r55
70
95r
309
2E4
2,569,6292,lg5,5gr
I,146,791
I5,145,505
5,105,45r
4,65g,grE
3
2I
15
5
5
740,5tq
8, 069,5r2
6,554,q26
110
102
572
105
53
58+
5
?7
59
z
2
I6
r59
, 6 ]5, 948
,585,557
,134,276
,540,09I
,452, 16 0
27 L452.50
75, 0EE . 52
09,q49.61f,6,85I.55
55,598.36
00,E41.07
74
76
2,049
4,527
10
I96
,769 r950
,7 1 9, 578
2,503,572
154,350
5,669,562
I0, I66 ,757
4,gg0,g2g
2,955, 5 r 2
233,55E
684,55E .
E,404 t525.
5000
6L00
620 0
6300
6510
5550
6700
FIRE
7000
7200
7500
7391
7500
7600
7E00
7900
E, EEz,544
4E0 ,46 0
7 ,gg5,4q+
5,24E, E56
?32,7 35
L52,9E9 .62
,532.57
,02?.25
537,7 0E.19
30, r58.37
456, 021 .75
5r 9, 524 . 2E
259,840 . l2
I32,02E.37
L(t,4E7 .52
I6
5,50
4,099,5r5
2,268,395
4,544
9,281
63
829
1,07E
645
556
REPORT NO. 08O
PHYS
HOSP
L EGA
&
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTTIENT
STATE OF NEhI MEXICO
COHBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GRO5S RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
,577 ,128
546 ,455, 578
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
4EE,2E1
45 ,96q ,781
26 2, 685, 592
PAGE . 9I
RUN DATE: 07/L5/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
15, E97 ,514. 5r
X REqUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUMMARY .- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
LOCATION ! I(-OOO VALENCIA COUNTY
src
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
I7, 148
8 010
8060
8r00
620 0
8600
8900
89I0
S ERV
7
5
2
ICI
ITALS
ANSI DENTISTS AND OTHERSL5 AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
ERVICES
507II6
225
78
29L876
39
6,r76
256,720
857,908
465, r29
151,475
542,595
514,885
065,895
452 ,67 8 .gct
325 ,544 .47
174,494.?9
r0,524.0I
8, 959.59
548,6 14 . E6
29,615.10
2,760,25+.50
7,550,769
5,209rE75
2,g5r,g4g
177,278
161,475
9,222,125
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCEL L ANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNNENT - I'lUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNMENT
l1
52
I
)
920 0
9595
GOVT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
_! <i.+ .{>
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI,I I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET,I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 92
RUN DATE: 07/I5/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O.OI
x
x
REQUEST X
EDITED X
ANNUAL SUMMARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
44-O(}O LEASED VEHICLES
JUNE, I992
LOCATION: o
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
I5E 9
I'II N E
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLINGTOT. I'IINING
4500
TCU-
AIR TRANSPORTATION
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
5010
5040
50 92
t^lH S L
HOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPT'IENT
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUI,I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
5 510
RETL
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
7300
7591
7500
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COFII'IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPHENT LABORATORIES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
T'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
175
220
49 ,9q4 ,049
55,591,I7E
49, 9rE,49r
55,565, Esl
2 ,495 ,924 .61
2,67E,r9r.69
8900
S ERV
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 273 54,265, r12 55, 935,246 2,696 ,662 .44
REPORT NO. ()E(] TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEtl l'lEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFIGATION
JUNE, L992
REPORTED
RECEIPTS
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
16,7?2,790
r0,947,692
5E4, E55
48r,056
16, 061,552
I0,865,799
PAGE 95DATE: 07/15/9?
NUI,IBER: 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
E56, r59.09
547 , 5E4. 08L9,24t.Eq
24, 05I . El
805, 067 .5t
545,290 . 00
E95,27 0 . 06
7,160, 050 . g5
594,650.52
I0,6E6,726.67
L 359 ,+96 .q0
RUN
RUNX REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
55-OOO GOVERNMENTAL GRS
NO. TAX
RETURNs
586
TOTA L
GROSS
1500
I700
CONS
5800
5900
T'IFG-
4100q900
4920
TCU-
s54 0
5990
RETL
50E0
5090
l.lH S L
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUMTS.
I'II SCEL LAN EOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
ELECTRIG IdATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILiTIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
NISCELLANEOUS hIHOLESALERS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
NISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
MI SCEL L AN EOUS
ANU S EI'IEN T
HOSP I TAL S
EDUCAT I ONA
NONPROFIT I.IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STA TUTI ONS
ONS
LOCAL GOVERNT'IENT - SPECIAL DISTRICTS AND OTHERTOT. GOVERN]'IENT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHMENTS . (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
750
790
806
E20
860
E90
89r
SERV
5t
45
85
234
156
BUSINESS SERVICES
RECREATION SERVICES
OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
ERV I CES
TE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INS
TE GOVERNT.IENT - EDUCATIONAL INSTITU
AND
ANDLS
17 ,920,597
r44,295,505
7 ,gL7 ,776
CAL GOVERNMENT . COUNTIES
CAL GOVERNI'IENT - I'IUNICIPALITIESCAL GOVERNI'IENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
17 ,552, 221
I 0, 947 ,682585,I09
498,208
I6,(}EI,7I7
rr,664, 042
215,266,026
55,097,566
2E5,551,162
, 905, 40 I
,600,6r6
,892,60I
9200
9282
9500
95 95
95 95
93 95
GOVT
ST
LO
LO
LO
A
TI
TI
132
487
37E
t7
I45
7
1,257
l18
2 15, 7 34, 525
26 ,7E9,927
274,734,EsL
-
.{.)
2, 040
.l e
15,736,743.25
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'tENT
STATE OF NEhI I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 9c+
RUN DATE: 07/I5/9?
RUN NUI'IBER! 77O. ()IX REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUIII,IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
LOCATION : 66.OOO NTTCIS
JUNE, I992
src
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LR5R EPORTEDECEIPTS TAXAB L EGROSS RECEIPTS REPORTEDTAX DUE
I700
CONS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION I 0 0 0.00
REPORT NO. (]E()
t
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NET.I t'IEXICO
COI,IBINED REVENUE SYSTEt'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
I0,26E,359
r 0,26E, 359
2,I04,563
q,EE6,396
L0,727 ,LZz
22,775,094
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 95ATE: 07/t5/9?
UI'IBER: 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
94,275.63
227,r06.65
506,275.65
RU
RU
ND
NNX REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
5IC
CODE
ANNUAL SUMMARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
77-()OO R&DSERVICES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
55
I37
83
273
375
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
158 9
I'II N E
5990
RETL
1500
I700
CONS
3670
3800
5900
l'1FG-
5070
5090
1^lH S L
7200
7300
E910
5 ERV
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLINGTOT. t'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUGTION
ELECTRONIC COI'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIESPROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUHTS.
I'II SCEL L AN EOUS I'1ANU FACTURINGTOT. HANUFACTURING
HARDbIARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MISCEL LANEOUS I^IHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. IIIHOLESALE TRADE
I'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COT1NERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
AUTOI'IOBI L E RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IUSEI"IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
T,IISCEL LANEOUS S ERVI CES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVERNMENT - EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNI.IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
95, E29 . 45
95, E29 . 43
55 I,876,5EE
I,E76,58E
7591
7500
7600
7900I0I0
8900
1,E92,400
4,542, r33
I0,152,360
I5,020,625
9282
GOVT
I *- 
-
+ <) ..
-
+
650,253.74
IREPORT NO. O8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICUTTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIESTOT. AGRICULTURE
URAN I UI'I
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS,OIL AND GAs hIELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES,
POTASH
TOT. I'IINIHG
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
EXCEPT DRILLING
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
5r550r164
17,559,07I
?6 r465 r500
10,0E5,295
27 ,EL(,?93
4L,?8+,468
5,597 ,Lg7
c+ ,7 07 ,977
r, r7g, 955
4+2,9L6I,gr5,gg0
1,772,E79
2r8?q,L87
I,7()4, TI5
r, 990,554
4,546 ,50 I
2, r5l,E0046,0r6,705
5, r79,545
7,7E5,695
E, r55, gg2
78, 7 02,51E
PAGE 96ATE! 07/L5/92
ul'IBER: 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
27E,0 0 9. 2t
E77, 955.7I
1,525 ,275.L7
504,164.50
,7 05.65
,LLq.62
STATE O
COMB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
EN MEXICO
ENUE SYSTEI'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
ND
NN
FN
REVYS
LRSR
RU
RUX REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
LOCATION : EE.OllO OUT.OF-STATE
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
52
594
488
242
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
0100
0700
0800
AGRI
10 94
t5r0
I5E I
t589
Lq7 4
MINE
I610
I620
I700
c0Ns
1500
rg, 915,257
20, 930,557
44,9L4,E44
I 9, r7E, 20 0
43,56r,525
69 ,41 g, 436
1,llg,42r
95,957
074,0
2,066,r09
2r329,q5?,4L7
2,403,
46,668,
5,2E5,
15, 945 ,I5,601,
2,976,967 ,
58,97?
86, 67 9
Z ,9.tE
4,355
IGENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NoN-BUILDING HEAVY C0NTRACToRS, EXCEPT HIGHIIAYSPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAT PRODUCTS
I'II L L PRODUCTS
ER PRODUCTS
ING
PRODUCTS
ND RELATED INDUSTRIES
AND CONCRETE PRODUCT5
PRINARY ilETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
MACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC CONPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPITIENTPROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUMTS.
T'IISCEL LANEOUS I.IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , l.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'INUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COHMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
2(tq
187
55
48
Lqz
108
72
5Z
,0
,0
,0
t5
,9
, 946 .65
,145.8I
,7 99 .52
,645. 9l
,209.5E
,205.65
962
L,274
52
88El, 955
72
225
45
205
58
r,590
2,064
2000
230 0
240 0
2700
2800
2900
320 0
340 0
3500
5600
5670
5700
3800
3900
MFG-
4000
410 0q?00
4500
4600
48I0
485 0
4900
4920
TCU-
APPAREL AND TEXTILE
LUt'lBER, [^100D AND PAP
PRINTING AND PUBLISH
CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED
PETROL EUI,1 REFINING A
STONE, CLAY, GLASS,
29
3I
55
55
729
.59
.95
58
22
95
8E
14r
85
60
59?
2,023
27
7t
51
40
06
45
06r
012
2tE
852
496
2L4
856
657
096
368
I7 I.
485
970
I7,I+,
7,
5,
12,
3r
16,
7,
329 ,771.96255,59E.8(
,7 71
, 
q+q
g, 557 ,455
68,414,605
I59,059,259
III
.r0
,206,932
,855,504
,473,227
,285. E8
,E63.1.0
,6 08.58
99 
' 
ctgl 
.94
227 ,3L5.05
106,5E9. 97
2,300,855.56
258,9I7. t8
5E9, 184 .20q07 
,7 99.5E5,955,I0I.32
REPORT NO. (,EO
1t
TAXATION AND
STATE O
COI,IB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
ENUE DEPARTMENT
El.l t'lEXIC0
ENUE SYSTEl.I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE,1992
REV
FN
REVYS
PAG
07
77
RUN
RUN
I8
75
295
DATE:
NUI'IBER:
E97/L5/92
0.01X REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUHI'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
LOCATION : EE.()()l) OUT-OF-STATE
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
27,504,560
10,2E9,6E7
58,E45,567
740,525
14,999,E74
5,578,755
20,019,217
I0,706,E25
I0,81L8E0
529, I35, g5g
69q,299,022
143,456
g 
,?06 ,L7 6
534,750
12,858,505
I ,zEE,2752q,+lz,22g
615,557
2,7 59 , gg7
1E0,554,019
17,995,042
IE,556 ,50 0
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
,0?l r97E
,225,495
,E70,555
,9?4 r429
,2L6 ,97 9
I,I95,E5E
,622
,666
r 054
,E98
,7 0I
,5E7
REPORTED
TAX DUE
151,09E.97
,17q.79
,527.E0
,22L.54
,848. g5
,520 .85
,255 . 95
,587 . E4
,234.6E
154,429. 0 9
,90E.90
,045.EE
,665.70
59,E42.92
29,429.45
50I0
5020
5040
5200
525 I
5252
5500
551 0
5815
5 910
5990
RETL
5060
5070
5080
5090
5092
tlHS L
540 0
551 0
554 0
5592
5599
5600
5700
5E00
5000
610 0
6I20
6200
6500
55r0
6550
7000
7200
7300
739I
7500
7600
MOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOT'IOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI^IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
NISCELLANEOUS NHOLESALERS
PETROTEUI'I AND PETROLEUT.I PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
BUI LDING I'IATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
FARM EQUIPI'IENT DEALERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICL E DEAL ERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
T,IOBILE HOI'IE DEALERS
ITIISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L AS5OC.SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COMDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., 5ERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVEST]'IENT COI'IPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAI L ER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
CODINERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPI'IENT LABORATORIES
AUTOT,IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
,8
,9
t7
,7
,4II
,093
,7 56
,694
9,0r5,255
I , I53, IEO
5 ,7 49 ,1926,485,655
,582
,L77
,917
r 544
286
546
579
317
537
939
5,605
246
6,655
5
6
6
15
2
525I
5
I15,018,706326,755,r05
55,0E9,909
23,302,154
I7 1,5I5, I 02
959,956,729
r37,155,762I,7r4,099,024
5,
2,
3r1
545
796
1r0
140
595
I87
656
56
497
25L
252
85
75?I
10
15
5t
5(t
2,688
57E
1,450
5,919
58E
720
9 ,959
5 ,027
5, 045I,7I4
54
95
7(t
t5E
55
75
79
L44
I75
7,643
9, 52E
68
5t
251
187
264
r28
25
205
54
195
tt8
198
2,42E
, 055.51
,915.I5
,594. 96
,2E5. I4
,7 r6 .21.
6 r8
200,7
24E,6
,227
,484
,E72
145, 456
7rE45,rg6
334,750
9,4r0,294
,273
, r37
4E4, E39
2 ,636 ,37 (t
r09,521,300
r6,70E,556
10,550,225
3q1,712.54
r0,059,090.24
12 ,432 ,7 52 .9q
7,172
392,259
16,757 . 9E
47 0 ,t50 .24
6(t,413.62
97(t,L56.25
.76
.87
6700
FI RE I,zEE19,492
46
555
.00
97
32
,?4
,77
525 r(tz
2
5
2
4I
5
2l5 .79
.I5
64ct
47r
I
a a>a*
- - 
+ a rl 
- 
--il- e ->
E
5
55,4r7.
27 ,511.
t;
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEhI MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 9E
RUN DATE: 07/15/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 77O. OIX REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUMHARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
8E-()OO OUT.OF-STATE
JUNE, I992
LOCATION:
5rc
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR EPORTEDECEI PTS TAXABL EGROSS RECEIPTS REPORTEDTAX DUE
760 0
7900
EOIO
8060
810 0
6200
E600
8900
89t0
S ERV
]'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
A['IUSETIENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEFIBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
FIISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
75
I2t
4,896,759
L ,7 02,7 0E
4,996,759
r,549,405
27 6 ,7L0l, g56 r g76
L+2,707,590
L5,63r,ggg
506,812,425
244,85E . 0 I
77,550 . 00
55
60
4,659
245
9, 087
4,
2,2q,
760,009
46I,200
994,5E7659,22I
8r4, E58
I 5,855 . 55
97, E4E. E2
7,135,06E.59
78I,599.52
15, 559,594.91
55,
491,
9I009tt9 FEDERAL GOVERNITIENT 
. AL L OTHER
FEDERAL GOVERNNENT - I'IILITARY BASES
FEDERAL GOVERNI'IENT - I'IILITARY RESEARCH
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIOHSSTATE G0VERHiIENT - EDUCI{TI0NAL INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNT'IENT . COUNTIES
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - HUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT. SPECIAL DISTRICTS AND OTHERTOT. GOVERNMENT
918 9
9200
9282
950 0
93 95
95 95
95 96
GOVT 5I
4I
5,950,002
l.179,E87
5, g+9,759
855, 55 0
t97,488.59
41,666 .569999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS . (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 30,20I 6,IgI,E96,g25 91 9,696 ,596 45,981,196.55
REPORT NO. ()E()
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:02-100
TURAL PRODUCTION
TURAL SERVICES
RI CU L TURE
4I
65r
692
25
13,22
I3,4E
5
z
8
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
4E5, 924
50 ,2r9, 05E
244,44q
67,22E,E90
56,32q
25,504
95,970
99,039
77 ,28L
05,496
38,070
52,4r9
IE6,096,559
47 ,627 ,L60
3E3,516,459
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
4E5, 924
55E,507
2q2,558
17,455,90I
?EA,4l7 ,572
r2, I55, 085
I0,679,486
76, 154
PAGE 99
RUN DATE: 07/L5/92
RUN NUHBER: 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
q,9I7.7I
557 ,322.21
562,239.92
27 ,E25.63
30, 952.66
15, 955 .57
r,002,449.55
I6,155 ,?(t4.97
6 98,
514,0r6.78
4,377.76
685, 0 0E.57
957,54r .25
59E,825. 5E
I0,059,552.23
555,?73.2q
L2,7 9E, r20 . 75
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI^I TIEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEt'I
ANALY5IS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'II{ARY .- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
A L BUQU ERQU E
JUNE, I992
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
ICUL
ICUL
.AG
0t00
0700
AGRI
AGR
AGR
TOT
9,52
8, 95
8 rq7
95,72?
9,704r354
9,790,076
1000
10 94
I200
t510
138I
158 9
r400
ITIIN E
26
4I
61
174
I'IETAL MINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUI'I, t'IOLYBDENUl'|
URANIUH
COA L
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GA5, NATURAL GAS LIQUIDSOIL AND GAS h.IELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NONIiIETAL L IC TIINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASHTOT. ilINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT IIEAT PRODUCTS]'IEAT PACKING AND OTHER I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I't
LUf'1BER, tl00D AND PAPE
PRINTING AND PUBLISHI
CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED
PETROLEUM REFINING AN
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII.IARY T'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL I'IACHINERY, EQUIPHENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COI'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPI'IENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI'ITS.
I'4I5CEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. T.lANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHhIAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , IIIAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO}IMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC hIATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
,761,015
,651,750
,50 L 475
,906,359
,500r599
, 085
,677
,4?0
l,16
9,79
27,79
802.45
66 9. 9t
550.91
34E.24
1500
16r0
I620
1700
c0Ns
5{2
222
135
20
170
4E5
9
7
7
5
3
II,998
I6,458
7 ,290
1.20,
9r66rI
2r0
7rs
7r46rI
6r3
5r7
E,E
4r49rI
213
7rL
3r4
8r4
4r7
ILL PRODUCTS
R PRODUCTS
NG
PRODUCTS
D RELATED INDUSTRIES
655,621ll?.,275
595,3+6
E6E,76g
522,250
679,056
635,57E
085,856
2000
20r0
2500
2q00
2700
2800
2900
5200
3400
5500
3600
3670
5700
3800
7,101
r49
r49
I1,478
18,877
266
26
285
716
1,q02
77
4I
502
?60
97
,045
,540
,7 02
,6 95
,4I I
,079
,7 67
,l+2
575
2q
25
409
E33
6
2
5l7
I+, 976
147, I35
24,256
9,
3,
7,
,550.72
, 05E.74
,902 .5q
,954.25
,529.56Iq
5
2I
5I
25
55
1r r5
56
9?
7I
09
03
9I
55
87
4(tl ,452.21
459,034.34
29L,77 9 .57
195 ,7 12 . 55984,507.I9
302,7 99 .7 5
579,920.5I?,q07,I44.58I5, 965,720 .50
2,
4t
L52
236
5,91E
49
5(17
5900
TIFG-
55r
59E
?86
r30
286
95
28r5,5r4I(),I52
,405,691
17,l?.?,208
5,266,0E5
6,50r,392qL,87?,?g?.
2q? ,97 3 ,7 gg
4000qI00
4200
450 0
4600
48I 0
4850
+900
275
777
206
,7 95
, E2E
,594
,045
,205
,8 9E
I82,720,508
9,556,9?6
222,576,012
I
IREPORT NO. ()EO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI{ENT
STATE 0F NEt^l I'IEXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUT'IIIARY -- BUSINESS AGTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
AL BUQUERQUE
JUNE, L99Z
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
146,280,55I
18,87 L 8I2
,402, gqg
,567 ,592
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
550,5E7,777
PAGE IOO
RUN DATEI 07/L5/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
30,052,267.60
r, 087,650 .61
I,
5,520,051.85
7 t6 , 451 .65I5,572. 95
,171,915.2E
,779,374.87
,55q,080.15
,7 63,529 . 99
,596,09+.8?
,010,0r2.66
, 555, E26 . E6
, 081, 059.58
,63q ,7 96 .96
,567 ,901.75
, 938,7 05 .(t+
,679,74r.65
964,099.66
57 ,489,76 1 .2I156,9r4,757.69
SIC
CODE
LOCATION: O2-T.O()
GA5 UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COITI'IUNIGATIONS AND UTILITIES
TIOTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIPI.IENT
DRUGS, CHEI''IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDhIARE, PLUNBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTSTOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
2, r55
7 2(t
5r9
7a7
757
527l, 47I
7,065
225
I I ,855
q920
TCU-
5 0I0
5020
5040
5060
5070
5080
5090
5092
tlHS L
520 0
525 r
5252
5300
55I0
540 0
55I0
55q 0
5592
5599
5600
5700
5E00
5E 15
890, 073, 0 g4
156,629 r567
6E, 985, 0 0E
254, L g2, I21
165,506, 962
L20,57?,4L7
260,500,E49
1,025,4I0,525
54,752,005
2r074,329r549
,065.55
,56I.55
,243.52
,777.30
, 047 .55
,05r.49
, 058. 18
,435.71
]E,916,000
12,(170,704
r5,090,7912+,2l2,gzg
I6 ,4E5, 258I25,702,572
225, r52,750
rE,785,6r9
+5q ,7 9? ,60ct
7lzI
26
7L7
867
592
9ct7
r09
9qq
0E0
I45
?2l
26
2II
Ct
t1
8
20
5
7
3, r56
755
15
980
7914,q12
672-rll
I0,903
BUILDING ]'IATERIALS
HARDHARE STORES
FARM EQUIPIIENT DEALERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
1'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
t'IOBILE HOME DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'lISCELLANEOUS RETAIL ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COIIDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., 5ERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., A
REAL E5TATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVEL
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI'IENT COTTPTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL
HOTELS, FiOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
r75
255
36
312
665
.+ r44E
521
525
5,73E
64,404,5r5
IE, 458, 5 91
468, I IE
L9,547,92E
16,I96,064
148, 309,721
36, I93, I72I5,155,08I3I6,740,I90
,323.7q
,548.5I
,775.5I
,927.3L
,595.82
,55(.87
,075.55
,203. 02
,57E. r3
525
289
29
5t
35
9?,
12,
5Z(t ,l
460,0
236 ,0
7EL,7
745,2
525,9
057,9
766,0
555,6
2L6,1
7q0,5
?20 , t+
588, 1
52?,2
551,1
759, 5
172,9
453,6
00I8
05
34
50
79,
92,
50,
59,
68,
55,I5,52'
29,
55 , L52,7 0+
r5, r 02, 255
27q,372
17, 059,6 05
r3,765,665
75 ,785, I 05
r1,687,5r4l, 955, 965
rE9,755 , 985
I
2
,329
200
,066
659
957
192
r495
50 9, 568(t6,620,292
589,797,491
555,556, 925
95,707,505
7 2 ,65+ ,439
18,995,302IIl, r57,05g
r95,547,015
1E8,466, 945
358,594,592
68, 957 ,641175,3(0,479
22,2{0,905L255 1429,576
5, 7e9,6 g7 , 6gg
37,
57E,
46 r,
48,
27t
L7,
5l
4?
50
40II
66
08I
3
1
7I
,05ct
,876
,557
, 126
454
r90
It
5
I59I05920
5990
RETL
6300
65r0
6550
6700
FI RE
23,79?
45,840
6
2r7
22
10
z8
96
6000
610 0
6I20
6200
7000
7200
TITLE ABSTRACT
ERS
IE5
TAT E
ND
OP
AN
ES
162IIl2, 05rI4,848 r55,345,410I 03, 1E7, 04E 7 ,667 ,5,929 , 574.6986 0 .87
TREPORT NO. ()E()
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
[ocATI0N:02-I00
S ERV
I'lISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
CO''II'IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPI,IENT LABORATORIES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI.IUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IENBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTTTENT
STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEH
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPT5 TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL GLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SU]'IT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
A L BUQU ERQU E
JUNE, 1992
TAXABLE
GRO5S RECEIPTs
5r5,664,691
PAGE IOI
RUN DATE: 07/L5/92
RUN NU]'IBER! 770.0}
REPORTED
TAX DUE
29,537 ,237 .4E
,559.4E
, 999. 18
,645.E9
,5E5.47
,063. 17
,5r7.97
,529 .7 6
,46 9. 08
,7?9.10
,Er0.48
,7I3.65
,508.96
,405.25
545 ,557 .55
155,565.51
591,51.2, 0El .25
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
55
5r0
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
LRSR
21,7 94
514
5, 585
5,567
315I,244
9,8?22,I7I
7,q34
r,709
501
24 ,696
2,715
98,565
7900
80I0
8060
8r00
8200
8600
E900
89r0
7300
759I
7500
7600
7800
9r00
920 0
92-E2
930 0
9595
9395
95 96
GOVT
98,
r85,
32,
43,
28t
506,
189,
235,
?3,
15,q67 
,
r55,
?r83?,
,510,56I
, I0l ,86I
,565785, 374
7s9
695
705
027
792-
7I4
660
9r4
680
567
761
109
732
,40I
,377
,7 4(t
,50 9
, I46
,582tl22
, 158
,129
,51I
,4I0
,IEl
,?75
6 , 955, r56
IL 02L 002
6,025,26r
2, 55E,63I
6,E19,024,501
5
I5
,
-
3
z
50
L7
2?t
2E
,I
,7
,6
,5
,l
,4
9
7
2
9
5
5
2
7
8
9
0
5
2
62
E48t
t9
99
EO
2,?50
9 ,029
L,272
2,?E7
r,554
L7,qq6
9,900
15, 074I, ()8T
550
I5,107
5,9?5
r23,7 16
055
095
694
297
684
4E0
760
71(
I20
686
I54
10
z rl5
,828 r
,755,
,554,
, 041,
, 6IE,
FEDERAL GOVERNHENT - ALL OTHER
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSSTATE GOVERNI'IENT - EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNITIENT - COUNTIES
LOCAL GOVERNI,IENT - I-IUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
LOCAL GOVERNI-IENT - SPECIAL DISTRICTS AND OTHERTOT. GOVERNT'IENT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHFIENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION r95,4tr 11,940,632,055
)
)
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEH }IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'IANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATIONX REQUEST XX EDITED X
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
5,017 ,207
8,25?- ,465
r , 055, 557
r,850,709
754,555
614, 261
6,496,392
JUNE, 1992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
5,458,E2I
5,EI4,645
5rr,095
E58,05r
75(,555
6I3,595
2,907,593
PAGE IO2
RUN DATE. 07/t5/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O. OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
307, 95E.5r
585, 9I8.28
2E,591.I7
47,077.29
39,675 .29
52,88E.06
I61,100.86
)
t
)
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
LOS RANCHOS DE ALB
SIC
CODE
0700
AGRI
010 0
L0cATI0N:02-200
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICESTOT. AGRICULTURE
AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING}IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONsTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUCTS
LUI,IBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PETROLEUM REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIESSTONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. t'lANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I,IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IIIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPI{ENT
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
I'IIsCELLANEOUS NHOL ESALERS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
r45
245
138 9
T'II N E
OIL
TOT.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4r00
420 0
48I0
4900
4920
TCU-
20
25
24
27
29
52
54
]500
161 0
1700
CONS
3900
MFG-
5010
5040
5080
5090
t^IHSL
L27
1E3
4t
91
167
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDT^IARE STORES
FARII EQUIPI'IENT DEALERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
TIISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
,727
,409
480,535
r,07Ir0g6 276I , r04.95,009.57
2, 9r5
3,8 57
705,4E6
2,5r0,259
57 6 ,409
625,596
2 ,126 ,27 35lE, 946
55,E5r.22
L22,239.7t
18,559 .59
76
I05
)
5200
525L
5?52
550 0
540 0
554 0
5599
5600
5700
4t
65
55
229,26E.
26 ,q63.
9
9
4
2
5, gg7 ,292
460,25r
4, IE4,67 rq77,902 7Z25
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
4r717,495
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
4,715,50r
5,6E4,27L
21, 445, E5I
218,829
5,775,040
PAGE IO3
RUN DATEI 07/15/92
RUN NUMBER: 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
27 I , 129.85
526,349.E6l,?3?,6r0.70
12,582.58
332, 054 .7 9
8,766 . I 9
49, 150 .21
8+,487.5q
95,734.rE
15,555.28
4?,648.?9
51,12E.E3
26,363.24
85,265. (I
q74,806 
. 95
2,1q4,689 .94
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL 5UI'1I'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
LOS RANCHOS DE ALB
SIC
CODE
L0cATI0N:02-200
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'TISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTl'IENT COI'IPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
I28580058I 3
5 9I0
5920
5990
RET L
7,L79
25,837
6000
6510
6550
5700
FIRE
453
883
45
157
,45E
,I59
50 2 18,82 9
55 6,456,9I0
7000
7200
7300
7500
7500
7900
EOI()
8060
E100
820 0
8900
E9t0
S ERV
HOTELS, I'1OTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
ATIUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - I'IUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
270,80I
767,6L7
EE9, I97
458,49I
166
105
75
56
39
27
956 ,255
86E, 264
1,927,5?l
1,892,227
30E, I25
757,6L7
E89, I 97
459 ,602
2, 1 32, 545
I0,520,568
64, I58,420
r52,456
855, 785
L470,605
r,695,465
9200
9393
GOVT
534
1,064
2,743
1,450,5r0
E r2g2,7lZ
48, 0 12, 47 9
tI
II
REPORT HO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEhI I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMT,IARY -- BUSINESS AGTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
TIJERAS
JUNE, I992
xR
xE EQUEST XDITED X
PAGE I04
RUN DATE: 07/L5/92
RUN NUMBER! 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
588,586
7r0,681
243,5E5
r ,455, 526
552,57E
50,751
r, r26, (09
2, r7E,525
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
I ,209, 4(r
5,407 ,547
2(t0 ,977
1,415, {7 0
125, 751
49,E50
752,6 93
1,6E9, 6E6
SIC
CODE
TOCATION:02-5IE
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLINGTOT. I'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHhIAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHT.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT ]'IEAT PRODUCTS
LUMBER, tl00D AND PAPER PRoDUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLA55, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRONIC COI'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
I'lISCEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. NANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
lll0TOR FREIGHT TRANS . , I,IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IMUNICATIONS
NO. TAX
RETURNS
222
396
0700
AGRI
I38 9
I'II N E
r500
I6IO
I620
I700
c0Ns
2000
2q00
2700
5990
RET L
L,6q7,469
5,028,575 66,I87 r
58
2a
45q.
415.
3200
5400
367 0
5900
I'IFG-
5070
5080
5090
hIHSL
5200
00
00
00
00
00
15
6I
89
99 ,7 (t5
1r0,704
5,485.99
5,079.60
4r00
4200
48I0
4E50
4900
492.0
TCU.
RADI
EL EC
GA5
TOT.
55
5q
56
51
58
58
O AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
TRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESUTILITIES
TRANSPORTATION, COI'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
1r3
165
87
47
2c+q
396
12, 9E2 . 95
77 ,47 0 .14
6,E06.36
2,7 4l .7 5
41,598.27
92, 952. 90
HARDNARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
HACHINERY, EQUIPHENT AND SUPPLIES
I'II SCEL LANEOUS I^IHOL ESAL ERSTOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
GENERAL NERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
APPAREL
FURN I TUR
ING A
UOR D
AND ACCESSORY STORESE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
ND DRINKING PLACES
ISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
EAT
LIA
NI5
TOT
CELLANEOUS RETAILERS
. RETAIL TRADE
REPORT NO. 08O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:02-3I8
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEW I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GRO55 RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUT'IFIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
TIJERAS
JUNE, I992
RU
RU
ND
NN
ATE:
Ut'IBER:
PAGE 105
07 /L5/9?
770.0r
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
282
658
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
].027,090
3,322,441
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
809,256
2,719,r35
REPORTED
TAX DUE
4q,506.52
r{9,551 .55
550,570.77
25
73t7I
z5
6300
65I0
6550
6700
FI RE
7000
7200
7500
7s00
7500
8060
INSURANCE A
REAL EST. O
REAL ESTATE
HOLDING AND
TOT. FINANC
GENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
PER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AHD TITLE ABSTRACT
SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
OTHER INVESTI,IENT COTIPANI ESE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
8I0 0
E20 0
8900
8910
SERV
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTONOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT . GOV ERNT'IENT
239,276
855,220
574,67L
rI6,902
I I ,831
E51 , E32
507,509
97, 955
550 .74q5,7 +9 .73
27 ,902.14
5, 586 . rr5
9200
GOVT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS . (SERVICES)
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION r,974 15,226,759 9,549,605
I!r
- 
r- 1>- .<.' 'r.- *-r{><r.,'r}--
IREPORT NO. O8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTTiIENT
STATE OF NEN T'IEXICO
COl'lBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLAS5IFICATION
PAGE IO6
RUN DATEI 07/I5/9?
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O. OIX REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUMHARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
CORRA L ES
JUNE, 1992
LocATI0N:02-417
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNs
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
010 0
0700
AGRI
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
Is00I6I0
I620
1700
CONS
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI,IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHT^IAY
23s
357
1,5E0,670
2 ,97 g ,56q
408,459
I ,765, r52
2q,503.76
r 05, 786 . 52
2400
27 00
5900
I'IFG-
LUFIBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRIHTING AND PUBLISHING
I'II SCEL L AN EOUS I'IANU FACTURI NG
TOT. t'IANUFACTURING
q5
70
46(t ,997
r,137,793 34, I2357,92q 2,047.555,475.44
4t00
48I0
+900
4920
TCU.
LOCAL
TEL EPH
EL ECTR
GAS UT
AND
ONE
IGILI
HIGHT.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
AND TEL EGRAPH COI'II'IUNICATIONS
NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES 90 322,419 5r9, ]18 19,057.07
5020
5060
5090
t^lH S L
DRUG5, CHEt'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
I'lISCEL LANE0US l.lH0L ESAL ERS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE 5t 255, 957 45, 156 2,5E9.55
5200
530 0
540 0
55I 0
5500
5700
5800
5815
5990
RETL
BUILDING MATERIALS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'TENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
t'1OTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
I'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE 76139 I15,65r46 0, 555 4E,179586,324 2,E90.7525,179.45
6I0 06sl0
FIRE
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND s-AND-L ASSOC.
REAL EST. OPER-LE5R-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
7000
7200
'l
REPORT NO. OE(l
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATI0N 3 02-417
t'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOFIOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
HISCELLANEOUS REPAIR 5ERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT . GOV ERNI'IENT
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTIiIENT
STATE OF NEN ]'IEXICO
COHBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SU}II{ARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
CORRA L ES
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
12E,507
5r,765
576,92E
r , 452,94 0
4,547 ,732
PAGE I()7
RUN DATEI 07/15/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
7,7L0.q4
5,105.E0
5+,5E0 .2E
87,154. 97
272,735.87
src
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROs
198
38E
I,128
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
70E,75(t
570,75E
7 9E, 255
2,9r9,052
8,604,511
LRSR
7300
750 0
7600
7E0 0
7900
85
50
80I0
E200
E90 0
89t0
5 ERV
920 0
GOVT
I e*.+. 
-
..D
-.|a
il
REPORT NO. O8O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N:02-555
SIC
CODE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART].IENT
STATE OF NEN T''IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAT CLASSIFICATION
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
166,646
2q3,596
I 18, 925
IE9,750
31 2,842
5, 17 0 ,555
5,E65,525
L ,24(t , 567I4,20 0, 0 g4
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE I(,8
RUN DATE: 07/I5/9?
RUN NU]'IBER! 77O. ()I
REPORTED
TAX DUE
4,975.E3
9, 053.58
6,240 .7I
10,r74.7E
15,558. 9l
I65,55E. I4
20L ,427 . c+9
54,534.58
lE5, 927 . r8
ANNUAL SUTII'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
STATE FAIRGROUNDS
NO. TAX
RETURNS
0r00
0700
AGRI
5800
5990
RET L
7200
7500
7500
780 0
7900
820 0
8600
8900
S ERV
AGR
AGR
TOT
ICU
ICU
.A
LTURAL PRODUCTION
LTURAL SERVICES
GRICULTURE
I500
I700
CONS
q200
q920
TCU-
50(t0
5090
T.IH S L
ILL
RP
NG
ND
250 0
2400
2700
5200
540 0
3900
MFG.
525 I
5500
5400
5599
5600
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORSSPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
APPAREL AND TEXTILE M
LUTIBER, I.IOOD AND PAPE
PRINTING AND PUBLISHI
STONE, CLAY, GLAS5, A
PRODUCTS
RODUCTS
CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED FIETAL PRODUCTS
HISCELLANEOUS TIANUFACTURINGTOT. I'IANUFACTURING
I'1OTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , UIAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
GAS UT]LITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI.ITIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
14ISCELLANEoUS tlH0LESALERS
TOT. hIHOLESALE TRADE
HARDNARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCE5SORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
PERSONAL SERVICES
t'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AMUSET'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
9l
IzE
95,
169,
526
9t0
45 I 16 ,555
189,459
289,?6+
3,095,765
3 ,7 5q ,696
29
56
406
515
r,0rg, gl6
5,467,605
r48
2r5
REPORT NO. 08ll
EQUEST X
DITED X
LocATr0N s 02-555
LOCAL GOVERNI,IENT - SPECIAL DISTRICTS AND OTHERTOT. GOVERNMENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I I.IEXICO
COt'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL GLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I99?
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE IO9
RUN DATE: 07/15/92
RUN NUMBER: 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
25,15E.50
59r,376 .78
xR
xE
ANNUAL 5UI'II'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
STATE FAIRGROUNDS
src
CODE
9596
GOVT
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
LRSR)
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHT,IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALt INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
52 457,6E9 q67 ,689
98I 25,0(5,809 I1,020, r66
rl
.---
-
- --
--++r'rr+o<r,{*{
il
REPORT NO. ()8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I t'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, t992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2r549,r25
57,0I0,3?2
r,000,974
2r , 325, 375
r48,757,565
7,596r5r5
25 ,878, 7 32
21,356,0E5
59,875,405
r25,459,r50
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
L,526,967
8EI,34I
1,510,067
560,804
?1797 1345
20 ,50 r ,816
6 ,649,546
E,529,514
2r,129,586
54,636,5e7
E2,6E6,095
PAGE IlO
RUN DATE: 07/L5/92
RUN NUMBER: 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
22,526.39
80,308.22I02,834.5r
8I,777 . 55
3,900,490 .05
4E7,q47.02
3, 554 . 57L,272,I27.63
5,665 ,429.25
47,272.9E
73,655 .5062,?l?.52
rr,099.r6
r49,740 .23
1, 0 98, 966 .55
355,825.49(51,565.64
1,r00,032.20
r,858 ,?60 .67
q,396,65E. lr
91,955.47
L27 ,299.93
r7E, 96E . 50
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUMT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
LOCATION: O2-(}O2 RI'IDR BERNALILLO CNTY
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
45
q1
l0 94
I5E 1
I58 9
1400
I'II N E
OA
TRI
UTI
010 0
0700
AGRI
2000
2010
2500
2400
?7 g0
4900
4920
TCU-
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
URAN I Ut'IOIL AND GAS I^IELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NONMETALLIC I'IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. t'lINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
H I GHIIIAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI^,IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
HEAT PACKING AND OTHER MEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I.IILL PRODUCTS
LUT'IBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PETROLEUI'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'lENT AND SUPPLIES
EL ECTRONIC COI.IPONENTS AND ACCESSORI ES
TRANSPORTATION EQU IPI'IENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI'ITS.
].II5CEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , hIAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
TEL EPHONE AND TEL EGRAPH COMT-IUNICATIONS
ND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
C hIATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
LITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COHT'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
HOTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
DRUGs, CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
r25t22
?45
r3,620,607
2,099 ,822
L5,7?0,q29
419,86 5
L,qggr372
r,9r9,259
I500
I61 0
r620
I700
CONS
4100
420 0
4500
481 0
485 0
50I0
5020
5040
58II 87,020, 053
9,447,1r9
?37,97?
45,?07 ,621
r4r, 9r2,765
27 ,997 ,219
73 r00q r22?
9,15E,741
62,867
25,711,580I()5,9I7,4II
95
56
1, 55L
2,84 0
r26
r52
32
20,404, 999
5,ct95,092
1, 907, 023
rr375,690
r, r63,955
206,616
IEEII6
520
1,276
90
25r
54
58
I
9
?.4
25
70,
19,
2900
320 0
340 0
550 0
5600
367 0
5700
5800
5900
I'lFG-
RADI
EL EC
GAS
32+
I48
8.17
52
40
56
5, r05,4r4
3, 1 19,545
56 , 155,840
r,715,692
2,379,L56
3, 535, 985
REPORT NO. 08O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
50 92
l^lH S L
TOTAL REPORTED
GRO55 RECEIPTS
g, g75 r 75E
5,791 ,645
45,501 ,279
r,r95,654
7 , r7g,4g0
280,589
6,266, 955
2 r 042-,933
r,901,560
25,595,E32
6,75E,176
10,7I5,850
767,140
26,122,169
177,756,555
9r925,520
210,990
675,956
57 L 342098,5I9
80r,465
534, 050
2,E66
64q , gL7
7 ,989,322
I4,67E,E70
?,052,5E6
52,807,584
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
636,267
3 ,216 ,77 5
99r,554
5 ,l?E rg27
PAGE III
RUN DATE: 07/15/92
RUN NUMBER! 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
r54.02
34,615.64
428,520 .54
787 ,026.52
rI0,263.00
I,75E,579.62
5+,r52.63
291, E39. r3
I ,99q, 545 .88
754.79
846 .80
669.47
446.87q?9.75
035.62
610. r6
542. 1 I
569.32
024.61
228.?8
5.t2.59
L72,5?.q.9E
53,170.25
275,07r+.E7
26,196.25
I69,74E.87
2,722, 935 . 77
52,L55,5I2.71
523,L37 .52
205,585.21
149,147.45
2.A4 ,97 cr . q9
20E,L44.L2
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEN TIEXICO
COFIBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, 1992ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUsINE55 ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
O2.OO2 RI,IDR BERNALILLO CNTY
t,I,
15,I65,
4,
I
5
57I, 02I
T2
5
2
5
4
9
5
2
5
5
7000
7 200
7500
739r
7500
76 0 0
780 0
7900
E0l0
27
40
97
604
56
972
298
54I{0
25
5060
5070
5080
5090
5400
55r0
55(t0
5592
5599
5600
5700
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDHARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
TIISCELLANEOUS NHOLESALERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUFI PRODUCTST0T. IIH0LESALE TRADE
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDI,IARE STORES
FARM EQUIPI'IENT DEALERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
ITIOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HOME DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'1E FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
1.II SCEL L ANEOUS RETA I L ERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SECUTY. AND COMDTY. BROKERS, DELR5., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI'lENT COMPANI ESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTEtS, TIOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COI'II'IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPI'IENT LABORATORIES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
HISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
T'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
A]'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
261
64
r26
546
I84
62
27
L,7755,8{5
5,441,656
37,21?,579
200,qsqlr]gr,55g
198,222
5,916 ,50 g
r,796,985
1r945r640
25,519,6q5
5,690,175
9,216,72?
7 64 ,61(+
L8,?72,397
140,E57,70E
NO. TAX
RETURNS
84
r65
282
520 0
525t
5252
5500
551 0
65I0
6550
6700
FI RE
10,
65,
I(),
20q,
96,
99,
580 0
5E I3
59r0
5920
5990
RET L
],556,
358 r(tgq 
,4I,
979,
7,552,
6000
6r00
6200
6500
347q7 6 , 573,5542,529,12E
451
tlE
857
1,286
60
772
555
57
I09
267
3,
50,
97? t
,556 r 50E
,q67,995
,75r, 056
,6E6 r920
,15E,797
,9+2, +31
, 955,482
, 595, E59
,07 5 , E02
0, I45
2,957
9, 74r
0, 052
7,52L
9,4+6
0,255
2, q710,62I
49
17
80
01
76
80
78
I
,51
rEE
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I IiIEXICO
COT'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE }I2
RUN DATE. O7/15/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 770.01X REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUI'IIIIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
LOCATION: O2-O()2 RT'IDR BERNALILLO CNTY
JUNE, L992
src
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
8060
810 0
8200
8600
8900
E91 0
SERV
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEHBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
FIISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
144II8 5,419,456l,Egz,5g7
405,695I4r,728
28,299,595
5,892,071
I r I55 ,178,77L
5,257,7561,78},III
587,921
14I,72E
23 ,7 57 ,433
5, 4E4, 156
Ir084,8?3r270
I75,504 . 50
95,5r1.94
20,740 .55
7 ,584 .55
L ,?7 3,825 .26
185,545 . 94
5E,200,692.69
78
50
1,812l5r
6,594
920 0
95 9l
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
L0C'\L GOVERNI'IENT - ['IUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNMENT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTs . (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION L6,926 2,A04,569,754 L,477,0E1,115 7 9 ,17 I ,026 .20
IREPORT NO. (lEO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L OCAT I ON : 2E.I.3 O
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY C0NTRAcT0RS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'TENT
STATE OF NEI,I MEXICO
COI{BINED REVENUE 5Y5TEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUIiIMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RES ERV E
JUNE,1992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
77 ,lL7
29q,956
599,477
525,98I
r39,512
307, t51
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
52,669
2?8,755
5IE,475
528,685
PAGE 1I3
RUN DATEI 07/L5/92
RUN NUTIBER: 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
3 ,022 .49
L3,577.52
50,779.64
5r,590 .67
5,916.94
81,777 .77
4,56E.E3
L4,352.62
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
1500
15I0
1620
1700
CONS
2000
27 00
5200
MFG-
FOOD AND KINDRE
PRINTING AND PU
STONE, CLAY, GL
TOT. 1'IANUFACTUR
EXCEPT HIGHIIAY
RODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
SHING
, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
DP
BLI
ASS
ING 36
q548r0
483 0
4900
TCU-
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'ITIUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, CONFIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'lISCEL LANE0US tlHoL ESAL ERST0T. l^IH0LESALE TRADE
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTHENT STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL E5T. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC.I AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AMUSENENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
50 90
tIHSL
85
42530 055I0
554 0
5599
5600
5E00
5815
5990
RET L
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
7900
E20 0
8900
E9IO
S ERV
54
190
I45,0ll
1,559,r75 991,577 ,554r 509
65r0
FIRE
76,949
241,72E
=+e
40
I03
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE I14
RUN DATE: O7/15/92
RUN NUI'IBER! 770.01X REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUMIIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RESERVE
JUNE, I992
L0cATI0N:28-130
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
95 95
GOVT
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - I'IUNICIPALITI ESTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 50t 5,r70,192 2,7 gg ,034 156, 085. l0
il
REPORT NO. (lEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTTIENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
450,805
PAGE 115
RUN DATE: 07/15/92
RUN NU]'IBER! 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2r, 921 . Et
16,4E4.48
z\q ,102.4E
9E5.22
LL ,97 9 .?5
7,280 .50
5E, 354.55
109,226.90
605.28
15,645. E6
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUNI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RI'TDR CATRON CNTY
sIc
CODE
l58 t
FIINE
LOCATION:28-O2E
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
OIL AND GAS hIELL DRILLING
TOT. 1'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHI^IAYSPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY I'IETAL INDUST., FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
MISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURINGIOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , ].IAREHOUSING, TRANS . SERVICES
TELEP
RADI O
EL ECT
TOT .
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
I.IISCEL L ANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERST0T. I.IH0LESALE TRi\DE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
REPORTED
RECEIPTS
TOTA L
GROSS
0r0
080
GRA
0
0I
I500
16I0
I620
I700
CONS
520 0
525 r
550 0
551 0
5q0 0
554 0
5040
5090
t^lH S L
75
70
I85
55
87
49E,EE6
367,585
q r(tq7 ,590
97,703
324,5r9
142, 059
r,005,667
2,662 ,69(t
79,5r2
5r5,004
152,494
6(t8,557
2(t7 ,7 63
345,854
I,2E9,E53
L9,223
255,74r
142,059
7qE,450
2, r5r,506
Ir,770
505,246
125, rl2
529, 56E
r, 029, 0 g5
32{, rg I,64E0,670
2000
2400
27 00
5200
5400
3900
I'IFG.
4100
420 0
4E10
4830
4900
TCU-
75
52
t27
5l
243
41
4q
HONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II'IUNICATIONS
AND TETEVIsION BROADCASTINGRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
BUILDING ]'IATERIALS
HARDI,IARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
HISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS . BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I{ISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERS
6 r 50
27,13
9 .47
0. 16
202,210
545,85+
r 0,565 . 24I7,725. 99
Ti
5599
5600
5800
5813
5920
5990
*+
tt4
55
I63 52 ,7 qL .Lq
REPORT NO. 08() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI^I I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAG
07
77
E IT6/15/92
0.01X REQUEST XX EDITED X
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI'IBER!
ANNUAL SUT'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RI'IDR CATRON CNTY
JUNE, 1992
LOCATION:2E-028
src
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
RETL TOT. RETiIIL TRADE 463 5, lE7, gg4 2, 6 93, gE4 138,056.68
6300
6 5I0
FI RE
IHSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LE5R-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE 50 540,221 340,22L 17,456.33
7000
7 200
7500
7500
7600
7900
8200
E600
8900
89I0
5 ERV
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING 56
28
2q5
34
295
r29
r4t
,qgq
,722
,221
,E09
,559
242,005
55, I52
226,065
75,109I4L l84
I2,402 .80
r,698.001I,585.8I
3,746.85
7,255.69
P ERSON
T1I SCEL
AUTOMO
r'lr scEL
ANUS EM
EDUCAT
NONPRO
I'lI SCEL
AL SE
LANEO
BILE
LANEO
ENT A
IONALFIT I'I
L ANEO
RV I CES
US BUSINESS SERVICES
RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
US REPAIR SERVICES
HD RECREATION SERVICES
SERVICES
ET'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
US SERVICES
4I
56
34
o
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
tt7
517
426,?gE
L,380,EI1.
392,27 6
1,2L7 ,5gg
20,105.(E
62,406 .5(t
950 0
GOVT
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - COUNTIESTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLI5HI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION r,406 I2,684,75I II,005,90r 563,790. l2
IREPORT NO. 08l,
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATr0N:04-t0t
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICESTOT. AGRICULTURE
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS,OIL AND GAs HELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES,
NONFIETALLIC HINERALS, EXCEPT
TOT. I'IINING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
ROSI.IEL L
JUNE,1992
PAGE II7
RUN DATEI 07/L5/92
RUN NUT'IBER: 770.0}
REPORTED
TAX DUE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
252,266
985,518
I ,257, 7E4
655,2 I 2
1r5r0,654
2,6 09,635
18,6 0 0 ,26E
9ctE 
' 
947
2,966,65r
15,6r5,758
5, 057,755
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
214 t
773,
9E8,
655,21?
950,657
2, r 9l ,632
L6,972,857
11,553,589
50,755, 060
597 ,72L
155,680
3, 052,599
2ll,E56
948, E3r
cr7 5 ,67 8
15,572, 04E
I,5EE,63E
3E,405,412
I,r90,850
1,53r,591
2 r 942, E57360,65I
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
0100
0700
AGRI
150 0
t 6I0
1620
1700
CONS
35
E1
t16
7 9(r
5r8
112
12,92?.66q5,485.q?
59,40E. 0E
15I 0
15E I
138 9
1400
HINE
2000
2500
2400
?7 00
5400
5500
3600
5670
3700
3800
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
EXCEPT DRILLING
FUELS AND POTASH
54
129
223
757
39,526 .5I
57 ,0ct?.59
131,742.25
I. 020,0r7.49
693,675.54
1,847,879.09
4I,962.05
8, 132. E2
rE3,6r4.40
LZ ,7 (t7 .87
,68E. l2
,041.81
56,956.79
28,479.75
750 ,6 07 .4195,533.1I
2rZCtZ,EIE.58
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I1EAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUCTS
LUT'IBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY ]'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
MACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL I'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COI'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPI'IENT
PROF., SGIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRU]'ITS.
T.IISCEL L ANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANs., hIAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
TEL EPHONE AND TEL EGRAPH COMI'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC t{iqTER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESGAs UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IMUNIGATIONS AND UTILITIES
MOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI,IOTIVE EQUIPITIENT
DRUG5, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUGTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
56
59
136
43
45,893,265
2r909,507
1,636,000
50,519,244
2 ,7 3L ,55(t
I, 086
I,E74
42
I29
271
89
20,655,955
42,055,250
5t
I61
50 r0,215,779
9r2,566
4r25g,Egr
30 556,512
455 I5,679,644
29 ,942,535823
2800
320 0
5900
T'IFG-
r,690,552
5, 967, 055
101
559
4100
420 0
450 0
4810
4E3 0
4900
4920
TCU- 576
71,5
92,0
I70,9
2L r6
t
50t0
5020
5040
5060
.L -rf 
- 
rF
--- ---1 
-- ---D-G e-arl .F
73.q+
25 .97
60.56
74.79
REPORT NO. ()8() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI.,I I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMMARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
R0St^lEL L
JUNE, I992
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
75,355
8E,076
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
q 
,35+ ,7 473,E49,67q
5,214, E3g
46,770,977
49,750,89E
3, r66 ,457
r , 9r2,575
'484
,886
,EI4
,567
,007
,107
, 718
,588
,828
PAGE II8
RUN DATE. 07/L5/92
RUN NUMBER: 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
261,775.75
25L 45E.78
215,255.56
657,765.61
495,266 .40
I ,7 08, 480 .76
180r185.19
821,25E. 04
232,7 02 . 55
2,592, r85.61
14.,464 ,47 2 .67
SIC
CODE
LOCATION:04-1()I
HARDI.IARE, PLUTiIBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCELLANEOUS NHOLESALERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUH PRODUCTSTOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
99
158
535
I09I, 153
675, 949
4 ,97 q ,907
3,486 ,34E
2 , L0? ,2+lI7,065,145
40,657 .5I
295,514.57
?09 ,7 55 . +8
125 ,32(+ .92I,026 ,267 .24
NO. TAX
RETURNS
915
EZ
9t
66
520 0
525 I
5252
550 0
53I 0
540 0
551 0
59r0
5920
5990
RETL
5070
50E0
5090
5092
hIHS L
554 0
55 92
5599
5600
5700
5800
5815
6000
6I0 0
6I20
6200
6500
6510
55s0
6700
FI RE
7000
7?0a
7300
7500
7600
7800
7900
80r0
6060
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
FARI'I EQUIPI'IENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTITENT STORES
DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I,IOBILE HOI.IE DEALERS
FIISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L A5SOC.SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COI.IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCG5., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., A
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVEL
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTMENT COMPTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL
HOTELS, t'IOTEL5, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
T'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
HISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
t.IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI.IUSEHENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
I0E
82
282
r25
210
5,272,q97
47 ,66 I, I68
56, 655, 56 I
7 ,763,q7ct
5,593,796
4?.26
56.2+
27 .q0
65.92
65.77
5r5
4r7
7t
86
4,q95,zgct
1L,4I2,950
55,044,406
I2,159,856I20,896,9r1
q,277,4L3
rr,073,2648,8rE, 952
30,q72,667
2,995,007I5,I27,049
5, 055,569
50,595,659
269,643,922
4,715(), IE5l, 969
9,73+
5,099
5,576
2,L54
9,960
9, lE7
4,75
59
I8
rI,9g
7 15
7rEI4, 9I2,5
714
2,072
50,955
20,239
515,5
2,810 ,8
2,991,E
r90,2
I15, 0
141
578
25r
2,7 g+
5,7?g
3,545
10,945
8,207
28, 4 0E
2,995
15,551
5,87 045,III
233,924
2,239,0I60,I
290,6
906,4I,080,84,I79,I
504,2
156,1
9 ,4L6 ,7
62
57
?5
40
128
2E6
37
z8
645
I5l r29
89l,2g
58
E5
I7
78
08
9E
52
987I
2,8I r54,575.54
9,655.85
L7 ,q49.9L48,42r.05
65 ,022.54
25L,Z?tt .26
50,510.64
9, 577 .55566,0I5.10
ND TITLE ABSTRACT
OP ER5
ANIES
ESTAT E
r, gI5, 176
50,640,577
IE,597,371
317L 399
r,000
7tE
41I
55, I 58
0 r ,235
52,7 9?
90, I67
08,507
ll,4r9,I0,849,
5r520,
5,509,574
7,3g7 rg5g
551,558.62
444,9E6.61
6E6,E56.01
652,L4(+.L7
?tL ,9q2 .55
LL5,?62.E7
1,841,762.69l,rr3,5g0.2g
L27
107
?49
t72l, 076
270
,875
,942
r27L
it
REPORT NO. ()8(l
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATI0N ! 0(l-101
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT ]'1E1'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNilENT - I'IUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNI1ENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI{ENT
STATE OF NET.I I'IEXICO
COI,IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS REGEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
ROSNEL L
JUNE, I992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
I2,6E5,902
r54,550
21,542,540
L172l,q65
140 ,552,892
555, 651 , 9E9
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
L2,57L,37 9
r53,7r7
I9,552,12I
L ,686 ,7 8?
124,840,592
464,250,7r0
PAGE }19
RUN DATET 07/t5/92
RUN NUMBER: 77O.OT
REPORTED
TAX DUE
76 1 ,485 .559,2q6.96
src
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
8600
8900
891 0
SERV
8I00
820 0
9200
93 93
GOVT
5296t
2,566
94
6,451
IrlI
7r5
E0, 164.5E
u1,475.70
00,185.98
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS . (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION I9,645 27 ,841,6L9.72
I G-.e} ** *--i-.YP-
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT.TENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEIl
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SU]'II'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
DEXTER
JUNE, I992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
955,516
220,329
281,471
5E5, E59
r,2gg,ll7
21,409
l, 099 r 234
68,052
552,288
2,7 5E ,260
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
581 , 613
173,711
279,q73
518,l2E
r,079,096
2I,Il)4
l,0gg,52g
56,577
150 ,855
2 ,210 ,047
PAGE I2O
RUN DATE: O7/15/92
RUN NU}IBER: 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
(1,040.28
10,426 .46
15,012.65
5I,115.66
65, 052.76
1,25E. 04
66,025 .59
5, 999.52
9,075.85
132,E45.41
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
src
CODE
LocATI0N:0+-201
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTIONTOT. AGRICULTURE
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS, NATURAL GAS LIQUIDSTOT. HINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LUMBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PR]NTING AND PUBLISHING
t'II SCEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. I',lANUFACTURING
L0CAL AND HIGHIIAY PASSENGER TRANSP0RTATIoN
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TETEGRAPH CONFIUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIEs
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COTII'IUNICATIONS AND UTILIT]E5
NO. TAX
RETURNS
87
145
25
207
32
64
4I
0I0 0
AGRI
I5]0
I'II N E
r500
I700
CONS
2400
27 00
5900
MFG- 38
qI00
420 0
481 0
4E3 0
4900
4920
TCU-
5010
5020
5070
5080
5090
5092
NHSL
I'IOTOR VEHICLES AHD AUTOT'IOTIVE EQUIPIIENT
DRUGS, CHET'IICALS AND ATLIED PRODUCTS
HARDNARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPIT1ENT AND SUPPLIES
1'IISCELLANEOUS NHOLESALERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'T PRODUCTSTOT. T.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I1ATERIALS
FARN EQUIPI'IENT DEALERS
GENERAL I-IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
HISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE 57I99
520 0
5252
5500
5400
551 0
5s+ 0
5599
5600
5700
5800
58I5
5990
RETL
BREPORT NO. O8(}
T
LOCATION: O4.2OI
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LE5R-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL E5TATE
x
x
x
x
ES
ED
REQU
EDI T
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEH HEXICO
COIiIBINED REVENUE SYST Et'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
DEXTER
JUNE,1992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
47E,053
L20 ,97 0
r ,729,557
9,205,656
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
420,259
7,272,qE&
I 18, 04El, 066,552 764
PAGE 12I
RUN DATE. 07/15/92
RUN NUI.IBER: 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
25,259.29
, 0E0.66
,r0r.46
455, 396 . 66
src
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
30
E45
6000
65r0
FI RE
7200
7500
7500
7500
7900
80r0
820 0
E900
5 ERV
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
T'II SCEL L ANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNT,IENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTSTOT. GOVERNMENT
9It9t
920 0
95 95
GOVT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHT,IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
!iz
rl
REPORT NO. l)EO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N : 04-500
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHT.IAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTFIENT
STATE 0F NEtl t'lEXICo
COI',IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
HAGERT'IAN
JUNE,1992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
222,429
r,007,560
435,7 06
1, 16r,547
26?t,E04
4+ ,945
2, r50 , 056
197,907
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
210,560
935, 0E9
45(, 97 I
1, 029, 645
26q ,7 96
q4 
,47 5I,E60,9(q
56,517
85,567
l94,r7t
PAGE I22
RUN DATE. 07/L5/92
RUN NUIiIBER: 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
12,6E1.96
56,0E4.54
2c+ ,332.72
60,005.04
15, 93E . 97
2,67 I .(17
1I1,652.50
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
55
87
143
207
?7
35
1500
I6IO
1700
c0Ns
2700
5900
TIFG-
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
4I0 0
4?00q8r0
+83 0
4900q920
TCU-
LOCAL AN
I'IOTOR FR
TEL EPHON
RADIO AN
IGHIIAY PASSENGER TRANSPoRTATI0N
HT TRANS., NAREHOUSING, TRANs. SERVICES
ND TEL EGRAPH COITII'IUNICATIONS
ELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GA5 UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
HARDhIARE, PLU]'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
l.llSCEL LAN EOUS NHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. I^IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES}IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
PERSONAL SERVICES
I.IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOTIOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AMUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
I,IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
DH
EIG
EA
DT
5070
50E0
5090
hIHS L
520 0
550 0
5q00
5540
5599
5E00
5990
RETL
7
t?
157
29
37
48
7I
220
126,1?5
214,020
z,619 ,771
I25, I25
z?3,655
2r ggg, r0E
,57E.40
,864. 45
,ZqE.73
6000
FI RE
7200
7500
7500
7600
7900
8060
8900
S ERV
5l
27
57,
649,
005II5 2,202.855,059.58
11,667.E4
4,412.51
50,475.75
7ct
507
5I
188
74,96I
1r076,019 ,08+r570
) *rroRT No. oEo TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTITENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI.I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
HAGERMAN
JUNE, I992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
6,g03rg6g
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
5, 58E, 0 9E
PAGE I25
RUN DATE: 07/L5/92
RUN NUFIBER: 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
555,845.8E
EQUEST X
DITED X
L0cATI0N:04-500
STATE GOVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT . GOV ERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDU5TRIES IN THIS LOCATION
xR
xE
src
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
760
9200
GOVT
]I
IREPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEt.I }'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI{
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFIGATION
PAGE L24
RUN DATEI 07/15/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O. OIX REQX EDI
UEST X
TED X
ANNUAL SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
LAKE ARTHUR
JUNE, 1992
LocATr0N:04-400
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
I58 r
15E 9
MINE
OIL
OIL
TOT.
AND GA
AND GA
MININ
S
5
0
HEL L
FI EL
DRI L L ING
D SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
1500
1610
r700
c0N5
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
2700
5900
I'lFG-
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
I'II SCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
4100q200
481 0
4900
49?0
TCU-
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
r'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUSING, TRANs. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI.II'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
t2+ r2l, 05r 105,350 5,696.60
t6E 587,669 272,2E2 L4 ,902 .54
5090
l^IHSL
I'IISCELLANEOUS I.IHOL ESALERS
TOT. I^IHOLESALE TRADE
5300
5400
5990
RET L
GENERAL I'IERGHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE 56 I45,lI5 157, 9E5 7 ,60q.02
7200
8200
8900
SERV
PERSONAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
MISGELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES q(+ 27,170 29 ,07 0 1,602.20
920 0
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 529 740,817 5I9,756 34,050.64
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEhI ]'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI{
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
6,2L9r672
7,6rE,404
(, r7E, 552
7, 565, 0 0E
14,55E, EEz
5 r 952, 954
25,656 ,204
467,969
r,5grr553
1,510,E13
2 rsltt,377
E,446 ,259
I4, I5I , g9q
206,EI9
915,622
2, g5l r 652
2E,555
JUNE, I992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
255,657
5r6, 065
3,906 ,252
6, E5I,6 I5
I2,73E,531
2,72q,Ogg
22,302,q92
PAGE I25
RUN DATE: 07/15/92
RUN NUMBER: 770.0'1
REPORTED
TAX DUE
I5,145.22
29, 02E. 6E
2r9,696.E0
3E5,532.62
7t6,542.40
r53, l7 9. 05
1,255,92?.01
I9,546.0E
55,425.82
r5,25E.56
132,650 . 49
446,515.51
690 ,7 97 . 23
4,736.76
E,559.E6
E8,577.67
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUI'IHARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RI'IDR CHAVES CNTY
SIC
CODE
LocATI0N s 04-004
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS, NATURAL GAS LIQUIDSOIL AND GAS NELL DRILLINGOIL AND GA5 FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NONI'IETALLIC MINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASHTOT. MINING
GENERAL BUITDING CONTRACTORS
H I GHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXGEPT HIGH[IAY
LUI'IBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PETROLEUI,I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY I.IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'TETAL PRODUCTS
I'IACH]NERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
I'IISCEL LANEOUS 1'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUSING, TRAHS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVI5ION BROADGASTING
ELECTRIc t^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GA5 UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
55
94
256
520
2?E
0t00
0700
0800
AGRI
1500l6r0
1620
1700
c0N5
485 0
4900
4920
TCU.
5
5
5
5
2400
2700
2900
5200
5400
5500
3900
I'IFG-
151 0I58I
I58 9
1400
TIINE
4I00
4200
4500
48I0
0I0
020
080
090
206
504
5EII8 345, 9309E5, 315
IL9
I99
E7
443
5t
27 0 ,907
2,490r535
7, g5E, 055
I2,4r5,498
E4,20 9
152, 175
1,574,7r5
2E,505
5092
l^lH S L
IiIOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOFIOTIVE EQUIPMENT
DRUGS, CHET'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
MACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPL I ES
r'IISCEL LANEOUS hIHOL ESALERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUGTS
TOT . I.IHOL ESAL E TRADE
FARI'I EQUIPHENT DEALERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTFIENT STORES
50
I2I
IR
5252
5300 30
-= 
f, '+
L 605.3r
rl
REPORT NO. O8(} TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI{ENT
STATE OF NEN MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATIONX REQUEST XX EDITED X
EPORTED
ECEI PT5
5,876, I70
14r,537
722,77ct
1,0E0, 973
l6 0,505
6 ,757,956
l7 ,545,864
I,920,666
5,l4g,g4g
E2,559,550
JUNE, L992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
r,7r6,900
92,8 0 5
PAGE L26
RUN DATE. A7/15/92
RUN NUI'IBER! 77O. OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
96,575.6I
5, 08I.55
ANNUAL SUMHARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RT'IDR CHAVES CNTY
src
CODE
LocATI0N:04-004
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
HOBILE HOt'IE DEALERS
I.IISCETLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI.IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERs - BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I.IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRAGT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERSTOT. FINANGE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
64
59
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
5400
551 0
5540
5592
5599
5600
5700
5800
5E l5
5920
5990
RETL
700
720
730
750
760
790
E01
806
820
860
55
85
56
4I7
792
59
60
9
707
1,067
160
,59E
,78I
,505
,EO?.qZ
, 068. E5
, 06E. 98
q, 561. , 5
10,059,2
l6
OI
2,45,24
565,62
5.(+. 5176
6510
6550
FI RE
8900
8910
S ERV
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
HISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'lISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNI'TENT
t0
52
05
90
75
95,029
414,069
r,095r455
562,7 99
602,075
5, 5q5 . 37
23,291 .3?
61,602.82
51 ,658.56
33,865.69
95,2q77,0
1,207 ,7
737,2
602,0
q+
r04
166
101
35
9200
GOVT
427
924
5,545
1,6 95,265
4, 6 52, 575
59, E90 , 025
95,0I9.E5
250,550 .24
5,560,241.E5
9999 NONCLASSIFIABTE ESTABLISHIITENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
REPORT NO. ()8l) TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEtl t'lEXIC0
COIIBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
l-lrLAN (c. )
JUNE, I992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
506,527
50+,69I
55r,545
r,4gE, 526
869, 6 05
2 rgEg , +77
564, r84
250,287
L 946,925
I ,52g r 8IE
35, 055,569
85, E8q
54,029
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
135,284
1r6,36r
50,596
r60,881
r, 050,252
58, 956
21 , E55
PAGE IZ7
RUN DATEI 07/I5/9?
RUN NUMBER! 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
8,285.14
7 ,L?7 .09
571,852.57
477 ,E69.3.,
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
]5ET
r'1I N E
1500
1700
CONS
520 0
3400
5900
r'tFG-
SIC
CODE
0700
AGRI
4EIO
4900
4920
TCU-
5092
tlHSL
LOCATION:55.I5I
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
OIL AND GAS NELL DRILLING
TOT. I'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIIYIARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
I'II SCEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. HANUFACTURING
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMHUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.|ATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRAN5PORTATION, COI'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
551 ,5q5
r ,252, g5g
77+,697
2,559,20L
29,376.37
76,7q3.72
47,450.1.E
155,57 0 .27
497 ,156
r5,905,498
E
7t
105
50
973
,4r0.10
,97E.75
,77 0
,506
,255
,622.19
,387 .24
,05E. l5
,059
,q37
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5t
58
9E
?7
?6t5r
5040
5070
50E0
5090
599
700
800
EI5
990
ETL
5200
5300
5400
55r0
554 0
5
5
5
5
5
R
6000
65I0
FI RE
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI^IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EAUIP.
TIACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
t'IISCEL LANEOUS NHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI',I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I^IHOLESALE TRADE
AHD SUPPLIES
BUI LDING I'IATERIALS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
FURNITURE, HOT'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
I'I]SCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
37
47
129
7,999I7, 028
1,010,55I
2,997,506
6,028,841
r40
1, 165I, 715
6,07r
7, E02
68
93
+6
2E
t347
, I43
5r0
9r8
9E. 99
55. 94
41 64,288.66
2, 3E4 .84
I ,55E.4E
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR.AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
- TOOO HOTELS, I,IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
1?-2q55
29
47
IREPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEtl MEXICo
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 128
RUN DATE. 07/L5/92
RU}I NUMBER! 77(). OIX REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL 5UI'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
t'IILAN (C. )
JUNE, I992
LOCATION:53-I3I
5IC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR EPORTEDECEI PTS TAXABL EGROSS RECEIPTS REPORTEDTAX DUE
7200
7500
7500
7600
780 0
7900
8060
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'lOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AMUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
z74t
62q2
I9,5El
I88, r68
559,807qEg,232
I9,
157,
555,
412 t
58 I I
9
52
25
,199.32
,659.92
,6E4 .9'l
,29r .41
7r3
655
92?
55 554,E4I 54q,660 21,1I0.4r
8t00
8900
S ERV
79
36r
62.+,268
2r555,949
570
2,092 , 078, 014 22,608.r5L?8,027.74
920 0
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALt INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION !,245 45, 339, 325 22 ,696 ,422 1,596 ,755 . {l
REPORT NO. OEO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N:55-227
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTTIENT
STATE 0F NEt^l MEXICO
COFIBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
GRANTS (C. )
JUNE, I992
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI'IBER:
E t29/L5/ 92
0.01
PAG
07
77
sIc
CODE
0700
AGR I
4I00
4200
46r0
483 0
4900
4920
TCU.
NO. TAX
RETURNS
99
226
550
47
54
25
252
TOTA
GROS
LRSR EPORTEDECEIPTS
5,722,099
?,257 ,3gct
10 r465,277
E62,6 l5
5,495, 023
279,286
7,655, 903
6 ,45L ,925
I5,540,I40
r,030,906
106,929
2,554,E00
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2, I22, I80
l,6r2,Egg6,090,0r5
645,694
520,675
5, 175, 544
LL,7 q3 , gg7
215,15560,r26
309,556
REPORTED
TAX DUE
15r,r22.00
99, 755. 99q99 
,7 00 .7 4
59,7I9.88
32,?.L2.99
I000
15E I
I400
MINE
2000
2400
27 A0
2800
320 0
I'IETAL I'IINIOIL AND GA
NONtlETA L L I
TOT. I'IININ
NG,
sht
c t't
G
EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUII, HOLYBDENUH
ELL DRILLING
INERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
r500
16r0
r620
I700
c0Ns
550 0
5600
5670
5700
3900
T'IFG-
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
F00D i\ND KINDRED PR0DUCTS, EXCEPT t'IEAT PR0DUCTS
LUI'IBER, 1^1000 AND PiAPER PR0DUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
MACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL I'lACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC CO}IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATI ON EQUIPI'IENT
MI sCEL L AN EOUS FlANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
L0CAL AND HIGHT^IAY PASSENGER TRANSP0RTATI0N
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , b,IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC l^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI.IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTST0T. I.IH0LESALE TRADE
DUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDT^IARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
62
220
r75,775
1,459,610
2E
38
IzE
I,I6(),82I,
5, I04,
,760
,352
,4L7
I(),E55
90, r74
I, 085
568
3, r05
948
276
592
66,789.E5
55, 029. 6 9
L72,L73.?+
519,E00.53
7C5,905.10
.54
.59
5.77
7 .55
5. 5E
5040
5070
5080
5090
5092
l^lHS L
168
?9
239
I5, 18
5,71
19, l(
t22 7 ,201,q39 7,L12,927
!t
5200
525 I
5500
i* rbe A-- **.rD- .-era><!.-+r*rD---
459,785.69
]t
REPORT NO. OEl) TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI^t T'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
GRANTS (C. )
JUNE, I992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
E,947r703
56,05I,260
L 055,252
629 ,7 02
2,00q ,2g]-
e,936,3r0
22,459,454
rI5, gg6,6(5
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
757, 050
624,634
PAGE }50
RUN DATE. 07/I5/9?
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O.OT
REPORTED
TAX DUE
126,r60.E8
655,7 qZ.L5
58,525 .58
58, 552. 65
95, 972. 95
46E, 972.36
2,98?-,759.E4
q5,576.3+
54,567 . I 0
95,E7E.09
165,E75.71
I,3I5,7q4.?0
5 rlEq,qc+7 .05
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
5rc
CODE
551 0
5400
551 0
554 0
559?
5599
5600
5700
5800
5E I5
59I0
5920
5990
RET L
L0cATr0N ! 53-227
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I.lOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HOI'IE DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND.L A5SOC.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LE5R-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI'IENT COt'lPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
?7
96
4I
92
,170
, 948
, 198
,325
,564
,7 44
,685
r 175
57
78
65
269
r08
48
97,6(+3
66,960
E7 ,832
86 ,86 5
95 ,97 6
45, 945
1,520,091
rr064r1g0
259,3E2
8,127,L?0
2 ,595 ,97 6
2,743,472
2,04L
r0,608
946
9qq
2,045
11,667
I ,81r5,4r5
2rO
lr0
28rI
215
5r0
65,795.
56E
588
1,626
7 ,5E4,Zgg
48,250 , 167
OI
25
91
I5
I7
,040.
,361 .
,q99.
I6
502
r60
r69
2t+,
58,
399,
60,
6t
6000
6r00
6500
6sI0
6550
6700
FI RE
64
125
zsI
49r
1,905
4,901
7000
7200
7500
7500
7500
7800
7900
8010
8060
8100
820 0
8900
8910
S ERV
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
T'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOB]LE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AMUSEITIENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICEs
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICEsTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - I,IUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNMENT
l?(+
33526t
2r9
7(+
, 9E5
,545
,492
, 9I1
,599
3q6.?2
014.7560I.59
425. 55qq5.t7
82
I55
95
47
, 928
,285
,047
1,560r220
z ,205 ,043
?. r 352,293
555,697
E4 ,08?.26156,3rr.6r
145,42+ .L2
54,227 .85
5,6 95
r,056
5, E78I, 097
112
L+2{,
z,zl0
2,352
568
,50I
r,595,956
3,(t67,770
9q7,+42
6,466 ,595
977,tt39
r 04, 450
2,696 , gr2
2L,267 ,5L2
95,975,+lE
9200
95 95
GOVT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHIIENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
It
REPORT NO. O8(}
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATI0N r 55-055
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
I.IETAL MINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUIit, t'TOLYBDENUNOIL AND GAS I,IELL DRILLING
TOT. I'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
LUI'IBER, t,IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
I'IISCEL LANEOUS t'IANUFACTURING
TOT. t'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
FIOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I,JAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMHUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO}ITIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDT^,IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP.
FIACHINERY, EQUIP]'IENT AND SUPPLIES
I'IISCEL TANEOUS t.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUT'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I..IHOLESALE TRADE
AND SUPPLIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI{ENT
STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GRO55 RECEIPTS
I0,066,876
2,973,7 4E
2, 615, 50 9
757,56E
16,5r5,50r
r25,67 r
PAGE I5I
RUN DATE! g7/15/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O. OI
PEPORTED
TAX DUE
6,7Eq.76
.9E
.69
70, 945. r2
239 ,7 07 .25
551,545.E4
2,006.00
155,76(t.4E
56,969.29
ANNUAL SUI'INARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
R[{DR CIBOLA CNTY
TOTA L
GROSS
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
z9
LI6
49
200
72
t24
REPORTED
RECEIPTS
I000
I3E I
I'II N E
010 0
0700
AGRI
1500
I6IO
1620
I700
c0Ns
4100q20 0(8r0
4900(t920
TCU-
105
43
?9
15r
528
,r59,57r
,7 45 ,995
, 665, 054
,E59,E25
,+L0,q?-5
55?,447.7?.
r57, 022. 05
I45, 1e5 . 76
4r,600.96
894, 1 95 .47
Lt
4
2I
20
2q0 0
27 00
2E00
5200
3q00
3500
5900
I'lFG-
q5
I12
79,781
I07,021
I. 450 ,90 gl, 947,4661,490,4505,II9,E9E
E7?,302
I , 56 9,552g, 0 05, r26
I 0,687,756
r,207, 987
5, 955, 36E
r, r55,6 02
r,56 9,529
4,567,70E
5
5
5
5
5
40
70
E()
90
92
SL
6 ,47 6 ,129
36,75r
2,+72,57 L
r,05E,202
l.lH
BUILDING HATERIALS
GENERAL I,IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI1ENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
t'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
8E
5200
550 0
5400
55{ 0
5599
5600
5600 5q 135,425 L22,450 6 ,7 05. I2
:i
REPORT NO. O8O
L0cATI0N:35-055
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTTiIENT COI'IPANI ESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
REQUEST X
EDITED X
x
x
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEhI T'TEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, L992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
858,02r
445, 586
297,r9E
L92,717
25,59r
795,308
E9,9EI
I20,885
504,225
1,654,590
3,057,9I0
36,0r5,r29
PAGE I32
RUN DATE: 07/L5/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O. ()I
REPORTED
TAX DUE
47 ,043.26
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
860,r88
3,I4I,9E9
6 ,221 ,5L0
L92,7 L7
L975,540
5,569,6 g2
4E, 257,55E
ANNUAL SUMT'IARY -- BUsINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RI'IDR CIBOLA CNTY
5rc
CODE
5815
5920
5990
RET L
NO. TAX
RETURNS
lr2
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
2.07
540
ls(t,?
299,E
2t
5,
48. I7
10.08
65t0
6700
FI RE
7000
7 200
7500
7500
7600
7900
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOT'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IU5EI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
FlISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNT.IENT
?5
65
51
56
+7
23,591
E45,415
89, 98I
r47,25r
512, I68
1,2E0.r0
45,620 .59
4, 956 . 92
6,625.06I6,71(.75
28
2?t
q70
L842
L0,576.79
90,69E.54
l67,7lr.rE
L 97L4E0.62
8I00
E900
E9t0
S ERV
9200
GOVT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
rl
&REPORT NO. OE(l
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATI0N : 09-102
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICEsTOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI,IAY CONTRAGTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEI^l I'IEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUIII'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RATON
JUNE, I992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
I5,E07,955I5,96}.6I5
848, 20 I
2r737,44E
4,E75, g0g
9,q7q,823
3,7L4,777
2 r 2gg, gEg
I0,480,890
5, 559, 974
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
,276
r98?
6r7,6r0
7E0,680
I54,424
2,57 0, 551I,I51,5I6
L,277,175
5, r6Er 064
306,584
r,505, 066
2,652,735
2,58I,016
655,495
7r545,E66
I5, II(),2I9
PAGE I55
RUN DATEI 07/I5/92
RUN NUMBER: 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
100,561. 17
254, 06E . 98
41,6EE.69
52, 6 95 .88
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
010 0
0700
AGRI
Is00
I6IO
I620
1700
CONS
EXCEPT HIGHI^IAY
RODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
THER MEAT PRODUCTS
APER PRODUCTS
SHING
, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
72 z
9
1,49r
3,+6745
2000
20I0
2400
27 00
520 0
5400
5600
367 0
3700
5900
FIFG-
4100
4200
4EIO
485 0
4900q920
TCU-
5040
5070
50E0
5090
5092
bIHS L
FOOD AND KIN
I'1EAT PACKING
LUMBER, hIOOD
PRINTING AND
STONE, CLAY, 5I
DRED P
AND O
AND P
PUBL I
GL ASS
PRII'IARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY,EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPI'IENT
MISCEL LANEOUS t'lANUFACTURING
TOT. 1'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
IiIOTOR FREIGHT TRAN5. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CONNUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I,IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI,IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP.
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
I'lI SCEL L ANE0US ]^lH0L ESAL ERS
PEIROLEUT'I AND PETROLEUI,l PRODUCTS
TOT. I^IHOLESALE TRADE
AND SUPPLIES
BUI LDING ['IATERIALS
HARDI,IARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTI-1ENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
T'lOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
166
48
2q9
44,q95,
E8(,
6?0,232
2,570,759L r55, gg2
37
I05
35
7,I5,
67
5EII6
9,075.66
156,E59. I7
76,577.55
86 ,20 9.52
525, Ie6 .49
20 ,57 4 .29
I0r,457.00
I78, 954. r5
r74,2tE.55
95
r29
295
5t
675,?79
403,9I0
714,699
I
!
5200
525 I
5500
53r0
5{00
55I 0
-
?45.76
7I1.00
959.7E
IREPORT NO. OE() TAXATI ON
STA
COMB I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS T
D REVENUE DEPARTMENT0F NEt^l t'IEXICO
D REVENUE SYSTEI'I
BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE,1992
AN
TE
NE
AX
RU
RU
ND
NN
PAGE I34ATE: 07/L5/92
UI'IBER: 77O. ()IX REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUMIIARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RATON
SIC
CODE
L0cATI0N ! 09-102
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS]'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOIYIE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
I'lISCEL LANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND s-AND-L ASSOC.SECUTY. AND COI'IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGs., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,723,69E
q92,350
r ,559, 4E5
4,736 , 121
I ,864, 975
L,262,176
I ,725, 9EI
559,656
4,595,934
r , 259, 355
r,lg7,4g5
18,55I,551
3,55?,6L7
rl7,71E,r0g
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
508,075.70
125,225.32
77 ,69+.02
65, 907 . 98
28,751 .75
295 ,862.L7
65,539.40
75,575.Er
l, r65 ,052.02
22?,07 + .07
5,35E,595.64
554 0
5s99
5600
187
I60
50
640
1,591
,230 ,2gg
,I09,065
,J52,69E
4, 555
0,501
8,q74
5,505
2 ,?r+L
4, 146
169 ,0+2 .67
120,919.4E
6,6q6.97
50,52I.56q73,326.?6
106,929.90
I50,545.19
277 ,?3+.32
5, 059, 905.85
2,50I,7g
9
r04
66
47
55
L
2
4
45
2,362, q05
gE 
,47 c+ggl,5??
7 ,0q0,?47
r , 594, 1462,504, 936(t 
,948 ,594
55,028,104
5700
5800
58r5
59I0
5990
RETL
70
72
73
73
75
76
78
79
7rt
7,01 o
o
5000
6I0 0
6200
5500
6510
FI RE
00
00
00
9I
00
00
00
00
EOIO
8060
810 0
8200
8900
89I0
S ERV
9200
9595
95 95
GOVT
128
201
r58
565,444
r,r25,766
946 ,97 ?
426,697
4,5E5, E54
I ,235, IEI
r, I26, gg0
L7,?5g,5gg
5,2Eg, 9g6
7 9 ,454 ,02ct
2r*,590.65
75,777.40
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
T{ISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
CO['II'IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPI'IENT LABORATORIES
AUTOF1OBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
FlISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
T'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNT'IENT - MUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTSTOT. GOVERNMENT
245
32E
272
I78
169
55
5, 05r
4,564,410
I ,655, rg7
T, T5I, I58
?4E
98
446
2,039
o
o
o
o
o-
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHT'IENTS - ( SERVICES)
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
rl
REPORT NO. ()El) TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'TENT
STATE OF NEt.I I'IEXICO
COT'IBINED REVENUE 5Y5TEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUTII'IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
t'lAXtlEL L
JUNE, 1992
RUN DATE:
RUN NUMBER:
E 135/15/9?
0.0r
PAG
07
77
6 r52
r2,60
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
sIc
CODE
L0cATI0N : 09-202
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
LUI'IBER, HOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IMUNIGATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI,IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
HARDhIARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MI SCEL LANEOUS t^IHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
54
57
4I
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
t67,EE5
555, 940
18, 553
r48,757
55, 57 g
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
t2(, r94
240, lES
17, 952
14E,556
59,051
REPORTED
TAX DUE
1500
1620
1700
CONS
2400
27 00
T'IFG-
4100
4600
481 0
485 0
4900
TCU-
530 0
5400
554 0
5990
RETL
7200
7500
750 0
7600
820 0
E900
89r0
S ERV
E2
2E
0 .2I
6 .89
5070
5090
NHS L
9200
GOVT
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'TENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
PERSONAL SERVICES
I.IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
1'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
941 . q(
7 ,7E7 .66
3,099.IE
- TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
T
t9E 70t,El7 5E5,512 50,621.19
IREPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.I I.IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'T
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
SPRINGER
JUNE,1992
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
4Zl,q62
626 ,5El
r29,541
Ilt,075
445,855
r, 026,53(].957,295
194,551
E2,82(t
652,66 I
54,04E
276,E5I
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
61,6 94
71,523
445,8r0
75+,59El,+50,479
132, 059
50,27+
275,L72
704,55I
5, 055, 055
PAGE I55
RUN DATE: 07/15/92
RUN NUIIBER; 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
I 9,55E.86q?,52+.60
3,740 . 15
4,556 . 0 9
23,977.05
q6,341.62
E4 ,7 96 .gct
E,006.10
4,499.5E
5E,050.05
5, 0q7 .85
r6,6E2.50
,729.52
,E9+.95
5IC
CODE
LocATI0N:09-301
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT COHSTRUCTION
LU['IBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
NISCEL L ANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHhIAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
T'lOTOR FREIGHT TRAN5. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESPIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC 1^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
1500
0700
AGRI
l6t0
1700
CONS
2400
2700
5900
T'IFG-
82
150
50
35
90
50
197
42
+4
51
26
31
slE, 99r
701,+56
4100
4200
4600
481 0
483 0
4900
TCU-
5040
5060 sDAGE
LIE
5070
5080
5090
50 92
HHSL
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCT
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOL
HARDI^IARE, PLUHBING AND HEATIN
lIACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPP
I'lISCEL LANEOUS NHOLESAL ERS
PPL I ANCES
QUIP. AND SUPPLIES
5
5200
5300
540 0
551 0
554 0
5600
5700
5600
58I5
59I0
5920
5990
RET L
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTSTOT. I^IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING MATERIALS
GENERAL HERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT.IENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICL E DEAL ERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPR]ETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
74,216
627 ,?99
139
555
755,641
3,255,601
(t?
tE5
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COIIBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUFIHARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
SPRINGER
JUNE,1992
TOTAL REPORTED
GRO55 RECEIPTS
50I, I57
5{, I2I
r,055rr5g
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
50L I57
6 ,555 r 556
PAGE I57DATE: A7/L5/9?
NUFIBER: 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
18,257 . 55
3, r51.40
65, 1E4 .41
592,535. 06
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
RUN
RUN
t9II(t7
597
545
91I
SIC
CODE
LOCATION: O9.5OI
BANKS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
2E
85
372
6000
6500
65r 0
FI RE
7000
7200
7500
00
00l0
00
00
00
75
76
80
81
82
89
HOTELS, T'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
1'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOIYIOBI L E RENTAL , REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
r-lISCEL LANEOUS SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTSTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
57llE
50
45,
520r
t+5,
45, 597
320, 053
145,789
2,752.I8,990.
E, E38 .
SERV ,0E9t467
5Z
1, 049
920 0
95 95
GOVT
1, r47 7 ,525,2E6
+ e -e
-- 
r.ts : 
- 
-
+, .r 
-
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COT'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEIitANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
CIITIARRON
JUNE,1992
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
29I,064
230,582
2,7 El , (t57
75,45E
172,484
1,42+,67 0
I,059,72r
PAGE I58
RUN DATE? 07/15/92
RUN NUIIBER: 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
7,916.E5
59,577 .50
17,697.4I
l? ,462 .97
158, 054. t5
4,6r5.90
10,516.97
87, 045.44
51,500 .44
I80,520 .45
55,45E.65
src
CODE
LocATI0N:09-401
AGRICULTURAL SERVICESTOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHIIAY CoNTRACT0RS
NON-BUI LDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHT.IAYSPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LUt'lBER, tlo0D AND PAPER PR0DUCTS
sTONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI,JAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TEL EPHONE AND TEL EGRAPH COI,II'IUNICATIONSD TELEVISION BROADCASTING
I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESITIES
NSPORTATION, COMT,IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDhIARE, PLUIIBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IISCEL LANE0US lalH0L ESAL ERSTOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
BUI LDING I'IATERIALS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
FIISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR EPORT EDECEIPTS
1E5,745
75E,750
4,7L6,422
250,593
5, 014, l.0 g
I 55,8 05
175,558
I ,54E, E5I
917 ,372
3 ,524 ,546
r,0(4r1(E
0700
AGRI
2q00
520 0
5900
t'lFG-
1500
1610
1620
1700
CONS
410 0
4810
483 0
4900
49?0
TCU-
5040
5070
5090
T.,lHS L
5E00
5813
5990
RETL
6000
6510
FI RE
58
99
129,552
645,600
35
RADIO AN
EL ECTR I C
GAS UTIL
TOT. TRA
94
14E
40
3t
39
49
520 0
550 0
55I0
5400
554 0
5600
99
259
E
9z
,064
,7 65
42
55
7000
7200
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, TIOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
REPORT NO. OEO
EQUEST X
DITED X
LocATI0N:09-401
TiIISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
TIISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS /qND OTHERS
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNHENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTSTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
xR
xE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEhI I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI{
ANALYSIS OF GROSS REGEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATIOH
ANNUAL SUTII'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
CII'IARRON
JUNE, I992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE I59
RUN DATE: 07/I5/9?
RUN NUMBER: 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
12,895
1rrgg,225
SIC
CODE
EOIO
6900
SERV
NO. TAX
RETURNS
7500
7500
7600
58
I59 ,051,485
t5
T,2I() 777.9L75,266.95
9200
95 95
GOVT
760 I5,595, 045 E, r40,110 (95,550 .58
T r.r* *t> r* 
-.
-, 
* + .-r1 
-
il
REPORT NO. 08(l TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NE[^I I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAG
07
77
E I4O/t5/920.0IX REQUEST XX EDITED X
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI'IBER:
ANNUAL SUHMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
EAGLE NEST
JUNE, }992
LocATI0N:09-509
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
I500
1700
c0Ns
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT COHSTRUCTION 49 209,793 I46,566 E, 975. 46
240 0
2700
5900
I'lFG-
LUI'IBER, hIOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
I'IISCEL LANEOUS lIANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
481 0
4900
TCU-
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IFIUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND U
TI
TI
E5
LITIEs 90 477,27E 466 ,9(t4 28,r66.90
5090
tlH5L
I'lISCEL LANE0US l^lH0L ESAL ERS
TOT. I^IHOLESALE TRADE 55 45, E5045,830
45, E5 0
45,850
?,7 93 .
2,7 93 .
24
2455
520 0
5500
5400
554 0
5600
BUILDING MATERIALS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
5800
5990
RETL
72
100
2q2
q2t
490
2r 050
,374
,25+
,021.
421,?67
48 9,82E
I ,523 , ggq
25,656.0E
29 ,7 (13 .Zz92,68I .46
6000
6510
FIRE
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC.T AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
70
7?
75
75
76
89
0
0
0
0
0
0
HOTELS, ['IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
FIISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
r'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
75 905,555 E94,250 5+ , q32.07
5 ERV
49
I68
r5g,l4gL 26E, 0 gg 148,451L 257,075 9,050.1575,557.01
9200
95 95
GOVT
STATE GOVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNT'TENT . I'IUNICIPAL ITI ESTOT. GOVERNI.IENT
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 639 4, 0E9,4r5 3,+7?,E27 21r,r52.57
iREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEN MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUT'IIIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
ANGEL FIRE
JUNE, T.992
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI'IBER:
E I4I/L5/92
0.0r
PAG
07
77X REQUEST XX EDITED X
src
CODE
LocATI0N:09-600
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAT BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHhIAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHT.IAY
APPAREL AND TEXTILE T4ILL PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, I.JOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
I'IISCEL LANEOUS T,IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COHI'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO]'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
HARDI.IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'II SCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
745,570
r,699,070
Ir95E,001
20,675
5,489,055
7 93,8E4
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
q72,5L7
r, lg5,72E
1, 937, ggE
19,726
2,736 ,502
771,65(
, 56 9,952
,q05 r285
E55,029
5, 524,453
L lE5,55E
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2E
I I4, 9+5 . 67
I , 1E5.55
164,190 . Il.
46,247 .54
82, 189, 95
5E4,266.70
50,10r.75
519,467.25
71, 155.47
I500
16I0
I620
I700
CONS
010 0
0E00
AGRI
250 0
2400
2700
5900
540 0
s54 0
5600
5700
5800
5815
59r0
6000
6r00
65I0
6550
FI RE
550.99
025.707L,
I'IFG-
87
r75
t79
551
,525
,5?5
{810
4900
TCU-
5070
5090
NHSL
5200
550 0
5990
RETL
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAIL ERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
r40
29
25
56
I
6
I , c+426,70I
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S.AND-L ASSOC.
REAL EST. OPER.LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERSTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
: 7 0 0 0 HoTELs, t'roTELS, TRAr L ER pARKs AND oTHER LoDGTNG
97
145
q?
E55, 029
5,5E4,r45
L 253, g+E
T
.* + {> --,
-..-
*
--*--(}{}-*---
TREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NET^I MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI{
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE L.+2
RUN DATE: 07/15/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 77O. OIX REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL sUT'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
ANGEL FIRE
JUNE, I99Z
LocATI0N:09-600
src
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR EPORTEDECEI PTS TAXABT EGROSS RECEIPTS REPORTEDTAX DUE
7200
7500
7500
PERSONAL SERVICES
HISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
TIISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI.IUSETIENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
NONPROFIT T,IEI,IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
1'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
q7 612,654 612,654 56,75E. 05
7600
7900
8 0I0
6600
E900
E9t0
S ERV
27
128
350
102,69I
4, 20 4, 546
7,509,795
I02,69I
4,16E,E13
7 ,L77 ,4EO
6,161.(7
250,120.25
450,640 .5I
920 0
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNT,IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION r,l9l 25, 56 6 ,97 e 22,270,q76 1,554,836.54
REPORT NO. OEO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N:09-009
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
T{INING, EXCEPT COPPER,
ND GAS I.IEL L DRI L L ING
ND GAS FIELD SERVICES,]'IINI NG
URANIUT{, MOLYBDENUTI
EXCEPT DRILLING
JUNE, I992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
578,601
4,052,37E
625,6EE
7,E45,7E0
6 0,673
1,094,245
5,0?-2,025
l, 955, 166
2,LEg,725
521,971
5 ,7 92,655
PAGE I45
RUN DATE: O7/L5/92
RUN NUMBER: 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
20,E23.07
222,EE0.82
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF HEN I'IEXICO
COT'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET.I
ANALYSIS OF GROS5 RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMHARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RI'IDR COLFAX CNTY
5IC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
57
2t5
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
54, 4
451,5
2-16
II,6
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
I,EO7,65I
5,6 I5, 6 07
54, I g4
85,790
251,822
I,IOI,47(l
5,E7E,E49
I,94L,2E2
2,?6l rZgg
52q,6L6
6, 0 90, gEE
0100
0700
0600
AGRI
230 0
2400
5200
5900
I'IFG-
4100
4200
4500
481 0
4900
TCU.
T,IETALOIL AOIL A
TOT.
1000
158I
I58 9
I'II NE
I500
1610
I620
I700
c0N5
IO
40
90
92
SL
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
APPAREL AND TEXTILE T.IILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHHAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
FIOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'1I'TUNICATIO
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICETOT. TRANSPORTATION, COHI'IUNICATIONS
IIIOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI{OTIVE EQUIPT'IENT
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS NHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
I,IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
r'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
r56
426
45
09.7?
L4.77
N5UTILITI
AND UTI
ES
LITIES
I05
174
5,536 .62
56,E97 .97
272,925.86
I06,454.10
120 ,45+.85
26,641.67
31E,5E6.72
50
50
50
50
t^lH
25
50
67
199
520 0
550 0
5400
551 0
5599
5600
5E00
5815
5990
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEl^I I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEl'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLAS5IFICATION
PAGE I44
RUN DATE. 07/15/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77().()IX REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUT.ITIARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RI'IDR COLFAX CNTY
JUNE, I992
L0cATI0N:09-009
sIc
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR EPORTEDECEIPTS TAXAB L EGROSS RECEIPTS REPORTEDTAX DUE
RETL TOT. RETAIL TRADE 363 7 ,?65,467 6,990,255 578, 557 .86
6I00
6 5I0
FI RE
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND.L ASSOC.
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE 5E 455,845
585,425
63r,142
7 2l ,017
5E7 ,495
576,515
421,375 23,149.55
7000
7200
7300
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
r'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
T'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
6E
26
594I
65
564,450
651,142
a0r,92E
522,73L
274,826
5I,044.85
54,70I.5EIr,I06. r0
2E,750 .23I5,115.49
750
760
790
EOI
E90
891
SER
202
4E7
704,559
3,689,664
63E,459
2,9L6,572
55, 084. 6 9
r50,569.55
920 0
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNI{ENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION I,66E 55,647, lEr 28, 056 ,659 L 559,582. Ig
REPORT NO. OE()
iI
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE 0F NEtl I,IEXICo
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL sUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
cL0vrs
JUNE,1992
RUN DATE:
RUN NUMBER!
E 145/L5/9?
0.01
PAG
07
77
15,699.05
115,5r9.92
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
3600
3700
3800
3900
I'lFG-
LOCATION: O5.IO3
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
OIL AND GAS I.IELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICE5, EXCEPT DRILLING
NONI'IETALLIC I{INERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASHTOT. I'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHI.,IAYSPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT ]'IEAT PRODUCTS
HEAT PACKING AND OTHER NEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUCTS
LUT'IBER, hIOOD AND PAPER PRODUGTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII.IARY ]'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED ]-1ETAL PRODUCTS
I''IACHINERY, EXCEPT EL ECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL I'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
TR]ANSPORTATION EQUIPHENT
PROF. I SCI ENTI F. 
' 
OPTIC. , OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI'ITS .
TIISCEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. I.lANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHT^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
['1OTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
PIPEL INE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR EPORTEDECE I PTS
1,672,729
4,502,439
6, r75, I65
52,654,599
2l ,97 + ,593
55,790, Ig2
268,409
2,667,r99
4,629,524
2, LEg ,7 49
L ,069 ,626
,784
,697
L 259, g2g
r,41r,076
r2,634,99r
4, 05g, gg2
L7,457,7gL
43 ,465 , 67 2
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
25,016,047
,922,31E
,455,580
227 ,198
r,995,762
910,075
REPORTED
TAX DUE
q8 
,67 8 .42
54,7 0E . I5
105,5E6.57
r,389,005.75
4I6,515.50
1,855,415. g5
,556 .(tz
,640 .6E
54,951.44
41,856 .53
275,559 . 51
010
070
GRA
0
0I
56
68
r04
80E,50 9
908,267
1,716,776
1581
I3E 9
t{00
MINE
2000
2010
250 0
240 0
]500I6t0
1620
1700
c0N5
27 00
520 0
3400
550 0
400
4I0(t20
040
060
070
1,247
2,07 4
780
33
25
557
45
159
252
55
56
6
50
52
31
I26
4, gl0
20,550
174
475
I4]. 608
292,57 0
8
t7
70,qI5rs
695,19r
4,557,7E1
I , I6E,29E
25c+ ,565
62.95
45.55460
46I
4E5
490
1I,r54,245
5,779,619
r5,575,4Er
57, 915,41r
L,257,057
566, I57
488,254
24(+ ,27 5
I57, 059
6L9,629.7q
227,76E.04
95E,507 .55
2,233,557.75
75,758.54
54,I07.66
49?0
TCU.
5 010
5020
]',IOTOR VEHICL E5 AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
DRUGS , CHEI'IICAL S AND AL L I ED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDNARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
5r7
Ir5
8r9
Ir7
Lr7
99E86,
il
5
5
5
104
50
65
56
.t6
r0,589
17,5r4
47 ,5L650,5r4
29
I4
9
,45r .4r
,722.74
,462.93
tREPORT NO. t)8() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEt^l FIEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMT'IARY -- BUSINESS AGTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
CLOVIS
JUNE, L992
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
I(),9I{),
6 ,052,24,55r,
4 ,5ZE,
I I, 1E8,
898,
20,894,
205,50E,
2,?gL,17q
I59,9q5
65, E9I
74L,675
5,529, I87
9,5E0,699
4,96 r , 5554,914,6r6
4 , gz3,zzE
5,75r,161
2,9+L ,237
,56E,530
,725,q53
,757,650
PAGE 146
RUN DATEI 07/L5/92
RUN NUMBER! 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
53 ,9?4 .97I85, r58 . 67
L?9,263.?5
5?9,7E9.97
2r9,90S.22
56,4L6.77
I84, 556 . 94
268,678.585,413,095.0I
2,655,880.61
270,755.60
Iq2,575. 66
6,077 .44
282,255 .05
656,920.0r
364, 550 . 051,467,00I.52
272,745.55
675,964.EE
54,104.88
1,258,508.59
12,257,525.76
, 086 .25
,445.5r
5,964.99q4 
,522 .60I99,955.05
564, 621 .3(
292, EIE . q9
295 , (157 .7 5
2E9,565.56
5IC
CODE
LOCATION : O5-IO3
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPL I ES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS I^IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'T PRODUCTSTOT. I^IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
FARI'I EQUIPI'IENT DEALERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT,TENT STORES
DEPARTI'1ENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GA5OLINE SERVICE STATIONS
T'lOBILE HOT'IE DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
t'TI SCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COI'IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGs., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL E5T. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTMENT COI'IPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
104
4+2
75
902
I ,3E5, 995
r5, 0 95, I25
4 , 095,97 r
56, 077, 915
895, Il6
5, 040 ,756
2, I46,176E,794,EII
NO. TAX
RETURNS
77
46
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
LR5R
I59
74I
4, 0lE
50E0
5090
5092
NHSL
520 0
525 r
5?52
550 0
55r0
5400
55r0
554 0
94
30
51
265
76
s3I
L27
r45
25tqI
358
249
654
r62
88
25
2,272
5, 0E5
5,549, r00
936,497
5,062,5E1
+,465,365
56,676,76q
qq ,?5., ,27 4
4,495,309
2,362_,935
I00,8E2q,68+,&qc+
9,Ir
6t
6,
57,
52,
7,
5,
5r
11,
7,
24,
4,t2,
505,
29L,
558,
070,
56 5,
272,
045,
50r,
10 5,
408,
IL2r
443,
6 95,
529,
420 t
E98,
751 r
547 ,
?4E
6000
6I0 0
6120
6200
559?,
5599
5500
5700
5800
58r5
70
72
73
73
75
76
78
79
ZE,
25E r
L95
?56
99I
I60
24t
750
707
5294II
55E
948
L29
095
694
03r
344
295
201qt2
E02
5t5
r59
05r
495
064
59r0
59?0
5990
RETL
6300
6510
655 0
6700
FI RE
? ,409 , L49
r59,945 1588
35
46
529
,55E
,67 5
5
I 0 ,725, 505
5,79q,940
5,260,9r1
5,424,627
7, r05, g4g
5,524 r 519
58
565
0
0
0I
0
0
0
0
HOTELS, TIOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
IIISCELLANEOUS BUsINESS SERVICES
COI'IMERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPI'IENT LABORATORIES
AUTOI'4OBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
ITIOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSEI.IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
545
177
,207 .49
,104.57
r,36E r 775l7,955,014
7rE04,0r7
Il7
7
82 ,467 . g(+L 067, 9{5.50
466,5Er .46
I84I,I18
737
617
458
215
686
I50
8 0I0
8060
REPORT NO. (l8O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATr0N:05-105
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEIVIBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUIYIT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
CLOVIS
JUNE, I992
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
482, 36 5, 7 4l
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
36L , (t22,250
PAGE Lq7DATE: 07/13/92
NU]'IBER: 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
21,719,424.66
RUN
RUN
src
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
I5, 967
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
EI()O
820 0
8600
8900
8 910
S ERV
236
57
59I,629
546,I71
q 
,066 , gEz
88, 354
267 ,5?0
9,055,E91
1,091,569
70,499,550
4,061,715
88,554
230,772
7,552r534
978, 582
64 ,7 ?8 ,7 59
24q ,67 0 .07
5,3?5.45
15,E75.05q54,2?.5.03
58,990 . 17
5,8 97 r 154 . 57
9?00
950 0
9595
9595
GOVT
STAT E
L OCAL
L OCAL
LOCAL
TOT.
G
G
G
G
GO
OVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
OVERNIIENT - COUNTIES
OVERNI'IENT - I'TUNICIPALITIES
OVERNI'IENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
V ERNI'IENT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI''IENTS ( SERVIGES )
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
II
IREPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEtd I'IEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 148
RUN DATEI 07/15/92
RUN NUI.IBER: 77O. OIX REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUMT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
GRADY
JUNE, I992
L0cATr0N:05-203
sIc
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA L
GROSS
REPORTED
RECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GROSs RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
I500 GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
I700
CONS
4100
48r0
4900
L0CAL AND HIGHI-IAY PASSENGER TRANSP0RTATI0N
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI*II'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I,IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO}II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIESTCU- 4I 239, 439 210,6EE Ir,689. l5
5090
l^lH 5 L
I'IISCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
5500 GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTFTENT STORES
RETAIL FCOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
2E I1r555 1l , 125 618.44
5400
554 0
5700
5990
RETL 67 109,(q0 103,482 5,746 .3q
7500
7600
7900
8 010
820 0
8900
SERV
T'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AMUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
EDUC
t'lI sc
TOT.
ATIO
ELLA
SER
NAL SERVICES
NEOUS SERVICES
VI CE5
920 0
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT . GOV ERNIIENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION t56 1 94,57 1 r58,325 E, 958. 12
REPORT HO. O8l)
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N ! 05-502
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
LUI'IBER, t.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLA5S, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
r'II SCEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. I'lANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
HOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., I.IAREHOUSING, TRANs. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II.IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GA5 UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
;I
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEl.l l'lEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
TEXICO
JUNE, I992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
5E4,516
568, 915
Zcr0,ZL6
4E3, 558
r,5E6,016
16, 122
291,57 9
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
542,397
5q7 ,95L
2q0,?15
427,0q6
l, 105,62r
E,5I I
280,225
PAGE I49
RUN DATE. 07/L5/92
RUN NUMBER: 77().OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2E,475.E3
2E,767.47
L2,24+.52
22,4t9.90
57,575.54
446.E1
14,71t.Er
5rc
CODE
0700
AGRI
NO. TAX
RETURNS
?5
50
75
5E
157
1500
I620
I700
CONS
2400
2700
5200
5900
I'lFG-
4000
4I0 0
4200
4E10
4E3 0
5040
5090
tlHS L
4900
4920
TCU-
6000
6 510
FI RE
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
I'IISCEL LANEoUS tlHoL ESAL ERST0T. ]^IH0LESALE TRADE
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HONE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER.LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
27
I05
235
2rr,045
I6 9,415
2, 5 53, 9E2
2rl, 045
I4E,2E8
2,257,60r
IL079.84
7,785. rl
LLI ,cr74.0?
+7
495500
5400
554 0
5600
5700
5800
5990
RETL
HOT EL
PERSO
T'II5CE
Sr
NA
LL
MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGINGL SERVICES
ANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
il
7000
7200
7300
--
-
-
r.>. .-- -J> l' * 
- 
e * .P- 
-
REPORT NO. OE() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE 0F NEtl ITIEXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTETiI
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAG
07
77
E I5(}/t5/92
0.0rRUN DATE:RUN NUI'IBER!
xR
xEEQUEST XDITED X
ANNUAL SUHI'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
T EXI CO
JUNE,1992
LocATI0N:05-302
5rc
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR EPORTEDECEI PTS TAXAB L EGROSS RECEIPTS REPORTEDTAX DUE
7500
7600
7900
8I00
E900
E9IO
SERV
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AMUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
tt7 ?76,?85 r52,00r 7,9E0. r0
60
r46
25,4?5
55E, 06 Z
r5,245
223,565
7 95 .96
I1,752. 9I
920 0
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 642 r1,966,339 (t,22q 1778 221,429.E5
tl
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'II.IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
I'IEL ROS E
JUNE, I992
RUN DATE:
RUN NU]'IBER !
27
E I5I/15/92
0.01
PAG
07
77X REQUEST XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
0I0 0
AGRI
L0cATI0N ! 05-402
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHI.IAYSPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
HISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. ]'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'l0T0R FREIGHT TRANS. , tIAREHoUSING, TRAN5. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC hIATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO}II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
1,57r.50
25,259.55
9 ,942 .7 0
50,646 . I6
1500
1620
1700
CONS
2700
3900
MFG-
4920
TCU-
5090
NHSL
5700
5800
5990
RETL
5I
66
24
4t9
40
456
,882
, E86
,6Eq
, I50
4I00
420 0
481 0
4900
5500
540 0
554 0
5599
5600
7200
7500
7500
7500
7900
8900
8910
S ERV
2E 250, r26
695,550
95,372
95,372
32,96(t
559,450
L l(E,175
52,592q13,924
57,205
sql ,77 5
I78,909
55r,458
252,478
?62,478
52,550
50 L 757
1,073,297
37, 145
518,076
66
t'IISCELLANEOUS HHOLESALERSTOT. t^IHOLESALE TRADE
GENERAL T'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCES5ORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
IIISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
50
50
55
43
tIr4,58r4,585r55r5
79E.r6
88r .47
lr
,
r,79
2L,7L
2.5
2.5
157 59,655.50
9. IE
4.E9
2,061.E0
?E,790 .49
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'TISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOT'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
I'IISCEL L ANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
: 9200 srATE Govr. - EXcLUDE EDUcATToN AND INsrrrurroNs
28
46
45
t52
52,592
590,657
trr l.G* <i- $'e> * + * <.i * + .F-, 
-
REPORT NO. OE() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.I ITIEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GRO5S RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAG
07
77
E t52/t5/92
0.01X REQUEST XX EDITED X
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI'IBER:
ANNUAL SU}IIYIARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
I'IEL ROS E
JUNE, I992
LocATI0N:05-402
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
95 95
GOVT
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTSTOT. GOVERNT.IENT
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 504 8, 269, 6 37 2,952,692 158,480.42
REPORT NO. ()8()
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATI0N : 05-005
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
COIIIBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
rr057rg02
,7E5, 97E
,576,650
1,r92,r55
?.56,L79
5,000,4E6
JUNE, I99Z
TAXABL E
GROSs RECEIPTS
40l,El0
,555, 3gl
,766,597
94,llI
6, 920
3,605,262
5, 415, 012
r ,20 9,7 r4I0,822,160
L 076,50I
9,29L
4?0,q2+L756,045
PAGE I55
RUN DATE. 07/15/92
RUN NUI{BER; 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
21,597 .2E
44E,119.06
2,560 ,27 9 .95
5,05E.55
s67 . E2
t90,257 .49
ANNUAL SUMI'IARY .. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RI'IDR CURRY CNTY
0r0
070
SIC
CODE
485 0
4900
4 920
TCU-
50I0
0
0I
1500
16I0
I620
I700
c0N5
4100
4200(500
qE10
40
70
80
90
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5tGRA
I381
l5E 9
I'II N E
OIL
OIL
TOT
250 0
27 00
5200
5900
t'lFG-
A5 I^IELL DRILLING
AS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NG
GENERAL BUILDING CONIRACTORS
HIGHHAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
APPAREL AND TEXTILE t'IILL PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS]'IISCEL LAN EOUS HANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION]'lOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , hIAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
TEL EPHONE AND TEL EGRAPH COHI,IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IIIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I',lOTOR VEHICLEs AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPlIENT
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDNARE, PLUI'1BING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS t^IHOL ESALERS
PETROL EUI'I AND PETROL EUI'I PRODUCTSTOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
FAR},I EQUIPMENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL }IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
T.lISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
95
?5
194
(t99.q0
??,597.79
93,232.46
55qtt
55
6,29E,017
29 ,7 37q04, E5l
2 r(t49 ,997
29 ,7 37
4 04,85 I
G
G
NI
AND
ANDtlI
243
478
8
47
II
54
69
31
150
77
26
329
I2,259,790
r ,569,654
19,476,599
qq r,290,E42
r, g0g, lgg
.t24,2E5
6,E90,529
29L
65
57E
,056.92
,022.rr
,r61.64
50 92
NHSL
50
50
50
50
520 0
52s?
550 0
5400
5540
5599
5700
57,7Er . 97
tl
-- -*-.
r> --- rr>
-.>***{}.-ft...,4-
I5r,5E7 .36
1,59E.55
2l ,7 58 . (t6
REPORT NO. 08() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEIII I'IEXICO
COIIBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE I54
RUN DATEI 07/15/92
RUN NUI'IBER! 77O. (lIX REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUIIT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RMDR CURRY CNTY
JUNE, I992
LocATI0N : 05-005
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LR
SR EPORTEDECEI PTS TAXABL EGROSS RECEIPTS REPORTEDTAX DUE
5E00
5E I3
5990
RETL
EATING AND DRINKING PTACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
I'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAI LERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE 293455 2, 619, r 0l9 ,7 (t2 r 024
r,602,552
4,716,5r9 E25
6, r20 . l4
5,459.31
65r0
FIRE
REAL E5T. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
700
720
750
750
760
790
E01
HOTELS, I'IOTEL5, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES 72
65
7I
105
394, 035
?r707,855
r , 033, 459lr274,qoq
5 94, 055
2,56E,795
76q,826l rlsq rz?2
21,179 .32
I5E,068.544r,r09.5962,070.6I
806
820
690
I'IISCEL L AN E
AUTOI'IOB I L E
]'II SCEL L AN E
AI'IUS ETIENT
PHYSICIANS
HOSPITALS
EDUCAT I ONA
I'IISCEL LANE
ENGI N EERI N
TOT. SERVI
OUS B
RENT
OUS R
AND R
, DEN
AND OL SER
OUS S
G AND
cEs
USINESS SERVICESAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
EPAIR SERVICES
ECREATION SERVICES
TISTS AND OTHERS
THER HEALTH SERVICES
VICES
ERVICES
ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
28
505
492,llg ,7 23,02E 49,723I,g4g,g5l
7,654,359
2,672.53
r0{,725.1E69r0
SERV 697 E, 552, 57 r 411,420.20
9200
95 95
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - IiIUNICIPALITI ESTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 2,285 10rr459,221 73,525,E52 3, 950 ,33E.64
i8
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTIiIENT
STATE OF NEN HEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEIl
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUHMARY .- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
FORT SUITINER
JUNE, L992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
23,727
302,658
355,286
46c+ ,7 57
I,645,4IE
225,402
TAXABL E
GRO55 RECEIPTS
8,220
l7 0, 640
PAGE I55
RUN DATE, 07/L5/92
RUN NUI'IBER! 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
495.65
l0,254 .q9
115.44
zq ,6q3 .7 5
55,2Et.IE
5, 51I . 05
25,057.09
2,860.0r
154,540.56
27,055.40
xRXE EQUEST XDITED X
SIC
CODE
L0cATI0N : 27-10+
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, t^100D AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
T'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
MI SCEL L ANEOUS I''IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
L0CAL AND HIGHT^IAY PASSENGER TRANSP0RTATI0N
!l0T0R FREIGHT TRAN5. , l^IAREH0USING, TRAN5. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI.INUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC IdATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GA5 UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO['I['IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
NO. TAX
RETURNs
010 0
AGRI
I500
r700
CONS
55
59
94
665, I g6
212,495875,69I
60(t,q02
I67,459
77I,860
35,297.4q
10,069.60
45,567.04
2
5
5
7
25
39
5Z
I45
4q5
2500
240 0
27 00
3500
5900
I'IFG-
4000
4100
4200
481 0
4900q920
TCU-
29
76
5020
50(0 DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTSGROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDbIARE, PLUI.IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'lISCEL LANE0US tlH0L ESAL ERS
PETROLEUITI AND PETROLEUI'1 PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOL ESAL E TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
r'toTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
IIISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
r41
58
45
50
56
525,559
377 ,257
l, 026,24r
6,4E1r666
L,922
410,070
L,052,gqg
58,090
582,997
47 ,5E6
2r570,753
(149 
,620
485 , E47
377 ,216
29,275.
22,686 .
79
5t
5070
5090
5092
HH5 L
5200
550 0
5(00
55r0
554 0
5599
5600
5700
5800
58I5
5910
5990
RETL
49(,0E0
50,642
2,E94 ,556
497,546
,466.56
,692.22
755
5,665
,61 6
,447
45
340
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I ]'TEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE I56
RUN DATE: 07/15/92
RUN NUT'IBER: 770.01X REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD END]NG
FORT SUI'TNER
JUNE, }992
LOCATION:27-IO4
src
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
6000
6500
6510
FI RE
BANKS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-A6T., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURAHCE AND REAL ESTATE
7000
7200
HOTELS, TIOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
7300
7500
7600
7900
EOIO
E060
PERSONAL SERVICES]'lISCELLANEOUS BUSINES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, RE
S SERVICES
PAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
S ERV I CE5
ION SERVICES
AND OTHERS
69qz
86
177 ,q60
7 + ,980
37E,704
r25, l(6
74,gg0
517,657
7,411
4,509
I 9, 084
.82
.5r
.E9TIISCELLANEOUS
AMUSET,IEHT AND
PHYSICIANS, D
HOSPITALS AND
EDUCATIONAL S
REPA I R
RECREAT
ENTISTS 5 7 465,24785I,552
q65,247
851,562
27,977.q9
51,227.10E20 0
8600
8900
S ERV
OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
ERV I CES
2 7
NONPROFIT ]'IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'II SCEL LANEOUS SERV ICES
TOT. SERVICES 106443 282,82,460,I 4555 257 ,3562r3L7,(+48 L5,(172.5E159,557 . 03
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION I ,296 r2, 0 95,76 g 10,152,7I4 609,259.73
!REPORT NO. 08O
EQUEST X
DITED X
L0CATI0N | 27-027
sIc
CODE
xR
xE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I I,IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
RUN
RUN
t?I
2?
4I5
202
6I7
5I
62
95
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 157DATE: 07/15/92
NUI'IBER: 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
,902.92
,E75.?l
,77E.13
55,500.E6
6(+6.97'
6,7?2.2E22,785.0I
5, 977 .
2r,67E.
ANNUAL SUM}IARY -- BUsINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RI'IDR DE BACA CNTY
l3E 9
1400
t'II N E
1500
1700
c0N5
OIL AND GAS
NONTIETALLIC
TOT. ITIINING
FIE
NIN
LD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
ERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
NO. TAX
RETURNS
196
0
r,220,56E
r5, 97 I-
159,790
cr69 r977
72,597
7 25 ,9q6
518, 162
391,3E7
96 9,82E
1I,765-
,857
r 78I
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
HISCELLANEOUS HANUFACTURING
TOT. HANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TIOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CONHUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC t,lATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COt{ttIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
IIISCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. I.JHOLESALE TRADE
HARDI.IARE STORES
FARI.I EQUIPI'IENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT
RETAIL FOOD STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
I'lISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERsTOT. RETAIL TRADE
STORES
, IE5
,5I2
,lr97
229,786
175,958
405,725
5900
t'tFG-
4I0 0
4200
48I 0
4900q920
TCU-
tr0
56
573,
429, I7,E45.I92L,977.E9
L2(t
r20
090
HSL
5
l^l
5251
5252
5500
540 0
5800
5815
5990
RETL
(t6
82
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOU5 BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'lISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
- TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
7?00
7300
7500
II9
405
7I,165
397,419
59
t72
0
94
2,845-
515, 977
2,845-
lE7, r28
r56.49-
9,92E.42
7600
6010
8900
S ERV
67
5E
I
572 5, gr2,2Il 2,505,725 12E,635.39
IREPORT NO. 08O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATr0N ! 07-105
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
METAL I'IINING, EXCEPT COPPER,
URAN I UI'I
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS,OIL AND GAS I^IELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES,
TOT. t'IINING
URANIUM, MOLYBDENUI.I
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
EXCEPT DRILLING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEN MEXICO
COI.IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUIII'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
LAS CRUCES
JUNEI L992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,6rg,g65
2, 0 93, 339
4,715,201
3,259r769
65,75E, 962
5, 995, 071
525,594
TAXAB L E
GRO55 RECEIPTS
28,?73
E6, ()I2
r4,285
3, 0E7 , 539
q7 ,222,57E
3,046 ,67 9
r,g2g,ggg
r4,74r,604
66,E59,760
PAGE I5EATE! 07/L5/92
UI'IBER! 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
26,231.74
E4, E95 . 2IItI,12q.95
rE9,099.54
,778.80
,237 .67
I05,282.51
45E,12I.50
1,280,995.E6
19,113.29
2,009,555. IE
5,65L640 .52
RU
RU
ND
NN
SIC
CODE
N0.
RETU
TAX
RNS
010 0
0700
AGRI
I000
r094
I310
1581
15E 9
I-1I N E
I500l6t0
t520
t700
c0N5
2000
2500
2q00
29
I,E28
55
290
957
54
I00
I54
257
59
73
, I92
,67 ?
1I
q
5
8
I,8IO
I62I,II4
r,575
1,7I97,I5I
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHhIAY CONTRACTORS
NON.BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHI.IAYSPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUCTS
LUT'IBER, hIOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEI''IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUI'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
sTONE, CLAYT GLASSI AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY I'1ETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I-1ETAL PRODUCTS
MACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY,EQUIP}IENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COHPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPNENT
PROF. , SCIENTIF. , OPTIC. , OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUT'ITS.
I'II SCEL L ANEOUS ]'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHhIAY PAS5ENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'lOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I..IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
, 121,597
,730, r90
,q3z r27 6
, 045, 024
78
68
r50
162
Er460,545
7 53,27 2
5,3qE,267
1,86(r059
,051
, E45
,255
, I68
55.66
L5.77
26.59
06.49
2,89LE57.63
I86 ,6 0 9. r2
L 12, 020 . 06902,I21.07
4,092r617.EE
II(),5
9r9
6E, I
E4, I
4
2
5I
LZz
71
2,269
4,20r
27
28
?9
32
34
55
56
36
37
58
39
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
70
00
00
00
6E2,
85
lt
5
7
3
64
234
4I
5
103
515
MFG- 527
4
15
,5L9 ,87 5
,066 ,7 07
400
4I0
420
450
460
4Et
,468, 064
,555r509
22,E79,555
836,679
57,599,295
EL,27E,gg7
4, 047 ,50 0
I,L77 ,7EE
22,E23,254
512, 055
32,805, 189
6r,706,9E4
2q6 ,929 .7 0
72,L20.00
485 0
4900
4920
TCU-
PIPEL
TELEP
RADI O
EL ECT
GAS U
TOT.
INE
HON
AN
RIC
TIL
TRA
TRANSPORTAT I ONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IMUNICATIONSD TELEVISION BROADCASTING
I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTI L ITI ESITIES
NSPORTATION, COI.IIIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES 7r6
iREPORT NO. (]8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
COHBINED REVENUE SYSTEIII
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'IHARY -- BUSINEsS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
LAS CRUCES
JUNE, I992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
5r15r,749
23,019,66r
6,40r,594
22,5r5,575
I05,625,834
75,512,64I
550,EE5,022
r1,828,444
6 54,87 r
2r,500,295
I6,8E1,750
58,527, 436
IE,l7l,E73
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
15, r25, 572
2,952,7 2E
18,870,4L8
55, 418,275
21,?90,L75
21,476,865
56,55E,076q65,?61 ,(rqg
6 , gE6 ,7gl
549,971
750,546
E,992,664
L,62L,775
435,570
2I.,ITO,EZI
r6,395,(70I5,6r5,570
50,50(, 0zr
PAGE }59
RUN DATE. 07/15/92
RUN NUTIBER: 77O. OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
8t ,447 . 9EI5,558.8r
I r7 ,225. 55
,256 .5r
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
src
CODE
LOCATION : O7-IO5
I'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIPHENT
DRUG5, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDNARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES]'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
ELLANEOUS [^IHOLESAL ERS
OL EUI.I AND PETROL EUI'I PRODUCTS
I.IHOLESALE TRADE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5 010
5020
5040
5060
5070
5080
5090
5092
NHS L
5500
55r 0
5400
551 0
554 0
5592
r05
4I
160
46
98
L r329,762
2L8,257
r, gl6,04E
I30
625
96
L,299
575,78r
,025,98I
,E56 r244
, 155,80 I
,5I2,299
,187,52q
,7 9I , 655
,1r7,I05
967 ,LZ+
,009,658
,E40, e86
,077 ,299
, T I4,5I2
,47 2,7 55
I
5
4
6I9
16,5I9,+5r
104,591,426
90, 908,845
6 ,965 ,27 04,695,67r
7 ,?L5,5?0
13,502,655
26 ,538 ,994
415
I07
427
542
956
056
340
949
I3
6
9
9
55
IEtI4
r07
I7
E
8
16
27
21
57
2t
25
84r.
2L7 .
754.
596I
235
?+9
(t4 
,7 45 . 9c+
550 ,80 9. 9+
9E,227 .35
26,57+.q6
I ,295 ,56?..t2
5(t
52
75ISC
ETR
0T.
t'l
P
T
574,50 I .53I,192,57r.95
926,306.60
IE1.,467.09
,8r6 . 05
,97 q .9L
,995.3E
,720.08
,565.52
,453 .48
,037.50
,?6L.5+
,995.47
,505.89
, 023.37
,q57.98
427 ,940.37
59,8r 0 .75
1,004,I00.90
956,55r .26
5,079 ,370.7+
520 0
525t
5252
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDI^IARE STORES
FARI'I EQUIPI'IENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT 5TORE5
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I''IOBILE HOME DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOHE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCEL L ANEOUS RETAI L ERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COMDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTMENT COI'IPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES]'IISCELIANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COI'II,IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
2tz
I05
4,217
9, 734
100l2t
236
I06
602lEI
299
1r7
260
787
5I5
,945
,572
'925
,099
,+2?
,934
,E7 6
,207
,E20,q5?
,617r395
I,()I}
6,595
5 ,567
4a6
287
442
827
1,625
r,155
5, 594
r,30+1,5r5
5E 15
5910
5920
5990
RETL
1,55I
294
11+
55r
2,27 9
e,560
5599
5600
5700
5800
6000
6I00
6120
520 0
7000
7 200
7500
759I
7500
5,451,809.16
2E,55E,620 .51
6300
6s10
6550
6700
FIRE
77
E57
67
109I,400
]. 314,559
15,695, 7 l2
2,207,731
4,259,406
56 , I 97,85E
I
I,2EE 14,95E,400 915, 0E7 . E5
IREPORT NO. O8(l TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NET.I MEXICO
COTIBINED REVENUE SYSTET.I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE I6 l,
07 /L5/92
770.01
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI'IBER!X REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
LAS CRUCES
JUNE, L992
LocATI0N : 07-105
sIc
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR EPORTEDECEIPTS TAXABL EGROSS RECEIPTS
5r675,100
REPORTED
TAX DUE
7500
7800
7900
80r0
8060
8100
E200
8600
8900
8 9I0
S ERV
HISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
NOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AMUSEt'IEHT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
r'II sCEL t ANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
714 5, 515, 7 39 22+ ,07 2 .6q
123,262.65
5,7E4,965.5 02,009,907.r6
955,57 I . 06l?L,7 91.89
50,770.50I,758,029.97
510 ,768.55
15,552,2q2.3L
254
?,525
277
761
195
67
5,695
520
I5,345
2,r08
62,37 I
54, 085I5,9002,r04I,057
55, 655
5,61?
284,17L
,5q2
,E22
,61.3
,595
,+2E
,47 0
,05I
, 5I0
,85I
2, 0 L2, 45I
6L ,7 93 ,442
55,418,476
r5,605,528
r , 988, 45E
502,575
28,7 +3 ,269
5, 075,77 0
25+,627 ,739
9r00
9I I9
920 0
95 95
95 95
GOVT
FEDERAL GOVERNI'IENT . AL L OTHER
FEDERAL GOVERNI'IENT . MI L ITARY BASES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNT'IENT - I'IUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNFIENT . SCHOOL DISTRICTSTOT. GOVERNI'IENT 38
46
7rE92,095
r,630,734
7,892,0E5
1,44E,436
4E5,590 .20
EE,7t6.7r9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHT'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 55,9I7 I,255,236,35I 9r r, 4E5, 525 55,665,7 0E .49
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTFIENT
STATE 0F NEtl t'lEXICo
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI{
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SU]'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
HATCH
JUNE, I992
PAGE I6I
07 /L5/ 92
770.01
RUN DATE:
RUN NU]'IBER:X REQUEST XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
LocATI0N:07-204
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHT^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI^IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT IITEAT PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
l.IISCEL LANEOUS I'TANUFACTURING
TOT. I'lANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSP0RTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , l^IAREH0USING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IHUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'I}IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
25 1,287 , 959
527, 988
5,2r0,255
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
qq,Esz
L67 ,759
2,697,507
L ,32E ,027
540,115
L,572,255
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2,775.?q
10,580.07
L66,27L.45
7 E ,95+ .95
55,4r9.55
97 ,2E5.55
t5,760 .27
IE7,50t .62
010 0
0700
AGRI
I500
16I0
1620
r700
c0Ns
2000
2700
5700
5900
I'IFG-
5040
5070
50E0
6E
1r5
26
55
56
85
t62
,576
,6 9I
' 
E86
r 250
2,257,036
4,501,42r 451,160497,5E0
425, 95I
E15,007
?7
50
23
50
,915.54
,775.39
,L37 .77
,504.7 9
4000
4100
4200
4Et0
4900
4920
TCU-
426
950
r,450
5,59+
r04
25
r,465,59+
5090
5092
tlHSL
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI^IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
1'IISCEL LANEOUS NHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUT'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT . hIHOL ESAL E TRADE
BUILDING MATERIALS
FARM EQUIPTIENT DEALERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTIIENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOHE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
5200
5?52
550 0
5400
551 0
5599
5600
5700
5800
58r3
591 0
5920
3E
75
257 ,23E9,279,46+
672,284
254,7r1
3,027,096
E9 67 0 ,327
rt
I
-
{rrr a--<> ]-* + e:tir**e.*3*aa
ql 
,46{t .Lz
,,
REPORT NO. O8() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NET^I FIEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE L62
RUN DATE. 07/15/92
RUN NUI,IBER! 770.0}X REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
HATCH
JUNE, I99Z
LocATI0N:07-204
5rc
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5990
RETL
HISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE 67574 2+9,7r5,558,5 t9t0 I70,8I66 ,729,652 10,559.29416,559.55
6000
FI RE
BANKS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE 37 16r,877161,877 142,503I42,505 E,E05.0IE,805.0r57
7000
7200
7300
7500
7600
8900
S ERV
HOTELS, I'1OTEL5, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOT'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
t'IISCELTANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'II SCEL L AN EOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
56 260,812
59, I5I L35 ,7 6259, l5r E,400.2,42L . 542547
q4 12,850
11.4, 7 7 0
5E3,052
r 9, 685 I,255.57
99
286
l0(t,E15
+5ct. ,024
6,q62.72
28, I r5.47
9200
9?82
95 95
95 95
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
STATE GOVERNIiIENT - EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - I'IUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNHENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTSTOT. GOVERNI'IENT 26 q+5,295 5E7,000 25,945.65
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION L,I65 50 ,4E9, 949 15,E42,999 E53,266.02
REPORT NO. ()8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS REGEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMMARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
LA MESILLA
JUNE, I.992
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
817,E97
2,027,597
772,032
598,6IE
r, 095, r74
2,095, r00
16 rr, 7 0E
957,666
2,509, 07E
L,620 ,296
2,7qE,372
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
666 ,954
95I, 150
592,07 3
39E,2E4
902,r9E
L,E25,95+
77 ,80 I
36,240
495,904
955, 97 0
PAGE ]65
RUN DATEI O7/15/92
RUN NUMBER: 77O.()I
REPORTED
TAX DUE
+1,58I .76
56, 982. 45
56,730 .46
22,2.26 .91
55,999.26
Lt0,889.55
4,E?1.75
sIc
CODE
LocATI0N:07-303
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICESTOT. AGRICULTURE
0IL AND GAS IIELL DRILLING
TOT. I'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHIIAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAT PRODUGTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUCTS
LUI'1BER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLAS5, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY I-IETAL INDUST., FABRICATED ]'IETAL PRODUCTS
MISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURINGTOT. I'IANUFACTURING
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMI'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC l^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDT^IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
FIISCEL LANEOUS I,IHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
87
I6E
69
010 0
0700
AGRI
1381
I'II N E
2000
250 0
2400
2700
3200
5400
5900
T'IFG-
1500
1620
I700
c0N5
5040
5060
5070
50 90
NHS L
815
910
990
4200
4E10
4E5 0
4900
49?0
TCU-
97
25
r60
5200
5500
5400
554 0
5600
5700
5800
BUILDING TIATERIALS
CENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
i{PPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANGE STORES
EATING AND DRINKIHG PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
47
56
48
50
56
57
57,lll
546, I70 250
,?47.43
,6?9.09
2,504 ,427
L ,620 ,296
5E, 0(tl . 67
155,464 . +9
100,595.67
,
T
5
5
5 298 2,6r5,56r I62, rr0.E5
.I
REPORT NO. l)8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTIITENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
COT'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 164
RUN DATEI 07/15/92
RUN NUT'IBER: 77(). OIX REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUHI1ARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
LA IiIESILLA
JUNE, I992
LocATI0N:07-503
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LR5R EPORTEDECEIPTS TAXABL EGROSS RECEIPTS REPORTEDTAX DUE
RETL TOT. RETAIL TRADE 570 9,250,905 g,027 rl4g 560,071.70
6000
651 0
FI RE
BANKS
REAL E5T. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
7300
7500
7600
7900
810 0
8200
8900
S ERV
IIISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOIIOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
t'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AMUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
HISCELLANEOUS SERVICESTOT. SERVICES 103I62 415,24r4E7 ,254
4r1,564
4E2,E95
25,427 .76
29,E27 .+3
9200
95 95
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCTUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - FIUNICIPALITIES
TOT . GOV ERNITIENT
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION I,2II 14,696,496 15,062,986 E07,E69.18
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
SUNLAND PARK
JUNE, I992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r,597,395
3,2E2,28E
5 r 659, 557
5,759,61E
Z?L,9E4
I,OII,5I4
5,260,771
5,248,572
625,39?
108,3E9
r,g6(r,749
5,759,555
E77, 0 05
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
r,549, E15
2,E?E,562
2E4,106
574, 0E9
67, 985
I,()II,296
5,066,606
4 rE?l ,484
284,900
107 ,226L,677,5+g
3,727,?3L
506,59{
PAGE I55
RUN DATE: 07/15/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
9+,875 . 03
r74,009.15
17,555.45
23,127.9E
q,077.42
57,555.78
I89,604.E2
295,402.85
I7,64r.5E
6,629.05
I05,565. 06
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
5IC
CODE
LocATI0N:07-415
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
OIL AND GAS I.IELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD 5ERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
TOT. I.IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHUIAYSPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, I,TOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLA5S, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY I'IETAL INDU5T., FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
r'II SCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. ['IANUFACTURING
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , WAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESPIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COIVII'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCAST]NG
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COHHUNICATIONs AND UTILITIES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5?
lIE
55
63
4Z
78
41
I87
52
57
7+
138I
158 9
I{INE
900
920
cu-
230,420
3L,?72
48
t46
0I0 0
0700
AGRI
r500
I620
1700
CONS
2000
2400
2700
5200
5400
3900
t'lFG-
4200
4600
4810
483 0
4
4
T
5070
5080
5090
5092
t^IHSL
HARDHARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI.IENT AND SUPPLIES
I'lISCEL LANEOUS hIHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUT'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. t^IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING MATERIALs
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
NISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORE5
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
TIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
s20 0
550 0
5400
5599
5600
5700
5800
5E I5
5990
T
.60
.0E
IREPORT NO. 08() TAXATION AND
STATE O
COI'18 I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
REV
FN
REVY5
ENUE DEPARTT'IENT
EN FIEXICO
ENUE SYSTEI'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAG
07
77
E 156/t5/92
0.01
RUN
RUN
DA
NU
TE:
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
I'lB ER:
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
SUNLAND PARK
JUNE,1992
LOCATION ! O7-4I6
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR EPORTEDECEI PTS TAXABT EGROSS RECEIPTS
7 ,409,791
REPORTED
TAX DUE
RETL TOT. RETAIL TRADE 560 8, 0 I4 ,455 457 ,970.97
65I0
6s50
FI RE
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERSTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
7000
7 200
7s00
7500
7500
HOTELS, t'IOTELS, TRAI L ER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
T'1I SCEL L ANEOUS
i{UTOMOBILE REN
I'1I SC EL L AN EOUS
BUSINESS SERVICESTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
REPAIR SERVICES
RECREATION SERVICES
4t
28
659,64r
41,9r6 436,71933, 974 26, 965. 0 92 ,098 .62
7900
E 010
E200
8900
5 ERV
AMUSEI'IENT AND
PHYSICIANS, D
EDUCATIONAL S
I'1I SCEL L ANEOUS
TOT. SERVICES
ENTISTS AND OTHERS
ERVICES
SERVICES
28 55r,570 55I ,57 0 20,428.0I
I49
295
2,624,139
5,960,694
1,6r5,0r2
2,536,071
99,796.EE
L56,75+.94
9200
9595
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNTIENT - I'IUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION I,TI6 26 ,?qq,L47 16, 627 , 439 l, 145 ,540 .25
,t
REPORT NO. ()8O TAXATION AND
STATE O
COHBINED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS REGEIPTS TAX B
ENUE DEPARTI'IENT
El.l MEXIC0
ENUE SYSTEI'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
REV
FN
REVYS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
870,78r
57 ,21 L I25
1,652,26ct
4I,002
84(, 025
1,E00,065
,50? r067
, l56 rg77
L5 ,492,6E9
555,69E
Ir,752,0E2
42, 128, 095
4,569,054
77 ,657 , 166
20,50E,690
r,657,3E9
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
649,77 0
54,704, I52
5,373,402
PAGE 167ATE: 07/15/9?
ut'tBER: 770.0I
REPORTED
TAX DUE
57,56r.76
RU
RU
ND
NNxR
xE EQUEST XDITED X
ANNUAL SUTIT'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RI'IDR DONA ANA CNTY
SIC
CODE
L0cATI0N:07-007
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICESTOT. AGRICULTURE
I'IETAL ]'IINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUI.I, ]'tOLYBDENUIII
COA L
AND GAS I^IELL DRITLING
AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
IIINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHT^IAY C0NTRACT0RS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I.IEAT PRODUCTS
LUt'lBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHET'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GLA5S, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII.IARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS]'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL T'IACHINERY, EQUIPIIENT AND SUPPLIES
EL ECTRONIC COI'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORI ES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENTPROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI'ITS.
I'1I SCEt LAN EOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. IIANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
M0T0R FREIGHT TRANS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPETINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II.IUNICATIONS
R'\DIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
6Z
r58
200
52
5+
25
2E
57
99
45
95.59
70.6?
15.64
44.82
?4.67
010 0
0700
AGRI
I000
I200I38I
138 9
I'I] N E
OIL
OIL
TOT.
855
52
I05
958I, 928
70,I51
00,575
9E, 36580,2I7
E
5I
5
2
9
,858,686
, E55,87 I
,7 L2 ,557
5r+
5r2I6,5
62,4
7
3tI
7 5 ,507
rrr00,226L I75, 752
4,541 .6E
63,045.35
67,585. 05
1500l6I0
1620
1,994,9
30E, 9I58,6
557,9
5,020,5
r55
t04
,I0
,75
,70
,54
1700
CONS
2
9
52
2000
2q00
2700
2E00
520 0
540 0
550 0
5600
5670
5700
5E00
5900
T'1FG- , l3g,73l
,091,825
556 ,64 0I44, 954
I1,7IE,024
35(t ,427
275, El5
3,q27 .23
529.25
5, 5E5 .5+
56,329.62
I,535 ,q76.954,377,6tr7.32
30 ,86E .56
E, 555. 6 9
629, 955.35
1,551 ,qL0.77
227 ,675.26
2,627,E00.67
20,579.55
I5,E59.26
59,603
9,20q
97, r59
65r,Elg
95
3r5 2576
56
120
26,9E7,075
5,959,570
46,459,524
253
27t
26
7 +tt
410 0
4200
4500
4500
48I 0
4850
4900
50r0
5020
5040
5050
q9?0
TCU-
t',loTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPMENT
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
IE
d
52
64
:REPORT NO. O8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI'IBER:
E 168/L5/92
0.01
8E
7I
54
59
89
PAG
07
77
47 ,21E.
35,707.29,29L.5r,504.
346,805.
15(}
65
2t
55
7
Lq7
277
9
45I,590
154II2
20
EO
573
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUFII'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
R]'IDR DONA ANA CNTY
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
,728
,?05
,567
,657
,252
, r84
,(10
26, r26,590
5E,965,700
509,679
1. r39,725
r,7E6,269
86
28,46
JUNE, I992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
6 ,730,972
27,598,999
47 0 ,532
E96, 984
1,499,592
165,204
7 85 ,2c+7
27 ,660 ,77 9
2r879,?.?9
r,959,075
562,5I2
1,595,49I
9, 965,556
REPORTED
TAX DUE
(t,4E0.62
7E,670.+7
29L,51(t .45
548, 3E2 .8 I
27,055.5L
51,576.71
86,195.EE
3E
58
,59I .40
,55E. 97
SIC
CODE
L0cATI0N : 07-007
HARDI^IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP.]'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
TIISCELLANEOUS I.IHOL ESAt ERs
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTSTOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
AND SUPPLIES
BUI LDING T.IATERIALS
HARDI.JARE STORES
FARI'I EQUIPI'IENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
FlOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HOI,IE DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOHE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORESEATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
ANKS
AVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
ECUTY. AND COI'IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS. , EXCGS . , SERV .
NSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICESEAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC.I AND TITLE ABSTRACTEAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERsOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI'IENT COT,IPANIESOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
E9
58
57
1,222?,372
+7
}IE
2I0
TOTA
GROS
LR5R
5070
5080
5090
5092
l.lH S L
57
559
85
628
185, E42
4, 555,565
14,E55,567
47 ,726,3q3
,924
, IE2
,555
,09I
25
69
548
EzI,25062I,004
509,415
547,9065,054,r5r
77
I ,569
5,071
9, 557
5200
525 I
52s?
5300
5400
5s1 0
5540
5592
5599
5600
5700
5800
5815
5920
5990
RET L
7000
7200
730 0
759I
7500
7600
7900
80r0
8060
El00
8200
8500
50
49
r ,557 , eg5
E05,056
804,200
560 ,?7 6
7,899 r 5r4
0,059
E,473
4, 475
9 ,927I,4I5
50r
617
129
2,646
5,545
59
58
t26
ztz
?r342,326I,IIO,6()I
576,880
515 ,7 07
12_6,7+g
2,572,9LL
4, E25, El5
,578.79
, E59 .55
,669.7?.
,460.25
,2E8.02
,937.57
,569.42
I 66
6000
6120
6200
6500
6510
6s50
6700
FI RE
B
S
SI
R
R
H
T
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
T,IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COMNERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPT'IENT LABORATORIES
AUTONOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
89
256
495
96 ,499.2E
, r5r .59
, {58. 98
495
308q2
85
44
,L93,?7?
,552,9?E
40 9, 594
,39E,627
,162,510
3
z
I
20
,759. 0 9
,57 0 .75
,8I5.EI
,298.2I
, 064.51
REPORT NO. 08O
LocATI0N ! 07-007
HISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICEs
FEDERAL GOVERNI'IENT - t'IILITARY BASES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'lENT . t'luNICIPALITI ES
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTSTOT. GOVERNMENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEl.l 1'lEXIC0
CO]'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET,I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
62,.106 ,E6,572,r
127 ,gq6,L
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
50,514,4936,296,g5l
E2,E65,250
PAGE I69
RUN DATE. 07/15/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
L 755, 925 . 15
562, 058. 92
q 
,7 63, I98 . 6I
r7,23L 9E0 . 0g
REQUEST X
EDITED X
x
x
q0
44
65
8900
89I0
S ERV
ANNUAL SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RHDR DONA ANA CNTY
src
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
1,250
65
3, rg5
9t19
9200
93 95
95 95
GOVT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHHENTS. (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 9,679 51I,E50,76r 50 0 ,6E8,756
* {Y? *-* <,
--*
IREPORT NO. ()8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN MEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEFI
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
CARL SBAD
JUNE, L992
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
5,75ErEg5
II,5(4,497
I0,423,r10
25 , LqL ,466
5,2r5,76 g
2,559,I49
L I25, g6E
2,425,sqqII,966,515
27 ,436,44L
852,268
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
5, sEE, 555
9,015,950
1,Elr,57g
839,277
13,472
570,6E1
4,67r,695
23,L57 ,243
501,954
5,92r,054
1,r6E,675
9,922,722
4,379,799
PAGE 17ODATE: 07/t5/92
NUT'IBER: 77O. OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
351,7E4.65
555,279.05
5E1, r42. 941,114,076.41
107 ,562.?t+
ft9,E32. r1
799.E9
55,E80.45
e77 ,55 0 .2t
35,420 .49
234 ,278 .7 0
55E,827 .77
24, 6 95 .88
I,575 ,26q .97
29 ,EOz.32
55t,56r.55
RUN
RUNX REQUEST XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
LocATI0N:05-106
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
OIL AND GAS I.IELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLINGTOT. I'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHIIAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I''IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I.IILL PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, 1^IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
sTONE, CLAY, GLAS5, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY METAL INDUST., FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL I'lACHINERY,EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPI'IENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUHTS.
I'IISCEL L /ANE0US I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LROAD TRANSPORTATION
AL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
OR FREIGHT TRANS. , t^IAREHOUSING, TRAN5. SERVICES
EPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMT'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COHT4UNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'IOTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIP]'IENT
DRUGS, CIiEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDNARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCELLANEOUS NHOLESALERS
NO. TAX
RETURNS
r5E
472
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
010
070
0
0IGRA
1500
1610
I620
I700
CONS
2400
27 00
2800
5200
5(00
3500
5600
5700
5800
T5EI
138 9
IYII N E
2000
2500
5900
I'lFG-
50r0
5020
5040
67El,r97
7t
q6
25
r60
4r0
6
I8 ,4I9, 905,76(t,67?
4000
4100
420 0
4EIOqE5 0
4900q920
TCU.
6
4r7
7 r0
5
5t
87
203
40
RAI
L0c
MOT
TEL
59,5
585,2
259,9
8Itz
I6
5050
5070
5080
5090
44, IE8O(),EII
5(t ,02L
45,550
596 ,555
3,gq5,7q7
5,735,14?
+15 ,947
400
60
4I
45III
266
, 0E2 r 26E
,459,408
,559, 507
, 958, 2E5
90.0924.t5
92.26
B
,a
REPORT NO. 08() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT.IENT
STATE OF NEl.T MEXICO
COI.IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'T
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAI CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
CARLSBAD
JUNE,1992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
7,476,97164I,925
,2EE r 87 I
7, 55E, 0 g6
4,9 0 5,9+3
7,57+,429
15 ,7 9(+ ,375
5, 075, 955g,r5gr5g5
,205,g0g
,357 ,E47
r,gE4,g07
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
4,514,E05
?6,5E2,694
5,540 ,712
566,786
5,64L,4q9
4, 724,559
6, 6 02, Elg
15 , 695, 7gg
4,927 ,55L
7 , E66 ,44r
,29L 4E5
,251, 152
r, 7 97, 575
290,096I,456, 3EE
5,E95r 554
PAGE 17IATE: 07/L5/92
UMBER: 77(). ()I
REPORTED
TAX DUE
256, r91.4(
I , 578, 548 . 55
52E,979.80
55,652. 95
554, 961 . 05
280,507.56
392, 042.3E
990,410 . I5
286,655.89
467 , 06 9. 97
7EE,650 .4(9,572,0rr.94
r06,7r9.04
25I,206 . 04
555, t54 .56
RU
RU
ND
NNX REQUEST XX EDITED X
sIc
CODE
5092
NHS L
L0cATI0N : 03-106
PETROL EU['I AND PETROL EUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. hIHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDT^IARE STORES
FART'I EQUIPT'IENT DEALERS
GENERAL T'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART].IENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
HOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I,IOBILE HOME DEALERS
I{ISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COI'IDTY. BROKERS, DELR5., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL E5T. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERSTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
7q
82
548
5I
1r5
,095
,660
,095
,959
E67 ,265
40,7q7 ,9E5
4E, 584, grg
1,545,759
455,3IE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5200
525 I
5252
530 0
54
526
120q5
4,765,099
49,555,570
I3
16r
I5
t79
551 0
5400
55I0
554 0
5592
5599
5600
5700
5800
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
720
750
750
760
780
790
80t
806
r49
46E
194
545
I
4I
54
5I
z
2
5I,495.E6
4r9,411.60872,606.5I
91 ,77 9 .ltS
26 ,9L5 .7I
54
36
56
99
160
t74
58r5
59]0
5920
5990
RET L
r89
6q8
I20
99
r,4I7
5,5 94
600
6106t2
55
620
630
65]
655
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELTANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
17 (t
865
495
488
276
290,096
r,905,559
4,5q6 ,277
6,E6r,lg0
4,293,562
9,907 ,2269,594rr70
3,0L7,924
5 ,950 ,4924,201,9r5g, 307 ,6 g46,92?,287
2r550,272
249 ,465 .
495,265.4II,009.
157,554.
55
t60 17 ,224.46E5,298.2E
FI RE
7000
350
L,L72
I44
700
I05
t32
46
685,585
I7,498,754
r 0, 257,596
? ,47 (t ,309
205,195
E,395,6r5
40,418.62
1,05E,876.E4
609 ,04+ .2LI46,912.0EI2, 185 .57
7 04,2I5
I7,E77,666
4r,945,054
2,499 ,957206,582
10,9E2,I0E
BI
810
820
860
890
*, +-
496, I56 .7r
IREPORT NO. 08() TAXATION AND
STATE O
COMBINED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
REVFN
REVYS
ENUE DEPARTI'IENT
Et^l MEXIC0
ENUE SYSTE]'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAG
07
77
E 172/L5/92
0.01X REQUEST XX EDITED X
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI'IBER:
ANNUAL SUIII'IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
CARL SBAD
JUNE, I992
LocATI0N:05-106
sIc
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TO
GR
TA
OS
L REPORTEDS RECEIPTS TAXABL EGROSS RECEIPTS REPORTEDTAX DUE
E9I()
S ERV
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES 76q,599 755,62EI 07, 995,6 rg 708, t776E, Eg7 , gg0 42,048.0I4, 089, 9E6 . 06
920 0
95 95
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'tENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTSTOT. GOVERNMENT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHT'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION r1,568 4r2,556 ,573 5r5,220 ,72E IE,595,765.71
TREPORT NO. OEO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:05-205
AGRICULTURAL SERVICESTOT. AGRICULTURE
, NATURAL GAs,
ELL DRILLING
IELD SERVICES,
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
EXCEPT DRILLING
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
670,985
75,535, 185
241 ,850
7 9 ,6q6 ,652
2,+L7,925
4,]59,0r0
E,7r7,095
IE,267, 025
r5,577, r57
r,509r370
TAXABT E
GROSS RECEIPTS
6,006,065
6,545,765
494 , +07
7 ,E76,E74
205,602
I0,(}92,618
67 9 ,647
5, ggg,756
7r966,090
l5r15r,E{0
rr,555,195
723,092
PAGE I75
RUN DATE. 07/15/92
RUN NUT'IBER: 77(). OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
352,E56.?7
58(r,565. E5
490,47E.55
804,5t6 .68
29, 046 .58
451,56E.E4
12,079. r0
6 I5, 030 . l2
39,929.27
215,379. 09
468, 0 07 .78
E70,44E.95
665, 9+2.71q2, qE?.62
245
559
6,565,
6, 909,
29E
070
527
8r2
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'TENT
STATE 0F NEtl FIEXICo
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SU}II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
ARTESIA
JUNE, L992
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
27
47
IIO
I98
27
375
0700
AGRI
I5TO
158 r
138 9
NINE
CRU
OIL
OIL
TOT
r500l6r0
1620
r700
c0Ns
DE PETROL.
AND GAS I.I
AND GAS F
. HINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHI.IAYSPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUGTS, EXCEPT IITEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE ]'IILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBTISHING
rI,469,5E5
18,072,r20 ,41"8t7 47
E, 4I4
r3,759
2000
2500
240 0
27 00
2800
2900
320 0
3(00
3500
5500
5700
5900
t'lFG-
4t00
4200
4600
4E10
485 0
4900
4920
TCU-
CHEMICALS AND
PETROL EU['I REF
STONE, CLAY,
PRINARY I'IETAL
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS
GROCERIES AND REL
ELECTRICAL GOODS
HARDI^IARE, PLUI'IBIN
I'lACHINERY, EQUIPl'I
FIISCELLANEOUS NHO
LIED PRODUCTS
NG AND RELATED INDUSTRIESSS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
DUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
ALLIED PRODUCTS
D PRODUCTS
HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
ND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
AND SUPPLIES
ALERs
AL
INI
GLA
IN
T'lACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL I'IACHINERY, EQUIPTIENT AND SUPPLIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPFIENT
I'IISCEL L ANEOUS I'lANU FACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
L0C'AL AND HIGHIIAY PASSENGER TRANSP0RTATI0N
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRAN5. , h.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COHI.TUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GA5 UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOT'IOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
9I
270
72L9"
AND
ATE
AND
GA
ENT
LES
50I0
5020
5040
5060
5070
5080
5090
a> (:> (ts-. Q .!..,
-,
-a>-|^l .>l.'a--e*-
REPORT NO. l)EO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
COilBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUIiIMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
ARTESIA
JUNE,1992
561.50
459.65
EIq.43
E63.92
085.77
PAG
a7
77
RUN
RUN
DATE:
NU]'IBER:
E 174/15/92
0.01X REQUEST XX EDITED X
5rc
CODE
LocATI0N:05-205
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
TOT. bIHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDI^IARE STORES
FARFI EQUIPMENT DEALERS
GENERAL I,IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTHENT STORES
DEPART}1ENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
1'1OTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
NIsCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOHE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DI5PENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
7600
7E00
7900
6 010
8060
8100
E20 0
8600
8900
89r0
SERV
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SECUTY. AND CONDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, TIOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVIGES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES]'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSETIENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROs
LRSR EPORTEDECEIPTS
4, 657 ,95620,995,I04
,04rr104
,7 95,875
L2,9?7,5L7
76,4E0, 150
I , 154, 455
7 6E ,65qI, 9rrl r 674
170,082
5,761,25E
I,2I(),9I6
r4,685, 076
55, 966,57I
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
097,570
409,275
929,235
593,744
Erz,209
47 5 ,220
275,384
575, 78I
350,054
040,23E
I15,571
, 358,559
,255,957
g?6,07?
7 6q ,028
r,60E,656
r70,082
3 ,7 43 ,265
1,210,9r6
I2,5I0,4E7
32 ,57 (t ,927
REPORTED
TAX DUE
r88,54E.59
9I8, 562. 68
rr2,655.57
17,594.80
L23,232.29
435,294 .87
1,e38,342.56
8r ,882. 4E47,7r7.50
?7 ,977 .89
509?
l^lH S L
80
419
29
25
956
2,121
,040
,588
5,2III5,65I
5200
525 I
52s2
5500
5310
540 0
s5I 0
55q 0
5599
tI4
40
166
56
87
2,697,
452,
648
855
l, gr7,50E
299 ,495
2,
7,
25,I,t,
2I
7
2
3
27
95
67
270
rI6
59
5600
5700
5800
5815
5910
59?.0
5990
RETL
I47,864
498,230
128,54r
854, r584rL ]66
644 ,7 59
28 9, 616
589,532
898, r02
2t
7,
2l ,I,
zI
7
?
5
?t
?I
2
133,
92,(31,
1r 9,
q4
94
t47
97
152
78
t44
066
661
598
775
+70
11,6I,
01,
95
154
96
550
567
7000
7200
7500
7500
I
549,75L.qq
5,7 r6 ,245 .35
48,55I.75
,886.65
,50E.5r
,5?5.L?
,607.09
,E32.22
, 065.5E
,897.55
9,992.50
2r9,916.89
71, I4r.29
734, EoE. 07
1,9I3,57I.09
83 ,
9
63
6000
6I0 0
6200
6500
6 5I0
FI RE
28
222
?52
2,97 5 ,902
r,72r,255
2,955,677
L,476,q73
2,7 3g ,957
,5
,6
t6
32E
466
59
2E5
56
920
2,grg
REPORT NO. {lE(l
5rc
CODE
STATE O
COI'IB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
NO. TAX
RETURNS
Etl t'lEXIC0
ENUE SYSTEI.I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N ! 05-205
STATE GOVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
159,2.44,247
PAGE I75ATE: 07/L5/92
UMBER: 77O. OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
9,551,527.40
ND
NNFNREVYS
RU
RU
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
ART ESI A
9200
95 95
GOVT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE E5TABLISHMENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 7 ,349 259,647,766
.I *
it
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE 0F NEt^l t'lEXIC0
COI'|BINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 176
RUN DATE: O7/L5/92
RUN NUI'IBERI 77O. ()I
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
HOPE
JUNE, I992
LocATr0N:03-504 a
5rc
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
I5
MI
E9
NE
OIL ANT0T. I'lD GAS FIELD SERVICES,INING EXCEPT DRILLING
I500
1700
c0Ns
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
48I0
4900
TCU.
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COTIiIUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COIIMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES 76 57,67+ 50,977 2, 990. 90
5090
t^lH S L
I'IISCELLANEOUS NHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. T.IHOLESALE TRADE
5300
5990
RETL
GENERAL I''IERCHANDI
MISCELLANEOUS RET
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
SE,
AIL
EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
ERS
6t 51, 905 50,640 2,975.L0
7500
7600
780 0
6900
S ERV
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
TIISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
920 0
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNT'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 199 238,262 22?,235 15, 052.52
iREPORT NO. 08() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI-TENT
STATE OF NEH MEXICO
COT.IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUIII'IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
LOVING
JUNE, I992
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
1, I57 , IE6
4,595,712
50,57E
I,259,605
10,24q
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
605,7r4
1,r00,571
50,552
l,20r,gE6
10,240
PAGE L77
RUN DATE! 07/15/92.
RUN NUI1BER: 770.0}
REPORTED
TAX DUE
35,799.4E
65,2E1.17
2, 9E6 . 0E
71,500.55
LocATI0N:05-403
AGRICULTURAL SERVICESTOT. AGRICULTURE
ELL DRILL
IELD SERV EXCEPT DRILLING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^JAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHIIAY
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PRIt'4ARY ITIETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETALTOT. ]'IANUFACTURING PRODUCTS
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
HOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., HAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMI'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI,IHUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'II SCEL LANEOUS HHOL ESA L ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTSTOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
SIC
CODE
0700
AGRI
4I00
4200
48I 0
4900
4920
TCU.
5500
5400
5600
5800
5815
5990
RETL
6000
FI RE
N0.
RETU
TAX
RNS
t 38I
158 9
I'II N E
1500
I610
I620
I700
c0Ns
27 00
340 0
T'IFG.
ING
ICES,
OIL
OIL
AND GAS l,l
AND GAs F
.I.IININGOTT
5090
50 92
l^lHS L
92
I42
29
92
29
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
I'lISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
PERSONAL SERVICEs
1'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI.IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
tii!
7 ?00
7500
7500
7600
7900
t>
-- 
+ -€' 
-- 
*--
607 .5q
tREPORT NO. O8O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N:05-405
MISCELLAIiEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - MUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTSTOT. GOVERNI,IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEH I'IEXICO
COT'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEF,|ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
LOVING
JUNE, I992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
97,605
452,.13I
7,545,095
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
96,I96
557, 995
5, 7E4, 57 r
PAGE 17E
RUN DATEI 07/L5/92
RUN NUMBER: 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5,66 9. 50
2r,195.46
22q,32+.75
SIC
CODE
8900
89r0
SERV
NO. TAX
RETURNS
35
IIO
432
920 0
95 95
93 95
GOVT
REPORT NO. 08() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE 0F NEt^t I'IEXICO
COI{BINED REVENUE SYSTEI,t
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUIII'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RHDR EDDY CNTY
JUNE, I992
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI'IBER:
E 179/15/9?
0.01
PAG
07
77X REQUEST XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
0I0 0
0700
AGRI
27 3,
456,
7 95,
5,9E2,
5
8
t5II6
1000
131 0
I581
I58 9
1400
I'II N E
1500
1610
I620
I700
CONS
L0cATI0N:05-005
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICESTOT. AGRICULTURE
I'IETAL MINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUI'T, IIOLYBDENUI'I
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GA5, NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS0IL AND GAS I^IELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NONI'IETAL L IC IIINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASHTOT. MINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI,TAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I.IILL PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, l.l00D AND PAPER PR0DUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEt'lICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUI'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUGTS
PRI['1ARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
HISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURINGTOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LoCAt AND HIGHIIAY PASSENGER TRANSP0RTATI0N
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
RANSPORTAT I ON
INE TRANSPORTATION
HONE AND TEL EGRAPH COI'IMUNICATIONSRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTILITIES
TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
220q5
75
tt20
760
,558,405
,906,937
,4E5,295
,7 32 r425
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
25,909,56I
57,5E0,2r2
7 5 ,025 ,406
TAXAB I E
GROSS RECEIPTS
09,551
55 ,665
64,265,4(l
E7,000,7E8
REPORTED
TAX DUE
1,579,115.00
I,E99,549.E5
5,295,596.rr
4,45E,
138
555
26,9
57, 0
747
EE, () IE,zEE
6 , 069,964
9,004,265
r9, r25,520
122,21+ ,7 37
790.38
595.25
480.55
57?-.7L
555.90
2000
2500
2400
27 00
2800
2900
520 0
5400
3900
MFG-
4I0 0
4200
4500
4600
4E 10
4900q920
TCU-
256
106
28
569
25
49
rt7
2,351,295
1.,544,250
4, r44, g0l
TT5
29
520 ,7 07
2,208,061l, r47,657
5,455,54E
7,EIE,727
61, ll5
515,244
5, q7 r,7Eg
1, r45,557
2,26E,12E
39E, r85.4r
4,157.0E
15,207 .5r
177 ,92-9.L5
58,709.E4
rr6,24t .5E
tr5 , I55. I5
,8r7.40
,076.99
5E
76I
5r5
71 ,g
5r0
95, I
5
3
5
AIR T
PIPEL
TELEP
EL ECT
GAS U
TOT.
8,3gr,lE3EI,1I5
36 ,47 9
2E, O I7
12,165
97 ,77 9
3 ,445 ,595
32, r45, 562
3,q77,sqq
47, r51,7r2
175, 955. I7
I ,647 , (t49 .7 I
178,224. t8
2,412,542. 55
5 010
5020
5040
5070
5080
5090
5092
HOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOHOTIVE EQUIPT'IENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI.IARE, PLUF1BING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
TIACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
lIIScELLANE0US I^IH0LESALERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
52
tl
'I
-..
57
56
E()
,796,499
,900,g5g
,047r099
EREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEN T'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEIIT
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFIGATION
ANNUAL SUTII{ARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RT'IDR EDDY CNTY
JUNE,1992
RUN DATE:
RUN NU]'IBER:
E t80/t5/920.0I
PAG
07
77xR
xE EQUEST XDITED X
520 0
5?.52
L0cATr0N:03-005
SIC
CODE
I.IHsL TOT. hIHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
FARI'I EQUI P1'IENT DEA L ERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXGEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
r'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
T'IOBILE HOME DEALERS
I'lISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR.AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, ]'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'lISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOT'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
HISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS]'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
236
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
I5,367,657
I05,73I
r,204, 307
274,938
291,507
I4,55r, 949
20 ,559,7E5
6(t , tt07
t997
,255
I6,799,316
35I,247,45I
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
7 r479,056
REPORTED
TAX DUE
585,250.94
5, 32+. 05
59,E47.q6
r0,292.53
r+, 959 .7 0
59E, 050 .27
890,64E.85
3,25I .53
97,E01. I4
60,078.77
144,688.64
530 0
540 0
551 0
554 0
5592
5599
5700
5800
5E l5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
v
0
2
5
5
6
9I
6
9
9
39
85
q?
46
5r2
790
39
530
I05,885
r, r67,755
20 0,850
291,507
II,559,594
r7,379,225
5920
5990
RETL
6000
6500
65t 0
FI RE
9200
93 95
GOVT
7
7
7
7
7
7
8
8
8
E
S
56
I45
t64
252
2,05q ,1,927,
5, 0 59,
65,445lrg0g,515
L,L72,7EL
e,823, lgI
050
910
7Lt
I4I
8,974 126,E569,706r556
I5,265,659
27?,290,E99
6,50r.92(+45 
,847 .67
ER I,545
4,595
7EL 872 . 06
r5,951,5I9.7E
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNHENT . SCHOOL DISTRICTSTOT. GOVERNFIENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SU}II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
SILVER CITY
JUNE, I992
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
45r,668
4,.t06 r352
4,635,E65
9 ,?7 I ,0q5
9E7,E20
565 ,92(t
3 r729 ,7 40
3,562,7 07
5, 45E,265
I5, 057,555
5, 095,5925,lrl,24g
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
400,6EE
5, 955, E5g
z, gE{' ,07 6
7, I4I,9I5
781,03E
165,5E5I,gr0,67r
550, 055
518,209
3,555, E53
4, r 05, lg5
LZ 
'7 
(t2,7 q9
PAGE 18I
RUN DATE:. 07/L5/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77(). OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2+ ,7 9?.55
245,406 .5I
1E4,669.E9
44r, 936 .26
4E,526.76
L0,245.52
I r2, 055. 25
19,954.E6
5E, 251 .6fi
r 95,726 . 0E
254,008.r6
754, 956 . 66
2,906 .7 0-
77 ,677 .23
,97 9 .44
, IEI.E6
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
5rc
CODE
LOCATION : O8-I()7
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICESTOT. AGRICULTURE
AND GAS I^IELL DRILL
AND GAS FIELD SERV
MINING
EXCEPT DRILLING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHI.IAYSPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE T4ILL PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEIIICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GLAS5, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII-1ARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I,IETAL PRODUCTS
T'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPI'IENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUHTS
I'lISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPEL INE TRANSPORTATION
TEL EPHONE AND TEL EGRAPH COI'1I'IUNICATIONS
NO. TAX
RETURNS
28
200
42E
657
67
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
0I0 0
0700
AGRI
2000
2500
2400
2700
2E00
520 0
5400
5500
5700
5E00
5900
ING
ICES,
OIL
OIL
TOT
I58 t
t389
I'II N E
IO AN
CTRI C
UTIL
. TRA
t'lFG-
150 0
1610
I620
1700
c0Ns
4100
4200
4500
4600
481 0
4650
4900q9z0
TCU-
5010
5020
5040
5070
5080
5090
5092
95
248
27
72
350,055
E46,807
RAD
ELE
GAS
TOT
D TELEVISION BROADCASTING
hIATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
ITIES
NSPORTATION, COMTIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I.IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIPI'tENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI^IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPHENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUIIT PRODUCTS
L72
37
354
q6
r ,256
I6
t75
25q6 r,06E,666r,545,r59 ,977 -,200
27 q ,(+152,E5I,223
l t7
-.- - 
-.-
r7t
55
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.J FTEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SU}II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
SILVER CITY
JUNE, I992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r0,949,299
5,52E, ges
15,934,225
I20, 091,512
r,0g7,E4g
114,5E0
1,57E,04E
5,0II,452
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
4,52E, lg2
3,707,959
,454,
,340,
, 618,
,250,q62,
,852,
,525,
,092,
t876,
,527 t
,E65,
12,299 ,027
105,525,699
I, ()I9, ()6E
2,697 r5E2
2, g2g, 509
645,5E2
52,504,190
PAGE IEzDATE: 07/L5/92
NUMBER: 77O. OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
267 ,755.25
??9,42E.73
RUN
RUNX REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION : OE-It)7
SIC
CODE
tIHSL T0T. t^IH0LESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDHARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXGEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
NISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COF1DTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI'IENT COMPANI ESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
r'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
1-lISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
NOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AHUSEl'lENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IENBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'lISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVIGESTOT. SERVICES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
325
2552005251
5500
551 0
540 0
551 0
554 0
5599
5600
5700
5800
56I5
5910
5920
5990
RETL
, 9r4, 925
,029,I58
,470,2r0
, E76 ,50 g
, 088, I 0g
,62E,069
,55r,526
,15r,0gl
,004,755
,527 ,428
,002,I64
I
32
55II
6
2
+
8
2
2
9T
70
r40
82
69
9I
91lIr
I5t
5tI
3
2
{t
7
2I
25,090
9,521 , l2g6,876,499
r,575,567
552
582
70?
554
573
554
2t0
2L5
811q2E
448
88
1,939
r, 956
206
r59
I50
94
57
,76r.67
,l9E.5r
,q07 .q3
569
88
57
I, 096
2, 596
3E
760,984.t06,5r6, 957 .45
77 ,3t2.7 928,62I.69
237, r46.05
I55,247 .59
255,205.E6
4E7,377.75
156,584.56
115,300.E5
63, 054. E5
6,568. 06
70,665.5cr
I65,302.89
I, 552. 48
576,7+4.79q25 
,48?.7 2
103,545.52
I8t,055.19
39, 945.561,998,209.0I
27
363
159I4t
6000
6t00
5I20
6200
6500
65I0
6550
6700
FI RE
EOI()
8060
8I0 0
8200
8600
8900
41
r97 106, r50L 14l, 928
54r
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
7600
7900
r34
471
5r0
230
t52
3, 559,655
2,575,L26
2, 436 ,595
r ,535, 76 06I0,900
,641 .68
,025.68
,740.65
,940.E8
,7 99 .q8
q 
,069 ,?g.t2,585,904
2,546 , qgo
L,7 35,277
1 , I62,8EE
25,090
9,q45,557
6,915,095l,7r7,E7g
8910
SERV
500
36
2,554
,7 95
,5Il
,582
5,9I9
745
55, 205
REPORT NO. OE() TAXATION AND
STATE O
COI'IB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
ENUE DEPART]'IENT
EN MEXICO
ENUE SYSTEM
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, L992
REV
FN
REVYS
PAG
07
77
RUN
RUN
DATE !
NUI'IB ER:
E ].E5/15/920.0IxR
xEEQUEST XDITED X
ANNUAL SU}IMARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
SILVER CITY
sIc
CODE
LOCATION: OE-IO7
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT . I'IUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT . SCHOOL DISTRICTS
TOT . GOV ERNI'IENT
NO. TAX
RETURNS
7,0I5
L REPORTEDS RECEIPTS
L97,974,72E
TA
OS
TO
GR
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
166 ,920 ,456
REPORTED
TAX DUE
10,503,98E.6E
9200
95 93
9595
GOVT
t
I
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI1ENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
(}' 3-- + {||l,
REPORT NO. (lEO TAXATION AHD REVENUE DEPART]'TENT
STATE OF NEI|I MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI-,|
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUT'ITIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
BAYARD
JUNE, I992
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
230,027
E35,642
20 ,97 0
655,599
990,510
2,6rg,0gg
50,166
5,6I4,50fl
55, 22E
2,905,925
502,05E
396,916
4,292, lEg
I0,05E,952
126,929
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 1E4ATE: 07/15/9?
UilBER! 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
t,trr.59
36,172.46
48,985.09
I29,6E8.86
2,66E.55
III,O66.6E
RU
RU
ND
NNX REQUEST XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
L0cATI0N:08-206
AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
I'II NI NG
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRAGTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHNAYSPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I,IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE f'IILL PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLA5S, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
TII SCEL L ANEOUS T'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I{AREHOUSING, TRAHS. SERVICES
PIPEL INE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IFIUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC IdATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESGA5 UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS bIHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
TOT. I^IHOLESALE TRADE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
54
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
I38 9
MINE
L
T.
OI
TO
I500
I620
I700
c0N5
(t200
4600
481 0
4900q920
TCU-
525 r
s500
5400
3
3
I
6
I] I63,767669,7L2 I0, r40 .464r,I69.57
3900
l.lFG-
2000
2500
?7 00
3200
5080
5090
5092
l.lH S L
176
54
72
121
27
55
27
IE, 077
655,49E
797,235
z,l78, gz5
43,505
LE07, 946
52,645
2,g70,ggg
601,950
596,595
5,
176 t
5
5
6
2
551 0
5599
5600
5800
5615
5910
5920
5990
RETL
HARDI,IARE STORES
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICL E DEAL ERS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
t'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
"32.?3q67 .59
E(l
7L
54
55
56,9E6.70
24,573.58
II7
322
38
5,956,5
9 ,57 2,4
245, Er7
5E8,563
6000
6I00
FI RE 1I9,554 7,550. 95
ilI
REPORT NO. ()Elt
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATr0N:08-206
HOTELS, }IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MI SCEL L AN EOU
AMUSEl'IENT AN
I'IISCELLANEOU
ENGI N EERI NG
TOT. SERVICE
EPAIR SERVICES
ECREATION SERVICES
ERVICES
ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
127,545
87,100
593,229
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
126,124
4r,025
495,7I5
r5, I56 , rg2
PAGE I85
RUN DATE: 07/15/92
RUN NUI'IBER3 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
7 ,782.45
2,5r5.85
50,512.55
927,47E.63
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
BAYARD
JUNE, I992
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
88
l0r
258
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
7900
8900
89r0
S ERV
5R
DRSS
AND
s
9200
9595
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - FIUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 1,110 20,589,105
rl rD e--
-
'.r)- {b
-, 
- 
.l-- rt"rr 
- 
+ 
-
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVEHUE DEPARTI'TENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 186
RUN DATE: 07/L5/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 770.01X REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
CENTRAL
JUNE, I992
LOCATION: OE-505
sIc
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
1500 GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
1620
I700
c0Hs
EXCEPT HIGHIIAY
60 I 03,5I4 4 9,819 5,05r.54
27 00
3200
3400
3900
T'IFG-
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY NETA
]'lISCEL LANEOU
TOT. I',IANUFAC
L IN
SNA
TUR I
DUST. , FABRICATED ['IETAL PRODUCTS
NU FACTURING
NG
4EIO
4900
4920
TCU.
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'ITIUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COHI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
72 II9,997 rr9,997 6,559.72
102 790,754 7I9,90I 43,503.E9
509
l^lHS
0 HISCELLANEOUS hIHOLESALERS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADEL
530 0
5400
5700
5E I5
5920
5990
RETL
GENERAL ]'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'lISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
26 I2,48q 12,275 751.91
5t
90
52, I85
324 ,666
27,551
514, 429
Il9 , 575.89,25E.75
7000
7200
HOTELS, TIOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IUSEI4ENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
7500
7500
7600
7900
80I0
8900
SERV
52 105 ,77 9 l0l, I26 5,195.93
69
t47
1r9,155
40E,20 0
119,065
394,525
7,2E6 .75
2q,L46 .(tZ
920 0
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNITENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION q32 1,559,6r9 r r 4g0, g5g 90,525.36
tREPORT NO. 08(l TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI.IENT
STATE OF NEI.I ]'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMMARY .- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
HURL EY
JUNE, I992
xR
xEEQUEST XDITED X
L REPORTEDS RECEIPTS
952,5r5
250,407
5, 356 , r22
346,562
61,379
r,522, 956
366,244
r, 023,435
1,509,542
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
507 ,266
250,0E9
922,106
75,16+
58 , 017
1,141, 055
358,972
655,415
r,115,473
PAGE T87
RUN DATE: 07/L5/92
RUN NUT'IBER: 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
29,E01.90
15,405.99
52, EE5 . 92
4,415.E6
2r,0E9.63
3E,50 0 . l7
65,526.59
SIC
CODE
LocATI0N:08-40{
COPPER
TOT. I"IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTSTOT. ]'IANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
I'10T0R FREIGHT TRANS. , [^IAREH0USING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TETEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
99
65
r08
TA
0s
TO
GR
1020
I'II N E
1500
I700
CONS
27 00
520 0
MFG-
4000q200
4EIO
4E50
4900q9z0
TCU.
5020
5070
5090
I.IHS L
7200
7300
7500
7600
7 90 0
8900
5 ERV
DRUG5, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
HARDI,IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
r'llSCELLANEoUS tlHoLESALERST0T. I.IH0LESALE TRADE
BUI LDING ]'IATERIALS
GENERAL FIERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
NOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
I'TISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
PERSONAL SERVIGES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI-IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
IIIISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AMUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
58
s200
5500
5400
55r 0
5800
58I5
5990
RETL
6000
FIRE
(t9
t40 2723
5,587 .
67,016.
36
65
159
II #
REPORT NO. 08() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEN F.IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI.I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 18E
RUN DATEI 07/15/92
RUN NU['IBER: 77O. ()IX REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUFII''IARY -- EUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
HURL EY
JUNE, I992
LOCATION ! OE-404
src
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR EPORTEDECEIPTS TAXAB L EGROSS RECEIPTS REPORTEDTAX DUE
920 0
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 564 8,16E,597 3,920,590 2?9,02L.22
REPORT NO. 08O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION : 08-()l)E
5IC
CODE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEt,I T.IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r,579,964
15,256 , 9I4
19,972,74L
37 ,719,6?4
505, ll9
4,696,6E5
555,585
r ,567, 555
r,03r,6gg
3, 0 93, 12e
46,927,r00
54 ,043 ,7 54
I,7 96 , 55E
JUNE, I992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
750,937
l?,776,97E
L9,277 ,461
35 ,681,272
162,572
4,4?7 ,541
529 ,0571,1r1,259
I58,597
2,E15,2E6
45,9EI,696
51,245,090
E56,209
PAGE 189
RUN DATEI 07/15/92
RUN NUT'IBER3 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
(10 
'202.5L
702,710.00
,253. I5
,45E. 9E
6,959.85
245,513. t4
98. I6
18. l5
22.82
t+8,60I.39
2,528,993.29
2,8L2,240.0E
ANNUAL SUMI'IARY .. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RI'IDR GRANT CNTY
I000
1020]094
t 38I
I400
r474
I'II N E
010 0
0700
AGRI
1500
16 10
1620
I700
CONS
NO. TAX
RETURNS
59
281
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICESTOT. AGRICULTURE
1'IETAL HINING,
COPPER
URANIUMOIL AND GAS hI
NONMETALLIC M
POTASH
TOT. I'IINING
EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUIIT, MOLYBDENUI'I
ELL DRILLING
INERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHNAYSPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LUI'IBER, hIOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEITIICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
sTONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY TIETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
MACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY,EQUIPIIENT AND SUPPLIES
I'IISCEL L ANEOUS t'IANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPEL INE TRANSPORTATION
TEL EPHONE AND TEL EGRAPH COHI'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
CAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IFTUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
MOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIPT'IENT
DRUGS, CHENICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
HARDI.IARE, PLUI.IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
FIACHINERY, EQUIPI.IENT AND SUPPL I E5
I'tISCELLANEoUS tlH0L ESALERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
393
750
1,060
1,962
3400
550 0
3600
5900
T'IFG-
29 ,06Ll
8,7
48tt0
5E
2400
2700
2800
320 0
4]0
420
4s0
460q81
485
490
4920
TCU-
3I
9E
95
tt4
10E
449
50r0
5020
5070
5080
5090
5092
** a-
- 
ftr. +-- * 
- 
t,*- t'- 
- 
.> * * 
----
47,09I.5(
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NE[^I MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GRO55 RECEIPTS TAX BY 5TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
REPORTED
RECEI PTS
3,5E7, 946
597,6791,5Ir,240
455, 053
r,12r,q00
,768
,21+
3,47L,E75g,5gr 
, 326
JUNE, I992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
rrE6g,646
455, 053
1,066,269
459,444
998,566
,825, EE9
, 
(+9L 
,237
54,723
PAGE I90ATE! 07/L5/9?
UmBER: 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
102,850.5(
2I,005. I5
50, 965. 3l
24,9L7.9?.
5E,644.80
RU
RU
ND
NNX REQUEST XX ED.ITED X
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RI'IDR GRANT CNTYLOCATION: OE-O08
SIC
CODE
NHSL TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
BUI LDING I'IATERIALS
HARDI^IARE ST0RES
FARI'I EQUIPFIENT DEALERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTTiTENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICL E DEAL ERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
t'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKINO PLACES
TIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERSTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
r39
TAL
05s
TO
GR
520 0
525 I
5252-
550 0
540 0
55I 0
554 0
5599
5600
5700
5800
5815
7000
7200
7300
759t
7500
7600
2
7
67
I04
35E
824
5EI,9II
927,007
5I
5I
65
85
24,L69 .+4
54, 921 . L65920
5990
RETL
6500
65t0
6550
FI RE
7900
80r0
E05 0
8I0 0
8900
89r0
5 ERV
50E
229I3, 7 4I
507I,005
,813
, E36
, 010
212,E64
?25 ,97 9
g 
,z+0 ,97 g
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISGELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COHI'IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPI'IENT LABORATORIES
AUTOI'IOBItE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
A1'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSIGIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
HISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
r,509,235
954, 053
455, 555
257, 552
131,500,500
856,
544,
?49,
2,567,97L
77,4L3
r5,E47,59E
521.0E
025.27
5, 009. 9I
11,707.52
r2,407. rr
50E,254 . 73
I.rl, I90 .56
4,257 .73
7 5L ,534 .46
6,5E0 ,E22.57
155 rqlz,
49
59
87
120
r14
55
58
96r
202
E07
47,152.E5IE,95r.09
15,759.57
359
26
E90
2,900,54(t
107,9I9
I9,040,969
920 0
GOVT
3,26E I r6 , r50, 555
,tl
REPORT NO. O8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'IIIIARY .- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
SANTA ROSA
JUNE, I992
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
152, E65
216,2E7
8II,457
2,772,7 Eg
q20,504
4I4,67 I
3,677,457
4,2E6,r25
287,658
9 02, E47
14,875,660
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
3,609,1E65rl,6r9
4, r20,E05
I r2, E76
57,555
7 15, 055
z,?gL,409
277,574
532,349
2E6 ,7 87
5,65E,530
732,415
78E, 955I5,52I ,243
PAGE I91
RUN DATE: 07/I5/92
RUN NUMBER: 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
21E,E06.8531,0r6.90
2+9,E23.75
6,843.07
3,511 . 9r
4f,,550 . 18
I58, 780 .56
I6,E27.91
20 , 14E.65
I92,504.57
227,054.58
17,549.EE
222,q04.6?
4q ,ct02 .7 8
sIc
CODE
LOCATION:24.I()E
AND GAS NELL DRILLING
]'.lI N ING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORSSPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAT PRODUCTS
I'IEAT PACKING AND OTHER I'lEAT PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, l^100D AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
MACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
I-1I SCEL L AN EOUS I'1ANU FACTURI NGTOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANs. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, GOI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
7E
73
152
I58I
MINE
OIL
TOT.
]500]700
c0Ns
4100
4200
4EIO
E9
105
194
5,745,997
I ,524, g5g
5, 07 0, 945
2000
2 0I0
2400
27 00
5500
5900
5010
5040
5070
5080
5400
554 0
5599
5600
5700
5800
58I3
5910
5990
RETL
52
I'tFG-
4E5 0
4900
TCU-
5090
5092
tlHSL
520 0
5500
55r0
I'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOT'IOTIVE EQUIPI'TENT
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDNARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
tlACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
NI SCEL LANEOUS I.IHO L ESAL ERS
PETROLEUTI AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. t^IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTTIENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCE5SORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DI5PENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY 5TORE5
I'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAIL ERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
79
34
r50
75,89I
345, 29I
755,771
4,600.EE
20,812.06
44,606. l7
t49,725
343,291
955,86 9
27
5, r72, 051
3,7 44 ,gg7
47 ,83
E07 ,56
60
q6
52
r12
98
6E
,550
, 4I5
5,66E
732
!>
r48
551
0 .4(
3.92
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEFI
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE I92
RUN DATE: O7/15/92
RUN NUIiIBER! 770.01X REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUI'IHARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
SANTA ROSA
JUNE,1992
LOCATION:24-I08
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR EPORTEDECEI PTS TAXAB L EGROSS RECEIPTS REPORTEDTAX DUE
6000
6I0 0
6500
6 5I0
FI RE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER.LESR-AGT., ETC.I AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
7000
7200
7300
7500
7600
7800
7900
HOTELS, T'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOl'lOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
IIISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AMUSEl'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
I'IISCELTANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. sERVICES
200
54
26
I66
4,?c+l ,L64lr2,5r6
58, 986l, r55,591
4,0r3,901
1 02, 140
58 , 5I6
r , 059, 124
2q5
6
z
65
,520 .55
,L92.2+
,554.99
,755.26
E010
8060
8900
89r0
S ERV
49
30
r35
25
726
589,469
44 0 , 551r2,525,975
?q7 ,289
g 
,4L6 ,47 7
5E2
+40
2,zLE
227
8,7 q4
,3(7
,554
,582
, I82
,5(tz
35
?6
134
15
529
,304.77
,707.59
,507 . 0E
,772.93
,75r .7 9
920 0
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNIiIENT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 2,014 55,570,2I9 29,529,519 1,789,669.47
til
SIC
CODE
REPORT NO. OEO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0CATI0N 2 2q-207
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
MISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I-lANUFACTURING
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COIYII'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I I.IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
VAUGHN
JUNE, I992
RUN DATE:
RUN NUT'IBER !
PAGE I95
07 /15/92
770.01
I500
I700
c0Ns
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
475,651
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2E,715.06
tq,50q.27
155,555 . 49
r0,122.18
12,2I5.7E
27 00
5900
I'lFG-
48I 0
4900
TCU-
5090
hIHS L
530 0
5400
554 0
5599
5E00
58r5
5990
RETL
t'II SCEL L ANEOUS T.IHO L EsA L ERS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
GENERAL HERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK]'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
1'IISCELIANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBI L E RENTAL , REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR 5ERVICES
AI'IUSEFIENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERN}lENT - MUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
q7 540, I75
40
60
44
28r
259,477
2,705,7f,0
33 I66, 964
79 215,745
(t52 q,025,5E0
r,10r,050
290,721
79,035
682, 985
66,751 . I6
L7,524.95
4,750.65
41,q05.92
2
7
7
2
L,157,+75
35+ ,697
98,409
6E2, 985
239,24
2, 535, 56
5
2
6000
FI RE
7000
7200
7300
7500
7600
7900
E20 0
8900
5 ERV
165, 96(t
201,464
5,449,225
920 0
95 95
GOVT
1l
't ir* e ++' > G .l}+ 
- -t r> -.
209,017.77
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT PAGE I94
RUN DATE: 07/I5/92
RUN NUHBER! 770.0].X REQUEST XX EDITED X
STATE O
COMB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
FN
REVY5
Et,l I'lExIc0
ENUE SYSTEI{
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
24.024 RI'IDR GUADALUPE CNTY
JUNE, I992
LOCATION:
src
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR EPORTEDECEIPTS TAXAB L EGROSS RECEIPTS REPORTEDTAX DUE
0I0 0
0700
AGRI
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICESTOT. AGRICULTURE
t58t
138 9
T'II N E
0
0
T
IL
IL
OT
AND GAS I.IEL L DRI L L ING
AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
. T'IINING
1500I6r0
r620
I700
CONS
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
4l
8E
666,L7(t
2, 4r 9,590
650,250
2,384 ,407
54, 949 . E6I28,161.92
2400
27 00
540 0
3900
I-1FG-
LUMBER, T.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PRIl-1ARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED TTETAL PRODUCTS
I.IISCEL LANEOUS FIANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
450 0
4EI0
AIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY sERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COHIIIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
66
tlr
547,815
I,00g,gEs
508, 996
E96,2E4
16,59I.61
4E, I5E.57
4900
TCU-
5080
5090
NHS L
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
''IISCELLANEOUS 
HHOLESALERS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
5300
554 0
5800
58I J
5920
5990
RETL
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
62 I ,2r2,417 55?,237 ?9 ,6EZ .7 5
28
I3E
54
1,459
,632
,6lI 45,556761,972 2,54I.1540,956.06
5510
FIRE
REAL EST. OPER-LE5R-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
7000
7500
7500
E060
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
52
56
lI6,108
64,75I
rl6,05I
64 ,7 46
6,255.13
5, 556 . 57
t
TREPORT NO. O8() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEtl MEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, 1992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2q4,75E
4,412,5E6
PAGE }95
RUN DATE: 07/L5/92
RUN NUI'IBER! 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
r5,010.54
257,014.55
xR
xE EAUEST XDITED X
ANNUAL SUFIT'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
2q.O2q RMDR GUADALUPE CNTYLOCATION !
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
E20 0
8900
8 910
5 ERV
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT . GOV ERNI'IENT
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
95 261,76I
4E5 5,5r6,69E
920 0
GOVT
rE
-*
*
- 
tir>- <> + rt- 
--a' 
t,* ., .} * a> ?
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE 0F NEt^l MEXIGO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE I96
07 /t5/92
770.0IX REQUEST XX EDITED X
RUN DATE:
RUN NUMBER:
ANNUAL SUFIMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
ROY
JUNE, I992
LocATI0N:5I-109
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR EPORTEDECEI PTS TAXABL EGROSS RECEIPTS REPORTEDTAX DUE
0t^00
0700
AGRI
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE z6 l9l,70g 28,926 r ,645. E5
1500
I6IO
1700
c0Ns
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAT TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
e400
27 00
3700
I'lFG-
LUI'IBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
TOT. FIANUFACTURING 30 I4,882 7, 955 450 .85
4
4
q
4
100
200
810
900
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
]'1OTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
ELEGTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO}'I['IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
q+
74
I15,095
399,972
r05,Eq5
561,575
5,8E9.76
20,5rE.64TCU-
5020
5090
5092
DRUGS, CHE]'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUGTS
I'lISCEL LANEOUS I^IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI.I PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADEtlHS L
5500
540 0
5sI 0
554 0
5700
5800
5813
5990
RETL
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICL E DEAL ERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
HISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
26 55I ,65 9 62,522 5,554.09
r26 1,675,265 L,196,Z(rq 67, 9E5.5t
6000
FI RE
BANKS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
t'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AT'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
7000
7200
7500
7600
7900
IREPORT NO. O8O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION ! 5I.}09
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE O
COI'IBINED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
Eht I'tExrc0
ENUE SYSTE].I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
PAGE 197
RUN DATE: 07/L5/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2,666.EE
121,345. rE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
NO. TAX
RETURNS
FN
REVYS
ANNUAL SU]'ITIARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
ROY
sIc
CODE
E200
8900
S ERV
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
5E 6E ,47 9 q7,Irt6
56E 4,275,35E 2, I56,155
I
.to + + + .+ l}, .-*- Je r * * G rD 
-
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEH I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET,I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE I98
RUN DATE. 07/15/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 770.01X REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUFII'IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
I'IOSQU ERO
JUNE, I992
LOCATION:5I-208
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
I500
I700
CONS
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
2400
27 00
MFG-
LUHBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
4100
481 0
4900
TCU-
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI.IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES 45 I65,39E 129, 915 6 , 9E2.85
5090
509?,
tlH5L
IilISCEL LANE0US l.lH0L ESAL ERs
PETROL EUT'I AND PETROL EUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. bIHOLESALE TRADE
5500
5400
554 0
5700
5E00
5815
5990
RETL
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
FURNITURE, HOTIE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACE5
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
I'IISCEL L ANEOUS RETAI L ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE 66 125,72L I22, 08E 6 ,552.2E
65r0
FI RE
REAL EST. OPER-LE5R-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
7200
7600
8900
SERV
PERS0Ni[L SERVICES
t'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IISCEL L ANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION r56 374,532 32E,299 17,6q6 . t2
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REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEN T'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'T
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATIONX REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
L ORDSBURG
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
,92L
,456
24l,4lr
1,536,26?
259,674
5,518,8E5
29,391,969
JUNE, L99Z
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
859,721I4, 786,7 I 0
zql ,356
1,536,262
PAGE 20I
RUN DATEI 07/15/92
RUN NUMBER: 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5L,577.75
8E7,095.40
14,q80.I9
92,t75.70
src
CODE
LocATI0N : 25-tt0
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, ['IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUsINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AMUSEt'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
TEGAL SERVICES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
56
116]05
45
87
2E
57
rt8
589
I,E5()
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
1,345
I7,057
184
737
5990
RETL
6000
5I0 0
6510
FI RE
9200
95 95
GOVT
2,450,999
E7,455
572,9+8
5q0,759
14,502
7000
7200
7300
7500
7600
7800
7900
8 010
8060
810 0
8900
S ERV
2,165, r02
86,766
57 L ,9?0
456,779
I3,320
86. I7
67.15
15.20
06.77
99.22
L29,7
5r0
34, 3
27,+
7
255,700
5,L59,447
r5,97
309,25
1.97
7.9E
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNHENT - MUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNT'IENT
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 2q,406 ,4L5 L q53, E66 . I7
I
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTFIENT
STATE OF NEI.I }IEXICO
COI.IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 202
RUN DATEI 07/15/92
RUN NUIilBER: 77O. ()IX REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
VIRDEN
JUNE, I992
LocATr0N : 23-209
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
I700
CONS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
3900
I'IFG-
I'IISCEL LANEOUS HANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
4100
481 0
4900
TCU.
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TEL EPHONE AND TEL EGRAPH CONI'IUNICATION
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS A
5TILIT
ND UT
IES
ILITIES 4l 80,516 E(),6I6 4,370.54
5090
hIHSL
I'IISCEL LANEOUS NHOL ESAL ERSTOT. I,IHOLESALE TRADE
550 0
5400
5990
RETL
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTIiTENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
TIISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE 5{ 41,790 4L ,655 2,29L .02
7500
8900
S ERV
AUTOT'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES]'IISCEL L ANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
920 0
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNMENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION r0s I44, E17 t4], l7l 7,700.EE
;{
REPORT NO. O8(l TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEt.I I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATIONX REQUEST XX EDITED X
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
21,EI0,495
r52, lEz
5+q,257
L2,907,A57
I5, 9E2,Esl
2,L12,427
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
359,851
5,773,723
2L,79q,+73
152, tEz
516,520
12 ,7 q(+ , 80q
15,758,014
1,956,609
PAGE 203
RUN DATE: 07/L5/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O. OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
lE, E42 . 3(
ANNUAL SUIIII'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RT'IDR HIDALGO CNTY
SIC
CODE
L0cATI0N ! 2f,-023
AGRICULTURAL SERVICESTOT. AGRICUTTURE
I'IETAL I*IINING, EXCEPT COPPER,
URAN I Ul'IOIL AND GAs I.IELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES,
TOT. I'IINING
URANIUM, I'IOLYBDENU]'I
EXCEPT DRILLING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHT^IAY
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
I'IISCEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. HANUFACTURING
toCAt AND HIGHIIAY PASSENGER TRANSP0RTATI0N
t'10T0R FREIGHT TRANS. , I.,IAREH0USING, TRANS. SERVICESPIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COIIII'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
G/qS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'TOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIPT'IENT
HARDI^.IARE, PLUT'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
TIISCELLANEOUS NHOLESALERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEU''I PRODUCTS
TOT. I^IHOLESALE TRADE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
48
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
7,504,993
24 ,164 ,507
1000
I0 94
t 58I
138 9
I'II NE
0700
AGRI
I620
1700
c0Ns
1500
16I0
27 00
5900
200
25L
252
500
400
540
IlE
2r4 305,1,I44, t220 0 .4E9.87
FG.H
4r00q200
4600qEI()
4850
4900
4920
TCU-
50t0
5070
5080
5090
5092
hIHSL
5
5
5
5
5
5
28
9.+
56
2t7
69
6,959.62
27, r15.5(
569,102.22
721 
'2+3.8c+
t02,72L.95
,766.95
,556.2L
BUI LDING I'IATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
FARM EQUIPI'lENT DEALERS
GENERAL I-1ERCHANDI5E, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORESRETAIL FOOD SIORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
NISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
L24
27
59
56
rS
5599
5600
5800
2r{14
65
9, 904
9 ,717
2,3E0
524
, 078
,8E0
IREPORT NO. ()EO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEt.I I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 20(t
RUN DATE: 07/15/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O. OIxR
xE EQUEST XDITED X
ANNUAL SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RI'IDR HIDALGO CNTY
JUNE, I992
L0cATI0N:25-023
src
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5813
5920
5990
RETL
LIQUOR DISPENSERS . BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
T'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
2.6
144
559
55,486
2, gg7, 325
5,925,EgL
5
69
5 r(t
4r6
8r0
86 2,9L2.97
36 ,47 L .67
250,1E6.60
9E
4, 58 EI
65r0
FI RE
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, IHSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
7900
E010
8900
5 ERV
HOTELS, I'IOTEL5, TRAI L ER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
PIISCETLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AIIUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
6 6 55,742l7I,I73
555,273
53,742
150,522
555,594
1,771.4E8,4r6 . 95
r7,566 .85
5 5
5 3
36
65
286
739,241
7 ,394,250
9 ,0q3 ,627
739,241
1,045,0892,6+7,gll
5E,Et0.09
54,857.24
I38,958.52
9200
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNTIENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION L,229 80,405,9E2 45,245,515 2,375,098.27
REPORT NO. O8O
LOCATION: O5.III
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
METAL I'IINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUM, I{OLYBDENUT'I
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS, NATURAL GAS LIQUIDSOIL AND GAS I^IELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NONT'IETALLIC TIINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASHTOT. I'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHIIAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT tItEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, I^IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUI'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLA55, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
MACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL I'IACHINERY,EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COIiIPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATI ON EQU IPI'IENTPROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRU]'ITS.
I.II SCEL LAN EOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. NANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , ]^IAREHOUSING, TRAHS . SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPEL INE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COFII'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC t^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO}I],IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
REQUEST X
EDITED X
x
x
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTIiIENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLAssIFICATION
ANNUAL SUTII'TARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
HOBBS
JUNE, I992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
421,924
r,594,r50I05,94r,956
I06,562,795
5,686, E45
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
405,196
93,52L ,77 5
5,199,55E
r5, g55,7Eg
e5,947,EI7
,192,6r0
, 0 93, 129
956,731
8, 959,279
5r50grg20
19,205,594
PAGE 205
RUN DATE. 07/L5/92
RUN NUT1BER: 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
25, 155 . 98
91,171.EE5,271,rI1.49
5,576,270.87
IE5, 974 . 56
9t7 ,296.4EL 575 ,953.24
q,773.90
180, 149.49
t25,075. t5
7 52 ,6q3 .56
53,E74.E3
a
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
55
1000
t 31.0I58I
I58 9
1400
T.II N E
010 0
0700
AGRI
t500
1610
1620
1700
CONS
53
r, 176
,5rE
r 9I7
1,5E5
9L,692
1,287
521
840
1,206
25
r2E
50
5I
56
,E20
,689
,I05
,67 6
,555
21,57 4
50,169
2000
250 0
2400
2700
2800
2900
520 0
340 0
5500
5600
5670
3700
3800
5900
I'lFG-
97 ,557q,207 ,g2g
,996 ,924
,882, E65
5,7 95,426
83, 024
3, 155, 055
t254
,226
,56 r
5, 5E5
2,36+
2,37 0
.97
.30
. r7
2q7 ,416
5 9, 525
92, r50
4,502, 904
1,05r,709
1,605,944
3
t9
r0,007
3,+622r,50(
509
190I,104
2}J
25q
55
57
263
625
r81
410 0
420 0
450 0
4600
481 0
4E5 0
4900
+920
TCU-
,701.IE
,520.57
,r95.I7
558 42,66I,5r5 36 , 259, E85
: 50r0 noroR vEHrcLEs AND AUTol,roTrvE EQUTpITENT
,{ {F- arF lt- { 
-.,* -'+-, -'e - -, - 
-- 
- 
<}
2,080,649.75
IREPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AHD REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN ITIEXICO
COIIBINED REVENUE SYSTEI,t
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTs TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'IITIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
HOBBS
JUNE, I992
RU
RU
ND
NN
PAGE ?06ATE: 07/L5/9?
Ul'tBER: 770.0IxR
xEEQUEST XDITED X
SIC
CODE
LOCATION: O6.III
5092
l.lHS L
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDNARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
]-1I SCEL L AN EOUS I^IHO L ESAL ERS
PETROLEUH AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. t.IHOLESALE TRADE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
15,5r9,056I5, I80,445
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
6,56g,lrE(+q7,290
52,505-
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5020
5040
5060
5070
5080
5090
5599
5600
5700
5800
6000
610 0
6120
5200
6500
65r0
6700
FI RE
107
69 377 ,724.3625,7r9.r9
78
26(+
525
159I,277
3,13gr 1gI
I7 ,257 ,8905,9I0,7I7
14,I00,250
49,771,718
4,694,59rBUI LDING T'IATERIALSHARDI.IARE STORES
FARI.l EQUIPI'IENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
r'IOTOR VEHICL E DEAL ER5
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
T'IOBILE HOt'1E DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND AGCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS. BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
T'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COMDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGs., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL E5T. OPER.LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI'IENT COT'IPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, t.IOTELS, TRAI L ER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
r'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COMMERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPI'IENT LABORATORIES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
4, 974,555
23,655,254
rg,7g4,r0g
L7,0L?,795
106 ,449 ,477
6, r27 , r54
56I,716
50 ,820
35, 187
5, 468
r ,857
6
9
21
2
13II
40
237
180
991
539
810
2, E51
03.50
78.67
66.55
65.25
74.01
,5
,1
,8
,7
r8
5200
525 I
5?52
5300
5510
5400
55r0
5s4 0
5592
5E] 5
5910
5920
5990
RET L
7000
7200
7500
759I
7500
7600
7800
l, 659,5
50 ,365, 0
28,559,6
4,52r ,5L 515,7
0tt2
82
229
r06
55
E2
I9q
55
404
702
577
2,200,Irg
5r4g4,ggg6,I0(,156
27,E91,79E
22,561 ,60?
E, 488, 545
7 ,627 ,502
20 ,888, 956
r,762,49E
2,r69,
6,052,
?5 ,EzE,
10,5r5, 007
9,799,5E6
280,865.99
5,0I8.92-
9q ,27 5 .E9
2,E95, 993. 03
L,629,551.79
259, 980 . 08
75,526.23
101,545.61
125,87 9 .20
3q5,756.52
r r 4E+ ,57E.72
595,095.19
55?,272.9L
,76E-
,495
,801
r E55
,65I
,551
45
96
E5
9299I62
t77
315
240
710
?,22-E
4,E77
06
2a ,099,5E0
,53q,778
,457 ,q?7
,455,457
,594,409
,122,860
,055,565
,507,895
,807,9r5
L,297,292. 0gq8E 
,07 9 .7 6
45E,555.65
1,200,925.4A
154,455. 0 r
6E8, 18I .55
565 ,97 q .951,707,795.17
I I,828, 440 . 5g
L72
69
r05
zl?I, I55
727
497,554
2,552, 555
45, r67
5 ,563 ,7 +5
457,5q9
1,577,290
45, 16 7
3,982,+05
25,309.15
90,694.14
2,472.?9
228,97E.53
2,696 , l(01I,968,57r
9,945, 043
29, 7 05,96 I
205,7 I9,069
6q2
509
E49
, 952
,II3I1,420II,5l8
REPORT NO. O8O
EQUEST X
DITED X
LOCATION:06-III
AT'IUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICESPHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT HEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
t',II SCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSSTATE GOVERNI'IENT - EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT . I'IUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
xR
xE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY 5TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
HOBBS
JUNE, 1992
2, 040 59,542,569
6,710 I73,544,386
l7 , 010 725,255,7E5
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
5r, 980,249
150, r55,940
557, l5L 5E1
PAGE 207
RUN DATE. 07/I5/92
RUN NUHBER: 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5l,956 .788I8,821.20I,259,I60.78
I 94,529 . t4
15,152.2+
I , E58 ,585 .29
7,481 , 485.55
32,0?7,460.78
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
L REPORTED5 RECEIPTSTA0sTOGR
7900
EOTO
E060
EIOO
820 0
8600
E900
E9IO
S ERV
905, 902
14,240 r 799
2L rE9E r(t22
5,594,720
265, 645
I25
542
156
245
r05
9r0,0I6
14,7 95,926
48, E2g, q46
3,590 ,26 g
253,646
920 0
9282
95 95
GOVT
9999 NONCLAS5IFIABLE E5TABLISHMENTS . (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
Ii
-r* -. <-* -,++ r}- - - ---- -- *
,l
REPORT NO. O8O
LocATI0N:06-210
sIc
CODE
AGRICU L TU
AGRI CU L TUTOT. AGRI
PRODUCT ION
SERVICES
TURE
., NATURAL GAS, NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
I.IELL DRILLING
FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
TIINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
x
x
REQUEST X
EDITED X
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.I ]'IEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE sYSTEI'IANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
13, 945, 563
r ,299, zEl
52,07 0
57,375
3,7(r ,554
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
12,E25,509
1,073,r07
5, 545, E57
905,592
50L 464
E70,22?t
819,277
2r190,965
(1,527
56 ,545
5,Igg,54E
PAGE 208
RUN DATE: O7/L5/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
769,407 . I1
,3E5 .4E
,75I .5I
54,205.51
ANNUAL SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
EUNI C E
RAL
RAL
CUL
OL
S
S
c
G
010 0
0700
AGRI
2010
2700
520 0
3400
5020
5060
5070
5080
5090
NHSL
CRUDE PETROIL AND GAOIL AND GA
NONI'IETA L L I
TOT. I'1ININ
NO. TAX
RETURNS
I98
151 0
lSEt
138 9
I400
TiII N E
150 0
1610
1620
1700
c0Ns r46227
L r50,205
3,459,540 5+200
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
I'lEAT PACKING
PRINTING AND
STONE, CLAY,
PRIt'1ARY TIETAL
DRUGs, CHEI'IICALS AN
ELECTRICAL GOOD5 AN
HARDI^IARE, PLUI'IB ING
r'lACHINERY, EQUIPI'IEN
I'IISCEL LANEoUS tJH0L E
TOT. I^IHOLESALE TRAD
AND
PUB
GLA
IN
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
OTHER MEAT PRODUCTS
LISHING5S, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
DUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
IED PRODUCTS
SEHOLD APPLIANCES
EATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
SUPP L I ES
S
109
25
26
160
615,755l, r5l,51g
9E5,725
2 r752, ggE
5900
T'IFG-
I'II SCEL L ANEOUS I'IANUFACTURINGTOT. I'IANUFACTURING
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COFII'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'ITIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
48r0
4900
49?0
TCU-
55
75
54
5I
50,
52,
49,t5r,
9.80
5.41
6.65
9 .84
IE
2L
t5
55
59,6 9
5 ,46
55, E3
D ALL
D HOU
AND HT AND
SALER
E
5200
525 I
5300
531 0
5+0 0
554 0
5599
5600
5800
BUILDING T'IATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'lISCEL LANEOUS VEHICL E AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEAL ERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
2 ,47 I .6+
5,580.55
I9I,560.91
7 0q ,7E2
91,253
975,E25
37
25
9I
661,527
9r, 0 02
950,5I7
r.65
0.15
1.05
:T
RETORT NO. O8O
X REQX EDI
LOCATION:06-2IO
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
I'II SCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
B ANKS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS A
REAL E5T. OPER.LESR-AGT., ETC., AND T
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI',IENT COI'IPANIETOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTA
UEST X
TED X
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I TIEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GRO5S REGEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMI{ARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
EUNI CE
JUNE,1992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 209
RUN DATE: 07/15/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
95, 975. 03q32,29c1.74
,570.E6
,877.45
,568.20
,2L7 .82
l7 , E95 .21
?28,256 .(15
I,856,845. g0
src
CODE
5E]5
59I0
5990
RETL
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR EPORTEDECEI PTS
I , E22,95 I8,rgg,75g
9q , (t07
2, 0E5,557
452,055
804,106
6 45,86 ?
4,495, r04
94,407l, 9r4,625
559,497
E03,650
t74
475
1,566,217
7,204,9L1
6000
6500
6510
6700
FI RE
7600
7900
8060
ND SERVICES
ITLE ABSTRACT
5
TE
7000
7200
7500
7500
8900
89I0
S ERV
920 0
95 95
GOVT
HOTELS T I'IOTE
PERSONAL SER
HISCELLANEOU
AUTOI'IOBILE R
IIII SCEL L AN EOU
AIIIUSEl'IENT AN
HOSPITATS AN
I'IISCELLANEOU
ENCIN EER I NG
TOT. SERVICE
LS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
VICESS BUSINESS SERVICES
ENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICESS REPAIR SERVICES
D RECREATION SERVICES
D OTHER HEALTH SERVICESS SERVICES
AND ARCHITECTURAL sERVICES
s
93
59
656t
5ltq
20
48
145
456
299,032
5, E0 9, 956
STATE GOVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNITIENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTSTOT. GOVERNMENT
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION r,6gl 34,502,572 30,61E,099
{).*- ..'
-F 
,}'
REPORT NO. (lE(} TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'IANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATIONX REQUEST XX EDITED X
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
3 ,47 5 ,0?.4
IOO,ISE
540, 0EI
4I0,E85
692,645
3, g 05,456
75,596
374,941
4I,557
3,r04,457
5 18, 24E
II5,III
5 r zqg, 5E5
,421
,718
57,405.31
50 ,505. I2
PAGE 210
RUN DATE: 07/L5/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O. OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
208,561.41
6,0r1.2E
20,404.8?
ANNUAL SUNHARY .. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
JAL
SIC
CODE
I5E I
15E 9
HINE
LocATI0N:06-306
AND GAS T.]EL L DRI L L ING
AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
I'II N I NG
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI,IAY CONTRACTORS
N0N-BUILDINc HEAVY C0NTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHI^IAYSPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
T'1I5CEL LANEOUS NANUFACTURINGTOT. I'IANUFACTURING
t'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , T.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESPIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'ITIUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC HATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESGA5 UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, GONT'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
155
27
55
20?
TOTA
GROS
LRSR EPORTEDECEI PT5
3,922,990
OIL
OIL
TOT
62584I
7t+
941
84
120
130
26
I50I6I
L62
170
4200
4600
48r0
CONS
2700
520 0
3+00
5900
MFG-
0
0
0
0
4900
4920
TCU-
,075
,904
5 010
5020
5070
5080
50 90
5092
NH5 L
I'1OTOR V EH I CL ES AND
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AN
HARDNARE, PLUFIBING
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPNEN
OMOTIVE EQUIPI.IENT
LLIED PRODUCTS
HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
ND SUPPLIES
AUT
DA
ANDTA
r 08,246
559,851
554,019
845, 625
6,005,345
I7 0, 505
rt7 4 ,7 37
42,5E9
5r572,70E
5IE,248
18E,073
5r915,605
2(+
4I ,592.46,558. 6 g
6r9
314, E
23q,?66 .85
4, 403 .75
22,q96.41
2,q80.2?
186,258. 02
3r,094.92
525 I
5300
55r0
5400
55(t0
5599
5600
5800
5815
5990
RETL
I'IISCEL LANEOUS I.IHO L ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI.I AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
TOT. hIHOLESALE TRADE
HARDI^IARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I-lISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
NISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
74
107
26
47
57
I53
546
69
75
06.
98
gREPORT NO. 08O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATI0N ! 06-306
BANKS
INSURANGE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, },IOTELS, TRA]LER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI-1USEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGII.IEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTIITENT
STATE OF NEH I'IEXICO
COT'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
JAL
JUNE, 1992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r2E,285
I04,564
I28,485
225,+95
E42,590
l,E27,gE0
r9,40+,512
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
l?5,755
L0(t,279
76,162
225,495
829,645
r,759,295
I6, 0E1,555
PAGE 21IATE: 07/L5/9?
ut'IBER: 770.0r
REPORTED
TAX DUE
7 ,545.286,256.7q
q,569.68
t3,529.71
49,755.6E
I 05,534.55
96q ,7 93 . 3E
RU
RU
ND
NN
src
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
6000
6300
F IRE
7000
7200
7500
7500
53
26
55
25
7600
7900
80r0
8100
8200
8900
8910
SERV
9200
GOVT
r00
500
I,302
f
a
REPORT NO. OEO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:06-405
AGRICULTURAL SERVICESTOT. AGRICULTURE
I'IETAL MINING, EXCEPT COPPER,OIL AND GAS ].IELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES,TOT. I'IINING
URANIU]iI, I'IOLYBDENUM
EXCEPT DRILLING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEbI MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEIiI
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMMARY -- BUSINEsS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
L OV I NGTON
JUNE, I992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r 5,9 16 , 522
1,767,L62
67r, 186
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
14 rL26 
'2(+9
I ,67 4 ,644
PAGE ZI2
RUN DATE: 07/L5/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
848,806.r9
100,47E.65
99,251.9E
238,27 0 .25
25, 93E. 06
2,4E1 .248I,231. 99
src
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
24E
r25
0700
AGR I
I000
138I
136 9
r'II N E
1500I6t0
I620
I700
c0Ns
5700
5900}IFG-
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
APPAREL AND TEXTILE ITIILL PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, tl00D AND PAPER PRoDUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUT'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIESSTONE, CLAY, GLA55, AND CONCRETE PRODUCIS
PRII'IARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED T'IETAL PRODUCTS
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPI'IENT
]'IISCEL LANEOUS IIANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI{AY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I,IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IHUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
l.IOTOR VEHICL E5 AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPMENT
DRUGS, CHEI'!ICALS AND AL L I ED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDIAIARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIE5
I'IISCEL L ANEOUS I,IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUT'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I^IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING IiIATERIALS
?7qq2a
rt4
4?
16r
5r0
76
t77
r,655
3,972
2,73E,E74
5, 1gg, r65
, E43
,647
230 0
2q00
2700
2800
2900
3200
5400
452,30I
,554
,66 6
2, (t45 ,02(rI,EE2,5()II, I41,8II
10,5r4,678
3 , (+26 ,97 5
569,157
5,957,402
L45,70r.4E
11r,857.70
68,508 .66
q6
4 ,04q
5,566
2,535I,188
45
r95
26
,727
,097
,297
,662
,965
r 5I6
,714
(I
l, 553
4r00
4200qET(}
4850
4900
4920
TCU.
50r0
5020
5040
5060
5070
5080
5090
5092
l.lHS L
- 5200
12,924,357 629,7EE.42
205,61E.54
5(}, I4E.5r
550 ,244 .28
3, EI5
2,232
326 9,572, r57
REPORT NO. ()8O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
[ocATI0N:06-405
FARI'I EQUIPI'IENT DEALERS
GENERAL MERCHAND]SE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTIYIENT STORES
il
93
51
93
52
235
26
46
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
CO]'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUHI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
L OV I NGTON
JUNE, I992
PAGE 213
RUN DATE. 07/15/92
RUN NUMBERs 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,4E2,643
2r 0Eg,6rg
17,044,E65
5, g0 0, 952
1,802,625
505,2E7
4l?,067
5,932,2E5
565, 995
1,395, 902
7,41?,76?(t5, 937 ,828
905,765
808,4E1
l,g45r6l2
8E0, 024
936,725
485,120
4, r44,966
r ,245,955
I6I,624
2,0?3,299
r,551, grg
I 22,96 I
5,2r0,619
I(rr 9E4rE55
107 ,29q,042
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2r462r27L
2, 094, 6 g5
I5,5e5,205
,8I9
,562
,06?
,60I
, I85
,7 Lq
,505
5,89E,775
39,062,620
E6 4,8 0I
795,991
r ,791,324
r6r,524
2,010,606
I,275,0I5
9r ,851
2,557,567
I5, 675,786
90,506, 066
5rc
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
50
55
32
5I
26l{I
5252
550 0
551 0
209
85
30
24
2r1
59
7q
147,756 .
r25, 0El .919,5I2.540 055r 0
554 0
5599
5600
6000
6200
6500
651 0
6550
6700
FI RE
7000
7200
7300
7500
7500
780 0
7900
8010
RETAIL FOOD
I'IOTOR VEHICL
GASOLINE SER
I'IISCELLANEOU
APPAREL AND
5T0
ED
vrcsv
ACC
RES
EA t ER5
E STATIONS
EHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
ESSORY STORES
5, 490
r,418
503
411
3, 520
655
l r2(t5
,479.56
,09r.20
, 1E3.75
,596.0E
,2I1.09
,402.81
,718.57
5700
5800
58I5
59I0
5920
5990
RETL
8050
8I0 0
820 0
E900
89r0
5 ERV
FURNITURE, HONE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
SECUTY. AND COMDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTMENT COI'IPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI.IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I-lISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AHUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
607
I,485 555, 125. 082,545,549.50
5r,841.E0
47 ,759.5L
r06,855.22
9,697.5I
120,657 .68
76,380.82
5,15E.49
I55, SEE. E4
81 9,551 .24
4?
80
159
5Z
276
r(7
260
19r
860
925q55
5,7 r9I, IE5
,57 9
,077
r 058
,07E
,247
5I,654.72
55,504.65
27,E99.7r
222,575.59
70,994.85
50
r52
9200
GOVT
86
5I
523
I ,859
iEll
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 4,979
.+*.? +-
5 , q29, r6+ . 44
REPORT NO. O8O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:06-500
OIL AND GAs FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT
NONt'lETALLIC TIINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS
TOT. T'IINING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE 0F NEt^l t'lEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUTII'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
TATUl'I
JUNE, 1992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2, 559, E5 0
359,54I
265, 165
755,659
615 ,7 45
I, (}l)E, I73
5,37r,214
5,654 r 720
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2 ,529 ,45L
55E,6E4
26(+ ,502
645,223
562,E01
E75,109
, 187
r 598
PAGE ZLCI
RUN DATEZ O7/15/92
RUN NUMBER! 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
145,445.50
20,624.56
r5, r7 r .86
37, 074.85
52,561 .07
50,5tE.E6
58
L50 ,722.9?
27 4 ,99? .5E
src
CODE
DRILLING
AND POTASH
NO. TAX
RETURNS
62
56
12E
t76
59
55
I500I6I O
1520
I700
CONS
I38 9
r400
I'II N E
27 00
2900
3{00
5900
MFG-
420 0(600
4EIO
4900
4920
TCU-
5080
5090
50 92
tlHS L
525 I
5300
5(00
7000
7200
7500
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHhIAY
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PETROLEUI'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
PRII'1ARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I''IETAL PRODUCTS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS I.IANU FACTURING
TOT. t'IANUFACTURING
T'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
PIPEL INE TRANSPORTATION
TEL EPHONE AND TEL EGRAPH COI'IMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESGA5 UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'TACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
I'1I SCEL L ANEOUS ].IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUN AND PETROLEUI.I PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
HARDNARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'lISCELLANEOUS RETAIL ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
AUTOT'IOBI L E RENTAL , REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
29
?6
28
2E,550L 40 5,50 5
278,645
27'l,5gr,I99,
976
t49
270
6
9
4
77
205
I,
79,I},
OE
91.
65
05
04554 05600
5700
5E00
5920
5990
RETL 2,62_1q,792
REPORT NO. 08O
EQUEST X
DITED X
LocATI0N:05-500
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AMUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS S ERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
xR
xE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTTITENT
STATE OF NEI.I T'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SU}II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
TATUM
JUNE, L992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
46 2, 55E
600,42E
lL,?97 ,232
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
450,526
582,5r2
10,158,046
PAGE 2L5
RUN DATE2 07/15/92
RUN NU].IBER: 77().()I
REPORTED
TAX DUE
25,905.24
53,4E7 .67
5E4,050.19
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
57
150
755
7600
7900
820 0
8900
E910
S ERV
9200
GOVT
rI **r. +
IREPORT NO. OEO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:06-006
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICESTOT. AGRICULTURE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTIiIENT
STATE 0F NEtl t'lEXICo
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI.I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMMARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RMDR LEA CNTY
JUNE, I992
121
52
50
500
705
t154,625
, El2, 054
, r93r 055
,782,20 r
,95L 945
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
qgE,E27
50,798,902
60,E16,976
92, 040, 955
,97
PAGE 2L6
RUN DATE: 07/I5/9?
RUN NUI'IBER: 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
27 ,+35.5L
L 5 95, q22.E3
5,543, 986 .50
5,060,792.E7
293,559.31
253,695.80
359,075.E6L 505, I66 . l5
2,L7L,495.13
25.20
7?,657.46
2E,59l.EI2r1,5r2.87
I93,524.09
80,866 . I5
EXCEPT HIGHIIAY
HI NG
D PRODUCTS
AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
AND CONCRETE PRODUCT5
98,545, E55
56 5,191,+(tg
52 I,55.rr658
E50,495g,70g,lg5
r07 3, E 92, 546
SIC
CODE
LRSR
00,764
30,92I
50, g
64,E
GAS
GAS
LLIC
NING
TI
P
D
D
A
5tz
289
171
7q
59
84
7
4I4
24
50
65
59I
NO. TAX
RETURNS
27
TOTA
GROS
I,I5()
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
725,407
,528,066
,625,546
627,28L
1000I5I O
1581
I38 9
I400
I,II N E
HETA L
CRUDE
010 0
0700
AGRI
I500] 610
I620
I700
CONS
OIL
OIL
NON
TOT
AN
AN
T'IET
INING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIU],I, I'IOLYBDENUT'IETROL., NATURAL GAS, NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
I.IELL DRILLING
FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLINGI,IINERA[5, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
182
9I9
MI
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
5,357
4,249
6, r54
25,73t
3 9, 483
,7 64
,I99
2
(+
9
5,215
5,586
44
r0I
98
2I8
UBLIS
ALLIE
NING
LAS5,
270
280
290
520
900
920
cu-
PRINTING AND P
CHEI'IICALS AND
PETROLEUI'I REFI
STONE, CLAY, G
458
1,52r, 044
3900
HFG-
540
550
4
4
T
PRITIARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
MACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL]'II SCEL L ANEOUS MANUFACTURINGTOT. MANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHHAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRAN5. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPEL INE TRANSPORTATION
TEL EPHONE AND TEL EGRAPH COI'IMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESGA5 UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
t'1OTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPMENT
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI^IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
MI SCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTSTOT. HHOLESALE TRADE
E6
90
?79
I,58+,702
5,995,559
rr,549,24E
r, 141,792
5,050,622
6,754,7E4
62
165
571
,797.99
,685.49
,5L2.4+
51
3,84
4I00
420 0
4500
4600
48r0
4850
qq
256
25
79
50
577
5rlI5,5I9
62rqq,3l?
r,894
66,682
Il5
I,58O,I()I
3,5I4,9E5
L,q7 0 ,?93
,1
,8
rI
,?99
,555
r 98I
,125
,758
,55(r
,LzL.42
, 055. g6
,208.9.t
,L66.77
,21r.69
,488.86
?8
859
54
2,437
104
3,667
5010
5020
5040
5070
5080
5090
5092
ttHSL
46
il
REPORT NO. ()8O
L0cATI0N:05-006
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
FARI,I EQUIPI'lENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
1'IOBILE HOI'IE DEALERS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LE5R-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTMENT COT.IPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I',IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I''IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IUSEFIENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
REQUEST X
EDITED X
x
x
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEN MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI't
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMIIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RMDR LEA CNTY
JUNE, T992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
20,775
264,7502,rr5,339
228,E18
40,597,709
48,595,4r5
I4,6 I2,791
27,L52,E02
TAXABLE
GROSS REGEIPTS
52,2q3
5,508,03E
I r 5,852
15, 9E7
, E87
,7 65
,681
,527
,zEq
12,E51,279
2LE42,El6
PAGE 2L7
RUN DATE!. 07/I5/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2, E73. 3l
L92,9q2 .12
6,570.81
E79.5I
5rc
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURHS
25
527
940
E25
1,451
4,5I5.77
L,E+7 .L4
2,247.476,057.04L41
L,827,973.79
6,575 .97
2t?,?47.52
5200
525 I
5252
5300
5400
554 0
55 92
5599
45
99
46
67 ,E
5,897 ,6
I16 ,2
5E
59
22
5920
5990
RET L
45
75
25
59
r57
61
26LqI
5500
5700
5800
5815
6500
65I0
6700
FI RE
8 0I0
El00
820 0
8900
E9IO
5 ERV
I
I()
1
263
I ,85I
222
25 ,7 +9
55,259
7000
7200
7300
7500
7500
7900
Il9,62I
6,745,939
327,079
4,224,046
82E,425
65q5
91
26
I5
17,
200,qz,
.92
.00
. 
(+9
II9,5
5,E59,0
523, 03,649,7
7 E.+ 
'7
6r3
707
090
9200
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
704,488.79
I,I98,E7O.5E
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS . (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 358,265,7 05 264, 459,563
!tI
-t
- -at -..}
5,375
.f 
-- -+- 
- 
1f-. a,
I4,559,925.35
i!
REPORT NO. ()8O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:26-II2
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIESTOT. AGRICULTURE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE 0F NEl.l f'lEXIC0
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEFIANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMI.IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RU I DOSO
JUNE, L992
RUN DATE:
RUN NUMBER:
E 2t8/15/92
0.01
PAG
07
77
SIC
CODE
N0.
RETU
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
38 2,019r500
607 7 ,066,279
l,0rg Il, glg, gg4
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
545, 294
6 ,0zg ,420
E,759,5r2
60,r61
996 ,851
Lq,402,L37
TAX
RN5
REPORTED
TAX DUE
25,385 .87
410,554.29
596,295.30
I38l
138 9
I.II N E
OIL
OIL
TOT.
I500I6I O
I700
c0Ns
0700
0800
AGRI
520 0
5400
3600
5670
5700
5800
5900
t'1FG-
AS t^IELL DRILLING
AS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NG
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
APPAREL AND TEXTILE HILL PRODUCTS
LU['IBER, hIOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII.IARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY,EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COI'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATI ON EQUIP]'IENT
PROF. , SCIENTIF. , OPTIC. , OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI'ITS.
l.IISCEL LANEOUS HANUFACTURING
TOT. T'IANUFACTURING
AN
AN
t'l
DG
DG
INI
230 0
240 0
27 00
5060
5070
5090
5092
HHS L
26
55
92
?L9
,37 9
,780
L7q,322
1,255,516 9485
gg, E
797,3
6
54
4
57
,803.87
,52r.86
I ,7E5q,298 ,09E.52
,909.08
277,L52.57
1?-2,473.7L
4I1,485.40
980,155 . (t9
27,808. 95I3, 052.26
13,325.62
57 ,239.27
4100
420 0
4500
4EIO
4850
4900
4920
TCU_
L OCA
I'10T0
AIR
TEL E
RADI
EL EC
GAS
TOT.
LAN
RFR
TRAN
PHON
OAN
TRI C
UTIL
TRA
D HIGHT.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
EIGHT TRANS., bIAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
SPORTAT I ON
E AND TEL EGRAPH COFII'IUNICATIONSD TELEVISION BROADCASTING
hIATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESITIES
NSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
r57
55
30
4, 950,295
I , E05, gg26,505,995
I6, 07 l, r7g
4,079,L76
r,g0r,4l7
6,040,153
281
5020
5040
520 0
525L
DRUGS , CHEI'II CAL S AND AL L I ED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDNARE, PLUIIIBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MISCEL LANEOUS I,IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUITI PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUI LDING ['IATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
57
r40
4q
?65
,450
,60I
,90(t
r 955
408,204
19L594
I95,605
E40,305
I,I45
622
197
2, IE5
REPORT NO. ()8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEt^l l'lEXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUT.IHARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RU I DOsO
JUNE, I992
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
L49r,550
I7,803,966
20,807 ,720
L ,275,17 0
4E, 6 18
1,r06,70E
3,735,767
PAGE 2L9
RUN DATE: 07/L5/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77().OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5 95,502 . 985,114,r60.46
E6,E70.97
3, 312. 0 9
75,39q.q8
255,5I0.17
q4(+ ,52L.3q
q48,86 0 . 35
85, 952. 59
,E34.60
,668. r1
,552.41
,206 .52
,436 . 05
,344.49
,665.55
,840 . 92
, 159.65
,6qq.2L
,125.04
sIc
CODE
LOCATION 
' 
26-II2
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
NOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I.IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HONE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASsOC.SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COI'1DTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGs., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER.LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI'1ENT COT'IPANIES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
48
58
266
53
480
50
56
?5
496
576,279
421, r95
446,5{9
L,202,7 32425,I90
4 ,7 47 ,6gg
,457
,47 ?
,756
5300
551 0
5400
5s I0
554 0
5599
5600
5700
5800
58I5
5 910
5920
5990
RETL
854
459
"42
t,
18r
2?
10I
993llr9
1,445
2,726
59
519
5000
6I00
6120
6200
,610.46
,8EE . 56
,550.05
,407
,7 67
,97 0
,585
,455
,756
7l ,422 .7 6
28,752.86
?.99 ,7 4q .07q5,024.?6
7I0,444.5484,66I.45
l0tl,?12
r,417
r,048
42t
4,599
575
I 0 ,455
1,2+2
15,086,0I9
E5, 518, l5g
+ ,2r+7 ,32+
?02,09?
23,247
29 ,602
10,550,045
10,225,2L3
75,096 ,7 92
6500
65I0
6550
6700
FI RE
9200
95 95
GOVT
577
559
?62
125
I45
I02
245
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
2, 959
,772,393
,500, 053
,497,005
992, I8850(,055
E2 r ,884
,55Ir079
,485 r720
,855,259
164 ,9+7
,400,20q62I,506
,07q,40+
E,0Il I54,455, gE0 I29, 257 , 945
ESTATE
lrI
al ,4
6II
5
2
T
5
66
rI9
45
E35
63
89
56
52
50
2(tz
I69
r18
6
190
24I,514
6,559,500
6 ,5E8,775
1,232,459
r,319,60583I, E26
47E, 356
755,975
5, 559,6 94
2rq95,720
1,742,q97
100,741
2,7 94 ,893
561,750
22,231 ,29924
7000
7200
7500
7500
7500
7900
E0t0
8050
8I00
820 0
E900
8910
S ERV
MISCEL LANEOUS
AUTOMOBILE REN
MISCEL LANEOUS
AIiIU5El'IENT AND
INESS SERVICES
, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICESAIR SERVICES
REATION SERVICES
BUS
TAL
REP
REC
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS "
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES.
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNHENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTSTOT. GOVERNI.IENT
- 9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHMENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
if1t
-*-+' 
.-
E,7 99 ,775 .67
IREPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEH I.IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET't
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 220
RUN DATE: 07/L5/92
RUN NUIiIBER: 77O. OIX REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUHI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
CAP I TAN
JUNE, I992
L0CATI0N:26-21I
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
0I0 0
0700
AGRI
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
r500
1700
CONS
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORSSPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
25
95
I18
159,897
58? r?q0
7 42, L37
I28,905
316,53E
445,4q2
7,538.I9
lE, 526 . 98
26, 065. I7
2
3
1'l
70
90
FG
0 PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
NISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. T,IANUFACTURING
0
4200
48I 0
4850
4900q920
TCU-
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.JATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESGA5 UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
75 712,188 6q8,E22 5E,000.51
152 r,405,259 L,22r,534 71,560 . 05
5020
5090
50 92
hIHSL
DRUGs, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
HI SCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERs
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTST0T. I.IH0LESALE TRADE 36 22q,766 222,865 15,101.06
525 I
5300
5400
554 0
5600
5800
5815
5920
5990
RETL
HARDhIARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
L]QUOR DISPENSERS. BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I,IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
35
?5
1E,5I5
745, 958
I8, 147
697,424
L 064. 91
40 , 9E2.88
50 450,05E
1,760-
?r49, E82
r,760- 26,406 . r8I06.70-0
89
25E
525, 673
2r023,325
2r6, g7gL 7 96, 548 12,755.87r 05, 7 95 .25
6s10
FI RE
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOT EL
P ERSO
MI SCE
AUTOM
T',lI SC E
Sr
NAL
LLA
OBI
LLA
t'lOTELS, TRAI L ER PiARKS AND 0THER L0DGING
SERVICES
NEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
LE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
NEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
7000
7200
7300
7500
7600
JT
REPORT NO. O8O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N 3 26-211
SIC
CODE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTIiTENT
STATE OF NEN T'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SU['I['IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
CAP ITAN
JUNE, I992
PAG
07
77
RUN
RUN
DATE:
NUI'IBER:
E 2?L/15/92
0.0r
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
LRSR
57,691
3q2,7 00
45
r55
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
13,405. 95
3 ,394 .42
20 ,092.75
238,0I6.51
DR
DEN
SERSS
7900
80I0
E20 0
8900SERV TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT . SCHOOL DISTRICTS
TOT . GOV ERNT,IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
45 2?g,g+5 z?8,945
61,654
582,325
735 5,2r9,5E0 4, 054,575
AI'IUSEI'IENT AN
PHYS I CI AN5,
EDUCAT I ONAL
I'IISCELLANEOU
ECREATION SERVICES
TISTS AND OTHERS
VICES
ERV I CES
920 0
95 95
GOVT
I
iI
REPORT NO. ll8O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0CATI0N:26-507
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTIONTOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.|AY
PRIHTING AND PUBLISHING
I'II SCEL L ANEOUS I-lANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COHI'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTR]C IdATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTFIENT
STATE OF NEH I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'IANALYsIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDU5TRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMHARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
CARRIZOZO
JUNE, I992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
15E,964
599,I32
1, rE4, gg6
28, 086
r,E02,6gg
554,528
5,261.,rL4
215,218
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
r53,E76
399, 020
r,0l5,2gl
282, 56 0
2, 980 , 938
215,216
l?9,LC+72I, I48
PAGE ??,2
RUN DATE. 07/L5/92
RUN NUI-IBER:770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
7,602. l5
2t,265.5r
57,07E.2E
r,566.09
94,650.02
src
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
40
r45
I85
010 0
AGRI
r500
1620
1700
CONS
2700
5900
I'IFG-
48I0
485 0
4900q92A
TCU-
5 010
5090
l^lHS L
5200
530 0
5400
5sI0
55+ 0
5600
6000
5 510
FI RE
I'IOTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTOT.TOTIVE EQUIPIIENT
I'IISCEL LANEOUS ].IHOL ESAL ERS
T0T . t^lH0L ESAL E TRADE
BUILDING HATERIALS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORE5
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
26,E67
1r620,925
3
6
3
q
11t
577
230,201
21,149
,575
,7 64
lll, r29
577,764 55
1.66
6.62
15,
17t+,
9.006.9I
5E00
5815
5 910
5990
RET L
70
72
75
75
76
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER.LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
OO HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGINGOO PERSONAL SERVICESOO ].IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICESOO AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICESOO t'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
50
34
85
281
59
69
27
55
z6
r5l
,74
44
34
7,5311,25I
6
L2,504 .7 6
.40
.62
90
r25
,I70
,95+
E7, ]56
r07,923
5,092.84
6,?96.92
) neroRT No. oEo TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN MEXICO
GOT,IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 223
RUN DATE. 07/L5/92
RUN NU['IBER: 77O.OIxR
xEEQUEST XDITED X
ANNUAL SU}II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
CARRIZOZO
JUNE, I992
LocATI0N:26-507
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
7900
8060
820 0
E90 0
89r0
S ERV
AMUSEMEN
HOSP I TA L
EDUCAT I O
MI SCEL L A
ENGINEER
T ANDS AND
NAL S
N EOUS
ING A
RECREATION SERVICES
OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
ERVICES
S ERV I CES
ND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
62
251
IE,548
57 9 ,4tt&
17 ,902
419,496
1,009.05
24,45+. E0TOT. SERVICES
920 0
95 95
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INsTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - I'IUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 858 5 r7l?,L77 4,974,32L 2E8, 5E7 .86
REPORT NO. O8O
t0cATI0N:25-406
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LOCAL AND HIGH]dAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , t^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESPIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TEL EPHONE AND TEL EGRAPH COIiII,IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
x
x
520 0
5500
540 0
REQUEST X
EDITED X
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NE[,J MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMI'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
CORONA
JUNE, I992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
90,29E
3q2,5Il
286,782
182,6 0 0l,l26,4lr
't4 ,609
TAXABT E
GROSS RECEIPTS
82,705
296,565
156, 975
I28,585
7 59 ,147
45, I 95
PAGE 224
RUN DATEI 07/L5/92
RUN NUTIBER: 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
4,807.05
17 ,225.87
8,5E0.41
, 
t+62 
.37
,68L.77
2,5t0 .7 6
src
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
59
I02
5E
I500
I700
c0N5
4I00
420 0
4600
481 0
4900
TCU.
5070
5080
5090
5092
l.lH S L
5540
5E00
5990
RETL
HARDI.JARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
TII SCEL LANEOUS I^IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUT'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING MATERIALS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI{ENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVIGES
A['IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
I,IISCELTANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTSTOT. GOVERNT.IENT
7
45
7000
7200
7500
7600
7900
E200
6900
S ERV
49
r44
4t
920 0
93 95
GOVT
II
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 53r 2,0r5,960 1,407,591 Er,572.54
REPORT NO. 08(} TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE 0F NEl.l I'IEXIC0
CO}lBINED REVENUE SYSTEl'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPT5 TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SU]iIMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RUIDOSO DOhINS
JUNE, I992
PAG
07
77
RUN
RUN
DATE:
NUtiIB ER:
E 2?5/L5/92
0.01X REQUEST XX EDITED X
0700
AGR I
LOCATION:26-5OI
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHI^IAYSPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
APPAREL AND TEXTILE T.IILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
HISCEL LANEOUS 1'IANUFACTURING
TOT. 1'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHhIAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUSING, TRAN5. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMT'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
5900
MFG-
1500
I620
1700
CONS
4I0 0(20 0
48I0
483 0
4900q9?0
TCU-
5040
5070
5090
50 92
NHS L
SIC
CODE
5600
5700
5E00
5815
5920
5990
RET L
NO. TAX
RETURNS
?7
178
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
265,L 558,
r, 095,7 g5
244,642
3, 085, E65
E72,20E
1,551,576
66,596
1,024,203
177,969
L 795, 079
,361 r 507
, 458, r gg
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
EE7,440
?qq,YrZ
2,777 ,Lsg
REPORTED
TAX DUE
14,000.9584,I06.46
52,00E.52I4,3I2.45
16?,907.6(t
45, I76 . ]5
50,81{.88
5,EI2.5E
35,005.45
9,9?2.6L
I04,692.50
129,524.58
4r5,524.32
?37,5
1,450,5
670
527
98
54
90t7t
2500
2400
2700
3200
520
550
540
551
554
559
I9
GROCERI ES
HARDhIARE,
I'1I SCEL L AN E
PETROT EUT'I
TOT. I.IHOLE
AND
PLU
0us
AND
SAL
RELATED PRODUCTS
I'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I^IHOLESALERS
PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
E TRADE 3060
BUILDING HATERIALS
GENERAL HERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOHE FURNI5HINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
HISCELLANEOUS RETAILERST0T. RETia.IL TRADE
7E7,27(,866,1r0
65, I40
562,205
9
5(
z6
25
40
r69
I69, I7I
]. 776,565
?,205,5+6
7 , 055, 295675
2
E
r
t
"-l.*t}-r--<tr*
- 
tts 
- 
!-
TAXAB t E
GROSS RECEIPTS
245, 57 I
712, r3E
r,660,590
937,465
4,22E, 0 0 9
17, 0E2,585
REPORT NO. ()8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NE[.I MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD IHDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMMARY -- BUSINESs ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RUID050 D0t^lNS
JUNE, }992
PAGE 226
RUN DATE. 07/I5/92
RUN NUMBER: 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
14,570.85
4r,694.99
97 ,5r6 . 98
54,965.92
2{7, 954 . l8
1,002,871.62
xR
xE EQUEST XDITED X
sIc
CODE
LOCATION : 26-5()I
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
245, 57 I
7 96, 0E7
r,660,730
95E,170
4,349,5r4
20,660,677
6I00
65t0
FI RE
7000
7 200
7300
750 0
7900
HOTELS, TIOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I,IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOF'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
AI.IUSEF1ENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
LEGAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVIGES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI.IENT - I'IUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNT'1ENT
5I
74
30
I
E 0I0
8r00
E600
890 0
89I0
5 ERV
9200
95 95
GOVT
152
526
1,2?9
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
rl
,T
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI.IENT
STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'IANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
?57,767
5,594, 069
5, 557 ,97 68,99E,605
877,856
97 9 ,054
555, 058
I , 57E, 075
4,857,915
645, 45I
E,27L,gg5
3,022,602
5,175, r55
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
55,528
5, 535, 6 94
5, 047,309
8,159,644
EE, }85
172,26E
342,47?
L ,?03 ,567
44r,102
590,556
PAGE 227ATE: 07/15/92
UMBER: 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
?,732.39
I70,709.3I
,174.5?
,988.0r
4,571.56
E,880.95
L7 ,551 .7 2
5r,618.76
22,6 06 .51
30,26+. 9E
RU
RU
ND
NNX REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUI'IMARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RI'IDR LINCOLN CNTY
SIC
CODE
L0GATI0N . 26-026
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICESTOT. AGRICULTURE
AL I,IINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUI'I, I'IOLYBDENUI'IAND GAS [.IELL DRILLING
AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLINGI'IETALLIC I'IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
. t'lINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY C0NTRACT0RS
NON_BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRAGT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHWAY
LUI-1BER, I^IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII,IARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTSPROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI'ITS.
I,II SCEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRAHSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI.IPIUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVIsION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTONOTIVE EQUIPI'tENT
DRUGS, CHEI'lICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI.IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS NHOL E5A L ERS
PETROL EU1'I AND PETROL EUT'I PRODUCTS
TOT. t.IHOLESALE TRADE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
59
3t4
0I0 0
0700
AGRI
I000
158 t
138 9I(00
MINE
t'lET
OIL
OIL
NON
TOT
I500I6]0
1620
1700
c0N5 296659 1564t7
2(00
27 00
3200
3400
5800
5900
MFG- 66I05
4100
4200
4500
4600(Et0
485 0
4900
4920
TCU-
5 0I0
5020
5040
5070
5090
50 92
hIHSL
q(+
220
86
?5q28
55
87
4, r25,05r
140,0I5
6,3E0,166
?lL ,407
7,L75
526,914
.86
.75
.42
520 0
5?5?
BUILDING MATERIALS
FARM EQUIPI'IENT DEALERS
c .> *
-C.*lt; .'*1 *+- - *rts+ rF
REPORT NO. 08() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI^I I'IEXICO
COHBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
TOTAL REPORTED
GRO5S RECEIPTS
49,734
r65,8E4
I. g7 g, E22
4E5,658
56E,5I7
582,8rr
173,955
42,416, r50
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
49 ,6q9
I6 5, EE4
1,599,296
(t84 
,9ct5
560,955
367,265
170,596
5r, r47, 956
PAGE 2?,E
RUN DATE: 07/15/92
RUN NUI-IBER: 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2 ,54+ .50
6, 599 . 05
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUMHARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RI'IDR LINCOLN CNTYL0CATI0N | 26-026
GENERAL FIERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI.IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI,IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
SECUTY. AND COI'IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS . , EXCGS . , SERV .
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL E5T. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
SIC
CODE
8200
8900
8910
S ERV
NO. TAX
RETURNS
D
o
5300
5400
554 0
5600
5700
5800
58I5
5990
RETL
6200
5500
6510
6550
FI RE
4I
56
59
6(r
258
505
L 185,
7 ,L(+t+ ,
r,520,
I 0 ,755,
r,I9r,0g0
I 0 , 27E,680
1,690,291I4,429,11r
71
56
48
48
,7 6?.85
, r56.54
,720.44
,257 .L3
r57
60
566
67
55r
?q,E47 .16
1E, 51E . 53I8,8r9.13
0
z
5
5
o
o
o
(D
o
o
o
o
(D
o
7000
720 0
7500
7500
7500
7800
7900
80I0
8060
Et00
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'1USEI.1ENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSP]TALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
I'1I5CEL L AN EOUS S ERV I CES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATIOH AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNMENT
40
70
5I
8I,27r.42
E,745. 05
7r,094.02
6,445.50
255,930.E1
r,595,668.68
o
o
(D
a
o
o
o
35
2 
' 
67.t
399
40
Et2
2, 0 14, 505
220,1595,65],443
r,5gr r 545
125,7 5l
4,6r5rggg
920 0
GOVT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI"IENTS . (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
I
REPORT NO. 08O
it
t0
20q0
60
70
80
90
92
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEt,l t'lEXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYsTEl'I
ANALYSIS OF GROsS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUT'IIIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
LOS ALAI'TOS
JUNE, }992
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
9II,795
25,35r,499
20 ,404, 325
50 ,9Zq ,265
E5,
1,832,
1,452,06I
3,744,475
904,708
24 ,7 6 9, 951
Ir,965,553
I , E72, +50
14,425, 657
I2,469
1,4E9,264
17 ,269,595
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
85q,992
??1745,185
, 67 0 ,5tt5
,201 , q?.+
81,241
I ,559,353
20+,EEa
5,7r2,509
Ll,g02,g?4
I,EIO,282
r4, llg,Elg
L2,46E
944, 56 6
578,621
PAGE ??9
RUN DATE. 07/15/92
RUN NUI{BER: 77O. OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
50,q?+.6E
1,544,653.52
627,q22.2q
2,13q,685.85
, E25 .86
,129.72
12, 059.45
2L9,q75.qq
7 ,674.2L656,78r.2I
655, 918. 91
107,503. 06
787,580 . 04
733.?2
55, 643. 34
54,125.2E
sIc
CODE
L0cATI0N:32-052
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICESTOT. AGRICULTURE
NONI'IETAL L IC iIINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASHTOT. t'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I,IILL PRODUCTS
LUI-1BER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTs
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRIGAL
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY,EQUIPI.IENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COTIPONENTS AND ACCE5SORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPHENTPROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUMTS.
HI SCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. t'IANUFACTURING
I-IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMTIUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TETEVIS]ON BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC hIATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COTIT1UNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
64
686
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
010 0
0700
AGRI
1400
MINE
1500
I6IO
I620
I700
c0Ns EI4]- 548
250 0
2400
2700
2E00
520 0
5400
5500
5500
5670
5700
5E00
q20 0
450 0
481 0
4E l0{900
4920
TCU-
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
27
06
45
26
r48tt12
I80
26
I
250
48
?32
IO
56
4
79
7t2
715
r30,429
I0,764,464
5900
f'tFG-
MOTOR VE
DRUG5, C
GROCERI E
25
HIC
H EI'ISA
LES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EAUIPI'IENT
ICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
ND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDNARE, PLUT'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPHENT AND SUPPLIES
t'IISCEL LANE0US l^lH0L ESAL ERs
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTST0T. t^IH0LESALE TRADE 585 25,690,56E ?r7g0 r0E4
ilI
tlHS L
t>
-
<l- 
-
.- rl-- .G; 
-c- 
*er * 
-O}-<D.>
164,539. I2
IREPORT NO. O8(l TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMI'TARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
L05 ALAMOS
JUNE, L992
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
824,675
2,9E5,269
r, Iqr,547
1 0, 5qE, I57I,495,325
2,607,6q3
, 546 ,55E
,0?E r7 05
2,7 02,359
5,079,969
r,375,499
7,49?,L36
,582,513
,75L 450
,087,077
,7q0,357
,817,006
,81E,548
I5,169,763
907,610
2 r 5(r4 ,9q0
2-96 ,959
127,205,051
I4,294,090
221 , 542,99 g
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
429, E16
,5E6,075
,55r,665
,E44r305
E24,644
2,5+6,05E
965, 999
PAGE 250
RUN DATE. 07/L5/92
RUN NUMBERS 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
, 532.80
,557.79
,32E. 9r
,3+0.59
48,800.59
r50,393. tE
57,04r.30
604,659.56
88,241 .25
152, 484. 05
sIc
CODE
L0cATI0N I 52-032
BUILDING MATERIALS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'TENT STORES
DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IOBI L E HOI'IE DEAL ERS
HISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOFIE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I,IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S.AND-L ASSOC.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTT.IENT COI'IPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COI'II'IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPI'IENT LABORATORIES
AUTOHOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'l0TI0N PICTURE THEATERS i{ND PR0DUCTI0N
AI'IUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT MEHBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
49
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEI PT5
?5
5r7
I49
1,94r
5
2
52
10I
?
LR5R
5
2
35
45
I05
3E
109
26
82
5200
5300
531 0
5920
5990
RETL
9200
9500
496,0I1
,453, r91
,540r159
,251 ,712
tl2
826I,275
5I
r60
128
540 0
55r 0
554 0
5s 92
5599
5600
5700
5800
5813
59r0
6000
6I0 0
6500
6510
6550
6700
FIRE
7900
80I0
E060
8I00
820 0
55
5E
56I
75
36
1,267
2,174
55
525
695
79
I48
4E
946I4{
4,670
?.7 ,q96,689
E7 ,545,483
9r9,05I
2,891,262
67 9 ,524
4 ,651,423
, 245, 0EI
, 495, 525
,58I,297
I 0,852
47,462-
L,622,
5, r6g, 740.98750 .26
16L5I
I5,051,881
54,580.95
r70,675. 05
59,565.59
?.7 4 ,7 62.52
E90,825. t5
53,597.92
E7,585.614,506.09
6,5E7,900.E2
E47 ,275.5(tLL,452,925.32
7000
7200
7300
739r
7500
7600
780 0
8600
E900
89I0
S ERV
555
559
I, , I92
519
?cr4
52
,4
,5
,9
,5
6r0
9r7
20 ,0
8r7
4rI
5
7
9
?4II
4I
71
803I
54
43
05
59
52
,219.20
,584.53
,539.95
,047 .77
,089.99
,805.(6
907,6I0
1 ,47 9 ,145
75,655
1 I1, 42L 66 4
14,27L,922
r95,E29,690
STATE GOVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - COUNTI ES
iE
REPORT NO. OEO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
[ocATI0N:52-052
TOT. GOVERNTiIENT
NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS . (SERVICES)
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN I.IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUF1MARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
L0s ALAtitos
JUNE, 1992
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
466,408,405
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
565,4I0,995
PAGE 25IDATE: 07/L5/92
NUI,IBER: 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
21,5q5,672.L9
RUN
RUN
src
CODE
GOVT
9999
NO. TAX
RETURNS
9, E7I
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
tris *- * +* ? { 
- 
}
IREPORT NO. l)EO TAXATION AND
STATE O
COI'IB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
ENUE DEPARTMENT
EN I'.IEXICO
ENUE SYST EI{
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
PAG
a7
77
REV
FN
REVYS
RUN DATE:
RUN NUMBER:
E 232/L5/92
0.0rX REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUI'IT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
DEI'TINGLOCATION : I9-II5
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
COPP EROIL AND GA5 T.IELL DRILLINGTOT. I'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRAGTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHIIAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, hIOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED HETAL PRODUCTS
MACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAT
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
r'II SCEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHUIAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
r'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COFII'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I{IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'I}IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
010 0
0700
AGRI
I020
138 r
]'II N E
1620
I700
CONS
2000
2400
27 00
280 0
SIC
CODE
4100
4200
4500
4600
48I 0
4850q900
4920
TCU-
50 92
hIHSL
5l.I
540
48
57
36
NO. TAX
RETURNS
35
TOTA
GROS
LRSR EPORTEDECEIPTS
27t,4r0
?17l+rE70
1L480,097
5,7 05 ,761
r,00l,g6g
1,260,r0E
I ,51 1, g5l
7,557r100
90{,545
1,775,75L
I5,106,068
8,7Ig,75g
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
254, 936
1,516,20r
9,E01,0E0
505,749
673,6q6
685,56E
REPORTED
TAX DUE
15,2r5.73
95,460 .59
5E5,906.45
50,2E1 . 08
q0 ,192.22
40,475.32
1E,576 .54l5I,tI4.I5
42 ,405 .02q,503.6E
169,136.57
EE, 4E6 . E()
?q?,595.61
547 ,L84.rt4
56,317.77
I500I6r0
NFG-
3200
3400
5500
5700
5900
5 010
5020
50+0
507 0
5080
5090
56
228
4t
66
r65
52
26
318, 205
2,210,670
5, 1r 5,85 r
I,4E(), I95
4,05E,79r
7r5,955
7 3 ,944
5, r I5,2051r57r,rq4q,gEl,477
75,322
955, 425L 979,270
12,9I6,096
I'IOTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIPT'IENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDbIARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES]'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
t'IISCEL L ANEOUS hIHOL ESAL ERS
PETROL EUI.I AND PETROL EU['I PRODUGTS
TOT. I^IHOLESALE TRADE
26
rq9
64
356
59,q45641,46I
r,2g0,gg0
5, 6 53, 225
3,54E.12
38, 287 . 55
76,558.50
2r7, 0tE. r2
3s7
68
9,445, 576
941,4E5
li
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
DEI'IING
JUNE, I992
TOTAL REPORTED
GRO55 RECEIPTS
3,9r5,590
5, 0gr , 966
r,040,990
2,57 q,433
6,575,79+
4,775r4q7
5,r55,7497I9,I4Ig 
,352 ,7 24
79,720,99E
504 ,429
L 254, 04r
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,954 , 5 06
50+,092
997 ,582
5, r9g,g+3
I , 975, EE7
2,557 r967
r,.591,00E
7 94, 683
255,589
2,553,46q
918,1r5
9r9,977
1 ,825 , 4E5325,952
19,008,0r2
PAGE 233ATE: 07/t5/92
UI'IBER: 77O. OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
I70,085.53
30, 07{.75
59,581.65
5I0,840. tt
116,863.66
I52,855. 51
95,512.52
q7 ,39+.9(t
,851.2E
,623.65
,930 . E9
, 954. 3g
108, r40 .24
19, 164 . 411
I,152 ,0q5.42
RU
RU
ND
NNxR
xEEQUEST XDITED X
5200
52s I
5252
5500
SIC
CODE
531 0
5400
551 0
554 0
559?
5599
5600
5700
5E00
58r5
59I0
5920
5990
RET L
LOCATION: I9-I}5
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDI..IARE STORES
FARI'I EQUIP}1ENT DEALERS
GEHERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTT'IET{T STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
NOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
T'IOBILE HOI'IE DEALERS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI"IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
r'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
7000
7 ?00
7500
7500
7600
780 0
7900
E0t0
8050
810 0
8200
8600
8900
891 0
S ERV
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER.LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OT}iER INVESTI'IENT COI'IPANI ESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
t'IISCEL LANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSEHENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEI'TBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
NISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
53
68
160
508
472
565
279
178
70r,855
105,0I9
529, 94I
75I,EE7
898,722
2q5,25q
2, 555, 695957,55I
932,2??
55
39
r74
59
25
1,045
2, 5(t6
I
r6,609,550
E,452,540I5, 172, I6E
r,52r, gg4
2,975,575
E25,75E.75
505,785 .67
776,595.69
64,955.61
I70,85q.EJ
I5,E09,939
8,422,710
12,999,6E2
1,0E7,001.
2,E56,909
zl
2
6
4
2
5
69
ttI
75
86
269
r54
25
,502,5?l
,040,162
,482,45I
,+L4,451
,774,7?3
, 957,765719,I(r
,e56,004i
,149,156
L49,525.7ct
62, 157 .84
147,946.63
582,38r .82
2E5,445. 04
L75,470.49q2,990.69
5I3, 045. 02
4, 150 , 0 06 .54
6000
6r00
6I20
6500
65I0
6550
6700
FI RE
98
5,
2t
?,
Ir
T5I
156
65
97
581
55
2,69q
r , 964,550
566,499
20,?05,697
I5
152
5q
5(t
]I
'I t +**-<a -<a .- + 
-- 
a.
-cr'<!,*
IREPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEtl I'|EXIC0
GOI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE ?-34
07 /L5/92
770.0IX REQUEST XX EDITED X
RUN DATE:
RUN NUT,IB ER !
ANNUAL SUMI'IARY _- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
DEIiII NG
JUNE, L99?
L0cATI0N: t9-113
src
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LR5R EPORTEDECEIPTS TAXAB L EGROSS RECEIPTS REPORTEDTAX DUE
9100
9200
92E2
9300
FEDERAL GOVERNI'IENT - AL L OTHER
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSSTATE GOVERNI,IENT - EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNTIENT - COUNTIES
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - ['IUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNMENT
NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
93 95
GOVT
9999
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 6,768 149,5E4,795 Ll7 ,277 ,065 6,98+ ,257 .08
IREPORT NO. O8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN HEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE,1992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
r5r,808
813,676
58, EE9
93 ,927
495,195
PAGE 255
RUN DATE: 07/15/92
RUN NUMBER: 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
7, E68 . 55
48 ,4qL .7 9
4,128.61
5,445.12
29,q23.45
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
CO L UT'IBUS
SIC
CODE
LOCATION: I9.2I2
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
I'IISCEL LANEOUS HANUFACTURING
TOT. t'IANUFACTURING
TEL EPHONE AND TEL EGRAPH COI'IIIIUNICATIONS
ELECTRIG I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II.IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'TISCEL LANEOUS HHOL ESAL ERS
PETROL EUI'I AND PETROL EUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. T,IHOLESALE TRADE
HARDI.IARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
FURNITURE, HOttIE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
I'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAIL ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
43
?7
L REPORTEDS RECEIPTS
155,50E
84E,036
75,517
TA
OS
TO
GR
II
c
2700
3900
MFG.
48r0
4900
TCU-
525 I
530 0
540 0
55t 0
554 0
500
700
0N5
5090
5092
hIHSL
5700
5800
5813
26
5990
RETL
65
I63 ,909,E7 4
l0t5rt
651 0
FI RE
7000
7?00
7300
7500
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTONOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
FIISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AIIUSEI''IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
NONPROFIT I''IEI'IB ERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
7600
7800
7900
E600
8900
S ERV
- 9200
E9 582,595
I
219, 7 5I I3,I62.5+
il
REPORT NO. O8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I MEX]CO
COHBINED REVENUE SYSTET't
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL GLASSIFICATION
PAGE ?36
RUN DATE. 07/L5/92
RUN NUTiIBER: 77O. ()IX REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
COL UI'IBUS
JUNE,1992
LOCATION: I9.2}2
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR EPORTEDECEI PT5 TAXAB L EGROSS RECEIPTS REPORTEDTAX DUE
GOVT
9999
TOT. GOVERNMENT
NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHTiIENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALt INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 369 5,596, g0g I , 955,547 rr6,585.20
REPORT NO. OE() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTIIENT
STATE OF NEN TIEXICO
CO]'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEt{
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RMDR LUNA CNTY
JUNE, I99Z
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI'IBER:
E 257/L5/92
0.01
PAG
07
77xR
xE
OIL
OIL
TOT.
I381
158 9
I'II N E
EQUEST X
DITED X
SIC
CODE
LOCATION: I9-019
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
AND GAS ].IEL L DRI L L ING
AND GAs FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
MIN I NG
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHhIAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT TTEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS
LUHBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GLA5S, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY,EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
I.lISCEL LANEOUS I{ANUFACTURING
TOT. HANUFACTURING
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., hIAREHOUSTNG, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPEL INE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC hJATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CONMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
35
59
9E
84
I02
50
27L
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2, rgg,650
I , 752, 976
5, E45,9 I 6
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
59, llE
I ,50c+ ,6+7
5,407, 920
2 r7l?,525
2,852,002
254,z(ts
L r4?+ r4466,409,Er4
Er977,5gE
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5,25I.48
82,755.66
I87,557 . 93
149,I88.95155,760.II
r5, 959. 05
75,876 . r7
352,559.77
489,277 .0ct
r04,369.r6
4,851 .52
010 0
0700
AGRI
1500
I6IO
I620
I700
c0Ns 169299
2000
2500
2400
5200
5500
3600
5700
5900
I'IFG-
4200
4500
4600
+8I0
4900q9?0
TCU-
50t0
5040
50E0
5090
5092
NHSL
2 r glc+
5,63E
4,716
666
27
?7
560,497
1,426, 9076,64L 655
9,67e,r6r
,346
,7 55
,664
,I70
I'tOTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPHENT
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
MACHINERY, EQUIP''IENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCELLANEOUS NHOLESAL ERs
PETROLEUI,I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. HHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
FARM EQUIPITIENT DEALERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
l,gg7,62l
E7 ,846
86 I0,655,996 5,540,566
I
520 0
5252
5500
5('00
551 0
r> <D<> rD- + {lr-=-* Q:* r}i}- } .-a t i}
194,720.?5
tREPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEtl I'lEXIC0
COHBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAG
07
77
E 25E/15/9?
0.01X REQUEST XX EDITED X
RUN DATE:
RUN NUFIB ER :
ANNUAL SUIYII'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RMDR LUNA CNTY
JUNE, I992
LOCATION: }9-OI9
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXAB L E
GRO5S RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
554 0
5599
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
T'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
5600
5800
5E 1.3 56
186
5r9
I20,564
1,996,847
2,902,E57
I20,564
r r 7E0, 9502,569,493
6,650.95
97 ,732.73I50,105. lI
5990
RETL
6510
FI RE
REAL E5T. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
70
72
75
75
76
79
80
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
HOTELS, ['IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AMUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
30 52,387 2+,E02 L 56(1.14
55
126
7I ,871
545,701
70,609
485, 0 08
5,8E5 . 52
26 ,5(8. 02
6
E200
E900
5 ERV
158
576
4II,IIO
I r 20li,655
3(9,
l r 0.r2,
955
59q
t9,2t4.2.2
57 ,29L.4E
9200
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION r ,525 54,554,650 2?,645,744 l r 2(0 ,577 .EZ
REPORT NO. (}8(l TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IEHT
STATE 0F NEtl t'lEXICo
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'IMARY .. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
GALLUP
JUNE, I992
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
I2,67E, 1 9E
50,415,458
L2 , 65L ,7 ?.5
6,914,97r
I,785,239
2,2?2,895
r,674,r50
2, 455, 7 96
5r 965,E96
3,622, 9g6
zL ,952,922
5,215, 552
I5,r90,362
r, +55, 575
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
?6
425,052
(t 
,262 1227
I,7E(), 9I4
6E,562
577,zEL
7,909,495
367,757
25r,177
5, 965,67E
3, 569, 955
15, 930,293
2,055, l5(t
PAGE 239ATE: 07/15/92
ultBER! 770.0I
REPORTED
TAX DUE
4t5,645 .5+
1, r66 ,769.96
25,76E.81
25E,597.55
I07, 957 . 95
4,r56.55
54,765. I4(+79,2E0.54
52E, 908. 0(
20+ 
'?c+2.78
95r,431 .56
123,?59 .9q
,478.69
,457 . 06
RU
RU
ND
NNX REQUEST XX EDITED X
sIc
CODE
0700
AGRI
l0 94
t58L]389
]'II N E
LOCATION: I5-II4
AGRICULTURAL SERVICESTOT. AGRlCULTURE
URAN I UI'IOIL AND GAS I.IELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLINGTOT. I'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHT^IAY C0NTRACTORS
NoN-BUILDING HEAVY CoNTRACT0RS, EXCEPT HIGHIIAYSPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE T,IILL PRODUCTS
LUT'IBER, hIOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHETIICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUN REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIESSTONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII.IARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRICA[ ]'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COI'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPI'IENT
I'II SCEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOcAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSP0RTATI0N
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMI'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'ITTUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LR5R
1500
I610
I620
1700
CONS
2E0
290
520
540
560
567
1,056 54
85
28
6r
I9, 3, 955
200
230
240
270
567
570
590
420
450
460qE]
485
50I
502
504
506
507
III
25
57
26
482
7I
245
552
165
6I
I,IFG- 8,701,92056,(09,692
4000
410 0
4920
TCU-
65
r4t 20,7L3.77I(},015.I0
I'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOT'IOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
DRUGS, CHENICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI^IARE, PLUI.IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPIIENT AND SUPPL I E5
r40
36
M
?.4
I,87I,EI4
4 0 5,4I5
T
a
5080
;E{e- t,----try"
-e
IREPORT NO. 08O
EQUEST X
DITED X
LOCATION: I5-II4
SIC
CODE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI,I I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL 5UI'IFIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
GALLUP
JUNE, I992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
53 rr,508,019
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
7,009,6E5
,3c+ct
,020
,6q5
r I9E
,95+
,555
,88E
,059
,27 4
,296
2,574,559
3l ,qE?,67226I,937,975
2,6?3,235
?E0,524
r,45E, I I g
4,991,500
15, 045,55E
PAGE 240DATE: 07/15/92
NUI'IBER: 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
4?4 ,96?.17
RUN
RUNxR
xE
5090
50 92
hlH5L
I',lI SCE
P ETRO
TOT.
207 ,37
51,50
5r0,76
LLA
LEU
NHO
NEOUS NHOLESALERS
M AND PETROLEUT'I PRODUCTS
LESALE TRADE
708
7I
1,080
54,609
0 0 ,845I5, 065
NO. TAX
RETURNS
27L
260
251
L5?
883
258
5I
,059r470
,535, I55
, 5EE, 585
,7 09 ,322
' 
02(t ,7 LZ
,62Ir8lr
,855 , 955
, r75, 256
,E95,565
,9E6,296
2,43+,4q9
5E,566,I70
5I9, I04,520
?,7LE ,7 55
,98E
,237
7,719,905
16,904,131
6 ,302,2?29,I60,47E
5, 625, 567
1 r840 rE07
36t,502.22
5,658,901.66
3,420 ,505. 44
706,6E7 . 99
506,65E.48
6 14,452. 94I, 017,759. 06
609,821.q1
2,11r,E20.5E
423,465. 67
7l+ rsIr597,I
3 r4+0 ,9475I6,295
9,445,57E
5.57
o .?(t
9.00
5200
525 I
5?52
5500
5510
540 0
55I0
554 0
5599
5600
5700
5E00
5E I5
5 9I0
5920
5990
RETL
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDT^IARE ST0RES
FARI'1 EQUIPI-1ENT DEALERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
t'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I.IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L AS5OC.SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC.I AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTMENT COMPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOIIOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
1'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
F'IOTION PICTURE THEATERs AND PRODUCTION
AI.IUSET'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I,lISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
??,547
24,60I
27 ,ll4
58, 445
58,607
59,796
67 ,246
071.12935.0(
60r.79
471.02
Lc+6.42
155
5E
35I
158
67I,949
4,97 6
56t
65
L6
6l2
I6
t5
34
6
Ir6
9rZ
5r9
Z, (t
?I
7 r4
175
55
34
r, 055
5,953
6 0 ,55356,4r7
1r,659
5,057
r0,147
r6 ,7 92
r0,059
5(,836
6, 986
145, 956 . 57
1, 907,5 06 .7 g
r5,E77,491.55
6000
610 0
6I20
6500
65r0
6550
6700
FI RE
7500
780 0
7900
80I0
E060
7?I5I
5r7
490I,997
159, 055.61
16,E90.59
EE, l8E . 47
296,ZZ7 .46
9I2,000.98
550, 9I 0 .87
261,557.46
51r,864.39
EE,E07.76
76, 9I5.70
558,655. 9E
7000
7?00
7500
7500
8I00
E200
E600
8900
435
5,92L,46+(t 
, 312 ,7 ZL5rl44r2r5
r,469, 367
537 r
l.r5 ,I5,
8,
599,
775
5r2(t42
228
t24
440
t22
r,269,6799,2I6,04I
5, 55 9, 956
2,+08,62+
25E,547
159,790
6,602,90E
]I
REPORT NO. (l8O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I5.I14
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
TAXATION A}iD REVENUE DEPARTIiTENT
STATE OF NEN I.IEXICO
COIvlBINED REVENUE SYSTETI
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPT5 TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUF'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
GALLUP
JUNE, 1992
REPORTED
RECEIPTS
6E, I26,766
18,865,654
600,4r2,4E5
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
58,442, 054
10,758,49E
SEE, 252, 37E
PAGE ?4I
RUN DATE. O7/L5/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 77(). OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5,559,515.I3
651, 02I . t'+5
23,q9+,055.r1
SIC
CODE
200
593
OVT
I NSTI TUT IONS
NO. TAX
RETURNS
4,39?
25
I2,790
TO
GR
TAL
05s
6 910
5 ERV
9
9
G
STATE GOVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - TIUNICIPALITIEsTOT. GOVERNMENT
!
I
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHIIENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
e .> !r 
-- - 
e? a- .* C
REPORT NO. OEl)
EQUEST X
DITED X
L0cATI0N: t5-0t3
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
I'IETAL ]'IINING, EXCEPT COPPER,
URANIUM
COA L
cRUDE PETROL . , N/qTURAL GAS,OIL AND GAS hIELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES,
TOT. I,IINING
STATE O
COI.IB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
NO. TAX
RETURNS
EH I'IEXICO
ENUE SYSTEl'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, L992
PAGE 242
RUN DATE!. 07/15/92
RUN NUT'IBER: 77O. OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
468, 050 .45
437, 984. 05
L67 .25
9E9,465.61
22,628.99
251,595.2E
956 ,67 2 .99
L,5L2,16E.7I
97,r90.79
FN
REVYSxRxE
ANNUAL SUF1FIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RI'IDR ['ICKINLEY CNTY
src
CODE
URANIUT'I, MOLYBDENUI'I
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
EXCEPT DRILLING
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
79 92,947,q62
27 I4,899
72 77, 078,6 0 g
5I 4E6,86E
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
9,522,419
?,97+
L7 ,590,46ct
402,295
4,600,E62
17 ,007 ,q67
?,7 ,014 ,9t4
L,727,792
0I0 0
0700
iAGRI
1000
l0 94
1200I5t0
I,58I
t5E9
1'II NE
1500
1610
1620
1700
CONS
r1,65I,854
5, g5 g, 552I5,(00,87q
7 rg93,4?7
3 9, 0 05, 468
179
27
39
283
528
409
510
206II()
230 0
2700
2900
3400
5800
5900
l',lFG-
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHT^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHI.IAYSPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTIOH
APPAREL AND TEXTILE T.lILL PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PETROLEUT'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
PRII'IARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
PROF. , SCIENTIF. , OPTIC. , OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI'ITS.
TIISCEL LANEOUS I.IANUFACTURINGTOT. I,IANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRAHS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPEL INE TRANSPORTATION
TEL EPHONE AND TEL EGRAPH COMI'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
EL ECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITI ES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
MOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOHOTIVE EQUIPT'IEHT
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI.IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPHENT AND SUPPLIES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
7 r7g+,+09
3,527 ,295
I 4, (}(4, 6 556,297,00+
52,055,555
r 98,
E12,
554,
1,E05,
.78
.72
.43
.9E
4000
4r00
4200
4500
4600
481 0
483 0
4900
4920
TCU.
250
155
461
4,565, r 07
25,102,625
55,E94,917
6,5r7, 057
50I0
5020
5040
5060
5070
5080
5090 L72
IREPORT NO. O8O TAXA ION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEl.I I'IEXICO
COI'TBINED REVENUE SYSTETt
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLA5SIFICATION
JUNE, L992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE ZrtsATE: 07/15/9?
UI'IBER: 77().()I
REPORTED
TAX DUE
4t,301.06
I51,4EE.60
254,567 
-59
16,6E3.35
21,569.5r
18,804.4I
496,120.6E
575,879.05
RU
RU
ND
NNX REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUMI'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RI'IDR ]-lCKINLEY CNTY
5IC
CODE
5s99
5600
5700
5500
65I0
6550
FI RE
LOCATION: I3-OI3
PETROLEUFI AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
GENERAL ]IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORESRETAIL FOOD sTORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
HISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AHD ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HONE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE sTOREs
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERSTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, IIOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
IIISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBI L E RENTAL , REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AHUSETIENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IET'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
LRSR
2L,64
29,92
5092
tlHS L l, I75 ,807 .42L555,q22.(+720,90524,06043272
1t,450.00
27 5 ,971 .7 3{29,915.75
10,500,807.06
1r,509,?.24.57
IE6
223
5,599
6,296 ,z(ts,7 99
205,200
4, 906, r54
7,642,9I1
520
550
540
55r
554
7000
7 200
7300
7500
7500
25
t47
75
929,399
L5,1q7,529
9,+65r495
90 9,865
2 ,545 ,494q,529,235
,r57r525
,36L579
326,593
9,149,965
l0,727 ,2q7
754,2(l
2, 357,6 I 0
4,529,235
1E5, r40,555
204,526,956
296,595
g, E57, gl7
10,222, 090
5E00
5813
5920
5990
RETL
r57I3I
599I,218
55
?+6
458
835
55
I55
70
42
56
5E4,519
535, 040
120,494
76,995
E9 ,6+9
595,441
350 ,844
r75,575
99, 405
95, 55 0
6,777 .85
4, 550 .85
5 ,0+2.7779008 0I0
8060
820 0
8600
8900
8910
SERV
920 0
950 0
9s95
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNNENT - COUNTIES
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - I'lUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNTIENT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 3,563 50E, 965, 154 325 ,7 69 ,7 4E 1E,5r5, 026 .45
REPORT NO. O8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE ?++
RUN DATE: 07/15/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O. OIx
x
REQUEST X
EDITED X
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUsINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
IdAGON T'IOUND
JUNE,1992
LOCATION:30-I15
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
0700
AGRI
AGRICULTURAL SERVICESTOT. AGRICULTURE
1500
I6IO
r620]700
c0N5
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRAGTORS
HIGHT^IAY C0NTRACT0RS
NON_BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
240 0 LUNBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
TOT. T'IANUFACTURING
2700
T'IFG-
420 0
48t0
485 0
4900
TCU-
TiIOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI4t-lUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES 40 4?-9,106 502,456 lE, 054.65
50E0
5090
HHSL
TJIACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCELLANEOUS NHOt ESALERS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
520 0
5500
5400
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
GENERAL IvIERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTHENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
E/qTING AND DRINKING PLACES
NISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
55+ 0
5800
5990
RETL
36 5IE,556 175,67E
E8,062
411,506
10,472.55
25
1r2
88, 062
769,659 52+
,247 .?0
,55+.00
5000
FI RE
BANKS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
7200
7500
8900
SERV
PERSONAL SERVICES
r'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
. TOT. TOTAL FOR ALt INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 229 L,947,253 r,4r5,091 E4,I04.96
REPORT NO. ()8O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATI0N 3 50-030
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEMANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUT,II'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RI'IDR I'IORA CNTY
JUNE, I992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
5l 0,732
2, r45, g5g
353,601
E22,605
L ,47 6 ,0?-6
2,3q7,927
57,968
956,542
3{,070
],,.27 4,923
250, 950
123,430
363,49I
4l7,q7q
2,582,9I9
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
456, 075
I,E58,469
IE5,409
PAGE ?q5
RUN DATE: 07/15/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77(}. OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
24,515. E5
99,692.65
9, E5E . 25
55,255.76
70,055.10
105,971.65
2,500.r9
29 ,40?.+L
5rc
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
010 0
0700
AGRI
AGRICUL
AGRI CU L
TOT. AG
I500
16I 0
1620
1700
CONS
TURAL P
TURAL S
RICULTU
RODUCTION
ERVICES
RE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
LU[,IBER, hIOOD AND PAPER PRODUGTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPIYIENT
NISCEL LANEOUS t'IANU FACTURING
TOT. ]'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'!oT0R FREIGHT TRAN5. , t^IAREHoUSf NG, TRAN5. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMT'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC T.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COT'I}IUNICATIONS AHD UTILITIES
I'IOTOR VEHIGLES AND AUTOT'IOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI.IARE, PLUI,IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I.IACHINERY, EQUIPNENT AND SUPPLIES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS [,IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'1 AND PETROL EUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT . hIHOL ESAL E TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORESRETAIL FOOD sTORE5
NOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
90
r4E
2400
27 00
5700
5900
TIFG-
4I00
4200
46I 0
4900
TCU.
r05
57
I95
54
(5
90
35
65
73
6"0
1,305
1,975
50r0
5040
5070
r 545
,556
, 196
50E0
5090
5092
T.IH S L
4E, 57 6
547,02L
32,923I,O27,9II
tEE,I97
I
55
,7 69 .6?
, I75.07
5200
550 0
540 0
551 0
554 0
5s99
5600
5800
5815
5990
RETL
MISCELLANEOUS VEHI
APPAREL AND ACCESS
EATING AND DRINKIN
LIQUOR DISPENSERS
AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
STORES
LACESY THE DRINK
CLE
ORY
GP
.B r25,45
r0,r15.57
,654.58
,557.16
,009.E4
,?5L.26
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
30
59II9
424
5
I9
20
117
0I
6
5
- 65I(l REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETG.I AND TITLE ABSTRACT
365,4E
37 2,272,IEz,6I
REPORT NO. O8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEHANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 246DATE: 07/L5/92
NUI'IBER: 77O. OIxR
xEEOUEST XDITED X
RUN
RUN
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RI'IDR I'1ORA CNTY
JUNE, I992
L0cATr0N 3 50-050
5rc
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
FIRE TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
7000
7 ?00
7300
HOTELS, }IOTEL5, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I-lISCEL LANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICESPHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
t'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
3Iq5
32I03
I57,996gl,??7
28,555
230,629
r36,519
8L,227
28, 555
207 ,408
7
4I
11
,527 . r5
,560.04
,554 .78
,L4E.2275007600
7900
8 010
8060
E20 0
8900
6 9I0
SERV
EI
57r
l04,l4g
r,E7g,gl2
90, r6E
L,692,526
4,E41.95
90,962.84
9I00
950 0
GOVT
FEDERAL GOVERNI'IENT - ALL OTHER
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - COUNTIESTOT. GOVERNMENT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHMENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION L ,550 10,515,144 9,552,906 46+,920 .57
i!
REPORT NO. 08O
LOCATION : I5-II6
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICESTOT. AGRICULTURE
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLINGTOT. HINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHHAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXGEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
I'IEAT PACKING AND OTHER I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII,IARY I-IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED HETAL PRODUCTS
NACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COT.IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPI'IENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI'ITS.
I'IISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COHMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
REQUEST X
EDITED X
x
x
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMMARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
A L AIIOGORDO
JUNE, I992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
560,005
17, IE5,5gg
16,517 ,277
56 , 346,552
r,r00,725
538, 962
62 ,888, 555
q,057,526
q48,47E
E,7?E,L23
3,E89,6q2I5, 9l L,2L7
59, IE4, 25 3
2,43E,722
g,4g5rE4r
5, 0 95,576
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
555, 17 9
r5,60E,556
5,6r4,352
20,506,566
209,76?
297,759
2,7 99, 0E0
55,079,047
r , 2r3, 644
60,505
97,1E9
PAGE 2+7
RUN DATE: 07/L5/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
55,540.E5
E20,228 .E9
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
54
763
q4
0t 00
0700
AGRI
13E 9
I.II N E
1500I6I0
, r59.6I
,6I3.36
826I,654
I620
1700
c0Ns
05
55
74
6, 06E
2,773
5,666
45, 958
4g,E
22rcr
ct79rq
232,9
82+,7
550
r,255
2000
e010
2500
2400
2700
520 0
5400
3500
5500
367 0
5700
3800
3900
I'lFG-
4I00
420 0
450 0
48]0
465 0
4900
4920
TCU.
6l
69
26
44
,57 0
,242
,qzq
,8(t9
6 5, 755
rr720,Egg
26q,695
1 05, E2I
105,6I5, 9
6rJ
.95
.?9
.03
12,65r . r1
3,8(E. 24
17, 905. l6
15E,562. 0(1004??
200
59
255
385I
6(+7
38
17.12
25.8(t
45. r5
6?.55
19.06
E50, 054
572,918
E,7r5,074
5,96 5 , 797
13,668,99E
Ir5
7
50r0
5020
5040
5070
50E0
I'TOTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTOTIOTIVE EQUIPT'IENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AIID RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI.IARE, PLUNBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
t'IISCEL LANE0US tlH0L ESAL ERS
PETROLEUIiI AND PETROLEUI'T PRODUCTS
79
4I
1,947,5E9.65
75,250.59
94,017.E7
4E, 021 . 11
qc+,299.21
74, 95I . 3I
5090
5092 25956
2rL4?l,?77 ,67 5,E50
755
r,243 ,026, I37
REPORT NO. OEO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION : I5.II6
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEItt
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'ITIARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
A LAHOGORDO
JUNE, I99?
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
I9,754,071
lI,5E0rg50
TAXABLE
GROSS REGEIPTS
5,934, E6 0
5,652r245
5, gl2,5Egq3,72?,366
59,031,I5E
5,4I1,156
2,255,659
589,702
+,zq6 ,104
15,5(0,97r
16L,55q,522
2,713, l3g
r 92,682
PAGE Zr+E
RUN DATE: 07/I5/92
RUN NUI{BER: 77O.()I
REPORTED
TAX DUE
551,669.7I
540 ,7 06 . 94
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
491
65
NHSL TOT. T^IHOLESALE TRADE
BUI LDING I,IATERIALS
HARDI^IARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
HOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
T,IOBILE HOME DEALERS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
HISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND.L ASSOC.SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COIIIDTY. BROKERS, DELRS . , EXCGS. , SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
5200
525 I
5300
5310
5400
55r0
554 0
5592
5599
5600
5700
5800
58I5
5910
6000
6I0 0
6I2 0
6200
650 0
65I0
6550
6700
FI RE
00
00
00
9I
00
00
00
00
IO
148
82
280
90
2
2t6
?-13
2I
?
3
115
55
125
267
167
57s
4,157,557
44, 3l q, 7 4I
45,526,190
I9,289,500
6,510,140
495,255
5, r56,glg
5,76E,40r
6,946,445
L7,8q2,672
6rEgrr5g0
4 , gg4 ,095
8I3, 0
6rz3rz
7I
6r5
55,7S8.2033,5EI.5I
51,92I .95
05,5E5.72
5
2
5
5
4,6 0 0 .54
5,50 0 .55
5,E51. r0
4 ,222.215,6r6.95
7,655. 90
4 , q62.29
4,361.77
5,552,7L4
5,367,555
17 ,228,942
6, EEz, 97 I4,719,]95
889
15,029
5,960
3,289
726
r52
4,77q
58I, 05
I86
37
I ,817
4, 05E
82
280
4t
285920
5990
RETL
lg,52L g1
20L 015, I1
?5 ,95ct
26,558
4 r 676,45r
2,133,750
8
5
3 ,952,966
r,615,594
5, E02, 054
6,990,026
5,L55,975
925, 9l I .41
9,732,0E9.90
165,+82.90
I1,6r5.27
,tt52.25
, I84. 57
6 ,9q2.02
4rE, 685 . 02
349,4E0.05
4lq ,929 .98
509,462.96
q
+
95 I5,629,055
55 458, 025
59I,884q r23q rq?7REAL ESREAL E5
HOLDING
TOT. FI
OPER-LESR.AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
ND OTHER INVESTI'IENT COMPANIES
NGE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, i,lOTEL5, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COIIIMERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
AUTOI,IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
t'IISCEL LANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
t'10T r 0N
AI'IU S EFl E
PHYSICI
HOSP I TA
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERV]CES
NONPROFIT I'IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERV ICES
T.
TA
A
NA
40
57r
125,26519,II0,505 1156, 94E
?56,59
3, 5er ,6 g
,759
,98E
l5
ZLz
25E,66I.
97 ,L57 .
70
72
75
75
75
76
78
79
80
5
lrI
6
4
0
2
E
7
5
67
25
55 ,84094
586
?97
55
?2PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
NT AND RECREATION SERVICES
ANSI DENTISTS AND OTHERS
LS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
I55
5r0
r49
2?9
55
5I
I ,2E4
90,256
49,775
54,455
94,215
91,955q2, ct69
II,9O9
,696
,91I
,686
,940
,8?7
,459
,E9I
52,566.55
7E5, I54 . 07
559, 125.24
197,6I7.20
45,788 .48
7,975.55
2E6 ,77 9 .3L
E060
810 0
8200
8600
8900
,l
REPORT NO. l)8l)
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N: t5-116
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI.TENT - I'IUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNI{ENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE 0F NEtl t'lEXIC0
COT,IBINED REVENUE SYSTET.IANALYSIs OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMTTARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
A L ATIOGORDO
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
,750,965
, 9E1,54r
PAGE 2c+9
RUN DATE: 07/I5/9?
RUN NUTIBER: 77O. OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
104,251.95
5,550,8L2.2?
I7,.r56 ,459.20
SIC
CODE
8910
SERV
NO. TAX
RETURNs
L REPORTEDS RECEIPTS
,905 ,249
,45L I55
TA
OS
TO
GR
765,57l I58I55
920 0
9393
GOVT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHMENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION r5,454 +q4,729,527 290 ,555,377
It
'I t, 1* *- + 
-i- {}er*q}*-}}-+-
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTHENT
STATE 0F NEtl I'!EXICo
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUTIT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
CI OUDCROFT
JUNE,1992
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
50,25E
377,0E7
I, lE6 ,7E7
232 
' 
64.r
755,518
450,506
r,g1r,g72
5,595, 152
q7 L ,46tt
z,gg5,lgg
3I,645
127,270
170,9.tl
I,460,640 t0EE
PAGE 250
RUN DATE: 07/L5/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77(l.()I
REPORTED
TAX DUE
,555. r5
,547.E5
5,045.14
20,894.37
69,E95.45
r4, 045. 0 0
45,689.40
25,02(+.57
r15,76E.15
216,916.82
2E,04E.56
1E1,050.79L 915.29
7,699.16
SIC
CODE
L0cATI0N 3 15-215
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHHAYSPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLAS5, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. t'IANUFACTURING
I'lOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , t.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC hIATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COHI,IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR EPORTEDECEIPTS
425,5E0
L,8?5 1262
179,565
577,100
I,2g0,g6r
255, I64
75E,918
4q9,227
2r02L,q6L
5,7r7,4E2
471,46+
5, 0 I 9,252
5r,645
I58, I3E
I700
CONS
1500
16r0
I620
4200
481 0
485 0{900
102
206
140
I75
56
(I
350q76
2500
27 00
5200
5900
I'IFG-
5040
5070
5090
l,lH S L
58
CUT
GROCERI E5
HARDT^IARE,
I'IISCEL LANT0T. 1^lH0L
AND
PLU
EOUS
ESAL
RELATED PRODUCTS
I'lBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I.IHOLESALERS
E TRADE
5500
5q00
5599
5600
5700
5800
5615
5990
RET L
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
N]SCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOHE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
t'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERSTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, ilOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOT'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I3
6000
6510
6550
FI RE
7000
7200
7500
7500
E6
97
57
26
*1
REPORT NO. 08O
EQUEST X
DITED X
LOCATION: I5-2I5
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVIGES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT T'TEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
sTATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEhI ]'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET.I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'IMARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
CL OUDCRO FT
JUNE, L992
RU
RU
ND
NN
PAGE 25LATE: 07/L5/92
ul'1BER: 770.0rxR
xE
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
1,399
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
248,q78
4,242,756
I I,7 94, 0 g2
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
247 , E53
4 r 205,7Er
rr,024,499
REPORTED
TAX DUE
14,98E.07
25q ,0 95 .8 9
654,562.85
7900
EOIO
EIOO
E200
8500
8900
S ERV
920 0
GOVT
I2I
555
!l
,l G r> -<r- ++
IREPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COT'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
TU L AROSA
JUNE, 1992
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
PAGE 252
RUN DATE. 07/L5/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O. ()I
REPORTED
TAX DUE
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2E4, 05 I
7 3?,7 57
648,EE0
l, g5g, 407
59, 650
82,40I
2,555,922
2,055,5r7
1,05E,565
515,827
66E, 402
7,643,679
5rc
CODE
I 581
I'II N E
LOCATION: I5-508
oIL AND GAS tlELt DRILLING
TOT. tiIINING
GENERAL BUITDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
LUMBER, hIOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLAS5, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS]'II SCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURINGTOT. I'IANUFACTURING
]'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I,IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT . TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTIL ITI ES
DRUGS, CHET'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDhIARE, PLUITTBING AND HEATING EQUIP.
1'IISCEL LANEOUS NHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
AND SUPPLIES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
r02
r65
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEI PT5
LR5R
9q7 -
947 -
0
0
100
t64
947-
947 -
55.25'
55 .25-
1500I6t0
I620
r700
c0Ns
2400
2700
3200
5900
MFG-
5020
50q0
5070
5090
NHSL
tt200
4EIO
4E50
4900q920
TCU-
550,865
826,E72
650, 0gr
2, 547 , E4E
65, 086
E5,
5, 07 g,
2,9q0,9q5
r,05E,659
515, E27
L7 ,077 .49
44,054.65
55, 356 .82
1r4,597.50
5,62E.5I
4, 9EI .28
154 ,552.07
I20, q09.75
62,Eq6.02
18, 455 . 96
40,47r.05(t59 
,056 .99
5300
5q0 0
55r 0
554 0
5599
5700
5800
5E 15
5910
5920
5990
RETL
GENERAL NERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
]'IOTOR VEHICL E DEAL ERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
FURNITURE, HOT'1E FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPEN5ERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
]TIISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
50
4t
25
65
050
950
769,0r7
9,277 ,776
63
9r
I54{86
6000
6500
REPORT NO. 08O
iI
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEN MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET,I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUNI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
TU L AROSA
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
r55,495
r4E,980
E6,520
63,250
551,155
PAGE 255
RUN DATE: 07/L5/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O. OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
8, 052 .29
E, ElE . 96
5,54E.59
5,755.49
20, 924. l8
6 55, 525 . 48
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I5-f,OE
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
5rc
CODE
65I0
FI RE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
q2
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
145,750
I50,559
452, 56 9
66,09E
725,900
LRSR
7000
7200
7500
7500
HOTELS, ['IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
FIISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOT'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
FIISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEFIBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'II SCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNT'IENT
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
80
76
7600
7900
8600
8900
E 910
S ERV
920 0
GOVT
lt9
5I2
1,25E L3 , c+sq ,7 27 10,952,050
, G <- <- {> 
". 
-- 
e .l- 
- 
e } ,D +-
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI^I I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
TOTAL REPORTED
GRO55 RECEIPTS
6 L 904,523
54, E6 I
37 , 41.0
355, 0E4
I5,455,202
649,7 00
16,898,41r
693,604
5, 053,633
225,856
527, 06E
q,9E5,527
JUNE, L992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
60,591,504
5,gggr4E6
75,976,596
83,522
14, 992, 0E0
502,57 015,68I,0r6
1 92,8 9l
E5, 925
r6E,669
3 ,7 56 ,$L(t
PAGE 254
RUN DATEI 07/L5/92
RUN NUMBER: 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5,521,52I.85
219,950.E5
4, r78,6 9r .46
4,595.70
Ezq,56q.40
27 ,64L.35
E62,455. 9r
10,609.04
4,6I5.E6
9,276.ECt
205 ,602 .7 6
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RT'IDR OTERO CNTY
5IC
CODE
010 0
0700
0E00
AGRI
LOCATION ! I5-015
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
}IETAL MINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUM, FIOLYBDENUM
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS, NATURAL GAS LIQUIDSTOT. t'IINING
GENERAL BUITDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHNAYSPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, I.IOI'D AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEI'.lICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIIiIARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRONIC CO!'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPI.IENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI'ITS.
I'II SCEL L ANEOUS T'iANUFACTURING
TOT. t'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI{IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
NOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., bIAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPEL INE TRANSPORTATION
TEL EPHONE AND TEL EGRAPH COI'IMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. IRANSPORTATION, COHI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
462
r000I5l 0
ItII NE
1500
r610
t620
I700
CONS
555
1,09r I0,290 ,7
2300
2(100
2700
2E00
3200
3400
567 0
5700
5E00
3900
MFG-
4I00
420 0
4500
4600
481 0
485 0
4900
4920
TCU-
28
2E
86
207
15
t
2L
t96q7
154
27
535
66
2E
153
220
qqs,z95
,590,406
,57 I ,7 47
,985r531
+,gql,725
377 ,46L6,80r,055
465, I54
15,554,579
260,060.01
?0 ,7 60 .35
574,058.09
e5,582.59
72L,557.07
50r0
50q0
5070
5080
5090
5092
l^lH 5 L
I'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOT'IOTIVE EQUIPT'IENT
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDWARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPFIENT AND SUPPLIES
r'IISCEL LANE0US l^lH0L ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
REPORT NO. OEO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I5.l}T5
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDI^IARE STORES
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STAT
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY
68
r6s
50
5Z
57
57
280,05I
5, l55, ggg
I 05, 232
490,456
230,552
r 5, 587
l20,gg5
22+,0q7
l rg2g,2g0
9q ,7 93
250,863
r55,785
6,304
l?,322.
105,109.
5, 2I3 .
15,782.
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I NEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'IANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2 r 549, E0g
L ,425 ,667
,575, I6g
,526,559
25E, 956
?2E,441
855, 057
17, 08r, 08E
27L,237
4,5r0,147
52,586,2E2
59,729 ,gtrl
PAGE 255
RUN DATE: 07/L5/92
RUN NUITBER: 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
6,6q9.27
ANNUAL SUIII'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RI'IDR OTERO CNTY
src
CODE
EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
0Ns
AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
STORES
107
596
286
516,059
E55, I55I7,230, 055
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
163,222
2,5q9,107I,427, IEI
4,964 ,I5,555,
267,733
r, 555,772
rr575,654
I 52, 085
512,688
NO. TAX
RETURNS
32
r69
7I
8, 56E . 18
546.70
4 .36
7.55
5 .56
61,I50.r2
q.5 
,397 .7 c+
7, r75. r5
27 ,525.30
, 918. 05
,968.40
,245.52
,80 9.93
I40,053.E0
7E,4I1.70
r85,4E4 . 90
567,654.65
I4,241 .5E
540
55r
554
559
560
570
5200
525 r
530 0
5800
58I5
5920
5990
RETL
I
60
67
6(t
02
FURNITURE, HOt'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. REIAIL TRADE
BANKS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTREAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERSTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COMNERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPI'IENT LABORATORIES
AUTOTIOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLAIIEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
L EGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - COUNTIES
L0CAL G0VERNI1ENT - SPECIAL DISTRICTS i[ND OTHERTOT. GOVERNHENT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHT'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
837
r ,525
5t
3
t0
II2
014
6000
6500
65r0
5550
FI RE
7000
7200
7300
7591
7500
7600
7900
E010
8060
EI(t(,
E20 0
8600
8900
8 910
SERV
L2,
.+7 ,
93 9,
14
?35
L,7 92
3,?Eq
1,11r,456
827,397
15r,590
500,460
272,q69
6, 0 09,52E52,690,9r2
65,002,042
I9I
I55
37
58
56
0?
58
47
4E6
56I,870
9200
9500
9t 96
GOVT
5, 57I 2I2,491 , 4E6
!
I
r79,526,9E4 9,E6r,590.22
REPORT NO. OE()
EQUEST X
DITED X
LOCATION: I(l-II7
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICESTOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY COHTRACTORS
NON-BUILDIHG HEAVY CONTRACTORS,SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
xR
xE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEhI I'IEXICO
COI'lBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUHHARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
TUCUMCARI
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 256
RUN DATE. 07/L5/92
RUN NUI'IBER! 77(). OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
92,917 .6t+
504, 9I2. 9q
I0,974. lt
23,094.56
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
6I
180
TOTA
GROS
LRSR EPORTEDECEIPTS
177 ,882
515,047
75I,E52
2 r263,55LI,04gr55g
E,E49,{05
589,116
1,955,694
415,058
2,262,660
L005r54E
I0I,827
727,574
7,659, 0 04
55I,245
r,60E,374
25
L25
62
6
45
,554.17
,447.7L
,E14.87
,97 0 .57
,7 09 .27
462 
'66(+ .43
20,702.E8
100,525.(0
45,858.50
010 0
0700
AGRI
5020
5040
2 010
2400
2700
2900
5400
5700
5900
MFG-
4t00q200
481 0
485 0
4900
175 t
569r
1500I6I O
1620
I700
CONS
5060
5070
50E0
5090
50 92
l.lHS L
I'IEAT PACKING
LUI'IBER, tlo0D
PRINTING AND
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY P
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS
TELEPHONE AND TELEG
RADIO AND TELEVISIO
DRUGs, CHEMICALS AND AL
GROCERIES AND RELATED P
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HO
HARDI.IARE, PLUI'IBING AND
t'IACHINERY, EQUIPHENT AN
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
THER I,IEAT PRODUCTS
APER PRODUCTS
SHING
ASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
. , l^IAREHoUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
RAPH COTIT'IUNICATIONS
N BROADCASTING
506
470
5,556
1,277
27
55
AND O
AND P
PUBL I
6,797I,I94
996
514
4E
EE
I
4
2,50
5,75
PETROL EUI'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRI ES
PRII'IARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED ]'IETAL PRODUCTS
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPI'IENT
I'1I SCEL t AN EOUS I'IANU FACTURI NGTOT. HANUFACTURING 126,854I0,9I3,595
4E
I47
55
4920
TCU-
ELEcTRIc t^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRAHSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
LIED P
RODUCT
USEHOL
HEATIN
D SUPP
RODUGTS
s
D APPLIANCESG EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
LIES
269
150
205
520 0
525 I
5?52
530 0
531 0
540 0
55I 0
mI SCEL LANE0US l^lHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUH AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTST0T. 1^,IH0LESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
FARM EQUIPT'IENT DEALERS
GENERAL ]'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTTTENT STORES
DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR V EHI CI E DEAI ERS
47
65
45].IE
57
2,050 ,664
5, 047,357
5,6r6,515
16,659,652
822,508
187,
3+7 ,
Eg5,
5E,
.92
.14
.29
.02
94E
E62
037
t29
701,4r63,007,r92
5 ,565 ,7 94I4, 128,595
610,064
ll
REPORT NO. O8O TAXATION AND
STATE O
COI'18I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
ENUE DEPARTMENT
EH HEXICO
ENUE SYSTEM
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, L992
PAGE 257
RUN DATE. 07/15/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 77O. OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
Lsl,8Z7 .72
REV
FN
REVYSxRxEEQUEST XDITED X
ANNUAL SUT1I1ARY .- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
TUCUTICARI
SIC
CODE
LOCATION: I().II7
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
TIOBI L E HOt'1E DEAL ERS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'II SCEL L ANEOUS RETAI L ERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER ]NVESTIYIENT COIIPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
160
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,895 ,227
L,277,q7q
2E4 ,07 g
2-52,326
9, 40 g, g0E
z,g00r751
r,975, 092
2 r777 ,Lg6
50,5EE,I55
E52,7868,0r5
243,302
1,r09,545
2,062,97 +
I 9, 442, 6 9I
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,l0g,zq3
r, 0 96, 925
2E4,039
251,455
9,379,516
2r6ggr 05g
I,605,284
4
5
852,786
E, 0I5
l1l,4lE
977 ,461
2,0(+7,L3(t
rE,677, I00
79,595,E13
6E,557 .72
17 ,752.q9
r5,7I5.95
5E6,219.84I8I, I27.4E
L00 ,205.2q
554 0
5592
5599
5500
5700
5E00
5E 13
5910
5920
5990
RET L
67
34
48
260
115
57
510
I ,592
58
25
60
15E
35I
r, 939
4,E46
2 ,17 6 ,99(t4 
,506 , q7
r56,061.67
2,7E1,655.2r
6000
6I0 0
6120
6500
6510
6550
7000
7 200
7300
750 0
7600
7E00
7900
8500
E900
891 0
SERV
52, 049.I7
500.95
6700
FIRE
8010
E060
810 0
9200
95 95
9595
GOVT
HOTELS, ['IOTEL5, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICEs
MI5CELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'TISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSET'lENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IENBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT . MUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNMENT . SCHOOL DISTRICTSTOT. GOVERNMENT
535
1E0
201
275
I67
5,549,27r
748,6E0
2,067, r35
1 ,509,56 r
L,125 ,7 q4
5,08I,661
74E,660
1.,964,751
I ,252, r rg
1,069,425
84
206
69
972,I00
3,554,r05
r,6g6rg22
7
5r5
Ir6
53 ,07 q
40,009
55,041
5,965.66
47,692.L2
20E,750.75
105,5I5.04
t27 ,?tL.69
1,166,q5?.ql
51,094.(t
3r7,577 .75
46 ,7 63.27
122,799.25
78, r78.67
66,E5E.98
: T0T- ToTAL FoR ALL INDUSTRTEs rN THrs LocATroN 99,26I,155
!l
4,957 r 665. 0E
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEt.I I'TEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEII
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 258
RUN DATE: 07/L5/92
RUN NUTIBER: 77O.OIxR
xEEQUEST XDITED X
ANNUAL SUI'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
SAN JON
JUNE, I992
LOCATION ! I()-21{
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
I500
t700
c0N5
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION s3 ?56,495 251, 954 15,745. E8
2400
2700
5400
5900
MFG-
LUMBER, I^IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PRIIIARY T4ETAL INDUST., FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
I'II SCEL L ANEOUS T'lANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
4100
48I0
4830
4900
TCU-
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II''IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
5Z zl(t,?E0 I94,690 r2,t53.9E
E5 441,587 372,876 25,290.6I
5040
5090
5092
t^lHS L
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
MISCEL L ANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTSTOT. l.IHOLESALE TRADE 26 102,5E2 9E,526 6 , 157 .69
5500
554 0
5599
5700
5990
RETL
GENERAL HERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTNENT STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'lISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE 5TORE5
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE 70 r, 095,575 L 075,656 67 ,229.L2
7000
7?.00
7300
7500
7500
8060
8200
8900
8910
S ERV
HOTELS, FIOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICEs
I{ISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOHOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'lISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
25 22,337 22,337 I,396.08
920 0
95 95
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - ]'IUNIC]PALITIES
E4 212,1I5 IEz, 056 tI,57E.5E
rE
REPORT NO. 08O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATI0N ! I0-214
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTSTOT. GOVERNHENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUT,ITIARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
SAN JON
JUNE, I992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,150,009
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,011,666
PAGE 259
RUN DATEI 07/L5/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
L?5,7L5.L?
src
CODE
93 95
GOVT
NO. TAX
RETURNS
331
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
- 
* +- * * 
-
*
IREPORT NO. O8O
LoCATI0N s l0-509
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LUI'IBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
t'IISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I-lANUFACTUR.ING
REQUEST X
EDITED X
x
x
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEI^I I'IEXIC0
COT'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET,I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
LOGAN
JUNE,1992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
29E, 086
68 9, 7I9
558,940
r,667, 146
6I,065
77 ,7 00I , 5g4,4EE
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
189,559
536,905
297,62E
982,q59
2L,597
77,qslI,2r4,0lg
3E0,873
27 5 ,307
5r3,586
5,r20,095
,771
,24E
PAGE 260
RUN DATE. 07/I5/9?
RUN NUT'IBER: 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
,891 . E6
,725.69
18,667.I1
5I,656.00
I ,353. 98
,855 . lE
, r91.87
25,E99.20
17,261 . 98
52,250 .2r
I95,55E.18
,245.5E
,E96.5E
src
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
1500
1620
1700
CON S
2400
27 00
5900
I'lFG-
4100
4200
48r0
4830
4900
TCU-
520 0
525t
5500
540 0
5sI0
554 0
5599
5700
5800
II
55
I504050 90
hIHSL
5I5l50
LOCAL AND HIGHI..IAY PASSENGER
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I^IAREHO
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMM
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCA
EL ECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARYTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COIII'IUNI
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
TRANSPORTAT I ON
USING, TRAN5. SERVICES
UN I CAT IONS
STING
SERVICE UTILITIES
CATIONS AND UTILITIES
ACCESSORY DEALERS
D APPLIANCE STORES
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS NHOLESALERSTOT. t.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING HATERIALS
HARDHARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICL E DEAL ERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
T'lISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHIN
EATING AND DRINKING PLACE
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY TH
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
AU
Ct
75
E73
E45
60
99
38
28
65
5I
35TO
AN
40
84
36
56
580,
596,
NKIDR
GS
S
E5E l5
5990
RET L
77
332
563,845
3 , crg]. t297
5l ,77 I
30,24E
6000
6510
FIRE
7000
7200
7300
7500
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LE5R-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOT'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
'il
REPORT NO. 08l)
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION: IO-509
src
CODE
STATE O
CONB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
Et^t t'tExrc0
ENUE SYSTEM
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
PAGE 26L
RUN DATE: 07/I5/9?
RUN NUIIBER! 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
L9,4L8.7?
6,353.29
56,864.56
53E,522.59
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
FN
REVYS
ANNUAL SUMMARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
L OGAN
7600
7800
7900
200
393
59s
0vT
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI.IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - T'IUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT . SCHOOL DISTRICTS
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 819 6,6E6,40 9 5,597 , 904
NO. TAX
RETURNS
4E
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
550,780
rll,925
625,9E1
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
309,7q6
57
250
10r,759
588,50r
E200
8900
S ERV
9
9
9
G
)
! !I
-
.i, 
-
.DG
-O.rD-*+{>:Oo}
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEl.I I,IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 262
RUN DATE: 07/15/92
RUN NUMBER: 77O.OIX REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUI'ITIARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
HOUSE
JUNE, I992
LOCATION: IO-407
SIC
CODE
N0.
RETU
TAX
RN5
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
1500
1700
c0Ns
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
2700
T'IFG-
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
TOT. HANUFACTURING
410 0
48r0
4900
TCU-
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMI'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC hIATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITI
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTI
E5
LITIES 40 E6,46E 67,691 4, 505. 90
5070
5090
l^lHS L
HARDbIARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'II SCEL L ANEOUS hIHOL ESAL ERS
TOT . t^IHOt ESAL E TRADE
5?00
525 I
5300
5700
5990
RETL
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDIIARE SToRES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE 48 | ,443 ,7 qz r,102,154 70,L07 .52
8900
SERV
]'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
9200
93 95
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INsTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNHENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTSTOT. GOVERNIIENT
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION t26 I,555r065 L,192,729 75, E65. 05
REPORT NO. 08l! TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET-I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUHI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RI.IDR QUAY CNTY
JUNE, 1992
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
5 23, 945
5,9q7 ,234
2,416, 4rE
348, g7g
45,50E
60?,57 L
?,449 ,4q9
139,558
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
592,7E9
5 ,054 ,7 20
667,555
I , rEz,220
2,09E,005
544,7 98
43,E50
PAGE 255
RUN DATE. 07/15/92
RUN NUMBER: 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
21,559.E9
277 ,966.06
36, 056 .4965,022.I0
115,562.77
IE,965.EE
2,4r 0 . 65
5,662 . 05
54, 060 .75
sIc
CODE
0
0I
010
070
GR
LOCATION ! I()-()I()
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICESTOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LUI'IBER, tlo0D AND PAPER PR0DUCTS
PRIIiIARY I1ETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED T'IETAL PRODUCTS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS I.IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGH}.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
H0T0R FREIGHT TRANS. , I,IAREH0USING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CONMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC t.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. IRANSPORTATION, COI'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
A
ts00
I610
1700
c0N5
2400
5400
3900
I'lFG-
79
r26
4I00
420 0
4810
4900{+920
TCU.
r25
54
776,75LL 5I7, 945
5010
5020
MOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOT'IOTIVE EQUIPHENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
1'II SCEL LANEOUS HHOL ESAL ERS
PETROL EUI'I AND PETROL EUF'I PRODUCTS
TOT. T.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING IIATERIALS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
t'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
FURNITUREI HOHE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSER5 - BY THE DRINK
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER.LESR-AGT., ETC.I AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, }IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
TIISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
248
54
30
q4
5090
5092
t^lHS L
700
800
8I5
990
ETL
5200
550 0
5q0 0
5510
554 0
5
5
5
5
R
8t
176
r02,9+4
9E5,2E5
6 510
FI RE
7000
7300 139,55E 7 ,675.71
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 26.1
RUN DATE. 07/15/92
RUN NUMBER: 77O.()IX REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUI'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RI'IDR QUAY CNTY
JUNE, I992
LOGATION: IO-OIO
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
7500
7600
7900
AUTOT'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSIGIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
I,IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
5I
57
90E
196
,66I
,999
808, r52
L55,?4+
(t4,447 
.26
E, 538. 42
80I0
E060
8900
E9IO
S ERV
77
2q+
85,447
1,641,777
59 ,57 6
1,537, 025
3,EI6.44
73,526 .L9
9200
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNMENT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHT'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 907 I5,099,565 g, g7L50E 547 ,t0t.E7
iREPORT NO. 08(,
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:17.1IE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY C0NTRACT0RS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT ]'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, I^IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
I'IISCEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURINGTOT. MANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TEL EPHONE AND TEL EGRAPH COMI'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC T.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEl.l MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTETIT
ANALYSIS OF GROSs RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUTII{ARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
CHAHA
JUNE, I992
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI1BER:
PAGE 255
07 /15/92
770.0I
src
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR EPORTEDECEIPTS
IL 622-
20,755
52l,0lE
]. 6 19, 156
565,517
64,51 I
3,055,125
52E,4gI
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
216,999
454,45I
I 0, 122-
I4,966
467 ,l+7
r,347,975
5I7,090
55,E82
z ,5L4 ,947
528,48r
5,0q2
4, I6g
1,012,E61
6,750,145
REPORTED
TAX DUE
I3,020.00
26,055.91
607.35-
897 . 94
28, 02E.52
E0,87r. 98
L9,025.42
2400
27 00
5900
I'IFG-
1500
1510
I620
I700
c0Ns
485 0q900
4920
TCU-
5200
52s I
5?52
5500
5400
554 0
5920
5990
RET L
8t
r21
29
37
70
59
500,918
959,?++
2000
2300
4r00
46r0
5040
5090
5092
0
Ll^lHs
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROL EUI'I AND PETROL EUN PRODUCTS
TOT . t.IHOL ESAL E TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
FARI'I EQUIPI'IENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATI
I.IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNIS
EATING AND DRINKING PL
LIQUOR DIsPENSERS - BY
DRUO AND PROPRIETARY S
P/ACKAGE LIQU0R 5T0RES
HISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
58
41
5t
5
150l9
, E52. 9l
,8 96 .65
,7 08.845599
5600
5700
5800
5E I5
59I0
1,7r
26
0Ns
AND
STO
HIN
ACE
TH
TOR
AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
RES
GS AND APPTIANCE STORES
S
E DRINK 100?7
L,7L5,Zql
264,r6E
r69
5r5
t02,902 .50
r5,851. I5
60,771.69
405,009.93
. 6000 BANKS
I , 0E5,3147,69r,470
II
ES
tREPoRT H0. 080 TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'tENT
STATE 0F NEtl I'lEXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEFI
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 266
07 /15/92
770.01X REQUEST XX EDITED X
RUN DATE:
RUN NUT.IBER:
ANNUAL SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
CHAI'IA
JUNE,1992
LOCATION: I7-I]E
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR EPORTEDECEIPTS TAXABLEGROSS RECEIPTS REPORTEDTAX DUE
6st 0
FI RE
REAL EST. OPER.LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
7000
7 200
7500
7500
7600
7900
80t0
8060
8r00
8900
8910
S ERV
HOTELS, TIOTE
PERSONAL SER
I'IISCEL LANEOU
AUTOMOBILE R
I'IISCELLANEOU
A}IU5 EI-1ENT AN
PHYSICIANS,
HOSPITALS AN
LS,
VICE
SBU
EHTA
SRE
DRE
DENT
DOT
TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
s
SINESS SERVICESL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
PAIR SERVICEs
CREATION SERVICESI5T5 AND OTHERS
HER HEALTH SERVICES
l2rq7
tr7
ctg
1,204,561
60,705
170,E44I64,6II
r,204, 055
60,509I59,89I
160,652
7?
3
9
9
,2r+3.zct
,650 .52
,450.4q
,659.6E
LEGAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
I09
452
295, 688
2,L22,173
292,690
2, I 05,41E
I7,56 I .47
126, 062. t6
9200
9300
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - COUNTIESTOT. GOVERNI'IENTGOVT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 1,247 I2r 94E,E75 1r,r32,970 667 ,850 . 04
REPORT NO. 08() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI'TBER:
PAGE 267
07 /15/92
770.01X REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUT'IMARY -. BUSINESS AGTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
ESPANOLA (R.A. )
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
5, 959,495
5, 553, g gl
r0,I67,5E6
860,599
66, I752,07r, r46
5,404,52E
L , gzz ,094
5,205,575
r2, r70, r52
89,209
8L,27+
2E,405
6,325,959
E, 30(,550
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
3,429,004
651,553
I 0,204,659
r,755,161
6,465, r56
REPORTED
TAX DUE
205,58E.69
91,?77 .75
451, 97 0 .50
57,EE0.01
,15r.6E
,10?.57
296 , Eq+.6510I,576.72
129 ,57 4 .66
612,030.45
105,189.6E
src
CODE
LOCATION:17-2I5
AGRICULTURAL SERVICESTOT. AGRICULTURE
NONI'IETAL L IC t'IINERALS,
TOT. t'IINING EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIcHt^lAY C0NTRACT0RS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHI.IAYSPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, t^100D AND PAPER PR0DUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PETROLEUI'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
sTONE, CLAY, GLA55, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY ITIETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED ]'IETAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL HACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
TRANSPORTATI ON EQUIPl'IENTPROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI'IT5.
MISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I.IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., WAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMI'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COFII'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
152
TOTA
GROS
LR5R
r400
I'II N E
0700
AGRI
1620
I700
c0Ns
1500
l6 I0
299
489 ,5805255 ,76I
I
7
I
7
5r0
118,2
125,+
085
24L
279
q,947
I,696
2, L59
5
2r4
5rl
9t4l
42
97
25
159
2000
2400
27 00
2900
5200
0t
0q
07
08
09
50
5400
5600
3700
3800
5900
MFG-
410 0
4200
48I 0
485 0
4900
4920
TCU-
30
140
55,86 I
r,50L 710 290
,87I
,656
,578
5092
l.lH 5 L
5
5
5
5
5
MOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPIiIENT
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDhIARE, PLUT'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
''IACHINERY, 
EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
I'IIS EL LANEOUS hIHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUIII PRODUCTST0T. tIH0LESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDT^IARE ST0RES
FARI'I EQUIPT'IENT DEALERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
51,
Ir97Ir
2,107,
65.65
74.45
55. {4
2t4
28
9I
it
5?00
5251
5252
5500 5E7, 7EE . 17
REPORT NO. ()E() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
5TATE OF NEH MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET'IANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATIONX REQUEST XX EDITED X
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 268
RUN DATE. 07/L5/92
RUN NUMBER: 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
27 ,857 .69
40 ,821 . 7544,40E.5r
57r,410.44
I50,675.5E
585,7E9. 28
505 ,885 . 06(+ r029 r 924.I5
92,090.99
44,551 .20
445,46E.0I
1 , 0 97 ,202 .8+
6,896,072.60
ANNUAL SUI'II'TARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
ESPANOLA (R.A.)
5rc
CODE
LOCATION: I7-2I5
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
]'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
HOBILE HOME DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'|E FURNISHIHGS AND APPLIANCE STORESEATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISGELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTMENT COI'IPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA L
GROSS
REPORTED
RECEI PTS
5510
5400
55I0
55{ 0
55 92
5599
5500
5700
6000
5500
6510
5700
FI RE
7000
7 200
7300
7500
7600
290
75
48
572I,67I
,?95
,562
, I9I
,505
,889
r I65
qt
I45
55
65
35
77
77
6,550 .50
377, 057 .5I
21 9,545. 04
48,789.40
121,091.54
7E0 0
7900
E010
E060
8100
8900
89r 0
2r45r,505
29, gr g,?09
1,q21,264
1, 020,57E
l?I5,939.79
1,480,5r7 .45
81 , 242.81
27 ,8t7 .55
?, +35,29q
24,671,956] ,554, 047
453,626
464
6E0
7q6
9, 525
2,177
9,730
797
099
195
5800
s813
5 910
5920
5990
RET L
6,55r, 954
82,Z5l ,492
679,146
763, E03
1,015,605
9,529,905
2,l77,EEgIl , 05I,477
I09,7tg
6,417 ,626
5,559,094
8I5 , I552,23q,0?0
HOT EL
P ERSO
I'II5CE
AUTOM
T'1I SCE
I'IOT I O
6E
9{
200
64
295
r64
205
48
3726I8t
526
S,
NAL
LLA
OBI
LLA
NP
IIIOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
SERVICES
NEOUS BUSINESS SERVICESLE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
NEOU5 REPAIR SERVICES
ICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
I,700,
2, L't3 ,
598,
I02,008.05
12E,580 .85
55,87E. 44
37 ,267 .51
r,6 16 ,697
809,2E5
E, 3E5, 522
1,7r4,609
2 r16?,649
705,095
66+,644
18,847 , 9r I
I59,255 , (91
5,II6,I}9
67 ,L76,1?6
L,535,265
7 38,855
7 ,+2+,Egl
5
109,174
6,501r590
5,559,084
815, I55
2, 0 rE, 425
18,505,666
114,975,749
24
62t,
ERV5
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVIGES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITEGTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNITIENT
920 0
GOVT
1,679
4,608
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHT,IENTS . (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
I nenoRT No. oEo TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEtl mEXICo
COFIBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'l
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE,1992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 269DATE: 07/L5/9?
NUIIBER: 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
RUN
RUNX REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N: I7-951
5rc
CODE
ANNUAL SUI'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
SANTA CLARA.IN ESPL
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
LRSR
r!
* {} 
-
..}' {rts{D-
-
] 
- 
* 
- 
] D :tD f 
-
IREPORT NO. (t8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I HEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE ?70
07 /L5/92
770.01
RUN DATE:
RUN NUT,IBER:X REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUHIIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
LOCATION : 17-94I SANTA CLARA.OUT ESPL
JUNE, 1992
src
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSREPORTEDECEIPTS TAXABL EGROSS RECEIPTS REPORTEDTAX DUE
!REPORT NO. ()E(l TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
NO. TAX
RETURNS
ND
NN
RU
RU
FN
REVYSxRxE EQUEST XDITED X
STATE O
COI,IB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
GAs LIQUIDS
DRILLING
AND POTASH
Et^l I'lEXIC0
ENUE SYSTEI'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, L992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
E95, 027
1,565,467
18,595,69E
2L 590, EI6
10,785,34r
, 988,225
5lE,5Eg
5,228,905I1,94L,60r
21,401,595
590,549
867 ,977
Z'+59,576
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
746, 095
798,506
I7,552,539
1.9,259,+El
ll,7I0
18, 948
72 ,886
6E, 96E
72,515
739,2?-6
I r 596,595
4,29q,446
9r408r62r
r6,556 , 0 07
127,975
212,9q5
4E0,50E
PAGE 27IATE: 07/15/9?
ut'IBER: 770.0r
REPORTED
TAX DUE
39,97+.27
(t2,779.78
929,207.53
I , 0 5e, 546 .95
493,97I.I0
162,2L5 .28
I45, l.99 .5?
254,098.4E
1,055,484.3E
15,460.r2
5,007.12
1,779.01
5,55E.07
ANNUAL SUHMARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
17.017 RTIDR RIO ARRIBA CNTYLOCATION:
SIC
CODE
0I0 0
0700
0E00
AGRI
15I 0
15E I
l5E 9
r400
r'II N E
r500
t 610
1620
1700
CONS
520 0
5400
350 0
5900
t'tFG-
5010
5040
5070
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIESTOT. AGRICULTURE
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS, NATURALOIL AND GAS I^IELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT
NONI'IETALLIC MINERALS, EXCEPT FUELSTOT. MINING
55
60
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY GONTRACTORS,SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTIOH
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
I'IE'AT PACKING AND OTHER I'IEAT PR0DUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED T'IETAL PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
HISCEL L ANEOUS I,IANUFACTURINGTOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHT^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
PIPEL INE TRANSPORTATION
TEL EPHONE AND TEL EGRAPH COMI'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO['1]'IUNICATIOI.IS AND UTILITIES
MOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDNARE, PLUI'1BING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPL I ES
I'lISCEL LANE0US l^lH0L ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
T0T . l.lH0L ESAL E TRADE
57
80
28
4E7,470
96L ,47 5-lzq,662
507,675
109,420
55, 555
63,752
455
65
84
589
I,175
5,
4,
2,
290
5 5dl
40
57
75
185
109
48r
44
155
2ct6
9rz
5r0
2,6
4r3
L9,2
7I9
E64
l4E
,7I
,66
,15
,J
2
5
25
2000
2 010
2500
2400
27 00
2800
4I00q200
4600
48r0
4900
+92.0
TCU-
5080
5090
5092
NHS L
rrgg5,046
2,015,E5r
r12
325
59,5
7(+r8 94 .8130.5E
4
2
5II,79I24,0I,7 9q,2805tr5L2 16,635.566,655 .38
22.7,q36.37
505,1L7.2q
E7+,224.02
6,E09. l5
I1,40+.56
25,7 95 .L6
I I} + e* <l' <ttl> rD-
IREPORT NO. O8() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEl.I ]'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTETiI
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, ].992
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r5, r 90 ,47E
458,(+49
40L659
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
9q,296
7II
2?.+
658,515
,7 L9 ,629
38 9,855
,015rE52
505,095
27r,008
55E,645
5,744, 056
PAGE 272
RUN DATE: 07/L5/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 77O. OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5, 05r . 58
L35 ,7 q2.77105,051.8r
7,057 .65
IE, r72.49
54,18r.01
ANNUAL 5U]"II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
LOCATION: I7-l)17 RI'IDR RIO ARRIBA CNTY
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
50
200
262
520 0
525 r
5252
5300
540 0
551 0
554 0
5599
5600
5700
5800
58I 5
5920
5990
RETL
750
760
780
790
801
E06
EIO
E20
860
890
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
FARII EQUIPI'TENT DEALERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
I'lOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOT'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STOREs
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERSTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AHD REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, T,IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTONOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSEHENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT FIE}IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - COUNTI E5
LOCAL GOVERNI,IENT . I'IUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTSTOT. GOVERNHENT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTs, (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
16t
20I(9
567I,6II
646,551
5q2,299
946,E56
319,296
I62,4E5
l.r00g,17lI,5E8,}II
461 ,97 I2,2L5,770
I0,595,654
54,559.46
7{,388.82
2+,590.89
I 18,655. (0
557,541 . E4
56
39
+2
4E
51
5,
27,
2,7 09 ,7 4L2,590,79r
II
2,532,7 66I, 922, 03r
,632
,7 43
,640
,6I6
I5I ,
339 r
48
489
45l,5lE
6510
6550
FI RE
700
720
730
891
SER
rl5
t55
279
175
82
645, 051
I,E49, I75
591,61 9IrI25,03l
522,E4E
514,524
590, 074
5,75r,273
9L,E37 .42
20,7E9.00
5q,467.50
27,062.12I4,55I.85
I
I
I 9,245. 55
508,675.55
l?E,929
4 1234,7 gg
523 ,77 0
15,612,610
t27
2,7 LEq46
15,575
5 ,77 9 .19
Lq5,7q7.93
25,595. E2
727 ,579.36
920 0
930 0
9595
95 95
GOVT
5,84 0 1I5,894,599 E2,795,052 4,456,844 .45
REPORT NO. (lE(, TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEH I'IEXICO
COTIBINED REVENUE SYSTEITI
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPT5 TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SU}1lIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
PORTA L ES
JUNE, I992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
4,9 gE , 559I0,742,q6E
z ,828 ,98cr
TAXAB L E
GROSS REGEIPTS
1,720,q40
q0,446
L,gg7 ,227
98,90r
3,225, 06 r
q ,602,302
r0,79r,605
250,419
59E,7 q4
PAGE 273DATE: 07/t5/92
NUI'IBER: 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
170,756 .57
469,225.qL
I 05, e26 .59
2,q26
r15,832
5, 954 . 05
I74, E2E. 05
276,15E. I0
6?8,820 .62
r3,825 . I4
55, 92q . 65
I8,399.84
48, 97E.54] IE, r 05. 4E
55,E64.87
RUN
RUNxR
xEEQUEST XDITED X
SIC
CODE
LOCATION: II-II9
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLINGTOT. t'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGH[IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAT PRODUCTS
LUMBER, hIOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PETROLEUM REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIEs
STONE, CI.AY, GLAS5, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
MACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
TRANSPORTAT ION EQUIPI'IENTPROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUTvlT5.III SCEL L ANEOUS I'TANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMI'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC hIATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIEs
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
545
686
82
0700
AGRI
I5E 9
MINE
I500
1610
1520
r700
CONS
2,845, g3g
7 ,E22rgg2
6605II
+2t
2L2
57
559
I,169
5,174
050
054
2000
240 0
2700
2900
5200
550 0
5700
5E00
5900
t'lFG-
5 0I0
5020
5040
5070
5080
5090
5092
t^lHS L
36
t97
38
I55
I ,485,5,573,
46,78695,5r9,507 .79
.05
4t00
tr200{8r0
+850
4900q920
TCU-
6rt
190
55
529
28
53
r r 645,595
3, a56 ,492
5, 952,512
I4,I2(,585
599,2I g
23,559,965
4,055,409
977,026
2E,8 I 9 ,9+4
5E 2,056 ,604
I'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIPMENT
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDNARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPT'IENT AND SUPPLIES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS NHO L ESAL ERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUN PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUI LDING I'IATERIALS
HARDI^IARE STORES
FARI'1 EQUIPI'IENT DEALERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
305,
E16,
I , 969,
897,7+E
70
310
il
s200
525 I
5252
5f,0 0
*
-'
+* +. eirl} I * 4a>. 
- 
C + 
-1)-
- 
r>.
,549
,020
,L72.92
,44L.20
IREPORT NO. O8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEIl
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
PORTA L ES
JUNE,1992
PAGE 27 c+
97 /L5/92
770.01
I, I52,5
59, 5
206,6
1,534r15(2L 927, 909
1,015r9r47,347,rI9
RUN
RUN
DATE:
NUHBER:
sIc
CODE
LOCATION: I1-II9
DEPARTHENT STOREs
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICL E DEAL ERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
ITIOBILE HOME DEALERS
1'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTT'IENT COI'IPANIE5TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
HOT EL
P ERSO
I'1I SCE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR EPORTEDECEIPTS
5, 005, 946
962,?19
2, 055, Eg26,76+,gl7
984 , E47
2 ,7 ZE ,4?0
,552
,330
7 54 ,773
575,823
r,g47,gg5
I, 05E, 039
755,5E6
TAXAB t E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
91 ,5 05. El551 0540 0
55I 0
554 0
59I0
5920
5990
RET L
7000
7200
7300
7591
4?r]I
56
89
r,526,765
18,872,050
992,17?
5, 444, 7E4
2l .8450.5I
87.025592
5599
5600
5700
5E00
5813
6000
510 0
6 120
6500
6s10
6550
5700
FI RE
7s00
7600
780 0
7900
80I0
E060
8I00
E20 0
8600
E900
45
6Z
79
2, 57 g, 095
961,952
r,g0g,2r6
5,E71r455
9E4,847
2, 056 ,46 0
160,745.11
57 ,715.92
r14,550.18
552,286 . 0 0
59,090.86
122,187.59
228
55
58
3,69
52, 40
14,746
74,65r
697I,7I6
1,008
656
26
109
t89
r,559,905
24,7L7 ,'Ll
lr50I,0g5
18r650,202
221,78E.803,r44,??3.45
44,I09.0I
35,77E.75
I 05, E5E . 45
60,505.45
59,56(.99
2I,It9.2E
I76, 188.55
425, 325. 98
3E,520.78
89,758.58
I, I I7, 55E . E5
755,150
596 ,7 06
r,751,567
6,696
5, 9E5
,477
, 0E5
S,
NAL
LLA
MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
SERVICES
NEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
I,569
1,694
r,025
560,097
I21,265
7 20 ,445
658,6E0
1,557,412I,69I,7IO
965,5EI
,20+. lI
,483.36
, E5l .56
79
406
I96
,851
,035
,898
I97
r39
EO
r0t
57COMHERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPI'IENT LABORATORIES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL,
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPA
NOTION PICTURE THE
AI'IUSEMENT AND RECR
PHYSICIANS, DENTIS
HOSPITALS AND OTHE
IEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IENBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
HISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'1ENT - MUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICESIR SERVICES
ATERS AND PRODUCTION
EATION SERVICES
TS AND OTHERS
R HEALTH SERVICES
75
205
58
49
5r
L2,
55I,988
z ,936 ,47 5
7 , 0gg, 766
65E,680
8910
S ERV
471
1, 955
9200
95 95
95 95
IREPORT NO. OEl}
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATI0N ! t1-It9
TOT-
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHHENTS . (SERVICES)
TOTAL FOR ALL INDU5TRIEs IN THIS LOCATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTIIENT
STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL 5U1,I1,1ARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
PORTA L ES
JUNE, I992
RUN DATE!
RUN NUIqBER:
PAGE 275
07 /L5/92
770.0r
)
SIC
CODE
GOVT
9999
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5,4{6
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
24E,705,r05
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
95,625, +67
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5,71E,06+.99
't
-
REPORT NO. O8O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N: lL-216
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVIGES, EXCEPT DRILLING
TOT. I'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHIIAY CoNTRACToRS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
TOT. I'TANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHIIAY PASSENGER TR'{NSP0RTATI0N
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COT'IMUNICATIO
ELECTRIC I,IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COHI'IUNICATIONS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS hIHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUI LDING I'IATERIALS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEl.l I'IEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTETiI
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUNI'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
ELIDA
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
22q,69L
15,7r3
L42,t27
790,957
PAGE ?76
RUN DATEI 07/15/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
15,4E1.50
E22.7E
6,527 .68
47 ,457 .q5
2,7 65 . ++
7,549.49
5rc
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
59
32
35
106
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
258,052
13,762
,582
46, 0 90
125,8?+
LRSR
I58 9
I'II N E
27 00
T,IFG-
4r00
48r0
4900
TCU-
5090
I.IHS L
520 0
550 0
5400
554 0
5700
5800
5990
RET L
1500
16r0
I700
CONS
790
890
NS
UTILITIES
AND UTILITIES
I
?
92
176
,5596
5
3E
?8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
72
73
75
75
78
PERSONAL SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
NOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
HISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICESSERV 46,090L25,E24
STATE GOVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATI
LOCAL GOVERNHENT - I'IUNICIPALI
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - SCHOOL DISTOT. GOVERNHENT
AND INSTITUTIONS
E5
I CTS
ON
TI
TR
9200
95 93
9595
GOVT
REPORT NO. 08O
EQUEST X
DITED X
LOCATION: II-2I6
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
xR
xE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEN MEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTElI
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUIII'IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
ELIDA
JUNE,1992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,7E7 ,05E
TAXABLE
GROS5 RECEIPTS
r ,2r5,527
PAGE 277
RUN DATE: 07/15/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O. OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
72,9I9.6E
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
598
)
)
)
E a- -.+---.-<
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND
STATE O
COMB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
REV
FN
REVYS
ENUE DEPARTT.IENT
Etl MEXIC0
ENUE SYSTEI'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFIGATION
PAGE Z7E
RUN DATE: 07/15/92
RUN NUMBER: 77O.()I
xR
xEEQUEST XDITED X
ANNUAL SUilT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
DORA
JUNE, I992
LOCATION:1I-3I()
5rc
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LR5REPORTEDECEIPTS TAXAD L EGROSS RECEIPTS REPORTEDTAX DUE
I500
I700
CONS
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION 2E 42E,55r 329,2E2 I8,I10.52
3500
t'lFG-
]'IACHINERY, EXCEPT EL ECTRICAL
TOT. MANUFACTURING
4I0 0
4Et 0
4900
TCU-
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
57
9t
45, 97E
282,E+9
34,296
252,003
I,885.40
r5,859 . 32
5090
l^lHS L
I'1I5CEL L ANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERsT0T. t^lH0L ESAL E TRADE
550 0
554 0
5500
5700
5600
5990
RETL
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI,IENT STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
HISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
z6 32,?77 3?,277 r 1,775.22
59 257,019 6 9, 566 5,EI5. t2
750
820
890
0
0
0
V
HISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
EDUCATIOHAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICESS ER 30 55, 7 52 55, 062 5,028.40
920 0
95 95
GOVT
STATE GOVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - I'IUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 259 r, 066, I2E 765,022 42,075.51
)iB
l nrroRT No. oEo
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION S I1-4OE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I.,IEAT PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IANUFACTURING
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC IdATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
1'IISCEL LANEOUS NHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE 0F NEtl t'lEXICo
COI.IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI{
ANALYSIS OF GROSS REGEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMT.TARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
CAUSEY
JUNE, I992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
52, 7 08
765,255
TAXABL E
GROSS REGEIPTS
42,4L4
3+cr , L7 9
PAGE 279
RUN DATE: 07/L5/92
RUN NUI,IBER: 77l). OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2,2?6.7L
1E,069.3E
sIc
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
26
67
)
2000
NFG-
I500]700
c0Ns
5500
5990
RETL
8r0
900
4
4
T
5090
5092
L
CU
tlHS
89r0
S ERV
GENERAL I'TERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTHENT STORES
l.IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNMENT
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
9200
GOVT
!l
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEhI I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 260
RUN DATE: 07/15/92
RUN NUI,IBER: 77(). OI
x
x
REQUEST X
EDITED X
ANNUAL SUI'IMARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
FLOYD
JUNE, L992
LocATI0N ! tt-502
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA L
GROSS
REPORTED
R EC EI PT5
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
I500
I700
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTIONc0 NS
4I00
4EI0
4900
4920
TCU-
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COFII,IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI"II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES 4E 2t9,957 15 9, 619 E, 904. 96
5090
hIHS L
I'IISCEL LANEOUS hIHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
5300
5700
5990
RETL
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPL IANCE STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE q5 32, L72 50,E65 1,620.43
7600
7900
8600
8900
5 ERV
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IUSEI,IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
NONPROFIT t'IEt,IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I.IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
920 0
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION L22 546,195 2E7,0E2 15, 07I .76
,I
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTHENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
5, 565, 6 g2
,67 2
,228
5, 9E0,276
+,4E6 ,6 g5I,4r7,557
I0,509r775
17,259,EI0
5I1,567
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
290,072
I,055, I2I
5,767 ,970
2t2,5L0
PAGE 28I
RUN DATE: 07/15/92
RUN NUIiIBER: 77O. OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
L5,22E.79
93.E8
18. 47
11,r56.75
9,617 .7460,06I.54
554,562 . 15
(+5+,3++.72
2,198.45
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
II.OII RI'IDR ROOSEVELT CNTY
1581
158 9
T,II N E
0I0 0
0700
AGRI
1500
16I0
1520
1700
c0N5
520 0
5?52
550 0
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICESTOT. AGRICULTURE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
54
72
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
1,50r
7 ,26(tI6L266
OIL
OIL
TOT
AND GAS I^IEL L DRI L L ING
AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
IIINING
2800
5200
5900
I'lFG-
4100
420 0
481 0
4830
4900
4920
TCU-
GEN ERA
HI GHNA
NON-BU
5P EGI A
TOT. C
RADI O
EL ECT
GAS U
TOT.
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I.IEAT PRODUCTS
I'IEAT PACKING AND OTHER I'IEAT PRODUCTS
LUT'IBER, I^IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEFIICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GLAsS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
TlISCEL LANEOUS ]'IANUFACTURI NG
TOT. MANUFACTURING
LB
YC
ILDLT
ONT
UILDING CONTRACTORS
ONTRACTORS
ING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
RADE CONTRACTORS
RACT CONSTRUCTION 55r53 02,9
, 087
,832
,ZZl
,099
,800
r I45
202
14
I04
299
1fr
242
4E
55
27
27
EI
D
A
RI
TI
TR
2000
20I0
2400
27 00
5 010
5060
5080
5090
5092
0
0
0
LoCAL AND HIGHIIAY
I'IOIOR FREIGHT TRAN
TELEPHONE AND TEL
ND TELEVISC NATER AN
LITIES
ANSPORTATION, COFII'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
IIIOTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIPTiIENT
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
t'IiACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
MI SCEL LANE0US l^lH0L ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTST0T. t^IH0LESALE TRADE
BUILDING I.IATERIALS
FARTI EQUIPMEHT DEALERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI,IENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
5. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
GRAPH COMIIUNICATIONS
ON BROADCASTING
SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
57
150
I85, I 95
r,164,142
56
?7?
6r372,6I3
9,67(,505
4I ,875Sl.lH
5
L
540
551
54
e e <t-
- 
+--<-
10,610.I9
777.05
5,467.65
i(EP0RT N0 . 08 0 TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
COIIBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAG
07
77
E 2E2/L5/92
0.01
RU
RU
ND
NN ATE:UHB ER:X REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUI{I'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
II-O1I RI'IDR ROOSEVELT CNTY
JUNE, L99Z
LOCATION !
src
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA L REPORTEDS RECEIPTS TAXAB L EGROSS RECEIPTS REPORTEDTAX DUEGROS
5592
5599
5600
5700
5800
5990
RET L
]'IOBILE HOME DEALERS
ITIISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE r54529 l, 94r, E574,E77,396 1,403,4??5,5Eg,0gE 73,679.70r88,591 .54
6510
FI RE
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC.I AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
70
7?
75
75
76
79
0
0
0
0
0
0
HOTELS, ['IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'lISCEL LANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI,IUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEHBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
NISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
56
57
5E2,759
?7 2,067
582,595
26E,374
20 , 075. E0
14,0E9.5(t
820 0
E600
8900
S ERV
I46
5r6
2,023
2,82L ,308,05I L 
gg5,5Eg
?,77 4 , L(t7 104, 125.71I45,628. 14
9200
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 1,5E9 42,068,269 2L 5{6,555 l. l50, 0E5 .50
REPORT NO. 06()
iI
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEN TIEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTETiI
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SU}II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
BERNALILLO
JUNE, L992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
5, 459, r5g
l r?(+9 r526
2,76L,q97
1, I5I,62E
5,890,656
524,540
749,?0L
590, q85
5,55E,556
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
52(t , 97 2
2,0g5, grg
567,414
PAGE 2E5
RUN DATE; 07/L5/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77(). ()I
REPORTED
TAX DUE
51,472.58
I25,610.26
34,044.85
1,750.01-
rr6,5E2.75
65,4E4. 55
316,5{9. t0
6 ,552 .95
25,445.15
2r,4E0 .53
175,55I . 34
xR
xEEQUEST XDITED X
SIC
CODE
LocATI0N:29-120
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICESTOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHbIAY CONTRACTORS
NoN-BUILDING HEAVY CoNTRACToRS, EXCEPT HIGHIIAYSPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
LUT'IBER, hIOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PETROLEUI'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
5TONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY I.IETAL IHDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI1TS.
I'IISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. NANUFACTURING
NO. TAX
RETURNS
010 0
0700
AGRI
I700
c0Ns
I500I6I O
1520
255
579
27
25
55
58
199
1q6
t98
72
105
r ,525, 5r4
5, 542, 455
000
400
700
900
200
400
?
2
2
2
5
3
3500
3E00
3900
MFG-
4810
4900
4920
TCU-
5020
50q0
5070
5080
5090
5092
hIHS L
5200
525 I
5500
5400
55I0
5540
5599
5600
1,240 r6q2I03,I78 74,458.556,r90.65
54 l, r20,ggr
2E,949-
r, g5g,5g7
l, r2E, 97 g
5,345,725
109,2r6
424,052
55E,006
2,E92, I8E
E76,909
2,372,E7L
LL,975,27?+
4200 MOTOR FREIG
TELEPHONE A
EL ECTRI C t.IA
GAS UTILITI
TOT. TRANSP
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARD[,IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP.]'IACHINERY, EQUIPT'IENT AND SUPPLIES
I-II SCEL L ANEOUS I.]HOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUITI PRODUCTSTOT. hIHOLESALE TRADE
HT TRANS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
ND TEL EGRAPH COI'II,IUNICATIONS
TER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
ES
ORTATION, CONIYIUHICATIONS AND UTILITIES
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE,
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALER
GASOLINE SERVICE STA
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICL
APPAREL AND ACCESSOR
AND SUPPLIES
EXCEPT DEPARTT,IENT STORES
NS
ND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
TORES
q9
q2
S
TIO
EAY5
lr r,
- 
er--.+
52,6r{.55
REPORT NO. O8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE 0F NEt^l I'IEXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAG
07
77
E 28ct/ L5/ 9?0.0rRUN DATE:RUN NUTIBER:X REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUI'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
BERNALILLO
JUNE, I992
LOCATION:29-I2O
sIc
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5700
5800
58I5
5910
FURNITURE, HOIIE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
t'II SCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
r46
47
al ,2Irs 06,500EI,955 4,lg0,5Egr r 5EI, 955 251 ,540 .21E2,916.00
5920
5990
RET L
260
685
e,7gg,6g0
Lq ,659 , q65
2
t2 ,228,7 62,992,875
I33,725.75
779,477.5I
6
6
6
6
000
I00
500
510
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L A5SOC.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATEFI RE
7000
7200
7500
7s00
76 0 0
7800
7900
8010
E060
810 0
8200
8900
8 910
5 ERV
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING 25
I52ttt
40(5
555, 9
420,3
7 02,6
r75,7
101,4
5I
16
32
38
48
5r2,550
?66 ,567
656,595
I68,299
Ef,,675
50,741 . 0t
r5,964.94
39,595.70
I0,097.91.5,020.19
PERSONAL SERVICES}IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
NOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCT
AMUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITAtS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
SERVICES
ION
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
z6
38
274
742
65,200
2(+6,240
582,515
5,099,055
E5,200
246,240
q7 L ,662
2,5 98, EsI
5,1r1.98
L(t ,77 4 .40
?7 ,257 .E6
160,E6E.61
9200
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT . GOV ERNI'IENT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHMENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 2, 587 4l ,406 ,7 6q 25 ,990 ,67 6 L 555, 952 .55
IREPORT NO. OEO
T
LocATI0N | ?-9-2L7
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRAGTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHIIAY
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
HI SCEL L ANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CONMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COIIMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
HARDNARE, PLUI'IBIHG AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
T'IISCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERSTOT. I,IHOLESALE TRADE
TAXATIOH AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'.IEXICO
COT'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUHMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
J EI'IEZ SPRI NGS
JUNE, I992
RUN DATE:
RUN NU]'IBER:
PAGE 285
07 /L5/92
770.01
x
x
REQU
EDI T
x
x
ES
ED
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
59
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
970,569
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
90E,264
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5q,(186 .2L
27
56
27 00
3900
r'1FG-
!500
1620
1700
CONS
qEl0
q900
TCU-
65I0
FI RE
7000
7300
7s00
7600
920 0
GOVT
30
55
65
515,72q
225,190
740,9I4
450,009
I64,5156]rt,524
.59
.87
. 
(169,
000
E70
871,
5070
5090
HHSL
520 0
550 0
5Et3
5990
RETL
BUILDING MATERIALS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDI5E, EXCEPT DEPARTI.IENT STORES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
t'llSCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE 69IlI
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC.,TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL AND TITLE ABSTRACTESTAT E
E5, EEE
52?, +3q
8?-,728
516, 046
(,963.75
50 , 962.82
15,L25.79
820 0
8600
8900
8910
S ERV
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
I.lISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I.IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'lISCEL L ANEOUS SERVI CEs
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNT1ENT
. TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
8E
574
5I9,008 252,334
2,618 ,644 2,356,764
II 9
- 
<=rrrr *,-t C+--"
- 
a-t-.-l
141,3E2.07
REPORT NO. ()El) TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE 0F NEt^l FIEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 286
RUN DATEI O7/L5/9?
RUN NUFTBER: 770.01X REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
CUBA
JUNE,1992
LOCATION:29-5II
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GRO55 RECEIPTS
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
0800
AGRI
FORESTRY AHD FISHERIESTOT. AGRICULTURE
l5E I
t'II N E
0IL AHD GAS IIELL DRILLINc
TOT. NINING
1500
1610
I620
1700
CONS
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHT^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHIIAY
62
90
556 ,47E
1, 0 06 ,547
552,7 95
917,795
55,515.19
55 r(17 6 .q5
27 00
5900
MFG-
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
TiII SCEL L AN EOUS T'IANU FACTURI NGTOT. t'IANUFACTURING
420 0
48r0
4850
4900q920
TCU-
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI.II'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
4t 650,496 56I,400 5q, 03(.09
95 1,502,542 r, r97,555 71,994.60
5040
5080
5090
5092
1.lH S L
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
MACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
I'IISCEL L ANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. bIHOL ESAL E TRADE
55
6I
20E,952
q69,497
qE,294
48,700
2 ,9?E .67
2, 955.25
5200
525 I
5500
5400
55I 0
554 0
BUILDING T.IATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI{ENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
FIOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
r'lISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
5 0 r,545,2r0
2,655,270 I,005,576L,972,797 60, 965. 15rr9,600.E6
6,359.51
60
5599
5600
s700
5800
5813
5910
5990
RETL
67 III,5I7 I05,056
FURN I T
EATING
L IQUOR
DRUG A
I'IISCEL
URE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
AND DRINKING PLACES
DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
ND PROPRIETARY STORES
55
40
61E,769
5(t5 ,07 5
618,769
645, 075
57,512. 90
59,107.69
TANEOUS RETAILERS 946, I6l
7 ,725,123
7L4,47E
5,96 0 , 725
45,51I.64
355,273.27TOT. RETAIL TRADE
lI8
470
tREPORT NO. 08() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTTiTENT
STATE OF NEt.I I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEITI
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL GLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
CUBA
JUNE, I992
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI'TBER:
E 287/L5/92
0.01
PAG
07
77X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:29-3II
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINAHCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
sIc
CODE
9200
95 95
GOVT
NO. TAX
RETURNS
I,037
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
,20+
,804
48
22
tII62265
EPORTED
ECE I PTS
11,960,210
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
289,964
r20,650
r,052,737
g,l5E,95g
REPORTED
TAX DUE
6000
65r0
FI RE
EOIO
8050
E900
S ERV
7000
7?00
7500
7500
7500
7900
HOTELS, TIOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOT'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
A]'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - I'IUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNMENT
45
55
28
4I
307,249
175, 057
66,751
545,759
,057
,75I
,094
l7
I(l
q
1E
r75
66
3r2
,579.06
,491.61
,028.25
,920 .7 0
7,5I3. l4
6?-,59L .ZL
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIEs IN THIS LOCATION 555,057.56
$ e.
-
*
-
* al--€
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND
STATE O
COI'18I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
REV
FN
REVY5
ENUE DEPARTMENT
El.l MEXIC0
ENUE SYSTE]'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE zEEDATE: 07/15/92
NUt'tBER: 770.0IxR
xE EQUEST XDITED X
RUN
RUN
ANNUAL SUFII'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
SAN YSIDRO
JUNE, I992
LocATI0N:29-409
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
010 0
AGRI
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTIONTOT. AGRICULTURE
I500
I620
r7 0 0
CON S
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHhIAY
sPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTOR5
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
PETROLEUM REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
NI SCEL L ANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. FIANUFACTURING
55 E7, E14 E(),27E 4,E16.69
?900
3900
MFG- 26 rr4,067 1l2,E4E 6 ,77 0 .92
48I 0
4900
T CU-
TETEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMI'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I,IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COHI'IUNICATIONS AND UT
IES
ILITIES 56 5(6,825 500 ,6 9I 50, 041.57
507
509
509
t^lHS
0 HARDI.IARE, PLUT'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IISCEL L ANEOUS I^IHOL ESAL ER5
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'1 PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
0
2
L
5200
5300
s400
5s4 0
5800
58I5
5990
RET L
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
GENERAL HERCHANDIsE, EXCEPT DEPARTFIENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSER5 - BY THE DRINK
NISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC.I AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
56
r06
596,047
2, I g5 ,679
207 ,686
r,4r7, 155 12,46r . 1785, 028 . I2
6510
FI RE
7200
7300
E060
8200
8900
5 ERV
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICEs
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - MUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNMENT
9200
95 95
GOVT
56 77 ,44t 66,L75 3,96E.63
REPORT NO. 08O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:29-409
sIc
CODE
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE 0F NEl.,l 1'lEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTETIT
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMI'TARY .. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
SAN YSIDRO
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
e,5r5, r71
PAGE 289
RUN DATE. 07/L5/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
r58,912.4+
NO. TAX
RETURNS
269
TOTA
GROS
LRSR EPORTEDECEI PTS
3, I47,5EE
T <> + <{H> ii-.r
--.J.-
REPORT NO. O8O TAXATION AND REVENT'E DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NE].I MEXICO
COI,IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GRO55 RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'IMARY .- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
CORRA L ES
JUNE,1992
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
,235, 945
,427 ,385
27L,654
1,10E,052
4, 124,555
5,86 7 ,634
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
E25,27E
4(1,417
I06,012
126,895
60,E39
337,674
L106,152
3,955,409
L78,977
112, Il5
720,632
PAGE Z9OATE! 07/15/92
UT{BERt 77O. OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
49,516.69
586,485. 05
6,560 .75
RU
RU
ND
NNX REQUEST XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
LocATI0N:29-504
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSIRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLAS5, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
HISCEL LANEOUS IVIANUFACTURINGTOT. NANUFACTURING
L0CAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSP0RTATI0N
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI,IMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC hIATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO}1I'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
3I
0r0
070
0
0IGRA
I500
16I0
1700
CONS
2E7
505 6
2000
2300
2q00
?7 00
320 0
5900
I'tFG-
5020
5040
5070
5080
5600
5700
5E00
5815
2E
76
t68
E27,999q46,208
r,650,965
57
t0r
158
I12
7
5
20
,6I5.70
,650.55
,254.L7
410 0
4810q900
q920
TCU.
61, r72.80
232,L28.26
10,758.62
5,726 .95
42,932.92
5090
NHSL
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARD[..IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
HISCEL L ANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERSTOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
AND SUPPTIES
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS. BY THE DRINK
t'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
E4
29
525
567
rrgg4,006
23L,4q7
L,957 ,9076,595, 026
l, E57, 055
25r,535
r,055,595
5,435, 7E4
22.t6
67.55
97.EI
72.32
5200
5500
5400
554 0
5599
32
54
,890
,629
It2
752
5990
RETL
lrl,4
13rE
63, ?
325,6
6OOO BANKS
REPORT NO. OE(l TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUIII'IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
CO RRA L ES
JUNE, 1992
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
69E ,77 5
225,686
2 ,7 E4 ,18(t
29, 0 03,725
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
167,575
29L,q45
, I57
,7?0
,86 0
,6E5
,q?9
PAGE 29L
RUN DATE. 07/I5/92
RUN NUMBER: 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
10, 05q.40
17 ,479.59
30, 6 96 .23
r5,466.70
125,528.68
l,154,003.4(
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
sIc
CODE
L0cATI0N:29-504
7500
8010
E060
E20 0
8900
8 910
SERV
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, NOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOFIOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
6300
55I0
FIRE
920 0
9595
GOVT
37
83
223
55
68I
r75,0I2
296 ,97 4
60
I99
45q2
7000
7?00
730 0
7500
28 6
9
45
7I
I0r
L62
766
r]7
51
I
1Ir0I
24, 953
6E,295
62,49?.
4I,E79
59,450
,069.43
,765.21
,995.57
,061.12
,8E5.75
511,602
224,90L
2,092,966
STATE GOVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT . TIUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNMENT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 2, 3r5 IE, 993, 575
I a +t--
REPORT NO. ()8() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I t'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUT-ITIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RIO RANCHO
JUNE, L992
REPORTED
RECEIPTS
18,859,955
l0 ,686 ,47 +54,r07,4r2
1,57 9,5E2
590,755
6, 575, 4I7
7 ,439, 175
58,576,575
1rI34,047
256,800
r,652r587
5, 055, 57 9
7 ,96 5,9 g2
2,26E,Ezl
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
r4,527,59E
r,252,549
551,747
525, 974
7,405,6r0
37,534,I09
43,897
67 2,5E9
3, 055, 567
E65,105
PAGE 292
RUN DATE: 07/15/92
RUN NUMBER: 77O.()I
REPORTED
TAX DUE
E75,620.80
25E,6E7 . I 9
r,579,LLz.42
75,044 .57
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
0700
AGRI
L0GATIoN . 29-52q
AGRICULTURAL SERVICESTOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE }'IILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, l.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PETROLEUM REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLA5S, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
TIACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY,EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC CONPONENTS AND ACCESSORIESPROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI.ITS.
I.IISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. ].IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS . , I^,IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI,II.IUNICATIONS
NO. TAX
RETURNS
591
1,097
r,720
89
2a
56
t56
2L7
TOTA L
GROSS
1500
1610
1620
1700
c0Ns ,827,924
3, 904
22,60q
2000
2500
240 0
2700
2900
520 0
3+00
3500
5600
5670
5800
3900
I'lFG-
20 ,27 9 .03
L9,730.74
2E
37
267
570
7 ,275,74E
6 I4, 186
26 ,34? , 97 6
45,9?9,5E2
55,025
65,124
1,230,290
4, 088,6 08
3,368.20
5,985.65
75,272.73
?(t9 ,655 .44
4r00{20 0
48]0
485 0
4900q9z0
TCU-
5200
525 1
56
57
28
329
495
54
RADI O
EL ECT
GAS U
TOT.
t'lOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIPI.IENT
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD
HARDNARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPNENT AND SUPPL
MISCELLANEOUS NHOLESALERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I.lHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING HATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
AN
RIC
TIL
TRA
D TELEVISION BROADCASTING
NATER AND SANITARY sERVICE UTILITIES
ITIES
NSPORTATION, COI.IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
415,75r . 04
2,254, 02.} . 56
5 9, 085 .87
2,598.61
2, 65r . 59
40, 992. 0E
186,302. 05
52'7?9.c+l
50r0
5020
5040
5060
5070
508 0
5090
5092
l.lH 5 L
1, 155, 559
43,7 q4
APPLIA
EQUIP.
IES
NCES
AND SUPPIIES
aREPORT NO. O8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUITII'IARY .- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RIO RANCHO
JUNE, I992
ATE:
UT'18 ER:
E 293/15/92
0.01
PAG
07
77
RU
RU
ND
NNxR
xEEQUEST XDITED X
SIC
CODE
L0CATIoN . 29-5?q
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
DEPART]'lENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S.AND-L AsSOC.SECUTY. AND COI',IDTY. BROKERS, DELR5., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL E5TATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTFIENT COMPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
t24
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
IrEgE,106
TAXAB L E
GROSs RECEIPTS
r,E21,555
REPORTED
TAX DUE
1r0,554. 99
2,400,550.01
99,E77.8I
5\2,zLq.64
5,25r,249 . E5
55,050 .67
5300
55I0
5400
554 0
5599
5600
5700
5800
58I5
5910
5920
5990
RETL
6000
610 0
6200
6300
6510
6550
5700
FI RE
7000
7 200
7300
7391
7500
7600
8200
8600
8900
89t0
S ERV
146
69
55
94E
I , 95fr
rt 5
E55
?48
649
540
42C
5r0
I49
,34?,
,558,
,002,
76,5l5t
327
79q0
4I,465,004
4,9 r5, 7 5g
2 rL02,07 L
92,957
154,880
l0 ,922,6E9
5,67 g,5r 0
I7 , 058, 626
25,E7r,r73
122,66q ,699
9E2, 95r
759,92E]-223,942
25,850 ,555
,()2,EE7
525, 975
E87, 954
2?, q44 ,560
59I
2
Lq7 ,
I 0,875,3,679,
q ,992,
3,6g9, g4g
4 ,4(+2 r 393l, 296 ,4E54II,495
19
5q
,754.2?
,170.0I
I22,r01.05
4,634.75
E,870 .75
665,865. 65
?23,997 .c+7
505,221.37
255
5
9+
52
9,040,E9E
85,758,405
(tz
67
I30
HOTELS, ['IOTEL5, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COIINERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOP]'IENT LABORATORIES
AUTOFIOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES]'lISCEt LANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT HET{BERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - I.IUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNT'IENT
NONCLASSI FIABL E ESTABL ISHI'IENTS - ( SERVICES )
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
2,
5,
22,
,755
, 085
,715
26
7I5
672
25
207
2L7
56,5992,lIl,62I
87 5 ,994
2,L64 ,L7 03,r00,309
5,923,655
56,599
1,552,015
5?6 , gzg
.+0
.7+
.54
.07
.69
279
75
3, 927
t72
I99
489
I 0, 52r ,74EI, Lg2, 435
52, 725, 5I 9
208,874,825
l, 57 0, 685 .21
I51,8r4 . 22
L8 9,
225, r35 . E5
270,674.47
77 ,95L.?225,r57.08
161
105(+57
765
118
6?9,105.7E
72,150.70
1,994,786.62
7900
E()Il)
E050
6r00
5r28I
L4Z
85
3,694,226
4,Egl ,72+
L,296 ,6?5
4I1 ,4 95
,6lg,7gg
,547 ,?92
,5r5, r52
l, 354 l9I
6?
9200
9595
GOVT
- 9999
t
T
9,222 555,2I0,255
- -
+'et-- O r}- <} O *rD G
12,706,295.97
IREPORT NO. O8O
T
LocATI0N:29-029
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
x
x
x
x
REQU
EDI T
ES
ED
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEt^l I'IEXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
(+q7 
,29E
L 035, 943
34,784,7EI
26,652
94,680
62E,49q
956,3I0
L 160,645
3, 0 gg, 672
544 ,37 g
?,56?,0E5
14 ,422,2E?
]E,50 0 ,7E7
JUNE,1992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
q47,298
E99,985
5L 090,0I9
r1,855,6+7q4,z9L,24ct
50,265
59, 159
27 q ,485
675,582
q63,+7 9
?,556,?67
L2,757 ,332
15 , 515,224
PAGE 294
RUN DATEI 07/15/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
24,60I.59
49,499.I8
I,709,E75.55
65L ,711 . 20
2,435,591 .59
2,754.56
2, 153.77
I5, 082. 02
37,15r .45
25,49L.37
I5+,439.7E
701,958.88
E9I,4EE.OE
ANNUAL SUT'ITIARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RI.IDR SANDOVAL CNTY
5IC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
38
67
(t5Z
010 0
0700
080 0
AGRI
1000
I094
15I 0
I3E I
I58 9
I400
I'II N E
0
0
N
T
I'IETA
URAN
CRUD
L I'lINI
IUM
E PETR
AND GA
HG
OL
5
s
c
G
, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUTl, FIOLYBDENUT'I
., NATURAL GAS, NATURAL GAS LIQUIDStIELL DRILLING
FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
I'IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
IL
IL
ON
OT
AND GA
ITIETALLI
. t'IININ
I500
16I0
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.]AY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT T{EAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE T-1ILL PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, hIOOD AND PAPER PRODUGTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PETROLEUIiI REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLA5S, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY HETAL INDUST., FABRICATED HETAL PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
EL ECTRONIC COI'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORI E5
I'II SCEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. TIANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHT.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , t,IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESPIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESGA5 UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COTIT'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'IOTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTOI.IOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
DRUGS, CHETIICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI,IARE, PLUNBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I620
I700
c0Ns s55I,075 14,75I,2
2000
2500
2400
2700
2900
520 0
3400
350 0
3570
5900
40
25
4E
387
1r7
580
MFG- E3201
q8I0
4850
4900q920
TCU-
4r00
4200
4600
5 010
5020
50+0
5070
REPORT NO. O8() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEH NEXIGO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
566,688
645,722
r,161,764
553, 97 0
2,925 ,3?gE,059,555
(,654,050
I45,898
5,091,905
60,702
554, 5 96
r69,55r
558,031
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
15E,405
41I,921
r,150,2r3
550,759
1,46 0, 551
PAGE 295
RUN DATE: 07/15/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77(l.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
7 ,6L2.c+A
22 ,655 .7 5
,103.I7
,143.70
,q68.7+
70,+62.L3
274,205. 0r
E0,518.25
7,6I5.96
I55,455.21
4,c+17 .79
18,2r6 . 6 9
7, 56E.52
17,554. 90
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUFITiIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RIIDR STAND0VAL CNTY
SIC
CODE
L0cATI0N | 2.9-029
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
I'IISCEL L ANEOUS t^IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUTI AND PETROLEUI-1 PRODUCTSTOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I{ATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IEHT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITUREI HOI{E FURNISHIHGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER_LE5R-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERSTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5080
5090
5092
l.lH S L
7000
7?00
7300
739I
7500
7600
7900
5200
525 I
5500
5400
554 0
5600
5700
5800
80I0
8060
810 0
E20 0
8500
E900
8 9I0
S ERV
Lt7
L7q
375
7E5
80
85
55
597,
1,530,
260,
56r
850
54I
5E5, 6 9+
r,594,451
226 ,7 04
65,261
29,190
2L
76l2
.75
.69
65
E55E I5
5920
5990
RETL
6500
6510
6550
FIRE
L,27g,Lg7
4,982,5I0
80,525
55I , 2I2
6.q2
I .6E
I .68
2,302
457
7,057
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL sERVICES
T'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COHI-IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPTIENT LABORATORIES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI.IUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT T'IEFIBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
FEDERAL GOVERNNENT - ALL OTHER
STATE GOVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - HUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNT.IENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTSTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
29I,I08
11.I
3.t
32
30
,901
,886
,37 4
EI
505
36
50
158 ,2,43L, 47t9q7
I55, 97 5
525,1I4
r,659,595q2.2,2L3
5,597,198
90,99
23,22
506,97
492
2E6,56q 2E6,56+
:l
't
9I00
9200
9595
95 95
GOVT
-
+- + $-- O
-- - 
* il (JlF- fr
L5,760.97
tREPORT NO. O8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTIIENT
STATE OF NEI.I HEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 296
RUN DATE: 07/L5/92
RUN NUI1BER: 77(). OIX REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUMI'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RI'IDR SANDOVAL CNTY
JUNE, I992
L0CATIoN . ?-9-029
SIC
CODE
9999
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS . (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 4, 173 95, 0 9E, 950 75, 0 05, 25 0 4 , r 18 ,?E5 .77
r!
REPORT NO. OEO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:16-12I
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GA5,0IL AND GAs IIELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES,
TOT. MINING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTHENT
STATE 0F NEt^l MEXIC0
COT,IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'T
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAT CLASSIFICATION
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
46,68I, 377q8 rE29,264
25,974,EE0
,450rE55
,225,54E
5,775,7E0
280,092
,282,6L2
,55L 957
505,E62
4,465,755
526,491
E44,74E
56, 120,505
JUNE,1992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
1,725,595
I ,725,595
37,555,480
59,607,4I5
I9,518,69I
3?,094 ,977
stt ,64L ,329
4,594, 556
150,72+
E r 2g7,6E525,66r,185
254,065
2,285,?5+
I+,300,209
2, 07 0 ,5r5
5r,725,545
PAGE 297ATE! 07/L5/92
UI'IBER: 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
78,928.289E,15].20
I,121 ,627 .L9
RU
RU
ND
NN
ANNUAL SUHMARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
FARI'II NGTON
sIc
CODE
0700
AGRI
NO. TAX
RETURNS
II6II5
645
7 0t+
1,731,465
1 ,751,465
5t
81
100,r82.30
I00,182.50
I31 0
1381
I58 9
MINE
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
EXCEPT DRILLING ZrL
2rz
1500
1610
1620
1700
CONS
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON.BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHI^IAYSPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT ]'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'lILL PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, I^IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUM REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASSI AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRINARY METAL INDUST., FABRICATED I-IETAL PRODUCTS
r'lACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL HACHINERY,EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COHPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATIOH EQUIPMENT
PROF. , SCIENTIF. , OPTIC. , OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI'ITS.
I'IISCEL LANEOUS I'lANUFACTURING
TOT. ITIANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHhIAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I..IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
'125
, E10
,595
, E55
38,77
28,6 0
20E, L2
9. 93
5.s4
4.22
8.11
I,5IO
2,20L
E03
r57
L,E62,E
3, 172,5
41. r2
77 .25
2000
250 0
2400
2700
2E00
2900
3200
340 0
5500
5600
5670
3700
3E00
5900
59
42
102
66
36+,576 ,659,9141,5gE,3gI
I,007,467
5,727 ,3?3
6,275
667q92
3,5E4
2rl
1r8
Ir9
5r5
266 ,LE6 .7 9
9,540.90
48L 257.25L 490, 025.40
r5, 592 . 02
r52,6 92.45
78.t, 50
L20,?Z
L796,437.q2
127 ,5L+.92
r 08,235.65
1 15,7E5. 17
5i5,512.5E
I'lFG- 23(+755
?9
185
235
96
?5
600
0.q5
9 .65
I5
59
4
2
410 0
4200
4500
4600
48r0
4E5 0
+900
4920
TCU.
tOA
TRI
UTI
TR
q
3III5
60
63
129
65
010
020
040
060
RADI
EL EC
GAS
TOT.
ND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
C NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
LITIES
ANSPORTATION, COHT'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
MOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
DRUG5, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
, 17 9 ,997
, 253, 47 0
,296,555
,75(tt07L
I
I
5
5
5
5
{>
-- ---- -er=- - .]* - * - l>-
97,459
65,971
59,552
95,2q+
IREPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND
STATE O
COI'IB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
ENUE DEPARTMENT
Ehl t'tExr c0
ENUE SYSTEI-I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE,1992
PAGE 298
RUN DATE: 07/I5/92
RUN NUIiIBER: 77(). OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
REV
FN
REVY5X REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUilT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
FART.IINGTON
SIC
CODE
LOCATION: I6-I2I
HARDI.IARE, PLUI'I8ING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPT'IENT AND SUPPLIES
I,IISCEL LANEOUS I^IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTSTOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
47
76E
316
1,48I|,256
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
89 5,62r,071
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
5070
50E0
5090
5092
hIHS L
79
420
572
E9
L,475
,73E
, E56
,877
,29L
,EI2
2,57 0 ,7 g053,82r,675
6 ,qzl,2].g
16 ,259 , +49
70,469,358
49,500 . 95
63, 767 .68
72,728 .93
45,919.80
92,56 I .64I
I
1r9
3
9
4r0
,57 5
,0II
,57?
r 999
,6q4
7
54
58
55
86
7,595
5,065
7,097
2,698
35, 286
20, r87
7,E01
5200
5 25I
530 0
55I0
5400
5510
554 0
5592
5599
5600
5700
5E00
5E I5
59I0
59?0
5990
RETL
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDT^IARE ST0RES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
DEPARTI'lENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'lOBILE HOME DEALERS
HISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS 5tr
448
?69
9r0
96
68
45
3,262
6,650
508
555
304
571
305
226
04I
816
7E6
E40
454
428
208
655
556
026
855
.E0
.16
.32
.?L
.t2
5,r51,]97
3, 140,974
18,147,770
16,659,375]4,575,795
4L,464,359
E, 166 ,20EI2,450 ,725
r,2r4,105
82,ct90 
'655412,557, rr9
21,596,
4,79(+,
9,598,
94, 5r6,
r05, r52,
r4,990,
5, 089,
5,625,
20,750,
17 ,236,
r7,579,45,I17,
E, I66 ,I5,799,
1.,74r,
I r6 , 113,
497,248,
t5{
77
192
94
559I5I
rq9
67
r0,685,565
5,2+7 , 45E
7,765,1539L,(4L,260
90 ,34L,424
7 ,640 1216
6?
1E
,qqa.74
,504.58
,824 .4L
,657. r5
3I0
802
437
845
545
0
8
0
0
5
5II
5
7
q
7
q
I
0
2
5
45
5, 31
5,Z+q4
IE
IEl, 05
96
85
?, (10q7
72
7
4,7E
23, g5
AND A
RE, HO
AND DR
DI SP EN
D PROP
64q9
I5
ES
DO
CE,
6000
610 0
6200
5300
0I0
060
I00
,Irl.29
,67I.95
,847.01
,884 . 55
,573.26
,269.90
,855 . 05
,5?9.98
APPAR EL
FURNITU
EAT I NG
L IQUOR
DRUG AN
REAL ESTAT
HOLDING AN
TOT. FINAN
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.SECUTY. AND COMDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL E5T. OPER-LE5R-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
CCESSORY STORES
PIE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORESINKING PLACES
SERS . BY THE DRINK
RIETARY STORES
UBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
THER INVESTI,lENT COI'IPANI ES
INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
57
26
525
10
L2, 6(
4,(17L,057
7 ,1E6,722
20,592,400
259 ,55?.59
417, lEr.5g
r,183,40(.50
924,060 .55
876, r26 .55
g,Lq6 r707
2E,q29,9L0
r2,4r6,096
9, 522,57 I40,002,I59
27 ,??6,209
2L,696,259
6t
6510
6550
6700
FIRE
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
T'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
CONI'IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPI'IENT LABORATORIES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AMUSEHENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
,47 I
,065
,242
l5,9r6I5, 0 90
465
105
7 ,96?
, I57
,652
26 ,933 .q7
6,0E5.02
46L805. e9
I0,977,9r0
9,994,530
30,062,697
636,
515,
L,745,
E
6
q
2t
96
I5
.r5
.46
.24
7000
7200
300
59r
500
600
800
900
7
7
7
7
7
7
8
8
E
921
760
Irl
?
5
, 561
,597
, 615
,80E
2,696,559
52,8E1,269
20,082r 009
7,6E2,641
L56 , q8? .37I, 908,555. l9I, 155 ,223.60
445,567.64
2q5
il
REPORT NO. 08() TAXATION AND R
STATE OF
C0MBTNED B
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY
EVENUE DEPARTIiIENT
NEt.I IIEXICO
EVENUE SYSTEM
STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
PAGE 299
RUN DATEI O7/I5/92
RUN NUT.IBER: 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
51,208.22
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I6.I2I
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'lET,IBERsHIP ORGANIZATIONS},IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
5TATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - IIUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
TOT. GOVERNT4ENT
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
FARI'II NGTON
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
E200
E600
8900
E9l0
SERV
9200
95 93
95 95
GOVT
882,E20
865,995
r97,565
049,540
r,559
2c+3
r0,592
1,895
26t
9,263
150 964,q09
3r,146,474
4,579,E49
2r4,256,055
26
28
I9,76E,752
r5r,722
22,574 I , 155, 7 59, 785
26,
4,
r79,
,?42.55
,E25.43
,055 .67
9999 NONCTASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHTIENTS . (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
16,427 ,622
r23,Et2
852,178,898
955,6r5.46
7,r91.55
49,42L,741.31
a
REPORT NO. O8O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I6-218
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
OL., NATURAL GAS,S NELL DRILLING5 FIELD SERVICES,
G
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
EXCEPT DRILLING
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,E17,021
2 r24.+ ,059
4 ,775,E99
2t7 ,E26
574,275
5,746 , lE4
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2, 457 r 555
l,+q9,556
5, 959,776
50,719
585,020
5,5r5,652
E5,855
3,645,50 0
5, 7E2, r g4
PAGE 5(]O
RUN DATE: 07/L5/92
RUH NUTIBER: 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
146,629.00
87,152. 99
236 ,59(t.20
1,850.72
25,056 .84
32+,299.08
5, 033 .56
219,5r0.97
227 ,663.92
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEtl t'lEXICo
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI',|
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'IMARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
AZTEG
JUNE, I992
src
CODE
0700
AGRI
NO. TAX
RETURNS
6+
131 0
138 t
I38 9
MINE
1500
1520
I700
CONS
CRUD
OIL
OIL
TOT.
E PETR
AND GA
AND GA
I'IININ
2000
240 0
2700
2900
3400
367 0
3700
5900
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I{EAT PRODUCTS
LUf'lBER, tlo0D AND PAPER PRoDUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PETROLEUM REFIHING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
PRII'IARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED HETAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRONIC COI'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTAT ION EQU IPI'IENT
I'IISCEL LANEOUS T.IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
HOTOR FREIGHT I-RANS., bIAREHOUSING, TRANs. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO}II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I.IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI.IOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
DRUGS, CHEf'lICAL5 AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDhIARE, PLUT'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MISCEL LANEOUS HHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING NATERIALS
HARDI,IARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
T'IOBILE HOI'IE DEALERS]'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO AGCESSORY DEALERS
2t6
3q2
25
79
L27
G-HF
4200
46r0
4920
TCU-
50r0
5020
5040
5070
5090
50 92
101
29
t64
550,9943,799,r054,g57,rgrl.lHS L
5200
525 r
530 0
540 0
55I0
554 0
55 92
5599
26
8E
31
857,005
505,5E9
6 ,962,0L5
51I, 025(+93 
,77 q
6,597 ,55(t
r8,792.r4
29,7r6.9E
397 ,816 . 57
tREPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI..I MEXICO
COFIBINED REVENUE SYSTEIiI
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMMARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
AZTEC
JUNE,1992
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
422,995
170,265
680,732
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
594, E65
LCr7,77E
5E5,rt2
48,227
5, 7 18,90 5
9,5r0,656
44,210,657
PAGE 5OI
RUN DATE. 07/L5/9?
RUN NUIiIBER: 77O. ()I
REPORTED
TAX DUE
I58,550 .4673,84I.73
7 0 ,E93.2489,7I7.08
990,5q0.47
23 ,7 67 .99
8,927.65
35 ,264 .7I
2,918.22
224,135.19
572,8 t8 . 45
src
CODE
5600
5800
58I5
5910
5990
RETL
LOCATION:15-2I8
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETG., AND TITLE ABSTRACTREAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDER5 AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI'IENT COI.IPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, T'1OTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
1'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'1U5ET,IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT f'lEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
52
60
r43
4,q82
5,25+
8,652
5,595
8,6 05
2,998I,450
7, 959
48,227
4 ,Z(tz r853
I 0, 942, 5E5
L(+7
27
25
26r
667
91,9I5
26,540
3E,606
40, e50
50,955
2,63?,673
L,226,3(t0
L, r7g, 147I,489, IE4
16 ,440 ,7 44
I7
25
76
65
5
4
96
53
282,445
42L,E2(+
r,267 ,695
rr046r552
E7 ,237
72,E45
1,6r0,275
887,453
216
Lrz
Ir4
2r6
?0,?
q7
q2
I ,29I,55
44
7
L r62
6000
6300
6510
6550
6700
FI RE
920 0
9395
95 95
GOVT
7000
7200
7300
7500
7600
7900
8010
E060
8r00
8200
8500
8900
89I0
S ERV
4I
167
119
165
65
5(t
104
59
,054.88
,4r5.89
,199.65
,004.7(t
,267.45
,251 .52
,9r8.97
,6I0 .28
29
354
1, r47
88
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - ITIUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNNENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTSTOT. GOVERNMENT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHMENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
ii!
'll
2,7 6E 53, 025, 50 I
--.._
2,654,590.57
jl
REPORT NO. 08O
EQUEST X
DITED X
LocATI0N: I5-512
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICESTOT. AGRICULTURE
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLINGTOT. ITIINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
F00D AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAT PR0DUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, t^100D AND PAPER PR0DUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUI'I REFIN]NG AND RELATE
PRINARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRIC
I'II SCEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURINGTOT. TIANUFACTURING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE 0F NEtl [-1EXICo
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUIII'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
BLOOMFIELD
JUNE, I992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2 ,42q ,57 4
2 ,424 ,57 4
r, r19,623
6,731 ,274
10,568,157
922,07 q
L r20, +12
2,566,559
1I9, gl g
2,62L,979
55 0 ,854l,5gg,r74I2, 495,90 0
996,056
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
E0E,550
919,665
l,120,229
2, I56,5E5
56,558
829, ll5
PAGE 502DATE: 07/15/92
NUMBER: 77O. OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
L29,492.82
L29 ,492.82
48,517.85
254,?38.62
456,082. 0l
55, l7E. L 9
6I,464.06
122, 146 .35
5, 581 .52
49,746.79
5, r41 . r+
62,508. 46
642,44L .84
49 ,7 06 .2E
RUN
RUNxR
xE
src
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
0I0 0
0700
AGRI
138 9
I.1I N E
65
63
I06
2,r59,2r32,r59,2r5
4,257,509
7 ,269,032
1500l6r0
r620
I700
c0N5 296+45
2000
2500
2400
27 00
2800
2900
5400
3900
TIFG-
D INDUSTRIES
ATED METAL PRODUCTS
4I0 0
4200
48I0
4900
4920
TCU-
LOCAL AND HIGHI..IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COII}IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDNARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MACHINERY, EQUIPNENT AND SUPPLIES
I.II SCEL LANEOUS hIHOL ESA L ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUI LDING T'IATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
FARI'l EQUIPFIENT DEALERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
HOBILE HOME DEALERS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEATERS
7I
E2
rs7
67
t01
5040
5070
5080
5090
5092
NHSL
5200
525 I
5?5?
5300
540 0
5592
5599
34
64
73
I 02, 552
r,041,907
I0,707,564
57 E29,884
rI
REPORT NO. (lEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI{ENT
STATE 0F NEtl MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI{
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
BL OOI'IFI EL D
JUNE, I992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,3r4,440
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,3L2,667
1,267 ,456I9,9r6,65E
I78,580
556 ,7 45
104,55E
E45, I 92
959,E00
7,L72,730
PAGE 305
RUN DATE. 07/I5/92
RUN NUMBER: 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
13E,600.86
75,005.85I,r94,593.15
r0,7I4.7E
53,404 . 75
19,865.E35L 255 .48
,035.7E
,57 8 .92
,579.92
,275.55
,711.5I
57,502.qct
(tzg 
,7 26 .7 3
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
LOCATION: I6-5}2
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOTIE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
HISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
II4
I, (tl6
23,467
I7 9
5EE
5600
5700
5800
6000
6300
6510
FI RE
5815
59I0
5920
5990
RETL
7000
7200
750 0
7500
7600
7E00
7900
8 0I0
E060
8100
8200
8600
8900
8910
SERV
,623
,675
49
98
I7E,580
570,555
I04,558
845, I 92
1,300,57E
7 ,592,753
HOTELS, NOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
TIOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AHUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'II SCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
GOVERNI'IENT - COUNTI E5
GOVERNMENT _ I'IUNICIPALITIES
GOVERNI'IENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
55
zL9
56
I17
78
, E5E
,07 9
,7 37
,528
,35r
551,064
529,E01
200,596l,gg2,ggl
I89,665
tz
r15}I
6
50
355
404
200I, 98E
266
9200
950 0
95 95
93 95
GOVT
S
L
L
L
TAT E
OCAL
OCA L
OCA L
q5
51
tE7
E64
TOT. GOVERNI.IENT
iI
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 2,424 52,Er6,556 42,EI5,6I5 2,56L, E45 . 53
:f
REPORT NO. 08l)
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION I 16-OI6
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICESTOT. AGRICULTURE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
L REPORTED5 RECEIPTS
967 ,362
877 ,697
I 0,566 ,6 gJ
71,5r9,552
455,6I1,564
40,(90,075
,954 ,597
,223,720
238,265
5,376,747
1,357,566
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
905,242
5(8,55I
6, 575, 05r
50,182,11.2
437,552,995
32,015,511
29 ,65E ,627I08,946,I92
77,025
5,376,747
I , ()E5,22E
I,741,7IE
E,822,69r
I r , 975,859
3E,766,712
529 ,7 582r5r2r55g
r65,685
PAGE 504
RUN DATE. 07/I5/9?
RUN NUMBER: 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
50,977 .62
50, E45.59
558,484 . 14
5,584,235.67
24,6I1,347.25
1,7 99,546 .25
I,66E,215.016,L26,614.51
4,552,69
302,q42.02
6r,044.05
672,516.54
380 ,55 9. 07
507,555. 11
2rI60rI45.2r
ANNUAL SUMTIARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RI'IDR SAN JUAN CNTY
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
155
72L
584
TA
05
TO
GR
I000
1200I3I 0
158I
158 9
I400
MINE
1500
I610
I620
1700
c0Ns
e000
2 0I0
2500
2400
2700
2800
010 0
0700
AGRI
50I0
5020
5040
I'IETA
COAL
CRUD
OIL
OIL
N0Nl'l
TOT.
L I'IINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUt.I, IITOLYBDENUI't
E PETROL., NATURAL GA5, NATURIAL GAS LIQUIDS
AND GAS I,IELL DRILLING
AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
ETALLIC },IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
FIINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHIIAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS]'IEAT PACKING AND OTHER I''IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHE]'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUM REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIESSTONE, CLAY, GLASs, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
EL ECTR0NIC C0!'IP0NENTS iAND ACCESS0RI ES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPT-1ENT
HI SCEL LAN EOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPEL INE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMT'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC tIATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IIYIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
]'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOITIOTIVE EQUIPTIENT
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
35(t9
595
876
1,655
55
53
64
39
129
2900
5200
5+00
5570
3700
3900
t'lFG-
4100q200
4500q500
48I 0
4900tt920
TCU.
Ie5
34r
3(t
,265
,179
5,E04
12, r46
97,971.61
496,275.77
29
150
9
202
r29
I 9, 0 gI ,965
7,I15,762
?4 r932r577
EI r 401,775
7,III,8I4g, 0 1 9,255
750
989,50
6,85E,97
2,886 , 55
50
28
54
5
(+
?
,799.q9
,0Er.42
,207 .L6
il
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATIONX REQUEST XX EDITED X
,654,450
,829,755
,7 99,597
253,754
2,432,722
263,555qL.+,822
L,022,659
155,555
94, 985,2E4
4 ,7 29 ,693
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
103,E39
2,064,975
I2, r05,E05
27,975,970
7 5+ ,640
134 , 716
36, 906,725
4, 595,532
PAGE 305
RUN DATEI 07/15/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O.O1
REPORTED
TAX DUE
I55,605.70
60,556.77
453,775.54
5,E40.96
67 ,0(t5.52
,92c+.37
I I6 , 15(.6E
680, 906 .5r
I,575 ,377 .73
,756 .7 9
,426.32
{3,01r.05
4,L27.90
7 ,52E.q0
2,07 5, 56 5 . 18
247 ,136.2t
ANNUAL SUI'IIIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RI'IDR SAN JUAN CNTY
sIc
CODE
LOCATION: I6-OI6
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDNARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
I'lISCELLANEoUS tlHoLESALERs
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
LRSR
4
25
40
4
5
I6
2,7 66 ,2E21,100,0r78,272,259
5060
5070
5080
5090
5092
I,IH 5 L
520 0
5?5L
5252
5500
5400
551 0
554 0
5592
5599
5500
6000
5500
6 5I0
6550
6700
FI RE
7000
7200
7500
7500
7
7
8
8
8
8
8
8
E
230
60
439
5E
57
55
96
13
121,750
1,L76,77(r
5,657,09r
2,432 1792
5,207 ,460
6 07 ,535
5700
5800
58I5
5920
5990
RETL
600
900
0I0
060
I00
200
500
900
910
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
FARFI EQUIPI'IENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTIiTENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES}lOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
T'IOBILE HOI'IE DEALERS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'1IsCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER_LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI'IENT COIIIPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, HOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IUSEI{ENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEI,IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
TIISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
46
176
2355I
7I
,565,7
,59r,8
,412,1
356,9
E7I ,2
,191,957
,665,523
,7E5,220
?57 ,42746I,758
8.65
0.27
5. E9
57
140
6t
9t0
1,851
553I
I04
30
5t
S4
I
?
5 ,9I
,48
,97
1492t2
I4
25
59
171
r00
I95
32
I5II
455,
3r008r
1,732,
655,7 96
5r 072,097
r,732, 507
6ZCt
750
507
24,505.6II69,0I6.40
97 ,+q2.28
I6 , 985, 56 0
50,907,8I5
2++,565
203, r5(
47
r73
555
204
315
r76
75,585
1,061,359
5, 052,564
r,795,55r
3,477 ,233
58r,065
,65E.32
,5r2.94
,237.62
,579.75
,684 .84
II
-
994II2
*
-
+-**-
REPORT NO. O8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT PAGE 506
RUN DATE: 07/L5/9?
RUN NUI'IBER: 770.01X REQUEST XX EDITED X
STATE O
CONB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
FN
REVYS
EN FIEXICO
ENUE SYSTETI
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RI1DR SAN JUAN CNTY
JUNE, I992
LocATI0N ! I6-016
sIc
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
SERV TOT. SERVICES ? r458 115,66I,325 52,05+,556 ?,9?7,759.05
9200
9282
95 95
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSSTATE GOVERNTIENT - EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNHENT . I'IUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNT'IENT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHMENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 8,455 904, 0 03,227 699,95I,995 59,345,575. rl
REPORT NO. ()8(l TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEtl I'IEXIC0
COPIBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
JUNE, 1992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 507DATE: 07/t5/92
NUMBER: 77O. OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
,114.09
,77(t.9E
217.65
55,?44.\q
20,37q.27
8,592.51
255,459.15
1r5,069.06
E04 ,?92.0E
13,431 .24
25 ,7 qE .6416,28I.65
I55, E46 .25
212,5 95. 96
RUN
RUNxR
xE EQUEST XDITED X
ANNUAL SUM}IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
LAS VEGAS CITY
SIC
CODE
LocATI0N. t2-t22
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIESTOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDINc HEAVY CONTRACT0RS, EXCEPT HIGHI,IAYSPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'TEAT PRODUCTS
F1EAT PACKING AND OTHER I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII"IARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRONIC COI'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTAT ION EQUI PI'IENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRU].TTS.
I'lISCEL LANEOUS HANUFACTURING
TOT. 1'IANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I,IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
PIPEL INE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPH0NE rqND TELEGRAPH COIIMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC hIATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMT'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
2000
2010
230 0
?q00
2700
5200
3400
5570
3700
5800
5900
T'IFG-
0700
080 0
AGRI
50r0
5020
5040
I500
I6IO
1620
I700
CONS
lE56I
423
5070
5080
5090
5092
I,IH S L
561,510.2{
655 ,93?.?+
2
37
35
606
9
7
5
4
555
756
50
175
75
65
2tr
58
20,655
56 ,854
9r0
I0 ,5
,0I5
,829
9q
97
I
4
z
(+
II
4, r85I,8II
9I5
452, 0 15
62r,00E
, I45, 045
,239 ,7 42
tt37 ,495566,67I
r6,011,564
E,042,569
525,781
2,554, 3gg
5,746 , 905
15,562,750
,805
,379
5,5r5
886,5E0
4000
410 0
4200
4600
481 0
485 0
4900
TCU-
4,245,509
r, 954, 072
15,540,91r
215,517
341,405
r38,577
,209
,5I5
,254
,7 77
,66+
t42L
I'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOT,IOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI^IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
NACHINERY, EQUIPFIENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCELLANEOUS hIHOLESAL ERS
PETROL EU}I AND PETROL EUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I^IHOL ESAL E TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
5E
qt2
92
413
25L
2,50 0
5,4r5
I
i
520 0
525 I 28 5,576, l3g 2,7 80 ,7 q0 175,276 .5E
TREPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT.IENT
STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI.I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
LAS VEGAS CITY
JUNE,1992
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
PAGE 508
RUN DATE: 07/L5/92
RUN NUMBER: 77l).OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
I,I98,OIO
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
, 56 6 ,855
,065 ,544
,65r ,351
SIC
CODE
5252
550 0
531 0
540 0
551 0
554 0
55 92
5599
5600
5700
5800
58I5
5910
5920
5990
RET L
LOCATION I L2.L22
FARTI EQUIPI'lENT DEAt ERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPART}IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IOBILE HOME DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCE5SORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOHE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
T.IISCEL LANEOUS RETA IL ERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S.AND-L ASSOC.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVEST}1ENT COI'IPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
55
97,
66,I64,
560,
305,
588,
I41
98
256
26
r4r
55,827
47 ,859
40,645
45,850
52, E52
r,372,605
2q,08L,629
23,57c+,q75
476,451l,605,ggl
85,699.26I,500,5q8.79L 46 9,280 . a9
29 ,7 09 .L4
100,179.55
L,g22,Lgs
1, 0E0,2I1
2,E13,49r
9,020,589
4, 903,975
7 ,904,2E?
842, 0 02
7 r 455, 151
104,875,625
,553
,7 05
,164
,002
,064
,095
Ir6
2q,6
30,E
8L6
57
65
r31
427
208
75
5I
726
2,47 0
5q
454
76
r55
42
540
35
2, E5I
4 ,6E4 , (tll
E46, 554
5, 940,626
r , r5l ,956
582,057
OE
95
48
55
4q
80
52,437 .59
293,57L .45
5,599,705.66
52,785.6E
,646 .56
,808.(}6
2q5,6 I6. II
202,559.00
151,529.86II8,7It,.1.2
,550 . lI
,a6l.r5
19,821.7I
42E,797.09
195,660.71
5r,775.41
9 ,544 .45L22,456.27
7,998. 18
1,420,767 .6E
II
2
8
+
6
99t
893
229
842
70E
625
317 ,6275,971,419
5rr57,570
E5r,225
155,601
1, 975,444
I 28, 552
2?,7 95 ,593
,
,
,
727 .
436 .
189.
E90.
006.
359.
4,
E6,
6000
510 0
6500
65r0 5080 ,568,4206550
6700
FI RE
308
475
5q9
5,6 03, 955
2,r99,514
5,797,07r
,632
,358
59,9q2
57 5 ,922
5
55
70
56
I02
671
L259
701
7000
7 ?00
7500
7591
7500
7600
7800
7900
E 010
806 0
8100
820 0
8900
E9IO
5 ERV
317 ,6276,g7r,4rg5,r60,I4383I,311
156, r55
2,506,555
r55,57I
25 ,7 42,250
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
T4ISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COI'II'IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPI'IENT LABORATORIES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AMUSEHENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
I'TI SCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
22L
253
12I
3 ,250 ,47 4
2, I 0g,5gg
I r g05r 3g7
9200
9282
9595
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATIO
STATE GOVERNHENT - EDUCATIONA
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - SCHOOL DIST
N AND INSTITL INSTITUTIO
RICTS
UT IONS
N5
REPORT NO. OEO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATI0N . 12-t22
TOT. GOVERNMENT
NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHIiIENTS - (SERVICES)
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI^I MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET{
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUNI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
LAS VEGAS CITY
JUNE, I99Z
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI'IBER:
PAGE 509
07 /15/ 92
770.0I
SIC
CODE
GOVT
9999
NO. TAX
RETURNS
28
7,362
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
84,162
r96,820,638
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
E5,559
14L 929,868
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5, r88.57
9,9rE,549.27TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
!l
IREPORT NO. 08() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COTIBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 5I(l
RUN DATE. 07/15/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O. ()IX REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SU]'I]'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
LAS VEGAS TOI^IN
JUNE,1992
LOCATION:12-2I9
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
REPORT NO. 08l)
EQUEST X
DITED X
LOCATION: I2-3I5
AGRICULTURAL SERV]CESTOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LUI'IBER, t..IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLA5S, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
I'II SCEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. T'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO['1I'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
xR
xE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
PECOS
JUNE,1992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
156,1E5
418,557
264,240
857 ,53I
322,098
227 ,(t57
2,5L5,6E5
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 51 I
RUN DATE: 07/L5/9?
RUN NUI'IBER:77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
,871.08
,445.63
2,08E.55
25 ,802.29
50,924.69
3q ,97 ?. .7 6
t9,7 92.16
II,r95.46
146, 057 .70
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
0700
AGRI
092
HSL
t500
I510
I700
c0N5
0I0
0(0
090
5
5
5
5
tl
7000
7200
7500
7500
37
7tt
3
I9
6
51
3, 104
7,275
240 0
2700
3200
5900
MFG-
4I00
420 0
48r0
4900
TCU-
50
68
578,061
1,251,452
35
4t
34, 0 r7
4I9,62r
E29,166
56E, I 08
98,72E
56 9,525
52r,9qE
IE5, 3I I
2,375 r607
5200
530 0
554 0
5600
5800
5813
5920
5990
RETL
6550
FI RE
T'TOTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS}lISCEL L ANEOUS I^IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTST0T. taIH0LESALE TRADE
BUILDING HATERIALS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI,IENT STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
HISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AHD OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICEs
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
5l
45
q5
I09
284
6,077 .77
2?,7 L2 .l(tr00,38156 9, 525
32 E7,96I 8+,226 5, r+1.02
IREPORT NO. 08O
STATE O
COMBINED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
EH f.1EXIC0
ENUE SYSTET'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
PAGE 3I2
RUN DATE. O7/L5/9?
RUN NU]'IBER: 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
FN
REVYS
ANNUAL SUI'II'TARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
PECOSLOCATION 3 I2-5!3
AMUSEFIENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
I'IISCEL LAN EOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIO},IS
LOCAL GOVERNI,IENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTSTOT. GOVERNMENT
SIC
CODE
9200
95 95
GOVT
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
LRSR
5,720,47(t
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
62,580
249,E6r
4,397, 355 270,148.66
7900
8 010
6050
8900
S ERV
39
L2?
,750
, I9E
1I
05
5
15
95
296
,846.
,510.
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 650
IREPORT NO. 08O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I2-418
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
I'TI SCEL LANEOUS hIHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTFTENT STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACESTOT. RETAIL TRADE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTHENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
I'IOSQUERO
JUNE,1992
TOTAL REPORTED
GRO5S RECEIPTS
1E,091
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
IE, () 9I
PAGE 515
RUN DATEI 07/15/92
RUN NU]'IBER! 77O. OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
r,017.60
src
CODE
5090
I.IH S L
I6t0
1700
c0N 5
550 0
5E00
RET L
NO. TAX
RETURNS
I9
820 0
S ERV
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICEs
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
,I
REPORT NO. O8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEN T'IEXICO
COFIBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'t
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
ANNUAL SUHMARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
I2-012 RI'IDR 5AN I'IIGUEt CNTY
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
2 ,996 ,957
5, 0 95,454
2,435 ,205
r9,271,209
I9,409,555
2,155,600
6rEgg,g5r
9,520,456
222,059
9IE,659
685,62r
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
22L,54?
2E7,5EE
2 1293 r97 g
2,9E0,0066r425,50r
2(+6,142
27 L ,504
PAGE 5I4
RUN DATES 07/L5/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O. ()I
REPORTED
TAX DUE
I2, I54. 05
L5,773.2,5
125,78E.09
I65, 558 . 96
552,406.71
I5,488.48
I4,E76.99
109,56I.24
517 , E57 .49
438,718.64
4,659.51
37 ,6?-4 .7 9
54,548.7E
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNs
26
54
r67
r73
380
44
a2
175
E5
523
75
9E
I00
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
0100
0700
080 0
AGRI
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
L AND GAs FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT
NI'IETALLIC MINERALS, EXCEPT FUELST. I,IINING
158 9
1400
MINE
Is00] 610
1620
I700
c0N5
DR
AN
OI
NO
TO
ILLING
D POTASH
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
IiIEAT PACKING AND OTHER I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, I^IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
sTONE, CLAY, GLA5S, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII-IARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
I.lISCEL L ANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. 1'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRAN5., I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
FIOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI'TOTIVE EQUIPT'TENT
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDhIARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPNENT AND SUPPLIES
I.II SCEL LANEOUS t^IHOL ESAL ERSTOT. I^IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
GENERAL NERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTIIENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
3,229,9096,973r432
2 0I0
250 0
5900
I'tFG-
2q00
27 00
5200
3400
080
090
HSL
40
00
00
13
4100
4200q8I0
4900
TCU-
2,0+5,276
5,792,5Er
E,0(5,004
50I0
5040
5070
5
5
N
520 0
550 0
5+00
55
57
58
58
E5,25I
686 ,992
625,628
REPORT NO. 08()
;I
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEt.I I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
TOTAL REPORTED
GRO55 RECEIPTS
820,4553,r47,Ill
1,400,127
89,+92
5,5r9, 057
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
597,586
2,541,46E
586,540
8,225,072
26 , 084, E32
PAGE 315
RUN DATE: 07/L5/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77(). OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
32,705.48
159,288.25
7 ,456 .6 0
E,94().EE
21, l5l.0I
q5L 071.99
1,427 ,959.5+
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUFII'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
LOCATION: I2-O12 RT'IDR sAN MIGUEL CNTY
5rc
CODE
5990
RETL
NO. TAX
RETURNS
t'IISCELLANEOUS RETAI L ERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, HOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
t'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COMMERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPI'IENT LABORATORIES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I,IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
ANUSET'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNMENT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS . (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
55
55
16E,694
168,694
I55,0E2
156,082
I58
32
L26
1,295,5q7
E7,504
4,997,210
7I,(lI(+ r7l
27 + ,17
8 .8r
9. 98t.9t
r 957
,025
2t7
498
6st 0
FI RE
S ERV
7 ,(169.70
7 ,469.7 0
7000
7200
7300
7391
7500
7600
7800
7900
8 010
8r00
E200
8600
8900
E 910
50
41
L6?
618
2, r0g
z+t,
1E5,
r55
155
025
r90
9200
GOVT
669,545
9 rZL5 ,(tZL
51,675,619
i!
;l
REPORT NO. OEO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATI0N 3 01-125
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIESTOT. AGR]CULTURE
IiIETAL MINING, EXCEPT COPPER,
URAN I UIIOIL AND GAS I.IELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAs FIELD SERVICES,
NONI'IETALLIC I'IINERALS, EXCEPTTOT. MINING
URANIUM, I.IOLYBDENUI'I
EXCEPT DRILLING
FUELS AND POTASH
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI,I MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDU5TRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
SANTA FE
JUNE, 1992
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI.IBER:
E 515/t5/92
0.0r
PAG
07
77
sIc
CODE
010
070
080
NO. TAX
RETURNS
354
592
52
22t]r8
TOTA
GROS
LRSR EPORTEDECEI PTS
5,555,757
9,657 ,lZ5
E?E t7 (+ct
07,588
32,570
, 9I6 ,50E
,157r 012
,46 9,595
L,967 ,q60
4,197 ,226
I 99, Ar8
54, 492, E5r
5,7 98,955
I r4, 904,250
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
+r975r574
E,585,557
582,20?
E5,220 ,825
12, 996 , 052
2,032,292
2,575, g6 0
(t89,56?
5, 417 ,557
30 ,5r g, 526
101,061,20(
REPORTED
TAX DUE
296,077 .91
5t2,695.1r
54,957.r0
941.63
702.58
8?-2.26
915 . 08
57 9.65
I 18,50 9 .2I
26,0q7 .49
205 ,7 q8 .59
776,279.6?
29,252.4L
322 ,642 .921,807,960.55
5,898,96E.55
GR
72
07
t2
I5
79
39
80
10t
5
2{t
74
205
7r5
10,6
2l7
106
0
0
0I
2000
2500
2400
367 0
5700
5E00
A
5900
IIFG-
I000
I0 94
I381
158 9
I400}IINE
1500
161 0
1620
1700
c0N5
2700
2E00
2900
5200
5400
3500
3600
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HI GHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON_BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHNAYSPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUCTS
LUHBER, tl00D AND PAPER PR0DUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUFI REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIESSTONE, CLAY, GLAS5, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
HACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL HACHINERY, EQUIPHENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COI'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPTIENTPROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI'ITS.
I,IISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'lANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHhIAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
NOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I^]AREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COIiIMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
2,gqq
65
180
5,732
6,92L
,594,I95
, E50 ,744
,002,655
,I43 , (t56
,571,02E
5r02L0
27,0I56,5
,6I4
,358
,832
,607
4r9
3lrzlr5
8r1
98, E32ll9 ,q7 9
10,7r1l,89q rL9?
532,587
50
o2
5?.
09,I6,
103lII
450
525
20,079,760
5,299,554
L2,55q,719
25, gr4,5EE
Ir9
+
3r4
,qq8
,7 qs
,050
120 ,85r .66
r40,767 .59
59
959
2,617
4000
410 0
4200
450 0
4EIO
q85 0
4900
4920
TCU-
r20
172
29
288
I19
L 6EI 
' 
927?,002,963
I7E,298
54,069,004
5r569,990
..r5
.2L
.39
.29
.95
756
lREPORT NO. 08O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0CATI0N : 0I-125
src
CODE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTIITENT
STATE OF NEH I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLAS5IFICATION
ANNUAL SUHI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
SANTA FE
JUNE, L992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
5El ,5gg
23, E54,7 lE
40,E54,659
22,I59,85+
74,790,47?
q 
,7 94 ,392I70,449,295
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
96, 984
4,009,r40
4,990,559
9,509,5q4
r r , 555,9572,765,21633,524,9r1
,q29,82(t
,52E r452
,859, 4I I
,706,600
,574r5r9
,656rr03
,599,r57
,802,2r5
, 2 08,8 9E
,074,0E4
,775,137
E,512,295
405 ,429
3r17q,777
1, rg6, g15
57,03L614
,537
,362
85,316,875
27 ,914,94885,550,997
531,642
1E, 947 , 955
3,269 ,647
PAGE 517
RUN DATE. O7/15/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O. OI
REPORTED
TAX DIIE
5 ,67 Z .60
259,506 .85
50r0
5020
5040
5060
5070
5080
5090
509?
t^lHS L
6000
6100
6I20
6200
6500
6510
6550
6700
FI RE
MOTOR VEHICLES AN
DRUG5, CHEI'lICALS
GROCERIES AND REL
ELECTRICAL GOODS
HARDI.IARE, PLUI'IBIN
UTOTIOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
ALLIED PRODUCTS
D PRODUCTS
HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
ND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
DA
AND
ATE
AND
GA
NO. TAX
RETURNS
71
25E
I,IACHINERY, EQUIPI'1ENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCELLANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROTEUFI AND PETROLEUI{ PRODUCTS
TOT . I^IHOL ESAL E TRADE
BUILDING ITIATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
GENERAL T'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
DEPARTIIENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HOITIE DEALERS
r'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES]'IISCEL L ANEOUS RETAI L ERsTOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND.L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COMDTY. BROKERS, DELR5., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI'IENT COT"IPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, TIOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COI'IHERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPI'IENT LABORATORIES
AUTOHOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
188I6I
525
94
590I6I
218
58
2q.t
L,szq
627
2,047
352]25
1,59E,
4q5,
1,124,5,767,
7,788,
696,
154,
287 ,
907 ,
5r 989,
105
140
1,405
86
2, r59
,7 9(+ .2E
,424.57
,551 .58
t6q ,852 .90I, 9E8 ,Z?ct .45
29t
555
687
520 0
525 I
5300
551 0
5400
55r 0
554 0
55 92
5599
5600
5700
5800
5815
59r0
5920
5990
RET L
35 , 51 5, 537L0,253,424
?2,q29,7?.397,66I,740
23
7
18
96
I50
1t
2
q
t5
67
31
728.93
726.99
757.48
012 . 58
?09.69
460.45
4q5 .7 9
069.50
0L8.22
727.3q
022 .05
59r. L7
292.55
915.1E
080.92
825.20
859.92
t4I
I7
9
4
t8
75
41
105
2?
54
q
256
E94
,I67,r90
,56E, 930
,23L,7 07
, E I2, 2I6
,845, 4g 0
,607,062
,E22,902
,9E5, rgg
,q22,7 +7
,085,690
,60r,325
, 914,548
,525,4I9
, r25
,487
74E,I65
I 94,506
91,494,9?2
105, L44,68E
22,222,62L
32,367,276
5,049,265
143,720,809
7I4,506,941
7,
6,
4t
0,
?,I,
1r
I
6II
89
t5
52
95
18
566I
5I
8,77 g
15,504 8,42,
100
I25
150
1,55r
TI,2
9
2,7 4l
63,207
,5E5
,I50
q6
58
,466
,308
,089
209
205
557
1875tl
50E,E70.
24 ,949 .
19.0,25E.81
7 0 ,92? .622,209,404.90
163,258.70
5,771 ,976.6q
44, 338 .50
65, 902.57
?0
E4
E9
2,158
r 9075I
52
6
88
105
I
6
0
5I
5
lrl
1
7000
7200
7500
759I
7500
7600
?9t
1r0,
zl ,
4t
870
4 r0?5
5,253
4I
1,156
524
,Il5
,929
,5E5
,472
,105
92,891 .75
L9 ,7 27 .23
50,456 .5I
9+,827.64
REPORT NO. OE(} TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI..I HEXICO
COI1BINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 5I8
RUN DATE. 07/15/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O.OIX REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUHI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
SANTA FE
JUNE, I992
LOCATION : (lI-I25
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
7800
7900
E0]0
E060
El00
E200
8600
8900
89r0
S ERV
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT MEI.IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
I5I
258
2,803
480I,9I9
350
146
4, gr4
879
23,729
3,?qL,294
5,56 r,24r
6 1 , 156,422
59, 040 ,286
2, r51
2, E51
6 0 ,786
2?,7 9L
64,949
2,557
4,066
5 9 ,818
I I ,65I
455,7 I 9
,658
,888
,727
,4I6
,981
,965
,817
,949
,795
,2q5
L?E,234 .99
I69,610.073,628,9L7.40
1,559,765.77
5, E85,585. 6 0
r52,599.17
245,565.51
2,359, 525 . q8
695,596.01
25,877,I39.90
67,
3,
6,
58,I4,
515,
0?9
415
5r5
798
084
606
,518
,369
, E35
,162
,946
,7 90
9I00
920 0
950 0
95 95
GOVT
FEDERAL GOVERN',IENT - AtL OTHER
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI.IENT - COUNTIES
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTSTOT. GOVERNI'lENT 9l
87
842,529
2,7 gg ,617
842,529
L,4q0 ,73?
49,810.81
E6,589.769999 NONCLASsIFIABLE ESTABLISHTiIENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 54,425 2,107,945,653 ]. 523, 903,517 90,755,541.92
:*
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE 0F NEtl I'IEXIC0
COFIBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY 5TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
ESPANOLA (S.F.)
JUNE, I992
xR
xEEQUEST XDITED X
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
L,523,7 02
21577,997
5,359,6E5
442,6(++
720,575
5,352,203
2,75q,ggg
75,28+
I ,594,6 g5
r,695,577
478,218
945,0I5I4,466, 945
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
5q7,704l r19?rcr20
252,559
1,606,+27
5,008,9r1
159, 175
PAGE 519
RUN DATE. 07/L5/9?
RUN NUI'IBERI 77(). (lI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
55,691 . 92
75,160.76
15,46 9 .2I
98 ,392 .7 6
LE(l,294.95
9,749.45
SIC
CODE
LOCATION: OI-226
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
4EIO
465 0
4900
49?0
TCU.
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PETROLEUM REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIESSTONE, CLAY, GLAS5, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL IIACHINERY,EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
MI SCEL LANEOUS I,IANUFACTURING
TOT. T'lANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATIONTIOTOR FREIGHT TRANS . , I,IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II'TUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
5070
5090
tlHSL
HARDI^JARE, PLU]'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MISCELLANEOUS bIHOLESALERS
TOT. HHOLESALE TRADE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
0700
AGRI
1500] 610
I620
I700
CONS
2700
2900
5200
3600
5900
IIFG-
I57
21f}
50
54
410 0(t200 505, 9r 9
L ,7 62,7 05
109
60
5400
551 0
55 92
5599
5600
5700
5200
530 0
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICTE DEALERS
I'IOBILE HOI'IE DEALERS
I,lISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
i[PPAREL AND ACCESS0RY ST0RES
FURNITURE, HOHE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
34
49
2II,
+,47+ ,
48
88
12
274
, 955.54
,086.95
5
9
5800
5815
5990
RETL
25
25
53
92
59
r45
494
1,977,907
75,2E4
L ,496 ,597
1,691,279
456,671
254 ,9+7
rr,r95,559
t2t
4
91
102
z6
I5
6E5
, I40.68
,5(4. 95
,655.59
,97 8 .29
,746.I0
,6L5.47
,525.77
00
00
t
I
60
55
!REPORT NO. O8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEN MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 520DATE: O7/L5/9?
NUMBER: 770.0}xR
xE EQUEST XDITED X
RUN
RUN
ANNUAL SUMMARY *- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
ESPANOLA (5. F. )
JUNE, 1992
LocATI0N : 0I-226
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LR5R EPORTEDECEIPTS TAXABLEGROSS RECEIPTS REPORTEDTAX DUE
6510
FI RE
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE 2655 55, E85EL,?7 9 50,65578,029 5,I0r.404 ,77 9 .29
7000
7200
7300
759I
7500
7600
780 0
7900
8 010
E100
820 0
8900
E910
HOTELS, HOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COMT'IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPIYIENT LABORATORIES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
t'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AT'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVIGES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
t'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
76
I09
256 ,5751,279,077 235, J40l,?qg,zgE 14,414.6l76,5L9.52
51 252,397 225, I4E 13,667 .8r
q4 575,795 575,795 35,267 . 45
S ERV
9E
429
238,9I0
2,797,660
230,650
2 ,694 ,302
l(, r27 .55
165,026. t0
9200
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHMENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 1,586 2q,L98,942 L8 ,7 29 ,6E7 1,L47 ,27L.40
REPORT NO. 08()
EQUEST X
DITED X
L0cATI0N:01-911
SIC
CODE
a;t
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEH I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATIOH
DA
NU
RUN
RUN ER:MB
TE:
PAGE 52I
07 /L5/9?
770.01
xR
xE
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
POJOAQUE PUEBTO
JUNE, 1992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
474
NO, TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSREPORTEDECEI PT5
REPORTED
TAX DUE
23 .68
7200
SERV
PERSONAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION I 47+
1!
lt
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEt^l I'lEXIC0
COI.IBINED REVENUE SYSTEIl
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 322DATE! 07/15/92
NU['IBER! 770.0IRUNRUNX REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SU]'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
SANTA CLARA PUEBLO
JUNE, I99?
LOCATION: OI-92I
src
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR EPORTEDEC EI PTS TAXAB L EGROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
rI
REPORT NO. O8O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION ! O1-OOI
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICESTOT. AGRICULTURE
I'IETAL I'IINING, EXCEPT COPPER,OIL AND GAS IdELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES,
NONI'IETALLIC MINERALS, EXCEPT
TOT. MINING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTTITENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RI'IDR SANTA FE CNTY
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 523
RUN DATE.. 07/15/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O. ()I
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5, E0 9 .81198,01I.74
20 r,82r . 55
4,1?5, 144.45
E52,705. 03
265,879.41
692 ,32q .97
5, 954, 0 53 . E4
,077.89
,721 . 06
, E15 .55
,240.++
,845.9I
95.19
26.6E
58,024.50
15,67 0 . r4
554,868.58
L 026 ,889. 04
1,870,047.62
8, E89.65
5r,7E7 . 90
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
0r00
0700
AGRI
2000
230 0
240 0
?7 00
320 0
s400
5500
5570
5800
3900
I'IFG-
1500
t 6I0
1620
I700
c0N5
4000
410 0
420 0
4500
481 0
485 0
4900q9z0
TCU.
50
L42
L72
55t
855
URANIUFI, I{OLYBDENUT{
EXCEPT DRILLING
FUELS AND POTASH
66,519
5,651,729
3 ,7 Lg,24g 55
6,5r
? r0L
E(,709,EE1
IE, 7 96,755
5,+29,142
23,993,7 +2
132,929 ,522
4,595,105
2,079,50r
3 r 540,62r
9
0
9
L?q,A
395,?
5(tq
54
95
661,E
?72,7
6
45
52L85
1000
158 r
15E 9]400
I'II N E
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUI LDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHI.IAYSPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT ],IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER T NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, G[ASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIFIARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED T'IETAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY,EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC CO}IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIESPROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIG., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI'ITS.
MISCEL LANEOUS TIANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
TOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COT'TMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
MOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOIT1OTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI.IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPL I ES
7 9E,q77
r,556,652
L,417,574
E,3rg, 925
2,554,590
21I, I5E
E5I, 482
7 45 ,9692,130,726
557 , E95
I,902
1r0
r69
1,755
5,9r7
72
IE6
E6It2
42
, 029,550
,955 ,67 4
66L654
9,499,950
Ll ,47 5 ,7 E2
2I,550 ,4gg
52,7q5,537
2,957rr50
2, (4L zlE
72, 00l, L5g
I4, E67, 055
2,165,527
6,994, 167
I0,504,540
17 , E85, 568
33 ,23cr ,97 2
t55,tE5
554,06E
I
IO
L2
4E
4Z
L22
30
35
89
555
r4t
648
52
47
I
50r0
5020
5040
s060
5070
5080
REPORT NO. l]8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTTIENT
STATE OF NEI^I I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATIONX REQUEST XX EDITED X
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
5,?65,802
I1,575,9r3
7,560,017
r,240,555
JUNE, 1992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
599,265
2,294,22(t
2,599,392
l,2r 0 , 957
5 ,342, (t05
I 22,886
533,622
4 ,054 ,567
825 ,97 0
69,E70
I,I7I,64E
1,755, 055
PAGE 32+
RUN DATE. 07/I5/92
RUN NUI'IBER! 770.0}
REPORTED
TAX DUE
40,057. l2
151,543. t2
149,204.05
69,573.7?
02.25
49. (8
IE.5O
?6.L4
51.65
95 .86
289,7ct0.55
240,096.9E
r00,071.54
sql ,97 4 .?7
2, 051,696 . 65
67,e35.09
99, r45. 96
q77 ,764.q5
I r5,555 .41
+58 ,7 45 .32.
ANNUAL SUI'IT'IARY -- BUSINESS AGTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RI'IDR SANTA FE CNTY
SIC
CODE
LOCATION: OI-OOI
I'IISCELTANEOUS b,IHOLESALERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDHARE STORES
GENERAL ITERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]iIENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
NOBILE HOF1E DEALERS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOilE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L A5SOC.SECUTY. AND COI'IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LE5R-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI'lENT COFIPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, NOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICEs
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COMI'IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPI'IENT LABORATORIES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
t'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI-IUSENENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HO5PITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL sERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IETIBERSHIP ORGAHIZATIONS
NO. TAX
RETURNS
510
43.r
75
85
5090
5092
t^lHS L
520 0
525 t
550 0
53r 0
5400
55r0
554 0
5592
5599
5600
5000
610 0
6200
6500
5510
6550
6700
FI RE
r79
26
79
42
62
32
5r9t
8
,909
,6rt7
,925
07
+z
05
506,5
7 r0
50,5
252, 5
47 ,3
3r9
579
55
195
5I
13
5700
5800
58r3
5910
5920
5990
RETL
7000
7 200
7300
7391
7500
7600
7800
7900
EOIO
8060
810 0
820 0
8600
253
I40
56
I ,285
? rsqz
4 ,125 ,37 5I,I52,2II
I78,55E
5,r25,0r0
4,227 ,160
2,024,972
5, r5r,726
10,520,375
2,545, 665
9,926 ,57 0
5,053,E614,I94,753
r,745
9 ,449
35,420
E,55I
1, 9E6
8, 004
I
I6
49
,743r372
,534, 995
,660, 173
,37?
,441
,08I
178
?2rr
197
452
1,052
5I2
I56
, 056
,505
,507
2,7 65 ,037
L , 079, 255
2,427,196
849,493
159
48
, r54.55
,704.90
63
95
59
65
49
15,525,65{
992,246
5, 54 g, 255
665, 558
274,95E
10,077,695
927,069
3r576,r15
554,895
255,547
,252. E5
,L12.26
,751.1?
,762.5r
,57E.79
,t
REPORT NO. llEl)
EQUEST X
DITED X
LocATI0N ! 0t-001
I'IISCEL L ANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNITIENT - I'IUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTSTOT. GOVERNI'lENT
xR
xE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD IHDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
L REPORTEDS RECEIPTS
r2,315,4962,l5r,4rl
62,6+q,375
552, I 94,82E
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
235, 852, 5 16
PAGE 525
RUN DATE: 07/L5/92
RUN NUMBER: 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
52L ,6 07 .85I05,874.9I2,7E0,521.8I
15,484,496.r7
ANNUAL SUMI.IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RT'IDR SANTA FE CNTY
src
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
I2, E25
TA
OS
TO
GR
9,r09,520
r,811,4E6
48,490,569
I ,42(+
195q,172
8900
69I0
SERV
9200
9595
95 95
GOVT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS . (SERVICES)
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
REPORT NO. ()8O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0CATI0N | ?L-l?tt
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
I'IETAL I'IINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUIit, MOLYBDENUI.ITOT. I'IINING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEt^l tlEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMHARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
TORC
JUNE, I992
TOTAL REPORTED
GRO5S RECEIPTS
275,023
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
1,335,501
3,497 ,E72
27 4 ,96L
PAGE 326
RUN DATEI 07/15/92
RUN NUMBER: 77().OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
7 9 ,Z3l .27
207 ,q94.37
l6,5tt . r7
sIc
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
275
44E
27
1500
010 0
0700
AGRI
1000
I'II N E
I5t0
I620
1700
CONS
3700
5900
MFG-
5020
5040
5070
5090
50 92
tlHS L
5200
s25 I
5500
551 0
540 0
551 0
554 0
5592
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHT.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON_BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
2000
240 0
2700
3200
4I00
4200
+500
4E]0
4850
4920
TCU-
FOOD AND KINDR
LUI'IBER, NOOD A
PRINTING AND P
STONE, CLAY, G
TRANSPORTAT I ON
EXCEPT HIGHT^IAY
ED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT T'IEAT PRODUCTS
ND PAPER PRODUCTS
UBL ISHING
LASS, AHD CONCRETE PRODUCTS
EAUI PI'IENT
2,468,280
4, 992,539
57
427
I'IISCEL L ANEOUS }IANU FACTURINGTOT. t'IANUFACTURING
L0CAL AND HIcHt^lAY PASSENGER TRANSP0RTATI0N
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANs. SERVICESPIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COHHUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO},IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
DRUGS, CHET,IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDWARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'II SCEL LANEOUS NHOL ESA L ERS
PETROL EUI'I AND PETROL EUI'I PRODUCTSTOT. HHOLESALE TRADE
BUI LDING I'TATERIALS
HARDT,IARE STORES
GENERAL IiIERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT.IENT STORES
DEPARTITIENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
T'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IOBILE HO]'IE DEALERS
,468
,295
I 9, Zl5
550,055
I,159
L9,577
25t0I
1r4
36
.55
.50
?,186,259
659,970
4,292,539
r,555,700
z,q74 r2g4
z,gL6,67g
5r642,III
2(t6 r8?.0
725,502
2,12E,555
rI3,856.77
5E,171.71
2L5,727 .Lq
14,64r .23
,t5,060. I5
1,920
645
,'172
,555
206
I21
170
59
53
57
I28
2E
107
4I
70
5, 15
E2
15,29
I26, r71.00
184,559.4449,0I6.58
607,80I.16
29,685 . 3 92r, 9El .57
3,1II
826
I5,620
505
570
9, 5596,r64
I,E02
6,651I,5II
,7 06
, I64
,7 68
r E7I
,649
REPORT NO. OEO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION ! 2I-I24
TIISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOT'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S.AND.L ASSOC.SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROS5 RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUTII'TARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
TORC
JUNE,1992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
85 2r099,556
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
1,595,295
,202,52E
, 457,556
450 ,836
r5E,677
266,0r4
915,405
65q,756
828,554
E,54I,9E7
PAGE 327
RUN DATE: 07/L5/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O. ()I
REPORTED
TAX DUE
82,637.79
204,Eq(.L5
128,072.?5
I50,659.59l, 925 ,7 5?.6L
26,74q.Lq
, 4r2 .81
, 7E5. 9l
54,50E.61
57, 66 I .21
49, r09.49
512,509.28
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5599
5600
5700
5800
5615
6500
6510
6550
FI RE
REAL
REAL
TOT .
5 910
5920
5990
RETL
6000
610 0
6120
7000
7200
7500
7500
155II4
553
rr392
27
36
8E
t79
38
559
I,8()I
5, 459,926
2,L59,59+
2,46+,139
56 ,965,756
588,44I
J,.06?,744
2,0rE, rg0
,585
,545
,859
,625
,7 47
,951
535,134
I,570,156
9, E45,529
3,454,46L
2, l5g,56g
?
32
EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC.
ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DE
FINANCE, INSURANCE AND RE
HOTELS, }1OTEL5, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI.IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I-lISCELLANEOUS REPA]R SERVICES
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT t'lEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIOHS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - T'IUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNI'1ENT . SCHOOL DISTRICTSTOT. GOVERNI"IENT
546
282
145
t55
20I
57
190
1,649,
1 , 25E,I,550,
472,
757,
?54,
I , 085,
97,82I . E1
75, 45I . E4
60,090.43
27,9E7.91
44,7E1.98
L5 ,697 .7 0
64 ,4lq . +5
, AND TITLE ABSTRACT
V EL OP ER5AL ESTATE
156,269
266,0r4 9t5
7600
7900
II
I
,2+9
,597
484
829
4L2
,085
665
772
017
252
558
619
95180]0E060
8I00
820 0
8600
8900
89r0
SERV
9200
9595
9395
GOVT
II
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 4, 359 62,776,95z 52,92?,73E 5, r52,566 . 62
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEN ]'IEXICO
COI1BINED REVENUE SYSTEIit
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPT5 TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE
07/
770
52E
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI'IBER:
L5/92
.0I
ANNUAL SUT'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
NILLIAI'ISBURG
JUNE, L99Z
L0CATI0N 2 2t-220
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
1500
I610
1700
c0N5
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
27 00
t'lFG-
PRINTING AND PUBLISHINGTOT. t'IANUFACTURING
4El0
483 0(+920
TCU-
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IIiIUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IHUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
30 144,647 I26,965 7,56?.21
6E 554,E60 q70,567 28, 057 .7 0
5070
5090
l^lHS L
HARDhIARE, PLUT'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS hIHOL ESALERSTOT. hIHOLESALE TRADE 47
26
22 , 510
29,4L2
22 , 5I0
29, 5I0
1,529 .44
1,746 . l55300554 0
5E00
5815
5920
5990
RETL
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'lISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE 65I43 2?78r9 ,660, E97 I99,r60788, 951 II46 ,E56.09,9q2.95
7000
7500
7500
7600
8900
S ERU
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGIHG
I'lISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICEs
AUTOITIOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES]iIISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
26 152, 577 L24,205 7 ,402 .55
E4 254,287 252,309 I3,E47.62
9200
95 95
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - MUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNI-IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 575 r,706,604 1,567,73e 95, 556 . 06
it
REPORT NO. ()E(l
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATI0N ! 2I-021
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTIONTOT. AGRICULTURE
I'IETAL MINING, EXCEPT COPPER,OIL AND GAS I.IELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES,TOT. I'IINING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEN I{EXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2 r 4?2,492
2,+22,492-
2,90r,I97
1,450,492
4,895r405
109,265L 549, 462
3,L96,274
5,57E,925
885, 080
,737
,298
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2 ,7 3L ,7 ?.6
l ,27 9,97 0
4,558,975
40,5II
40,511
?.,177.
2,L77.
PAGE 329DATE: 07/15/92
NU['IBER: 770.0I
REPORTED
TAX DUE
146 ,850 . 24
RUN
RUN
ANNUAL SUTIT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RI'IDR SIERRA CNTY
src
CODE
0I0 0
AGRI
NO. TAX
RETURNS
r48
349
26
26
55
85
I60
59
255
EI
48
4E
1000
I58 r
158 9
I{INE
I500
I6I()]620
1700
CONS
2000
2q00
2700
320 0
5400
5670
5900
MFG-
4850
4900
4920
TCU-
URANIUH, MOLYBDEHUI'I
EXCEPT DRILLING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRAGTORS
HIGHI,IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT T{EAT PRODUCTS
LUMBER, l.l00D AND PAPER PR0DUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRONIC COI'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. IYIANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI,IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I.IOTOR FREIGHT TRAN5. , NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATION5
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I..IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
]'1OTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTOFIOTIVE EQUIPMENT
HARDNARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
].II SCEL LANEOUS NHOL ESAL ERS
PETROL EUH AND PETROL EUI'I PRODUCTST0T. tIHoLESALE TRADE
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
FIISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
FURNITURE, HOHE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
5,0r2,102
5, r45, gl2
Er0, 906
I06,99t
E6 9,588
.03
.78
5
45
,750.74
,729.57
l,I99.E+
7(t,745. 05
161,900.50
276,r0r.09
43,586 .22
68, 7 g5
245, 96 9
22
1,397
z5
I40
4I0 0
4200(8r0
5 010
5070
5080
5090
,322
, 7I6
5092
t^lHS L
I09
977
I
550 0
5q00
55(0
5599
5700
5800 47 425,660 425,650 22,77L .56
REPORT NO. ()8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTITIENT
STATE OF NEN T'IEXICO
COT'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI,I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 550
RUN DATEI O7/15/92
RUN NUT'IBER: 770.0}
x
x
REQU
EDI T
E5
ED
T x
x
ANNUAL SUI'IIiIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RI'IDR SIERRA CNTY
JUNE, I992
LOCATION:2I-O2I
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5El 5
5920
5990
RETL
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
III L ,6q+ ,927 1,593,903 85, 129.46
252
58s
594,580
4, r55,565
498,296
5,E87,r65 25,783 .4420E, 935. 0 0
6510
6550
5700
FI RE
REAL E5T. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI'IENT CONPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE 67 z|q,27q 214,274 11,520.57
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
7900
8600
8900
E9IO
S ERV
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
rt8
42
85
48
73
65r,57(
55,759
7q2,898
I31,250
18I, qI5
556,554 50,455.49
I'IISCEL LANEOU
AUTOMOBILE R
IYIISCELLANEOU
AMUSE''IENT AN
5BU
ENTA
5RE
DRE
SINESS SERVICESL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
PAIR SERVICES
CREATION SERVICES
54,
727 ,
102,
53,
698
050
457
91.7
?
59
5
2
,925 .3ct
, 077 .8r
,505.05
,898.07
NONPROFIT T1EP4BERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
159
40
599
499 ,07 662,372
5,1E9,612
(t26 
,37 I6?,37?
2,939, g5I
2?,9L4.55
5,552 .72
r52,564.E6
9200
95 93
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCAT
LOCAL GOVERNF1ENT - I'IUNICIPALTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
IONITI AND INSTITUTIONSE5
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 2,007 21,394,879 L7 ,535,744 942,156.69
II
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND
STATE O
COI'IB IN ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
ENUE DEPART]'IENT
EhI HEXICO
ENUE SYSTEM
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
REV
FN
REVYS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,322,
882,
L ,792,4,987,
352,?5E
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
247,548
r20,250
67r,907
45 ,946
2,45r,567
5,993,442
216 ,894
1,0(7,154
L,997,022
9,507, r74
r,54r, 579
297,074
770,932
PAGE 551DATE: 07/t5/92
NUMBER: 77O. (lI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
14, 577 . 07
6 989.47
96 9.7E58
?,670.60
r31,477 .50
556,745.04
1e,5E8.7r
6 0 ,86 5.8fr
I10,2(6 .20
5,591.20q9,60E.52
4I5, 02r .51
540,979.51
E9,592.58
17 ,?67 .(+3
44,805.64
RUN
RUNxR
xEEQUEST XDITED X
ANNUAL SUI'IMARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
SOCORRO
SIC
CODE
LOCATION:25-I25
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHT^IAY C0NTRACT0RS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
APPAREL AND TEXTILE TITILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, I,IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
sTONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIT'IARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
EL ECTRONIC COITIPONENTS AND ACCESSORI ES
TRANSPORTAT IPROF., SCIEN
I'II5C EL L ANEOU
TOT. I'IANUFAC
L0CAL AND HIGHI,IAY PASSENGER TRANSP0RTATI0N
I'lOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I,.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITI
TOT . TRANSPORTATION, COI'IMUNICATIONS AND UTI
N0.
RETU
TAX
RNS
1500
1610 I4629
277q52
2,025,3?6
530,680
880, 045
5r456,049
29. E9I9.17
52.4E
01.s4
218
EI7
80r
836
117,7
30,E5l,IIgg,7
]700
CONS
2500
2400
2700
5200
3400
5600
5670
5700
5E00
5900
MFG-
4I00
tt?00
4500
4EIO
4850
4900
TCU.
ON EQUIPHENT
TI F. , OPTIC. , OTHER PRECIS . INSTRUI'ITS .S I'IANUFACTURING
TURI NG
57
52
13E
,5I5
, 971
ES
LITIES
27
146
zII
84
r58
285
73
E, 071
9, 979
rtt
5I
62
82,5EE
2,465,rr5
8,052,7I5
r, 166,402
I. 7(7,95E
4,r80r605
r0,991,950
5020
5040
5070
50E0
5090
5092
NHS L
5200
525 I
5500
53I0
5400
5 5I0
55q 0
5599
5600
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDT^IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCEL LANEOUS I^IHOL ESAL ERs
PETROL EUM AND PETROL EUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTFTENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IISGELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
50
38
I50
I40,940
r,094,901g, 47 0 ,559
65,50(
855,480
7 ,L05,746
1,652
585
774
,251
r 348
,664
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
CO1'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET.I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATIONX REQUEST XX EDITED X
JUNE, L99?
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
175,655
7r645,705
I,8O9,E9E
1,25E,665
45 9, E56
395 ,27 5
705,88r
5,857,602
22L 198
46 I,778
r,581,555
656, 029
I 5, 458, 352
62,779,507
PAGE 552
RUN DATEI 07/L5/92
RUN NUMBER: 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
TOTAL REPORTED
GRO55 RECEIPTS
r76,185
,515rE44
,E09,89E
,650r5Ig
2,460 ,249
59,E50,770
46L,267
395,275
902,E52
ANNUAL SUTII'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
SOCORRO
sIc
CODE
5700
5E00
5815
5 9I0
5920
5990
RETL
L0cATI0N , 25-t25
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND.L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL E5T. OPER-LE5R-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI'IENT COI.IPANIESTOT. FINANCE, IN5URANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, ]'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I.4ISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI.IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
TIISCELLANEOUS REPA]R SERVICES['IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AT1USEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
27
278
66
56
8II
5r0
7
7Ir9
5
r25,715.552,00(,7L2.26
25,566 .6q
22,996.EE
5t,rr5.E0
.E4
.35
.58
.77
4r, 029.31
224,223.12
r2,857. l7
26,8?5.q2
10,209
444,290
I05,200
75,159
155,
56,
24,
85,
559I,481
57
r17
192
2, r5g, g4r
54,491,671
6000
6I0 0
612 0
65006sl0
5550
6700
FI RE
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
7800
7900
E0]0
E060
8100
8200
151
255
I85
255
82
52, I6 4
20 ,?7 6
52, 55 0
44,3?7
09,9r7
EE0, 041
2 ,67 4 ,394
6L9,q77q22,E64
1,450,010
486, gg2
410.97
007. t2
57 6 .92
954.5(t
505.822E
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVIGESTOT. SERVICES
25
I81.
51
97
740,597
5,966, r5422r,32r
465,494
59,275
56,029
7 I ,655
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL sERVICEs
NONPROFIT I'IEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
UDE
I'lU
sc
Ir7
6I4, g
419
40
1,7 69
8600
E900
8910
S ERV
9200
95 95
95 95
GOVT
5TATE GOVT. - EXCL
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT.
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT -TOT. GOVERNT1ENT
EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
NICIPALITIES
HOOL DISTRICTS
91,795. l8
5E, r5I .65
780,5E7.I9
5,656 , 52r .50
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHMENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 4 r57? E5,535,724
iI
REPORT NO. l)Elt TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEN T'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
MAGDAL ENA
JUNET L992
xR
xE EQUEST XDITED X
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
53 +32,?90
59 7E4,54E
(tz r,5I0,5gg
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
365,424
620,+57
153,59E
146,02I
PAGE 353
RUN DATE: 07/L5/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O. OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
19,9E8.56
34, 125. r5
8, 447 . 9I
8,051. I9
4,64E.08
1I6,E28.E6
r,252. r 0
5IC
CODE
L0CATIoN . 25-?Zt
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.JAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
PRINTING AND PUBTISHING
PRIIIARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I''IETAL PRODUCTS
I'II SCEL LANEOUS TIANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMI'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC t^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I-1I5CEL LANEOUS t.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT . bIHOL ESAL E TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDI^IARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'TENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS . BY THE DRINK
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINAHCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
1500l6I0
1700
CONS
4100
4E 10
4900
TCU-
27 00
5400
3900
MFG-
5090
5092
NH5 L
520 0
525 I
5300
5400
554 0
5600
5700
5600
5E I5
5990
RETL
56
5I
4E
50,5621,25r, Igr868,40r
29,551
935, 92r
593,894
L,624.
51,565.2I,664.
2L
592t
55 l(t7 ,002
I25,7 rl
2,999 ,064
25,855
64,
2,124 ,
511
r59
50
250
6000
65I0
FIRE
7000
72-00
7300
7500
7600
7900
El00
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI.IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AII1USEI'1ENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
28
0
23,059
!l
2, 5E4- 2 r38c+' I5I,.I2.
REPORT NO. ()8O
T
LOCATION . 25.22L
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - I.IUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNMENT . SCHOOL DISTRICTSTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
ES
ED
REQU
EDI T
x
x
x
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEN MEXICO
COI,IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
I'IAGDAL ENA
JUNE, I992
PAGE 554
RUN DATE: 07/L5/92
RUN NUT'IBER: 77O. OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
286 ,7 074I0,585
6,1.65,734
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2E6, 55Eq02,7 66
3,E79,530
x
sIc
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
599
8200
8900
S ERV ,75
,I5I5?z
55
I37 0 .326.08
920 0
9595
95 95
GOVT
215, 565 . E0
REPORT NO. ()EO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATI0N I 25-025
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
r'IETAL MINING, EXCEPT COPPER,0IL AND GAS l.,lELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES,
TOT. I.IINING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I FIEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEIiI
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAT CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RI'IDR SOCORRO CNTY
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r,249, r75
JUNE, 1992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
58,065
,555
,4E8
,215
,2L4
14,029,278
15, 1E7
963,560
5,525, 0gg
4, 552, 53 r
q6,728
50,599
I7 5 
' 
86.r
(113,492
705,795
7l?.,7 q9
PAGE 555
RUN DATE: 07/15/92
RUN NUI'IBER! 77O. OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5,04E.41
,170.10
,I30.50
,94E.70
,250 .37
,q99.77
797.32
(t9 
,3L2.62
lE5, 067 . 2r
256,585.61
?,455 .2A
1,606.47
9,Ir(.55
2r,708.50
37, 05r .59
37,4rE.60
5rc
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
29
1000
158I
158 9
MINE
010 0
0700
AGRI
1500
16r0
I620
r700
50I
507
509
URANI Ut'I, t'IOLYBDENUT'I
EXCEPT DRILLING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CON5TRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
APPAREL AND TEXTILE T'IILL PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, [.100D AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PRINIARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURI NG
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I,IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANs. SERVICES
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'T}IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC T.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI4I'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
ITIOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIPMENT
HARDNARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I,IISCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESALERS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDI^IARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTTTENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS. BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAI L ERS
Il2
54
26
I20
292
10,0
5rI 480251
5
2l
756
9, 146
q ,402
75
405
47,540
45, 965
95 ,99959,08I
26,5E6CONS
7
16 r 0
2500
2400
2700
540 0
5900
I'IFG-
4I00q200
q500
4E10
4900
TCU-
53
50
40
36
46,254
97 ,556
5r,058
659,EE7
0
0
0
17r
62
272
51
40
999,5I0
4,9L0 ,774
6,019,240
NHS L
5200
525 I
530 0
5400
554 0
5599
5800
5815
5920
5990
860,799
705,795
192 1,540, 074
REPORT NO. OEl} TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTETiI
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY sTANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
4 ,036 ,957
+ctg ,177
5, I 05, 552
32,747 ,290
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,427 rE94
556,258
4,7 9E,579
25,999,87I
PAGE 536ATE: 07/15/92
ut{BER: 770.0r
REPORTED
TAX DUE
127,447.07
L 258.56
195,976.84
7,899.508,98I.55
19,217.E2
25L,92E.t2
I,563,588.62
RU
RU
ND
NNX REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SU},IIiIARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RI'IDR SOCORRO CNTYL0cATI0N:25-025
src
CODE
RETL TOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL E5T. OPER-LE5R-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
S ERV
HOTELS, ['IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI.iUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS S ERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNT'IENT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHT.IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
NO. TAX
RETURNS
598
137
4IE
I,51E
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
65r0
FIRE
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
7900
8100
6600
6900
8 910
?6
117
42
47
32 ,88 0
5,955, 6 2 I
205,550
202,594
25, 982
3,7 32,gg?
150,455
170,652
920 0
GOVT
!l
IREPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE 0F NEtlI MEXICO
COI.IBINED REVENUE SYSTEIl
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
TAOS
JUNE, I992
a
1)
ta
-
O
t)
(D
(D
(D
(D
(D
(D
(D
-
ll
-
rl
+5I6l
3 ,042, (+57
7 ,849 ,27 5
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
+ ,2?2 ,529
5,43g,ggg
10,650,219
2E9, 936
I , g3g, g5g8,657,694
2,4E7 ,555
4,q47 ,947
E,886,59r
I,71g,g7r
5,67r,I61
5,452,639
8,6 0E, 562
1,4L7, 943
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
5r925,775
255,502
Lq?,67 5
r,195,464
lE9, 085
7L5,q?g
2,5rg,gg5
2,4E5, 0Ig
5, 94I, 4EE
g,rr5,3gg
45,801
7E4, 015
8q0,629
4, 079, 095
982,687
PAGE 357
RUN DATE. 07/I5/9?
RUN NU}4BER: 770.0].
REPORTED
TAX DUE
?q0,967 .89
r 95, 7 92.77q97,406.40
SIC
CODE
L0cATI0N:20-126
AGRICULTURAL SERVICESTOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHHAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT HEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLAS5, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIHARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I1ETAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COIIPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPTIENT
t'IISCEL L ANEOUS MANUFACTURI NG
TOT. IIANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I.IOTOR FREIGHT TRANs. , NAREHOUSING, TRANs. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELEGTRIC I'IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
MOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOITIOTIVE EQUIPTIENT
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI.IARE, PtUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
t'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'lENT AND SUPPLIES
r1I SCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROL EUM AND PETROL EUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I^IHOLESALE TRADE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
245
0700
AGRI
1700
c0N5
r500
l6 I0
I620
445
7L9
2000
30
40
70
20
40
60
67
70
5900
I'IFG-
2
2
2
5
5
5
3
5
4100
4200
450 0qE10
483 0
4900
4920
TCU-
5020
5040
5060
5070
5080
5090
50 92
l.lHS L
t72
505
2E
202
55
294
?8
89
95
76
,40E
,516
, 0IE
2,965
1,555
1,900
16 ,07 9 .37
9, 088 .62
76,150.19
50r0
I2,05r .5E
,63I . EE
,33?.?7
1q2,556 . E5
255,78E . 0E
505,51 0 . 74
2,747.59
50,31r.58
55,E80.91
251,256.70
62,9r9.50
5200
s25 I
550 0
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTTIENT STORES
il
2q2
30r
92
III
ao
o
O
o
o
o
a
a
O
a
0
O
O
O
0
,
REPORT NO. 08()
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:20.I26
5815
5 9I0
5990
RET L
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICL E DEAL ERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHIHGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
ITIISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKER
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT. , ETC. , AN
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL E
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'1I'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
TAOS
JUNE, L99?
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
25, 093,906
36 , 057,449
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2+,505, r 9r
52, 172, I 954II,545
0 99, 559
555, 6Eq08I,458
96I,908
907,926
7 00 ,465
, r78,755
, I25r 059
PAGE 55EDATE: 07/L5/92
NUITBER: 77O. OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
1,565,730.50
r, r66 r 55E. 907,191,487.05
,7 90 .5E
,727.55
,802. 36
, 95E.77
,806 . 76
,62-1.4238,221 .53
2,65E, 0 68 .85
255 .23
II,589,L29.04 \
\
RUN
RUN
a
rl
rl
(a
tl
lt
t
t
t
tl
t
I
\
t
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
531 0
5400
I
2
5
5I
15
3
I,I
5
+lrz
6rsI,r
2r7
8
lrI
5rJ
6(++ 
,7
59I4I
6E
79
134
358
84
461
EO
q79
49I
435
0I
9
9I
551
554
559
560
570
5E0
500
610
650
651
655
7900
8 010
E060
E900
89I0
S ERV
,559, 574
,gll r22?
, 
q9?,337
,281,781
,496r695
,L71,575
, 7 08, 5E5
II
?
5
14,
5,
1EII2
2, 06E,218 . 95
90,552.99
70,605.05
r65,416.65
524, 91E. l261,r78.70959,I18.55
237,842.L7
04
576I
31
62
6Z3I
1,973
3,6 9I
2E,0r6,296
I35,6E4,267
HOTELS, IiIOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
l\lISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AFIUSEI'1ENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT t'IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - I'lUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNI',IENT
23,660 .?2
I92, r70.90
L6? .67 -
295,656 .25
,3?4.
,950.
,069.
165
92
?6
45
56E
75
33E
65,790
26,565q8,967
L5,892
??,690
,64E.
,906.
,586 .
S AND SERVICES
D TITLE ABSTRACT
P ERS
STAT E
6E
197
0
52r
1,5r9,555
3,1r1,670
z ,555-6,55r,129
56
2,98
E,661 -
0,E6?2,655-
2,558FI RE 4 ,60
7000
7200
7300
7500
7600
7E00
17, 970, r65
2,550, 9552,glg,54g
17,551,892
2,50r,047
2r296,357L158,50I
495,357
4(t8,
I ,215,
6,302,
943,
2,73E,
205,
980,
4, 086 ,
595,
41,26E,
3,7 0g
177,755,4E3
I,129
Lq7
14E
72
51
28
79
405
60
I75
L?
6?
265
967
8r9
66r
703
570
I r6
209
542
783
5r3
,87+.
Et00
8200
8600
920 0
95 95
GOVT
65,27862,I00
5E,21 I
1I,621
6
5
7I
5
91,230
r9,0r9
26,r095, 3g
55
9,295
t9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
. TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIE5 IN THIS LOCATION
266,257
221,075,591
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.I HEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUTIT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
QUESTA
JUNE, L992
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 359
RUN DATE. 07/L5/9?
RUN NUI'TBER: 77O. OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
7q, 041
57 (t ,2?7
61,045
366,676
1,047,695
17,929
53, E42
147, 1861,r35,2r0
5rc
CODE
LoCATI0N.20-222
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI^IAY
LUMBER, t^100D AND PAPER PR0DUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY IIETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED T'IETAL PRODUCTS
HISCELLANEOUS MAHUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PA5SENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMHUNICATIOHS
ELECTRIC I,IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMT'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'IOTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTOT'IOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI.IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
I'IISCELLANEOUS HHOL ESAL ERSTOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
I500
t6I0
I620
1700
c0Ns
2400
27 00
520 0
5400
5900
I'lFG-
4I0 0
4810
4900
4920
TCU-
49III ,237r 91E277E77 4,59955, 97 6 .56.07
l
2
, 139.66
, r27.09
3,EEz.59
20,265.3?.
64,106.6E
27
95
L24
187, 955
566,550
1,275,E92
2tE,2t5
I54,605
2,86 5, 56 5
5010
5040
5070
5080
5090 42, 57 0
I49,2685LNH
58
64
(t7
55
L57,E18
I ,559, 750
5200
550 0
540 0
551 0
554 0
559?
5599
5600
5700
5800
5815
5990
RETL
6000
FIRE
BUILDING MATERIALS
GENERAL IiIERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
]'IOTOR VEHICL E DEAL ERS
GASOLINE SERVICE
MOBILE HOME DEAL
I'IISCELLANEOUS VE
APPAREL AND ACCE
FURNITURE, HOHE
EATING AND DRINK
LIQUOR DISPENsER
IIISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
9,553. 58
72,542.7 6
STAT IONS
ERS
HICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
SSORY STORES
FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORESING PLACESS . BY THE DRINK 215
975
602
25
85
286
,ttl
2IE ,
L?2t
2, 54E,
15, E
Er0
150, 0
64.5605.I5
59.47
IREPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'IANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTs TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 540
RUN DATE! 07/I5/92
RUN NUMBER: 77O.OIX REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUMI{ARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
QU ESTA
JUNE, I992
L0cATI0N | 20-22?
5rc
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
7E00
8010
E900
S ERV
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
T'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI.1OBI L E RENTAL , REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
T'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
NOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS]'lISCEL LANEOUS SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
29 178,655 l7E, 655 I1,406.92
q9 277,162 253,45r r6,672. 9E
?9
t02
248
IE1,}I9
2?0,965
898,075
18l, rl9
L47,667
E0E, 557
1I,595.20
9,q50.71
5r ,522 .85
92
95
GO
00
95
VT
STATE GOVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNIIENT . ['IUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 8EE 6,2lg,r7l 4,E5g,Egg 505,665.5I
IREPORT NO. ()EO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEI,I I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SU]'IT,IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RED RIVER
JUNE, L992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
491,261
1,052,009
509,456
2,6ZL,L6g
255, E95
,725
,722
r,004,706
2,459 r 5E5
5, 7 6 5,955
r5,006r267
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 54IDATE: 07/15/92
NUI'IBER: 77O. OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2+,101.28
57,398. 05
t7 ,87q.46
163,526 .62
2,2I7 .85
1 ,377 . 99
?0L,274 .82
62,6 95 . E0
158,e65.25
576,00E.09
855,816.69
36,035.29
5.57-
36,029.72
RUN
RUNX REQUEST XX EDITED X
SIG
CODE
LOCATION:20.5I7
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHI.IAYSPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAT PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, I,IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
I'II SCEL TANEOUS FlANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUSING, TRANs. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
t'lFG-
t500
I610
1620
I700
CONS
4200
4500
48r0
4850
4900
4920
TCU-
5040
5080
50 90
hIHSL
105
153
86
r53
53
55
II6
37{,6IE
E99,588
2000
240 0
2700
5900
5300
5400
55I 0
5600
520 0
525 r
509,454
2,5+9,229
54,655
21,591
5,122,579
995,109
2, 459, 5E3
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
r'IISCEL LANEOUS bIHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING HATERIALs
HARDNARE STORES
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
HOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSER5 - BY THE DRINK]'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAI LERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERSTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, ]'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
28
7.t
2I
5,162
561,7059r-
561 , 614
5700
5E00
58I5
5990
RETL
65I0
6s50
FI RE
: Tooo
251
55r
59
0
59
5r7
LZ,g
54,6r1
28 ,77 ct
561,7059t-
561,6r4
tT
3s6 4, I g5 ,551 4, r50,6E0 266,4r{. rE
;l
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
COI'TBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAG
07
77
E 342/L5/92
0.0rRUN DATE:RUN NU]'IBER:X REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUI'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RED RIVER
JUNE, 1992
LocATI0N:20-517
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR EPORTEDECEIPTs TAXAB L EGROSS RECEIPTS REPORTEDTAX DUE
720
750
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
PERSONAL sERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS BUsINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
HISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'1U5EI'1ENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
NONPROFIT t'lEI,IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
]'II SCEL L ANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
40
62
2E
29q
477
I82
,825
,67 5
t L(t7
191,618
477,675
r78,661
12,658.81
50,845.26
rr,262.0275
76
79
EO
E6
89
0
0
0I
0
0 l2q
58E
7E5,41r
7r259,0r7
64E,756
6,945,03r
42,209.57
447,575.45
8910
SERV
9200
9500
GOVT
STAT E
LOCAL
TOT.
GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
GOVERNI'IENT - COUNTIES
GOVERNI'IENT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISH]IIENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION r,651 2q ,908,263 ?4 ,063 , L7 4 1,552,645. EE
REPORT NO. 08(l
iT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUHI{ARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RI'IDR TAOS CNTY
JUNE, 1992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
II,230,250
5,09E,45E
21,E29,505
1,921, 56E
5, E4 g, Eg6
247,510
r,597,7r4
2,002,536
2,sEZ,97g
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
9,763,653
51 9, 551
1r055,644
247 ,5L0
5,270,05r
r, 961,55I
r0,5I4, 059
2,r00,067
20 ,002,E77
206,719
595, E15
r,260,675
PAGE 545
RUN DATE: 07/L5/92
RUN NUl'IBERI 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
574,559 . 46
23(.,245.93
96L,78?.46
I8,7EE.686r,760.57
r(,40E.55
285,750 . 0
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
L0cATI0N:20-020
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS, NATURAL GAS LIQUIDSOIL AND GAS HELL DRILLING
TOT. I'TINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI,IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
MEAT PACKING AND OTHER T'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'lILL PRODUCTS
LU]'1BER, hIOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
t'II SCEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., hIAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
TEL EPHONE AND TEL EGRAPH COIVII'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
957, 037
506,084
604,660
295,096
I76 , EI5
202, I 9E
17 ,252.09
LO,(t29.75
r1,756 .5I
NO. TAX
RETURNS
66E
010 0
0700
0E00
AGRI
I5I0
I58 T
MINE
1500I6t0
1520
1700
CONS
3200
3400
5900
I'lFG-
639
r ,558
I2t
363
,249
,578
3,996
16,562
I09
60
30
20I0
250 0
2400
2700
{r00
4200
450 0
481 0(85 0
4900q9z0
TCU-
5010
5040
5050
5070
50E0
5090
68
2(tB
88
79
2E
545
I74
2L9
85
,950.4
,982.9
,820.9
,225.0
5
9
9
5
q
I12
612
t25l, l5E
5,507,565
2,200 ,292I0,94r,194
2,452,555
21,349,775
5092
l.lHS L
I'IOTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTOT'IOTIVE EQUIP]'IENT
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI^IARE, PLUf'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPTIES
I'IIACHINERY, EQUIPT'IENT AND SUPPLIES
}4I SCEL L ANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI''I AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTSTOT. h.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING HATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
12,011.02
25,114.55
74,081.50
t
5200
525 t
REPORT NO. ()El) TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUHMARY -- BUsINE55 ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RI'IDR TAOS CNTY
JUNE, I992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
5,697 r956
4 ,062,01 0
526 ,455
5,145r666
5,959,05r
r0,0qr,5Ig
55, 757, 455
5,55r,064
6 lE, 6E5I, 0 I2, 527
L2,O(tq ,552
503,586
27,06I,604
114,400,741
TAXABL E
GRO55 RECEIPTS
1, 542,459
753,197
2r284,886
2, 544, 183
l6 l, 3075,I50,529
5, 96 g, 05r
6 ,572, 540
22,055,095
2,655,002
4 ,5?2 , E67
1,958,0(0
r ,64.5, 124
551,507
901,524
rr, 963,655
r68,512
PAGE 544
RUN DATEI 07/15/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
78,(t46.67
4+ ,402 .9L
155,178.61
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
5400
src
CODE
550 0
55r0
554 0
5599
5600
5700
5E00
5815
59I0
5990
RETL
LocATI0N:20-020
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS]'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOT'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
B ANKS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL E5T. OPER-LE5R-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERSTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
t30
138
I66
1,516,466
1,L57 ,297
r50
9
IE6
259
279
115
97
4 ,6Eq
2,055I,709
57
76
244
I96
, 02E.41
,601.0E
,864.07
,7r2.E5
775I,892 580,000.57I,51r ,082.25
157,837 . l6
,505.2C,
,121.99
,456.Er
5000
6500
65]0
6550
FI RE
7000
7200
7500
739I
7500
7600
7800
7900
8 010
HOTELS, HOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
CONI'IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPI'IENT LABORATORIES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
T'TISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSEHENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
t'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - COUNTIESTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
132
49
6,699
552
267
505
,595
,724
,504
25I
165
5Z
55
,E05.79
,47 0 .64
805
810
E20
860
890
36
z7
569
2, 07E
E9IO
SERV
,157
,609
6E,157
5,791, I25
68
5,07r
25 ,559 r?gg
EE,466,235
755,20q. 29
9,987 .2E
3,970.56
r8r, 9E9.75
I,54q, 956 . 9E
5rZCt\r499.6I
9200
930 0
GOVT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
: T0T- TorAL FoR ALL TNDUSTRTES rN THrs LocATroN
REPORT NO. ()El) TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEt.I I'IEXICO
COT,IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'T
ANALYSIS OF GROSS REGEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUTII'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
MOUNTAINAIR
JUNE, I99?
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,r0I,052
256,282
rql,200
587 ,765
r, 121, g2E
2,7 55 ,?7 I
72,32E
20,391
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
1,729,95+
84,417
I15,409
386, 145
PAGE 345
RUN DATEI 07/L5/92
RUN NUMBER: 770.0].
REPORTED
TAX DUE
r0r,575. 04
r5, I87 .65
57,652. 9t
57,r70.88
4, 959. 55
6 ,662.77
2r,799.6r
64,094.19
15r,270 . 07
r,325.69
1,175.05
r4,107.r9
55,55E.EL
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
sIc
CODE
L0cATI0N | 22-t27
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
I'lISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. t'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANs. SERVICESPIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COFTIUHIGATIONS
ELECTRIC t.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOU5EHOLD APPLIANCES
I'lISCEL LANE0US l.lH0 L ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
r06
32
r7q
2E6,90t
725,E87l,097,4rg
286, 132
640,560
1,000,740
NO. TAX
RETURNS
r20
29
z5
32
I
5
58
27
152
I500]620
1700
CONS
27 00
5900
T'IFG-
4100
420 0
4600
4E 10
4900
TCU-
5040
5060
s090
5n92
l,lHS L
5599
5700
5800
7000
7200
7500
7500
5813
5910
5990
RET L
530 0
5400
554 0
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
T'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
FURNITURE, HOt'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
I'1I5CEL LANEOUS RETAI t ERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
HOTELS, ]'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
T,IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBI L E RENTAL , REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
E
2
T
2
l, 090, 954
2,589,897
22,556
20,017
366,297
7 93 ,456
241 , 6I5
606,407
I
E010
8900
5 ERV 235
IREPORT NO. l)8(l TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 546
07 /15/92
770.0r
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI,IBER:X REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUI1MARY .- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
I'l0UNTi{INAIR
JUNE,1992
LocATI0N , 22-t27
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LR5R EPORTEDECEI PT5 TAXABL EGROSS RECEIPTS REPORTEDTAX DUE
9200
93 95
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
TOT . GOV ERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION E44 7,05E,202 6, 040,295 352,27 0 .7E
REPORT NO. ()El) TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.J HEXICO
COI-IBINED REVENUE 5Y5TEt'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SU}II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
I'IORIARTY
JUNE, 1992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
282,090
2, 010 , 971
4l4,Z3Z
54E, 450
2,13?,7 q6
68,I07
I,052,054
44, I25
5 ,956 ,6?8
4,315, 074
r00,652
220,580
PAGE 347ATE: 07/15/92
UMBER: 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
15,558.881IE,r10.67
,477.27
,r9E.78
RU
RU
ND
NNX REQUEST XX EDITED X
src
CODE
L0cATI0N . 22-223
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LUI'IBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PRIMARY I'IETAL INDUST., FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL I'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIP]'IENT
I'1I SCEL L ANEOUS FIANUFACTURING
TOT. t'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , ].IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'ITIUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC [.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COTIIIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
I500
I5IO
r700
c0Ns
010 0
AGRI
24
z7
5q
0
0
0
0
0
9
4100
4200
481 0
4900
TCU-
5020
5040
5060
5070
5080
56
s7
52r
5, r40
,947
,7 59
(t4
I03
r24
206
43
119
,312
,8 08
590
I'IFG
817
r,305 t27 ,273L92,L52
7
1I
50 90
5092
l.,lH S L
DRUGs, CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDHARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCEL LANEOUS I.THOL ESALERS
PETROLEUFI AND PETROLEUI'T PRODUCTS
TOT. T,IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING }IATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTIiIENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
T,IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPARET AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
196
55
t0t
482, 08565I,415
2,450,297
95 , 319
I , I65, I55
4 
' 
(160 
,7 95
282,692
245,231
I2t, 911 .24
q,00L.29
61,E06.97
2,592.36
549,951.86
24,556 . I2
3+,7L9 .7 6
255,595.075,9r2.11I2,959.I5
520 0
525L
550 0
5sI 0
540 0
551 0
554 0
5599
5600
5700
580 0
5E I3
50 45,525
57 7,057,015
4E
54
2A
97 ?1257 1372 2,rgg,5E5 t29,225.6t
I
,
REPORT NO. OEO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATroN | 22-223
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY sTOREs
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
SECUTY. AND COHDTY. BROKERS, DELRS.,
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC.
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DE
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND RE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTFIENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SU]'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
I'IO RI A RTY
JUNE,1992
15/ 92
.0r
PAGE
07/
770
548
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI'IBER I
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR EPORTEDECEIPTS
2,599,903
IE,45+,455
246 ,855
955, 045
5,023,20E
30, 50E,739
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
246,677
I06,E82
94 ,7 47
559,I49
7 07 ,3502,717,990
?5,L27 ,520
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
123,510.9E
96?,72q.64
L4 ,492.29
4L ,527 .7 5
r59,652.17
L,q72,704.75
, AND
VELOP
AL E5
5910
5990
RETL
7600
7900
EOTO
E060
8I0 0
25r
595
2, 0 gg, g5g
16,5E6,ESI
6000
6200
6510
6550
FI RE
7000
7 ?00
7500
7500
6600
8900
S ERV
9200
92E2
93 95
95 95
GOVT
STA
STA
L0c[0c
TOT
EXCGS. , SERV.TITLE ABSTRACT
ERS
TATE
HOTELS, t'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICEs
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOT'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AMUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IE['IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'tISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
50
E6
I05
80
537,769
207 ,7 69
295,604
594, r95
557,769
204,349
249, 75E
575,775
51,595. 97
12, 0 05.55
14,67r.40
22,r55.34
56
z5
57
107,546
94 ,7 q7
35r ,50 r
6,279.2E
5,556.59
19,925.04
59
2t6
665
l, 959
TE
TE
AL
AL
GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INsTITUTIONS
GOVERNF1ENT - EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
GOVERNT.lENT - I'IUNICIPALITI ES
GOVERNMENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
GOV ERNITIENT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEbJ I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI.l
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMMARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
tIILLARD
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
r25,454
275,457
437,978
PAGE 549
RUN DATE. 07/I5/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
6,299.12
t+, 0 15.64
22, 4rE . 55
I
I
I
I
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
LOCATION:22-3T4
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
T'IOTOR FREIGHT TRAN5. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COTIMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, CONI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
74
52
155
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
r47,730
275,505
466 ,997
LR5R
I
I
t
t
t
O
I
o
O
o
4100
420 0
481 0
4900
I50 0
1700
c0Ns
5090
tlHSL
E900
S ERV
9200
GOVT
CUT
5500
5800
5990
RETL
I'IISCEL LANEOUS NHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. hIHOLESALE TRADE
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
HISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNIIENT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS . (5ERVICEs)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
TI
REPORT NO. 08O
LOCATION I 22-4LO
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI.IMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
x
x
r500
1700
CONS
REQUEST X
EDITED X
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN T'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
ENCINO
JUNE, ].992
TOTAL REPORTED
GRO55 RECEIPTS
40,575
I63,304
t6{,650
479,750
TAXAB t E
GROSS RECEIPTS
5E,I6O
r2E,590
I(lE, O5E
299,59L
PAGE 550
RUN DATE. 07/I5/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O. OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2,057.21
6,E97.E4
5, E0E . l2
16, 0E9.1.5
5rc
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
o
o
o
o
o
a
a
t
)
a
)
410 0q200
48I0
4900
TCU-
27
5E
5090
l.lH 5 L
I'IISCEL LANE0US tlH0L ESAL ERS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
NISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAI L ER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
I'I]SCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
sTATE GOVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATIOH AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
5300
554 0
5990
RETL
7000
7300
S ERV
920 0
GOVT
55
r53
r:_
0
REPORT NO. ()8(l
L0cATI0N:22-505
FORESTRY AND FISHERIESTOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
I'IEAT PACKING AND OTHER I'IEAT PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PETROLEUI'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS I'TANUFACTURING
TOT. T'IANUFACTURING
I{OTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , T^IAREHOUSING, TR
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COHI'IUNICATION
ELECTRIC I,IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS A
AN5. sERVICEs
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPHENT AND SUPPLIES
HISCELLANEOUS NHOLESALERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUGTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
FARH EAUIPT,IENT DEAL ERs
GENERAL T'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
DEPARTI.IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I{ISCETLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
HISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER.LESR-AGT., ETC.I AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
,.
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.J I'IEXICO
COIiIBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMI'IARY -. BUSINESS AGTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
ESTANCI A
JUNE, I992
RUN DATE:
RUN NUTIBER:
PAGE 55I
07 /15/92
770.0I
REQUEST X
EDITED X
x
x
SIC
CODE
0E0 0
AGRI
NO. TAX
RETURNS
72
39
TOTA
GROS
LR5R EPORTEDECEIPTS
r39,169
42.9,27E
418,67 9
r,096,563
2L7,56E
44,658
505,195
2,EI(t,6E7
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
55,665
q25 
,77 6
418, 573
EsI,520
r90,E44
54,555
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5,270.4.r
25,014.54
22,65I.EE
q6,9?4.28
I I ,212. l5
2,01E.24
20r0
2700
2900
5900
I'IFG-
4200
481 0
4900
TCU-
5252
530 0
531 0
5400
5599
5500
5700
5800
581 5
5990
RETL
1500
r700
c0Ns
6000
6500
6510
FI RE
s
TIL
r02
r40ND
ITIES
UTILITIES
5040
5080
5090
5092
NHSL 3E
35
00
IO
87
207
291,829
2,4(t7,40L I7I45 ,145.,781.
St
IC
HOTELS, TIOTEL
PERSONAL SERV
TRAILER PARK5 AND OTHER LODGING
ES
tl
:1
7000
7200
5t 185, 624 185,624 I 0,7E7 . 9t
tREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEt.I ]itEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 552
RUN DATE. 07/L5/92
RUN NUT'IBER: 77O. ()IX REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUIII'.IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
ESTANCI A
JUNE, I992
LocATI0N:22-505
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5E
25
TOTA L
GROSS
REPORTED
RECEIPTS
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
80,214
I75, 945
REPORTED
TAX DUE
4,7LL.92
r 0,556 . 55
7500
7500
7600
7900
I'TISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
T.IISCEL LANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IUSEI'IENT AHD RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
25?,5?g
r81,620
E0t0
E90 0
SERV
86
223
183,659
659,587
97 ,288
375,245
5,697 .75
22,0?7.08
920 0
95 95
95 96
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - SPECIAL DISTRICTS AND OTHERTOT. GOVERNT'{ENT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 791 5,87E,957 4,795,099 27 9 ,644 .E6
tREPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEl.l I'lEXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI{
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATIONX REQUEST XX EDITED X
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
1,525, E77
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
1,197,705
r,2E0,550
I0,185,462
25 ,97 9
596,0E8
5r,529
lE, 783
PAGE 555
RUN DATEI 07/L5/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
53,9E0.61
ANNUAL SU]'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RMDR TORRANCE CNTY
src
CODE
LocATI0N.22-02?
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL sERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
NONI'IETAL L IC I'IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASHTOT. ITIINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHhIAYSPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
I'IEAT PACKING AND OTHER MEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTITE TIILL PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, I.JOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PETROLEUI'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASSI AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY I'TETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
MISCELLANEOUS FIANUFACTURING
TOT. T'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I.IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRAN5. SERVICESPIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COHT-IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMT,IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
tlHS L
I'IOTOR VEHICL E5 AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIP]'IENT
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
IYIACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
T'IISCEL LANEOUS NHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
NO. TAX
RETURNs
L22
2E5
456
2
I1 , 
364, E40
,884,555
0I0 0
0700
0E0 0
AGRI
Iq00
TIIN E
t4t
65
525
1500
t 510
I620
I700
CONS
5 0I0
5040
50E0
5090
69,
549,
249.65
842 .9q
20I0
2500
240 0
27 00
2900
5200
5400
5900
I'1FG.
4100
420 0
4500
48I 0
4900
TCU-
520 0
525 r
5500
5400
554 0
5592
5599
70
I05
32I,990727,I]5
1,500,22E
1,699,2772,960,01I
7 ,4gg,3Zl
?tq,7L5
t5r,654
368, 525
5,512, 650
86, e5E . 45
155 , r40 .813r4,455.97
1,597 .272L 455. 03
L,523.42
r, 022. 05
5,E96.57
19,977 .72
179,505.16
56
4E
r,575,997
2,977,51L
5, EEo ,527
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
GENERAL I{ERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTTiIENT STORESRETAIL FOOD 5TORE5
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HOI'IE DEALERS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
1044
34
26
35
3r51
E, 910
8,525
2,650
REPORT NO. OEl) TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI{ENT
STATE OF NEt.I I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 554
RUN DATE: 07/L5/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O.OIX REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUI'IFTARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RI'IDR TORRANCE CNTY
JUNE, L992
L0cATI0N | 22-022
sIc
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5600
5800
5E1 5
5990
RETL
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
I'lISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
45
186
585
I
3
E
,50r, l5l
,445,504
, 6 95,805
1,206, E32
1 , E05, (Ig
6 ,992, gg2
65
97
37?-.
,590.95
,741 .50
,792.74
6510
6550
FI RE
REAL EST. OPER.LESR-AGT., ET
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS ANDTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND
C., A
DEV EL
REAL
ND TITLE ABSTRACT
OPERS
ESTATE
7000
7200
7500
7500
7500
HOTELS, IIOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
'{UTOI.IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICESMISCELLAN OUS REPAIR SERVICES
ANUSEIYIENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
IlI
57
57
5, 7I
40
50
5
5
8
,521
,05I
,526
5, 010
290
?07
,75I
,0Lz
,467
27 L ,945 .66I5,718.E5
11,240.607900
80r0
8060
8900
89r0
S ERV
26 257 ,235 ?67,235 L4,487.97
208 +20 ,940 550,27I 18,9I1.85
525 7 ,253,49q 6,262,L+q 359,5 9E. 95
9200
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERN]'IENT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHNENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOGATION 1,9I6 45,575,1rr 55 ,265,51 9 l, 95E, 982. 37
,t
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NET.I MEXICO
COIIBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'l
AHALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUIIMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
CL AYTON
JUNE, I992
xR
xE EQUEST XDITED X
PAGE 555
RUN DATE: 07/L5/92
RUN NUFIBER: 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
I , r59,257
1,415 ,244
5,52q,322
L20,402
r,049,7r3
5q3,725
870,45{
5, 5r5,4gg
935,285
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
972,035
98 ,815585,0rr
Lr555,g5r
664,417
7 62, q69
4 1750,354
17,765
r54, I64
426,650
857,244
4,872,8E4
7 6L ,2q7
SIC
CODE
LOCATION: I8-I28
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICESTOT. AGRICULTURE
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLINGTOT. I'IINING
GENERAT BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
I'IEAT PACKING AND OTHER I'IEAT PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, I.]OOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'lARY T'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
TRANSPORTAT ION EQU IPI'IENT
1'II SCEL LAN EOUS I'IANU FACTURINGTOT. t'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI,IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION]'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMI'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GA5 UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI^IARE, PLUIIBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
FTACHINERY, EQUIPI'lENT AND SUPPLIES
T,lISCEL L ANEOUS I^IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROL EUI'I AND PETROL EUITI PRODUCTSTOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
55
127
I68
58 ,97 4 .606,I55.50
35,E59.01
100,970.21
138 9
FIIN E
010 0
0700
AGRI
Is00l6I0
I700
CONS
4r00q200
48I0(E30
58
5I
96
185
1,252, 993
r99,ZI6
855, 0 57
2,285 ,Z(t6
20I0
2400
2700
520 0
5400
5700
5900
IIFG-
40,E05.85
q6,8L+.?+
?90 ,362.27
1,075.25
9, (09.05
26,079.19
52,427 .75
29E,?90 .20
46,497.11
29
56
45
41
459, q5I
452,315
925,238
535,65E
459,451
220 ,37 (+
767,770
455,202
95. 4E
7E. I8
90.17I6.96
27,9I5r4
46rE
25,5900
9"0
cu-
q
4
T
5020
5040
5070
5080
5090
50 92
tlH5L
5200
525 I
550 0
531 0
5400
554 0
5599
(+6
9I
28
6(+
76
a7
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS VEHICL E AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEAL ERS
IREPORT NO. ()8()
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION ! IE-128
SIC
CODE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE 0F NEt^l t'lEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'IANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL sUT'IIIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
CL AYTON
JUNE, L992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
253,51r
r rE65,565
870,117
2,455, E76
15,262,907
lzE ,4(t+
6 95, 067
I,41I,II5
587,405
574,520
265,541
228, 055
r,2r0,700
282,253
5,.525,404
32,767,677
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
229,03+
1,E54,954
710,489
,564,561
,954r000
I, r60,592
27l,20L
5,27 9 ,52.5
26 ,3q0 , 17 q
PAGE 355
RUN DATE: 07/L5/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 77O. OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
15,98E.95
I14,240.4I
45,590.58
85,592. 09
79?,7I8.05
,293.99
,0+7.07
71,00+.62
15,621 .57
322 ,7 0L .7 2
L61r,064.0r
5600
5700
5800
58I5
59r0
5920
5990
RETL
APPAR EL
FURN I TU
EATING
L I QUOR
DRUG AN
NO. TAX
RETURNs
29
82
35
258
728
D ACCESSORY STORES
HOI'1E FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
DRINKINC PLACES
PENSERS - BY THE DRINK
ROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I.1ISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL E5T. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRAGTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, ]'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PER5ONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AITIUSEFIENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITATS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
TEGAL sERVICES
NONPROFIT HEIYIBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
t'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
GOVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
GOVERNMENT - COUNTIES
GOVERNI'IENT - MUNICIPALITIES
GOVERNMENT . SCHOOL DISTRICTS
GOVERNMENT - SPECIAL DISTRICTS AND OTHER
GOVERNMENT
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIE5 IN THIS LOCATION
AN
RE,
AND
DIS
DP
I
t2
5000
6500
65I0
FIRE 5399
I r7,650
424,E03
7
26
7000
7 200
7500
7500
7600
9200
9300
95 95
95 95
95 95
GOVT
r,400
578
314
2LZ
r95
r07
I59
94
75
54
,387
,423
,302
, I94
,965
E5, 555 .4555,5I6 . E4
L9 
'220 .c+712,982.42lr, 962.467900
8 0I0
8060
EIOO
E500
E900
8 9I0
S ERV
66
2r7
822
2,2E5
STAT E
LOCAL
LOCAL
LOCAL
LOCAL
TOT.
ri
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I T'IEXICO
COHBINED REVENUE SYSTE],I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUTITIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
DES I'IOINES
JUNE, L992
RUN DATE!
RUN NUI'IBER:
E 557/L5/92
0.01
PAG
07
77X REQUEST XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
LOCATION ! IE-224
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
I,IISCEL LANEOUS 1'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COTI}IUNICATIONS
ETECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
HARDWARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IISCEL t ANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROL EUI.I AND PETROL EUI'I PRODUCTSTOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
55
56
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
6 08 ,4(2
149, 944
, E28
,9?9
LRSR TAXAB L EGROSS RECEIPTS
q59,245
32,921
67,0E0
149, 944
50,456
237 ,535
REPORTED
TAX DUE
26, 906.6I
1500
I610
1700
CONS
0700
AGRI
27 00
5900
t'lFG-
5070
5090
5092
hIHSL
4100
4E I0
4900
4920
TCU.
550 0
5E 15
5990
RETL
65r0
FI RE
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTHENT STORES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
I'lISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
REi{L EST. 0PER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, t'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IETIBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
50
r05
55,535
6 9, 64I 1,924.613,915.09
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
8600
8900
SERV
E,1E5.55
5,52r.47I5,28r.01
tl
9200
GOVT
30IlE 60239
IREPORT NO. 08l) TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I l.IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 556
RUN DATE: 07/15/92
RUN NUIIBER: 77O. OI
x
x
REQU
EDI T
ES
ED
T x
x
ANNUAL SU]IT'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
DES I'IOINES
JUNE, I992
LocATI0N I t8-22+
src
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOGATION 35r L, 664, 094 r , 029, 062 59,4E3.64
t
IREPORT NO. OEO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION ! IE-515
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
TOT. I'IANUFAGTURING
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IHUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC IAIATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEN MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE sYSTEl'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
GRENVI L L E
JUNE, I992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r6,173
22,065
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
14, 175
20 ,067
PAGE 559
RUN DATEI 07/L5/92
RUN NUI',IBER: 77O. OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
846 .85
r,201.97
sIc
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5+
E5
1700
CONS
27 00
t'lFG-
48r0
4900
TCU-
5090
NHSL
550 0
RETL
920 0
GOVT
I'II SCEL LAN EOUS I^IHOL ESAL ERS
TOT . I.IHOL ESAL E TRADE
GENERAL ilERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
STATE GOVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNI{ENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
IrE
IREPORT NO. ()8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN ['1EXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 560ATE: 07/15/92
UMBER: 77O. OI
RU
RU
ND
NN
xR
*E EQUEST XDITED X
ANNUAL SUMHARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
F0 LS0r'l
JUNE, I992
LOCATION: }E.4I1
sIc
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR EPORTEDECEIPTS TAXAB L EGROSS RECEIPTS REPORTEDTAX DUE
I500
I700
c0Ns
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
481 0
4900
TCU-
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II'IUNICATION
ELECTRIC hIATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UT0T. TRANSP0RTATI0N, C0H!'IUNICiATI0NS A
s
TILIT
ND UT
IESILITIEs 67 55,656 5r,552 2,E44.L6
5090
HH5 L
I'1I SCEL L AN EOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. IdHOLESALE TRADE
530 0
5EL5
5990
RETL
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE 52 255,960 255,70( 15, lll.02
7300
E900
SERV
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
HISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
920 0
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNMENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION L42 511,505 30r,600 15,755. 04
REPORT NO. 08()
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I8-(}IE
AGRICULTURAL PRODUGTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
r'IETAL MINIOIL AND GAOIL AND GA
NONMETAL L I
TOT. I'IININ
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUI LDI
SPECIAL TR
TOT. CONTR
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTIITENT
STATE OF NEhI MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEMANALYSI5 OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
RUN DATE:
RUN NUMBER:
PAGE 55I
07 /15/92
770.0I
ANNUAL SUI'IIIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RMDR UNION CNTY
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
q8E, 0E5
2 ,4r+3 t 36L
4 ,051 ,45+
Ir804,rr0l
E, 514,595
1, 0 96 ,599
127,223
492, 180
r5,660, 086
18,5El ,520
255, 35r
7 55 ,239
78, 15I
5E, EE 9.
1,E74,592
JUNE, 1992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
+32,66?-
525,565
5, E25 , 457
r, 029, r45
7 ,515, 970
140,655
L27 ,223
374,5E2
I6,598,269
IE,592,99E
255,55I
655, I85
65, 556
REPORTED
TAX DUE
z?,7Lq.76
27,581.60
200,EE7.96
54, 050 . 05
585, 97E.72
7, 383.50
6,679.23
19,621.81
E7I, (10. I5
965,sEE.62
src
CODE
27A
NO. TAX
RETURNs
46
59
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
0
0I
0I0
070
GR
1000
I581
I5E 9I{00
MINE
NG,SNSF
CM
G
EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUM, TIOLYBDENUI'I
ELL DRILLING
IELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
INERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
I500
r6]0
1620
1700
c0N5
27 00
520 0
340 0
5900
MFG-
4r00
4200{EI()
4900
4920
TCU-
5200
5?52
550 0
554 0
5600
5700
5E00
58r3
5990
50
5E
102
37
21r
50
L25
NG
ADE
ACT
HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHNAY
CONTRACTORS
CONSTRUCT I ON
50I0
5020
5090
5092
I^lH S L
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY I.TETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED ['IETAL PRODUCTS
MISCEL L ANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHhIAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATIO}I
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'It'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC hIATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COTII'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'lOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPT'IENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
NI SCEL LANEOUS I^IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING IiIATERIALS
FART'I EQUIPI'IENT DEALERS
GENERAL ]'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORESGASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOFlE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
I'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERS
L2
35
,250.89
,2q2.24
q4
7E
40 5,430 . 15
Z
6E
0
86
, EE9-
,786
5E
1,509 ,041.,765.
69-
69
IREPORT NO. (lEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE 5Y5TEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 362
RUN DATE: 07/15/92
RUN NUT'IBER: 77O. OIX REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUI'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RI'IDR UNION CNTY
JUNE, I99Z
TOCATION: IE.(}lE
sIc
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXAB t E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
RETL TOT. RETAIL TRADE t79 2,?56 ,126 r,645,E00 85,404.49
6000
FIRE
BANKS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
7500
7500
7600
890 0
89r0
5 ERV
t'llSCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
HISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
50
72
266, r6t
500,902
250, r57
+E+,497
I5, l5
25,43
2.t7
r .88
I62 925,679 E6E,260 45 ,57 9 .ttz
9200
950 0
93 95
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - COUNTIES
LOCAL GOVERNI'1ENT - MUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNMENT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHHENTS. (SERVICES)
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 909 54, 945,549 29 ,97 5 ,946 I,575,6Eq.4L
REPORT NO. (}EO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:14-I29
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
OIL AND GAS I.IELL DRILLING
TOT. 1'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, I.JOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN MEXICO
GOI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
i{NALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
BELEN
JUNE, I992
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI'IBER:
PAGE 565
07 /L5/92
770.01
5IC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
200
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,534,219
1,267 ,292
15,70L871
2,555, r54
1E,809,054
25,422
2,275,174
3,q54,q47
7,5E5,741
I,zEE,258
5,20r,570
7,L4?rL65
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
l,5E9,gZ7
3,025,095
4 ,906 ,527
1,042,9L7
19,267
I 90, 022
?,466 ,L4E
25,122
2,266,40(+
2,E79,629
6,779,965
I5I, IEE
35?,454
3,655,15r
REPORTED
TAX DUE
r0I,090.62
195,I75.58
5r2,705.45
65,257 .E2
1,222.03
1500
I6IO
I620
1700
CONS
2300
2400
?7 00
2900
5200
340 0
5500
367 0
5700
3900
l'1FG-
4I0 0
420 0
48I0
485 0
4900
4920
TCU-
T EL EPH
RADI O
EL ECTR
GAs UT
0I0 0
07 0 0
AGRI
I38t
I'II N E
5
5
5
507
508
5090
5092
l.lHS L
EXCEPT HIGHIIAY
NG AND RELATED INDUSTRIESSS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTSDUST., FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
cr1 5
716
3E
27
86
555
179
259
52
4, 195 r 5526,g75rE0r
ELECTR]CAL MACHINERY,EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COI'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTAT ION EQUIPI'IENT
I'IISCEL L ANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
PETROLEUM REFINI
STONE, CLAY, GLA
PRII'IARY I'IETAL IN
ONE A
AND TIC tlAILITI
It
t56
,99r.59
,510.42
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I.IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
ND TELEGRAPH COMITIUNICATIONS
ELEVISION BROADCASTING
TER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
ES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO]'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI.IARE, PLUFIBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
T'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
I'II SCEL L ANEOUS HHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUTI AND PETROLEU]'I PRODUCTS
TOT . hIHOL ESAL E TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDT^IARE STORES
77
t9E
?7
178
02
04
05
r,591 .54
130,225 .40
rEz, 454 . E4
4t6 ,49E.12
E, 345.25
23, 067 .56
23r,588.72
T
n
520 0
525 I
REPORT NO. 08() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE 0F NEtl t'lEXICo
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
BELEN
JUNE,1992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
5,729,593
76,069,559
45 2, 155,759
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 354DATE: 07/15/92
NUI'IBER: 77O. OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
1E7,679.55
4, r65 ,8?6 .21
L32,q?4 .45
I0,745.6E
15r,211 .80
2?,LqE.20
E5,662.85
127,041.55
25, 911 .4E
22,qqo.55
L7L,Z99 .78
875,002.44
6,105,007.40
RUN
RUNxR
xE EQUEST XDITED X
sIc
CODE
L0cATI0N ! 14-129
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
DEPARTI''IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPt IANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
I.IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S.AND-L ASSOC.SECUTY. AND COFIDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI'IENT COMPANI ESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
65
76
59
56
284
87
3, rl
27 ,58
18,67
r,97
27
5, 258I
26
6,q7
r,76
2,95E, 0 0 r
26 ,916 , (t7 9
r5,289,445
1,7 r 0 ,695
195 , 0102,257,659
784,8 0 5
255,44r
6,074,595I,604,589
56.1r
49 .51
99.70
49.95I2.49
48.50
5E.54
28.8?
64.67
95 .82
5E00
5E 15
59I0
5990
RETL
53
55
54
55
55
55
56
57
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
7800
7900
E 010
E060
8I0 0
820 0
6900
8910
S ERV
NO. TAX
RETURNS
52
r07
q85
L669
+, E5(
00
IO
00
t0
40
99
00
00
5000
6I0 0
6200
6300
65I0
6700
FI RE
70
4q
95
6q
58r
I ,520
5, r95
5,567
0, 952
9,6r4
4,82E
0,gLg
0 ,6926,826
0,707g, 466
1E0,4
L,709,q
97L,6
109,g
12,5I45,5
49,8l4,E
595,9I()I,8
2
65
, 954, 965
,532,7 90
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'lISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
HISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSET.IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
HISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNI.IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
4(t
277
3I7
r29
I05
548, 75(}
r,522,595
2,000,449
408, 147
556,600
194,5I80,5
53,5
5, 059
2,8 55
550
164q2
6t
I79,856
2r 965,500
555,47 9I,452, E7E
2,546,294
589,735
594,595
3,2E4,962
2,8E5, I47
550,599
5,275,565
I5,505,959
I5I, I 9I ,576
2, 0Er,75g
I68 , 9I5
2,377,309
2,695 r6L7
I 3, 747 , g(5
96,502,065
, EEE
r 500
,499
29.50
50 .5I
79.9E
9200
GOVT
lREPORT NO. ()8(!
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I4-225
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTIIENT
STATE 0F NEtl MEXICo
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTETI
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
GRANTS ( V. )
JUNE, 199?
TAXAB L E
GROS5 RECEIPTS
PAGE 365DATE: 07/L5/92
NUmBER: 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
RUN
RUN
sIc
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
LR5R
l'
REPORT NO. O8ll
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N: l4-516
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHT^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHT.IAY
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUCT5
LUI'1BER' t^100D AND PAPER PR0DUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PETROLEUI'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLAS5, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY HETAL INDUST., FABRICATED HETAL PRODUCTS
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPI'IENT
I'lISCEL L ANEOUS FIANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
NOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I,IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMI'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCA5TING
ELECTRIC tdATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GA5 UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'I]'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN MEXICO
COT'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
LOS LUNAS
JUNE,1992
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI'IBER:
PAGE 566
07 /15/92
770.01
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
?97
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
9r9r5r595
3,727 ,l7L
14,954,060
l,g27,qgE
6,L25,gzg
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
g, 5gg r 72l
1,516,575
9,967,737
L92I,571
5,509, 0 gr
2,045r57E
2,399 ,927
954,667
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5r4, 928 . 95
,724.56
,054. 0(
I l0 ,280 .84
3tE, 089.57
L?5,508.77
146 ,8?2.55
r5r, 925. 07
2,002, 55r . 15
57 ,286 .21
0I0 0
0700
AGRI
I500
I5IO
1620
1700
c0N5
50]0
5020
5040
s070
5080
5090
5200
5300
540 0
55] 0
642
980
t61
209
22(t
277
I06
99
80
6I1
250 0
4400
2700
2900
520 0
5400
3700
3900
I'IFG.
4000
4I0 0
4200
4810
485 0
4r0 0
49?.0
TCU-
MOTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTOT'IOTIVE EQUIPT'IENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDhIARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
HISCEL L ANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. T.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI1ENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
T,IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HOME DEALERS
7, r36, 047
7,752,851t^lH S L
554 0
5592
73, EI7
15, 96E
62 L 535, 025
2 rLsZ,?qB
52,651,945
2rs
37 rz
REPORT NO. 08(l
EQUEST X
DITED X
LOCATION: I4.5I6
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOT'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEtt I'!EXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'II.IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
LOS LUNAS
JUNE, I99Z
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI'IBER !
E 567/t5/92
0.01.
PAG
07
77
xRXE
TOTAL
GROSS
5rc
CODE
400I,II5
5599
5600
5700
5800
5815
5910
5990
RET L
FI RE
DELRS. , EXCGS., SERV.
SERVICES
s16,994
L640,05?
2, 02r, 070
2r077 ,Z?4
r5, 029,565
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,925,350
52,652,025
516,994
1,516,757
L,997 ,755
L,04+,276
I ,57E r 495
EEO,3E5
496,518
45,592
r4E0
,7 56
,554
r 788
r,495, gl7
15,50I,E52
REPORTED
TAX DUE
52,qzq.EE
592, 939. 99
r25,54E.45
175, 15I . 96
3,230,1+5.58
19,451.58
99, 154 . 08
I22, 53I . E7
NO. TAX
RETURNS
58
Is0
225
432
1,7q7
REPORTED
REC EI PTS
3t
26I
52
980 ,457
6 ,4r2, (}582,0(2rE5g
85q, 958
6 ,40q ,205
2 r 042,E3E
3, 374, 6E7
60,419,646
6000
6200
6500
6510
6550
BANKS
SECUTY. AND COI'IDTY. BROKERS,
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPE
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL EST
LE ABSTRACT
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
TIISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
T,IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'TUSEIIENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT FIEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
]'TISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNMENT
AND
TIT
RS
ATE
7000
7200
7500
6900
8910
SERV
920 0
GOVT
I69
315
14E
140
55
243
56
L42
52
q3,59?
3,L49,76+
2,07 9,7 56
z,l77,5gg
350,75q
r, 049, r83
r,635,2q5l, 05r,257
7q0,747
6q , L(+6 .7 497,050. I0
54, 080 . r5
50,455.64
7500
7500
7800
7900
8 0I0
8060
8I0 0
820 0
E600
2
195
127
135
+
5,I4E
2,07 9
2,L7Z
67
,6E2.45
,z5L.E7
,517.16
,559.96
,17q.57
9L,785.27
E?E,997.52
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHMENTS. (SERVICES)
IT!i
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 4,69r 10E,400 , E29 E6,849,65I 5,320,9+7.67
IREPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT.IENT
STATE OF NEN ].IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI{
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 56E
RUN DATE: 07/15/92
RUN NUT'IBER: 77(). OI
x
x
REQUEST X
EDITED X
ANNUAL SUMHARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
I'IILAN (V. )
JUNE, I992
LOCATION: I.4-4}2
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
REPORT NO. 08(,
il
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEt.I NEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL sU!T]'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
BOSQUE FARI'TS
JUNE, I992
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
2,775,9 I I
4,127 ,296
76,054
1,059 ,7 46
95E,300
2,9E5,205
909, r59
9(t0 r?07
7 16, 652
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
7 65 ,392I,49r,692
32, q27
545,505
956 ,07 4
2,823,32?-
60,972
90,564
7 18, r57
PAGE 369ATE: 07/t5/92
ul'IBER: 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
45,E94.15
E9,q72.L+
t 945 .60
,598.26
52,94E .9L
r64, 983 .85
5,65E.52
5,455. E9
{5, 0E9.42
6E,55I . 57
RU
RU
ND
NNX REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N: t4-505
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILD]NG HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHI.IAYSPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PRIHARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
MACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPI'IENT
t-1I SCEL L ANEOUS IIANUFACTURING
TOT. FIANUFACTURING
r'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., I^.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IIIUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
SIC
CODE
581.5
5990
RET L
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
0I0 0
0700
AGRI
I500I6t0
I620
1700
c0Ns
27 00
340 0
5500
5700
5900
I'IFG.
4200
4EI0
4900
4920
TCU-
5010
5020
507 0
5080
5090
5092
tlHS L
259
349
qq
EI I20
MOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EAUIPHENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
HARDNARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCEL L ANEOUS l^lH0 L ESAL ERS
PETROLEUFT AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTSTOT. l.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I.IATERIALS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
95
126
7I
103
6I
520 0
5500
5400
554 0
5599
5600
5700
5800 I
5
7
10
35
16
9
5
6
0
IE
9?
84
56
t42
24t
523
52E
!i
I
59
52
509
529
l, r42,1Eg
240,755
2,265,9EE
5,755,1rE
L(+ , q44 .
155,E59.
545, IE7 .
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT PAGE 570
RUN DATE: 07/L5/92
RUN NU['IBER: 770.01X REQUEST XX EDITED X
STATE O
COMBINED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
FN
REVYS
EH t'lEXIC0
ENUE SYSTE]'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFIGATION
ANNUAL SUt'lt{i{RY -- BUSINESS ACTMTY REP0RTED IN PERI0D ENDING
BOSQUE FART'IS
JUNE,1992
LOCATION ! I4-505
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5000
6510
6700
FI RE
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR.AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTHENT COI'IPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE 85 3,220 ,270 3, 077,614 184,65 0 . I(
7000
7 ?00
7500
750 0
7500
7800
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
r'I]SCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUIOFIOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
T,IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AHUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
I.IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
109
155
rr5
59
2El, r59
895, 576
r,570,665
ZZq,ggl
2EI,139
599,1r7
r,051,605
r69,840
I6 r8
55, 9
55,0I0,I
62 .4r+
55.4E
59.2890.4"
7900
E010
8060
8r00
820 0
E900
50 q67,4(15 467,445 2E, 046 .64
E910
sERV
201
750
I ,942,537
5,717 ,sZE
r,595,275
4,E77 ,90?
100,955.80
292,556 . 90
9200
95 95
GOVT
STATE GOVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
IOCAL GOVERNMENT - I'IUNICIPATITIES
TOT. GOVERNI,IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 2, 050 25,751,966 IE, 6 OE, 51 2 I,11I ,952.02
REPORT NO. 08O
LOCATION ! I4-OI4
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
I'IETAL 1'IINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUM, t'IOLYBDENUI'tOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NONI'IETALLIC IIINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. MINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHIdAYSPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I,IEAT PRODUCTS
HEAT PACKING AND OTHER I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE T4ILL PRODUCTS
LUl'lBER, 1^100D i{ND PAPER PR0DUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRONIC COI'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
I'IISCEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. I.lANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
L0CAL AND HIGHT^IAY PASSENGER TRANSP0RTATI0N
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I,IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI{I'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI.TUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
NO. TAX
RETURNs
PAGE 57IATE: 07/L5/92
U['IBER: 770.01
STATE O
COI'IB I H ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
Ehl t'1Exrc0
ENUE SYSTE]'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, L992
RU
RU
FN
REVYS
5
t5
ND
NNX REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUHI'IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RI'IDR VALENCIA CNTY
src
CODE
TOTAL REPORTED
GRO55 RECEIPTS
6 , 027,551
, 95r ,554
, 95E, 0 r6
26(r,596
6,394r977
I I ,255, 083
4 r726,64L
25, r05,662
I 18,5E5
5,525, 07 r
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
5,557,254
2 ,468 ,0699,559,955
44 ,894
6,571,315
65,6 0E
2,09r,695
REPORTED
TAX DUE
295,598.99
r56 , 972.7 0
5L9,523.27
2,q74.9E
L5,294.75
45,909.E5
555,446 .66
5,639.54
115,5E7 .27
0I0 0
0700
AGRI
I500
I510
I620
I700
CONS
2000
20r0
250 0
240 0
27 00
520 0
340 0
50
28
58
255, 165
90 , E45
544,0r0
17 9,86 4
59 ,67 4
259,558
9, 985. 0 9
5,506 .54
15,289.65
I000
I3E 9
I400
MINE
I'lFG-
9r9{rI
20,7
5500
5570
3700
5900
40 0
4r0
4?0
450
460
481
485
490
50r0
5020
5040
5070
5080
283
716
1,078
50
225
t09
215
2, 030,794
5, 975,4E4
275,70L
E27,694
-t4
26
585
52,267
00,262
77,0r0 22L15
.95
.22
.56
55 2 
' 
43(t
E,172
5,260
4920
TCU-
MOTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIPI'IEHT
DRUGS, CHEt'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI.IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPL I ES
5I
55
REPORT NO. (lEt)
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATI0N ! l4-0t{
SIC
CODE
TAXATION AND
STATE O
COI'IB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
ENUE DEPARTT.IENT
Et^l l'1EXIC0
ENUE SYSTEM
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
PAGE 372
RUN DATEI O7/L5/92
RUN NU}IBER: 77O. OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
r0,488.45
150,559.49
E,462.52
t9,637 .72
I25,571.69
2q,E95.74
Eq,297 .L9
67,426 .30
IE7 , EEE .
665, 367 .
79,50(.5E
291,149 .72
59,299.L7
95,809.20
68, 963 . 75
r , 065.5957,04I.I5
5,205. l5
E,95?.27
1E4,574. 0 r
765,697.64
REVFN
REVYS
ANNUAL SUHI,IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RI'IDR VALENCIA CNTY
5090
509?
NHS L
T,II SCE
P ETRO
TOT.
LLA
LEU
t^lHO
NEoUS tIHoLESALERS].I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
LESALE TRADE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
159
274
40
75
E8
85
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r, gg5, 0E5
6 , 096 ,925
5I5,7 0 0
4 0E, 2E4
2,269,299
5r3,8E6
I,530, 054
r,26l,4gg
6 , r4] ,925I5,7OI,EI4
1,960,1IE
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
189,546
2 r3't8 rZE5
L5?, gg?520 0
52 51
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDbIARE STORES
FARM EQUIPFIENT DEALERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
FIOBILE HOT-IE DEALERS
IIISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERs
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HONE FURNISHINGS i{ND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACEs
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
T'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERSTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
CONI'IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPNENT LABORATORI ES
AUTOI'IOBItE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'1ISCEL LANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IUSEI'lENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT MEI'IBERSHIP ORGAN]ZATIONS
T'IISCEL I. ANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
525?
5500
5400
55r0
554 0
5592
5599
5600
5700
5800
5815
59r0
5920
5990
RETL
5
2rz
54,857
5+,7E5
r15
9q
448,595
L,522,E29
1,2r5,4E9
L 429,E67
5,?(18,635
1,070,776
759I,365 L20t,207,4E5
3,4L2
12,0r5
6000
6500
551 0
6550
FI RE
7000
7200
7500
759I
7500
7600
7900
8010
8050
t57
274
295
,II2
r510
25r
?52
28
50
50
27
76 0
96 ,7 5516I,354
4,L47,667
5,286L 478
L ,959 ,?94I,495,I9I
r 9,569
57 4 ,958
1,7 49 ,L77
I ,2rt5 ,627
19,566
674,95E
EIOO
8200
E600
95, E5I
161,554
5,546,516E9008910
SERV 2, 030 15, E12,76 0 15, E37 , 18I
iT
II
REPORT NO. OEO
EQUEST X
DITED X
[0cATI0N: I4-0]4
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNT'IENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I I1EXICO
COI',IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
EI ,13r,207
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
60,925,164
PAGE 575DATE: 07/15/9?
NUMBER: 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5,559,607.22
RUN
RUN
xR
xE
ANNUAL SUIIT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
RI'IDR VALENCIA CNTY
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5,593
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
920 0
GOV T
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHT',lENT5 . (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS IOCATION
rr
REPORT NO. 08O
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:. q4-44+
AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
. t'IINING
AIR TRANSPORTATIOH
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COIIIiIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.I T'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
TOTAL REPORTED
GRO55 RECEIPTS
+9 ,9{+q ,0q8
53,591,178
54,265, Il2
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
q9, 918,49r
55, 56 5,651
55, 955, 246
PAGE 374
RUN DATE. 07/L5/92
RUN NUTiIBER: 77O. OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2 , (t95 ,924 .61
2,67E,r9r.69
2,696,652.+4
ANNUAL SUMI.IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
LEASED VEHICLES
SIC
CODE
I38 9
T'II N E
OIL
TOT
NO. TAX
RETURNS
I75
220
273
450 0
T CU-
50r0
50q0
5092
hIHS L
5st0
RETL
I.lOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIPITIENT
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
PETROL EUI'I AND PETROL EUI'I PRODUCTST0T. I^IH0LESALE TRADE
1'lOTOR VEHICL E DEAL ERS
TOT. REIAIL TRADE
r'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COFII'IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPT,IENT LABORATORI E5
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
HISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
7500
7391
7500
8900
S ERV
ri
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE 0F NEI.I I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'IANALY5IS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 375
07 /L5/92
770.01
RUN DATE:
RUN NUTIBER:X REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL SUFII'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
GOVERNI'IENTAL GRS
REPORTED
RECEI PT5
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
L6,722,790
I0,947,692
384 , E56
q81,056
r6, 061,552
10,E65,799
21 3, 7 54, 523
26,7E9,927
REPORTED
TAX DUE
855,159.09
547 ,584 . 0E
r9,241.E4
24, 051 .8r
E03, 067 .6 I
545,290 . 0 0
E95,270.06
7, 180,030.95
39(,650 .52
I0,5E5,726.67
1,559,496.q0
SIC
CODE
L0cATI0N:55-055
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
PROF., SCIENTTF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUT'ITS.]'IISCEL LANEOUS T"IANUFACTURINGTOT. t'lANUFACTURING
NO. TAX
RETURNS
586 I7 ,552,221
I0,947,692
585, l.0 g
498,208
16,ogl.717
lL66(,042
TOTAL
GROSS
I500
I700
c0Ns
410 0
4900q920
TCU-
50E0
5090
t^,lH S L
5
5
R
I
FG-m
5800
3900
540
990
ETL
LOCAL AND
EL ECTRIC
GAS UTILI
TOT. TRAN
H
l.lA
TI
SP
IGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TER AND sANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
E5
ORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
7300
7900
8060
E?00
8600
8900
89r0
SERV
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
I'II SCEL LANEOUS I^IHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
t'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
ANU5El'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
H0SPITALS iAND 0THER HEALTH SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIOHS
r'TISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSSTATE GOVERNI'IENT - EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - COUNTIES
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - T'IUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNl.lENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - SPECIAL DISTRICT5 AND OTHER
TOT . GOV ERNI'IENT
6r
45
920 0
9282
9500
9595
9395
9 396
GOVT
83
254
156
r32
487
57E
L,257
}IE
L7,g
144,2
7 19
20,597
95,505
17 ,77 5
r7,905,401
145,600,6I6
7 rEg2r 601
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS . (SERVICES)
2L5,266 ,026
55, 0E7 ,566
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 2,040 2E3,551, 152 274,734,95L 13,736,743.25
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI{ENT
STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 576ATE: 07/15/92
UMBER: 77(). (,IxR
xEEQUEST XDITED X
RU
RU
ND
NN
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
NTTC t S
JUNE, 1992
LocATI0N ! 66-566
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TO
GR
TA
OS
L REPORTEDS RECEIPTS TAXAB L EGROSS RECEIPTS REPORTEDTAX DUE
1700
CONS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDU5TRIES IN THIS LOCATION I 0 0 0.00
IREPORT NO. ()8(, TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEt,l r'lEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
R & D SERVICES
JUNE, I992
PAG
07
77
RUN
RUN
DATE:
NUI'IBER:
E 577/t5/92
0.01X REQUEST XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N.77-777
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLINGTOT. MINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. COHTRACT CONSTRUCTION
ELECTRONIC CO]'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUT'IT5
TlISCEL LANEOUS HANUFACTURINGTOT. ].IANUFACTURING
HARDI.IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IISCEL LANE0US tIH0LESALERS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
src
CODE
5670
5800
5900
MFG.
9282
GOVT
5070
5090
ttHS L
5990
RETL
720
750
759
750
NO. TAX
RETURNS
55
55
157
85
273
TOTA
GROS
LR5R EPORTEDECEIPTS
2,104,565
4,gg6r596
10,727 ,122
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
L875,588I, E76,sEE
L 892,40 0
4,542,I55
10,I52,560
REPORTED
TAX DUE
95,629 . 45
93, E29. 43
94,275.65
227 ,t05.65
505,275.65
158 9
MIN E
I500
1700
CONS
IiIISCEL LANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
PERSONAL SERVICES
r'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COMI'IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPI'IENT LABORATORIES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
TlISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVIGES
AMUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIA}iS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVERNT'IENT - EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNIIENT
10,258,558
10,26E,558
0
0I
0
0
0
0
0
0
v
760
790
60r
890
89r
SER
II
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 375 22,775,09c+ 13, 020 , 625 550,455.74
IREPORT NO. OEO
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:88-EEE
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIESTOT. AGRICULTURE
URAN IUI'I
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS, NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
EXCEPT DRILLING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.I t'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI,I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
OUT-O F-STAT E
JUNE, I992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
IE,915,257
?0, 950,537
44,9I4,8(+
19,179,200
43,56 r,32569,4]9,455
I, II8,42I
96 ,957
9,
58,
169,
2,066,109
2,329 ,452 ,4L7
2,405,061
46,66E,012
5,295,2IE
TAXAB L E
GROSS REGEIPTS
5r560,194
17,559,07r
26 ,465,50 0
10,085,286
PAGE 578
RUN DATE: 07/15/92
RUN NUMBER! 77O.OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
27E,009.2r
E77,953.7r
1,525 ,?75 .L7
504, I64.50
? ,9q8 .59
4, 553. 93
60,285.EE
592, E65. r 0
2,023,608.68
99 ,49L .94
227 ,3L5.05
r06,5E9. 97
2,500,935.56
258, 917 . IE
589, 184. 20
407,7 99.5E
5,955,101.52
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
52
394
488
242
I0 94I5I O
I5E I
I5E 9
t47 4
]'1I N E
00
IO
20
00
0100
0700
080 0
AGRI
CONS
2000
2300
240 0
27 00
2800
2900
320 0
3400
5500
5600
5670
5700
5800
5900
I'1FG-
4000
410 0
4200
450 0
4600
481 0
4830
4900
4920
TCU-
OIL
OIL
ND
ND
H
A
A
5
GAS I^IELL DRILLING
GAs FIELD SERVICES,
POTA
TOT.
l5
I6
I5
I7
I'II N I NG
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE IIIILL PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUI'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASSI AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED IIETAL PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL I'IACHINERY, EQUIPITIENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI|ITS.
I'IISCEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPEL INE TRANSPORTATION
TEL EPHONE AND TEL EGRAPH COMI'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC hIATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GA5 UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
7 4 ,027
56,071
57,05I
96,040
6E,505
7I,94585,77I
7 0 ,444
6,597rrg7
4,707 ,977
1, 17E, 955
4qz,9L6
rrg15,g90
r,772,979
2,E24,LE7
r,704,r15
329,77L.96
255,598.8+
5E, 945 .65
22,L45 .8L
95 ,7 99 .52
88,645.91
141,209.3E
85,205.66
962l,z7 q
29
31
24(+
187
52
E88I,955
27 ,295
,468
,972
,67 9
55
48
I42
t08
72
5?
17, 0
14,8
7r6
5r0
I2r J5rI
L6,4
7,9
I,590,705.65
2,064,r14.62E142E441,
58
E6
1,206, 952
r1,E55,504
40 ,47 3 ,227
557, 455
414,605
059,239
72
225
l, 990,354
4,546,50r
q6
205
58
55
55
729
I5
15
2,97 6
,946,952
,50r,496
,E67 ,2L4
Z, I5I,E(lO
46, 0I5,705
5, r79,343
7,795,595
8, I55, 992
7E,702,519
il
REPORT NO. 08(l
LOCATION: EE-EEE
t'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
DRUG5, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCT5
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDhIARE, PLUT'IBING AND HEATIN6 EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
HACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
I'IISCEL L ANEOUS NHOL ESAL ERs
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY 5TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
ANNUAL SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
OUT-O F- STA T E
JUNE,1992
PAGE 379ATE! 07/L5/92
UPIBER: 77O. OI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
,?55
,L92
,655
l0,aEg,6E7
58, E45, 6 67
740,325
I4,999,974
5,379,735
20,0]9,2L7
L0,706,925
,811,8E0
, I35, 959
,299 r02?
145,456
9,206,176
534,75 0
I2,83E,505
, 288, 27 5
, +LZ,ZZg
I7,885,042
IE,656,500
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
,02L,978
,225, 495
I
I,lg6,g5g
88,62?
20,666
59, 054
27,ggg
45, 7 0l
r4,587
6,E34,227
200,795,494
z+E,67q,E72
RU
RU
ND
NNx
x
EQU T
IT
ES
ED
x
x
R
ED
5rc
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
Ir7
LRSR
,87 0 , 555
,924 r429
,216 ,97 9
,8I(),4II
,915,095
,7 5L ,7 56
,73c+,69+
5
7
9r9
5r0
5r0
Ir7
j
50t0
5020
5040
5060
5070
5080
5090
5092
t^lH S L
5200
525 I
5252
550 0
53r 0
5400
551 0
554 0
.55 92
5599
5600
5700
5800
5815
5 910
5990
RETL
6000
6100
6I20
6200
6300
6510
6550
6700
FI RE
286
546
579
517
537
I
5
I
8I
64
974
, (56
, 196
10
529
694
I
2q
?5
203
27,30+,
I5,OIE,
26,756,
53, 069,
23, 502,
7L 5I5,
59,956,
57, 155,I4,099,
706
I05
909
r54
102
7?E
762
02q
056
, IE(}
5
6
6
t5
2
6?
5t
3
15
31
5{
79
I1
3, I4
r54
IE
75
295
2.5{
0.2q
2.94
34r,7l
r0r05g,0g
L2,432,7 5
r, 09E. 97L 174.79
5,527 . E0
6 ,22L.5(t
0, E4E . 95
0 , 520 .85
5, 255 . 95
7,587.E4
6,234.6E
59,E42.92
29,q29.46
36,035.31
497, 9I5. I525r,594. 95
252.,2E5 .L+
85, 7 16 .2I
7,L72.76
392,259.87
I6,757 . 98
470, r50 .24
,4I3.62
,156.25
24,2q2.00
15I,775.79
,(t25,522.16
E35,4r7 . 97
527,5I I .52
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
FARI'I EQUIPI'IENT DEALERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
DEPARTI1ENT STORE5
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MO"TOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IOBILE HONE DEALERS]'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACE5
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES]'IISCEL L ANEOUS RETAI L ERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONs
SECUTY. AND COMDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTT'IENT CONPANI ESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COI'II'IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPT'IENT LABORATORIES
AUTOT'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVIGES
MISCELLAIIEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
?r59
t8
7 ,65
2r68Er5g2
37E, 177
1,460,917
5, grg, 54+
,429.09
, 90E. 90
,045.EE
,565.70
939
5,605
246
6,655 52
9,0I5I, I55
5,749
6,485
6]5
759
534
r75
7,645
9,528
r58
55
75
79
r44
68
51
2sI
I87
26(+
128
54
I95
145
7,845
46
555
53(,75 0
9,4l0,zgq
r,2E9,275
19,49?.,137
484,83 9
2 ,636 ,37 4
10E,52r,500
,556
,225
1r8
I98
2,428 2t180,
,557
,967
, 0I9
7000
7200
7500
7591
7s00
7600 5(tq471 16,709I0,550
5
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'TENT
STATE OF NEI.I ['IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEMANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 380
RUN DATET 07/15/92
RUN NUI'IBER3 770.01X REQUEST XX EDITED X
ANNUAL sUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
OUT-O F-STAT E
JUNE, I992
L0cATI0N ! 88-888
src
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GRO5S RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
780 0
7900
E010
E060
8r00
E20 0
8600
8900
8910
S ERV
1'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI,IUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
FEDERAL GOVERNI'IENT - AL L OTHER
FEDERAL GOVERNI'IENT - I'IILITARY BASES
FEDERAL GOVERNI'IENT - MILITARY RESEARCHSTATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSSTATE GOVERNI'IENT . EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - COUNTIES
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - I'IUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNTIENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - SPECIAL DISTRICTS AND OTHERTOT. GOVERNT'IENT
NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
75
I2t
+,696r759
I,702r70E
4,g96r75g
r,549r403
244,E58.01
77,330. 00
55
60
4,538
243
9, 087
4,
22q,
76
46
99
65
81
0,009
r,200
ct ,6879,221
4, E58
1,
t+2,
27
95
70
65
EI
5,710
6,976
7,590
1,989
2,423
I
97,I5
78
15,55
5,E
7rE
5r0Ir5
9r5
f,5.55q8 
.82
6E.59
99.52
9(}. EI
55,
49I r
15,
506,
9r009It9
918 9
9200
9282
9500
9595
95 95
95 96
GOVT 5I
4I
5,960,002
r,r7g,gg7
5,949,76E
E55, 550
197,48E.39
4L666.569999
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 30,201 6,I9I,996,E25 9r 9,5E6 ,596 45,98I, r96 .56
REPORT NO. 08(t TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NE}I I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
PAG
07
77
RUN
RUN
70
E9
09
609
2,?(+0
25
2,E7 5
DAT E:
NUI'IB ER:
E sEI/L5/92
0.01X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION !
SIC
CODE
ANNUAL SUI'IIIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
99-000 STATE 0F NEH mEXrCo
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
Zr5
5 ,7 32,7 66
57 ,206,342
2r6q1,566,957
590,4E6,767
+5,265,31 g
TAXABTE
GROSS RECEIPTS
1 0 ,52r, 995
3E.626,726
45E,465
49,617 ,lE7
r, r72, 555
E, 125, 0 r5
,185,607
, 024, 086
, 955,57 I
,765'854
, EE(),2El)
REPORTED
TAX DUE
,595.50
1000
I020
10 94
I200
15r0
158I
I58 9
I400
IetTq
]'II N E
0I0 0
0700
0E00
AGRI
1500I6I0
1620
I700
CONS
2700
2E00
2900
520 0
5400
3500
L ING
POTASH
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
]'IETAL I'IINING, EXCEPT COPPER,
COPP ER
URAN I UI'I
COAL
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS,OIL AND GAS I.IELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES,
NONIiIETALLIC t'IINERALS, EXCEPT
POTASH
TOT. I'IINING
URAN I UI{, I'IOLYBDENUT'I
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
54 ,959 ,67769,IEgrg50
2,585,862
L25 ,7 43 ,499
II7 r,5gr,g57
50,580,645
47 3 ,67 2,023
7E,85 g, E5585,6(9,425
4?7,7 05,296
?6 , gg5 ,554
8,256 I , I24,6 90 , g6g
EE, 025
1,460,275,475I8L197,505
205,885, 945I,I77,902r21E
5, 025 ,260 ,942
,qqE,
,364,
,q92,
'322,
,E9E,
452,095.L7
22,058 ,241.59
497 ,q90.54
+,L28,988.80
2L,325,597 .64
429,96L.25
r,075
5,09E
130
4,505
66,427 .96
48,969,709.9?
68,3(2,90{.58
7,980,I68.79
9,975,35?-.5?
3+,724,5(t7 .04
121, 021, 072. 93
I , 152, 126 .66
73,240.77
259,07r.40
957 ,l72.lL
10,322,970.8+
572,79q.663,711,077.84
1,592,839.42L 407,595.55
E66 ,855. E2
572-,E49.43
1,911,576.E6
+,53+,905.10
514, EsE . 2E5,800,220.65
55,050,I11.55
,796.
,II0.
,505.
EX
F UELS
TEPc IL
D
DR
AN
292
296
972
075
093
59I
9
76
5E0
7
r35
66
400
872
6,456
L90
5
50
79
IO
I5
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAT PRODUCTS
I'IEAT PACKING AND OTHER MEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, hIOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUI,I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
sTONE, CLAY, GLAS5, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY }1ETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED IiIETAL PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL I'IACHINERY, EQUIPT'IENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COT'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPI'IENT
PROF. , SCIENTIF. , OPTIC. , OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUT'ITS.
MISCEL LANEOUS t'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'lANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHI,IAY PAsSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
,7 ql
,5q7
,559
,27 6
E75,365,765
L 20 L 095, 059
14I,929, 925
175,87E,6EI
6 0E,407 , E2r
2,127 ,200 r4E7
55I
2
50
2000
2010
250 0
2400
1,057
175
905
5, 166
5, I52
559
6r0
2,009
L,99?
E68
19,765,622
1,257 ,255q 
,649,7 65I6,456,E19
I7E, I7E,745
r0,75I,563
6(},800,046
24 ,0q6 ,567
24,857,970
15,256,E23
r0,21E,635
35, 955, rEI
80 ,244,10?.g,152, Ig5
119,533,E67
6r5,165,952
68,I71,095
58,497,755
55,520 ,548
52,60L,27L
74,307,6r935,816,0II
27 ,625,035
50,595,695
59, I84,2555I,2I4,5714L 595,045
01,250,999
99,885,614
70,2r3,64948,I51,497
52,40E ,23q
?
372
585
673
545
15,726
52, 57 2
5600
5670
5700
5800
3900
t'1FG-
I
2
2II
l
2
6
e
I
I
4000
4r00
4200
4500
4600
81
2,4E3
5 ,644
699
408
161,252.05
2,E45, E5r .254,q79,505.7I
602,519.74
885,455 . 92
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART}'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I I1EXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEIiI
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
225, Esg, 0 17
24L,577,526
807 ,37 0 ,96 0
279,4L6,295
251,9I1,760
655, 997 , 592
2, 535, 57 L 546
40E,47I,007
5'564 r25(t,394
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
574,699,E17
64,?.25,285
886,775,742
2?3,908,492
I , 90 9,585,7 15
57 , 522, 045
PAGE 582
RUN DATE: 07/L5/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 770.01
REPORTED
TAX DUE
51,459 ,425.69
5,778, 964. 5r
50,586,569.0f,
L2,970,605.55
107 ,769,6E6.25
9E.35
04.56
05.59
49.15
56 .85
74 .87
55. tE
25. 93qa.47
12,992,837.27
51.
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION !
SIC
CODE
48t0(85 0
4900
4920
TCU-
ANNUAL SU}II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
99-OOO STATE OF NEI.T I'IEXICO
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TEL EPHONE AND TEL EGRAPH GOT,IMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC [^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIEs
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COIIT'IUNICATIONS AND UTI L ITIES
T'IOTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTOHOTIVE EQUIPI'lENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI^IARE, PLUI,IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
HACHINERY, EQUIPI'1ENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCELLANEOUS bIHOLESALERS
PETROLEUTI AND PETROLEUTI PRODUCTSTOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
16 ,626
r,904
5,500I, 485
54,590
594,352,574I07,sEL96I
1 ,266,550,750
270,q55,q54
5 ,57 6 ,97 g ,549
50r0
5020
5040
5060
5070
50E0
5090
5092
l.lH S L
424
l2?
324
2+3
2E0
961
610
509
z.I
5
L
?
q
2+
5
43
,155
,7 57
,541
,538
, I46
,655
,827
,120
,759
3E,
50,
59,
57,
309,
365 r
145,I, ()4I,
,l2r
,597
,7 02
t448
,500
,7 37
,208
, I5E
220,450, 910
54,445,517
20,8+2,575
217,931,799I, 180,60r,321l,507 rgE7 r26gI22, 555, 255
114,524,6E4
4E,09r,5E5
23q,76r,659
q0(+ 
,7 95, 515
293,637,764
956,551,556
260,5?5,qgz326,II6,095
6 5,955 , 592
1,797,045,505
7 ,926,07I,456
E5
E2
EO
76q7
82
29
69
46
70
79
47
058t
,905.
,054.
,505.
,727 .
,923.
, 9r2.
,5E2.
,587 .
,859 .
,265.
,9L7.
,625.
,566.
2,L41 ,72,156,8
2,E5+ ,55,5I5, r
2,L56,7
17,552,5
?0,576,38,4r2,8
5E,97 6 ,7
5200
525 r
5252
550 0
551 0
540 0
597, I46,295
79,90r,014
49,67r,794
265,776,L37
I ,202,E03 ,7 ?21,9I5r058,16E
258, 185, L 4g
2E4 ,506 , 97 2
55
55
55
55
55
57
55,890
509,585
42r,554
37 E ,259
989,510
266,662q04,580
7 9, EEz
5, I57, 523I0,47r,865
,620
,525
t284
,518
,554
, 88I
,000
,620
,985
I0
40
92
99
00
00
BUILDING IIATERIALS
HARDT^IARE 5T0RES
FARM EQUIPI'lENT DEAL ER5
GENERAL HERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART}IENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
NOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
TIOBI L E HOI'IE DEAL ERS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS VEHICL E AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEAL ERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINKD PROPRIETARY STORES
LIQUOR STORES
ANEOUS RETAILERSTAIL TRADE
3,229
1, ?r5
12,857
70,007
95,596
7,227
6,750
2,8 01T5,7I}
23,7 tt7
I7 , 171
56,398
r5,305
I 9, I29
5, E51
I 02,8 06
46+,57 g,2L6
DRUG AN
PACKAGE
MISCEL L
TOT. RE
6,532
1,268II5L 40lI,5I5
1L 153
3,?54L 928
25 ,959
5,459I,6I6
682
9,275
I ,8I5I2,73q
2,910
7 ,157
8E1
5, 945
10,256
6,761
27,704
7,908
2,575
1,396
97 ,354
200,22(t
5800
5E 15
5910
5920
5990
RET L
,4
,1
,1
,7
37 .32
25.05
E5.40
6000
6I0 0
6I20
6200
6500
6 5I0
6550
5700
FI RE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND 5-AND-L ASsOC.SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COT'IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS. , EXCGS . , SERV .
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTHENT COMPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
2,4IE
1,130
2E8
758
2, 198I5, 654
1,157
906
22,459
I49,1E5,597
50 ,245, 069
4,495, r64
27 ,660,445
27,6Er, rg5
306,354,974
87 ,729,529
5E, 9E4 r g6 g692,328,72E
, 905, 404
,967,ll2
,9?3 r 002
,067,063
,391, (r75
,225,592
,562,7 gl
,829 ,7 06
, 990, 146
,4r3.51
,57 q .44
,4L5.25
,7 08.75
, 053.65
,216.95
,585.19
,8E+.50
,630.10
It0
22I
24
z2
191
5(t
32
450
{
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
CC!1BI!{ED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
AilIALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, L992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
448 t
5,41]. 000
17, 02I,567
55,588,764
54,287,505
255, E91 ,6 I7
g ,659,207
558,310,551
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
654 ,436
4 0 4,86E
2,992,345
16,2?2,738
55,588,764
55, 057 ,646
2rE,538,078g, 456 ,957
PAGE 5E5
RUN DATE: g7 /I5,'92
RUil NUMBER: 770.0}
REPORTED
TAX DUE
3,748,010.15
4,9E7,951.06
I , r27 ,255.55
X REQUEST XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
5rc
CODE
ANNUAL SUI,IFIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN PERIOD ENDING
99.OOO STATE OF NEI.I I{EXICO
7000
7?00
7500
7591
7500
E900
E910
S ERV
L2,9q4q2,710
5?,544
739
25, 0 r8
I5,646
978
I4
3I
EO
6
295
7500
7800
7900
E 010
6060
EIOO
E20 0
E600
HOTELS, t'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COI'IMERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPHENT LABORATORI ES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSEITIENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
,40q
, 954
,534
r 255
,655
, E23
3
2
96
22
6r09
NO. TAX
RETURNS
45
5,442
26,890
6, 154
L66 ,974,
62,656,Ir3,557,
671,876,
5L7 ,726,
75I
?07
693
083
455
465
27Ll,5rgl, I48
579
40
5I
1,431
,
,
t
,
,
56,60?,
,7IE,
,469,
,9r9,
,902,
,734,
98
6
2
557
752,672.35
76r,022.8r
778,716.72
564,956 .68
3E7 ,596 .87
142,605.73
6 16 , 940 .50
510,54E.r5
E42,E55.16
241, 0r6 .50
5E0, 937 . 98
6E9,745.67
632,627 .E4
645
59E
510
57r
E78
L22l5t
ET5
9+5
141
940
639
247
37I
r25
474
399,758,
255 ,7 94 ,].072,551,
I,05q ,599 t
585, 342,
r 18, 558,
58,020,
95,512,
9IE
125
656
289
347
015
42a
495
379
981
6?7
I40
555
553
616
703
2I
6
5
2
3
2
?
5I
34
IIII
5tI,
6,
5t
5,
9,
5,I,Ir
1,
4,
2,
7t
9, 6E9
L,752
r,505
1,562
2,596
2,437
9I0 0 FEDERAL GOVERNMENT - ALL OTHER
FEDERAL GOVERNFlENT . I'IILITARY BASES
FEDERAL GOVERNI'IENT . I'IILITARY RESEARCH
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATIOH AND INSTITUTIONS
STATE GOVERN}IENT - EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - COUNTIES
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - TIUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - SPECIAL DISTRICTS AND OTHER
TOT. GOVERNMENT
tst,047.279tI9
9IE 9
920 0
928?
950 0
9393
95 95
93 96
GOVT
I,577
I17
er6
Et5
586
855,444.65
,680,530 .92
,788,86 I . 58
,5E0,157.52
486,78r .69
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS . (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIE5 IN THIS LOCATION
3,399 517,525,00E 15,725,?98.94
I ,215 59,021,018 3g,692, 535 2,028,795.6E
752,405 56,90E,596,E85 2L,qsl,546,657 I ,232, 6 08 , 969 .97
